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TOPICAL NEWS AND NOTES.

The Melba Fund.

IMENTIONED the other week that a

Melba Fund had been started by grateful listeners -in. Contributions should
be sent c.o. The British Broadcasting Co.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, London.
In an interview (printed on another page)
Dame Nellie Melba deals with_ the recent
success attained in broadcasting her voice
from Covent Garden to listeners -in all over
the country.
-

*

*

-

*

AS a result -A
instal-

lation of a
new

set

valve

the wireless sta..
tion at Bergen has
repeatedly been
in communication

with American

stations, w h o s
' signals have been
distinctly heard.
The Bergen sta-

tion has also been equally successful in
transmitting replies, the American Stations
reporting that the signals were very distinct.
*

*

Radio in the Tube.

WIRELESS messages have done more

than cross 3,000 miles of ocean.

They 'have penetrated through rock

and river to the depths of a New York
subway.

Recently night engineers of the Inter borough Rapid Transit Company, with
a receiving set only 18 in. long and 7 in.
wide and a loop aerial 4 ft. high, captured

part of a concert being given in New York
while their train was travelling at 40 miles
an hour under the bottom of the East River.
A few minutes'later they caught part of the
programme of the Kansas City broadcasting
station 1,300 miles away.

All the time there

were going on around them the roar and
din that make New ,York's subways one of
the most terrible wonders of the world.

During most of the time the engineers
heard with perfect clearness, though there
was considerable interference by induction
from passing trains and the motors in the
train on which they were travelling.-From
" The Times."

any previous doubts as to whether there were

the sub -station at Port Dundas, and to

of the tall chimney stalks of the station

Tracked by Wireless.

intention of the company to locate the plant
for the production of the wireless waves in

erect the transmitting aerial between two
The company are prospecting for premises'.

to serve as a studio or concert -room in a

central part of the city. These premises
will be linked up with the transmitting

**

*

THE Blackpool and Fylde Wireless
Society have started a campaign to

clear the ether of reaction fiends.
The society intends giving full scope to

several of its members who propose doing
aerial detective work to track offenders and
educate them. A repetition of the offence
might, it is said, involve the withdrawal
'of the amateur experimental licence.
G. K. C. by Wireless.
MR. G. K. CHESTERTON, whose speech

being transmitted 'from the'local station.

at the dinner of the London Burns
gathering was broadcast recently
from Prince's Restaurant via Marconi
House, " Came through " very clearly on
my loud speaker, especially the chuckling

Temporary Glasgow Station.

Chesterton while he' was speaking !

the short-range receiving seta will, of course,
_Dame Nellie Melba.

By John Hill.

more than a hundred or so people listening
to him broadcasting his weather reports,
the dozen or so mail bags that arrived must
have caused him to perform some mental
arithmetic in noughts.

posal be agreed to it is, I understand, the

station, from which music and other matter
will be broadcasted for the benefit of owners
of receiving sets in and around Glasgow.
' It is expected that arrangements will be
made to broadcast the performances of the
British National Opera CompanY ,on the
occasion of their visit to the Coliseum,
Glasgow, in March. This service would be
arranged on lines similar to the broadcasting
of the operas from Covent Garden, London,
but the large number of amateurs who use

Bergen to U.S.A,

the

poration of Glasgow by the Electricity Committee of the Corporation. Should the pro-

THE VIBRATION.

share in the service when the 9peras are

ATEMPORARY wireless broadcasting

of the gentleman who sat next to Mr.
Satire.

station was erected in Glasgow in
connection with the recent motor
exhibition held in that city. Under the
call letters 2 B P, and on a wave -length of
410 metres, preliminary tests were carried

less telephony from a real Chestertonian

week. '

It -is strange," he said, " that science
should have produced an instrument that

out at six o'clock each night, followed by a
concert at 7 p.m. throughout the exhibition
*
"The Diddlers."

*

*

MR. CHESTERTON, Who is, of course,
a leading literary light of exceptional witty brilliance, regards wire-

angle.

'

can speak all over the world when the
world has nothing to say. The gift would

EVERY advance in science appears to
be accompanied by an advance in
crime, and wireless does not prove

to be an exception.

It may not be realised
by some that the " licence dodger ", is

have been a priceless boon at different
epochs of the world's history, but at the
present time there is nothing of importance
to broadcast ! "

liable to a £100 fine or even 12 months'
hard labour, and that the authorities are
elaborating a sehethe for tracking them
down. In itself, it may- be thought that
" licence dodging " is not p very serious
thing, and anyway, " it's only diddling the
authorities," but the serious aspect of un-

licensed wireless and unregistered' stations
looms up very blackly in times of political
and industrial stress, as was proved in

the Great War and, later on, in Ireland.
*

*

His Unseen Friends.
The Glasgow Station.

ACCEPTANCE of the offer made by the
Company
British
Broadcasting

(Limited)' to erect a transmitting
station at Port Dundas Electricity Power
Station has be& recommended to the Cor-

1

OME idea of, the enormous number of
listeners -in can be obtained from the
fact that - the operator at ~ Eiffel
Tower recently received the overwhelming

S

number of 56,000 postcards in response
to an appeal for criticisms. If he had had

Waiting for Uncle Jeff's evening story.
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such questions as the League -of Nations.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Other plans include a series of short addresses on Sunday nights by a clergyman

(Continued from previous page.)

with a gift for straight speaking, not neces-

The King's Set.

I HEAR that a wireless set is to be installed
in Buckingham Palace. Before long
we shall probably be hearing a- speech

aarily on religious topics, but on subjects
suitable for Sunday transmission. The
talks will occupy only eight to ten minutes.

transmitted by the King from his own
The possi-

private broadcasting studio.

bilities of this form of addressing vast

crowds alniost takes one's breath away.

Society of Great Britain was held
at the Institution of Electrical Engineers

*

ALARGE reception was held last Friday
at Australia House; to hear the
B.B.C. concert of Australian " stars."

The Prince of Wales was present, and
listened -in with enjoyment.
*

*

IHE British Broadcasting Company has
appointed Mr. Percy Edgar director
the

Birmingham

recently: when Dr. W. H. Eccles, the
newly

elected

president,

delivered

his

presidential address. The annual dinner
was held afterwards at the Waldorf Hotel.
Dr. Eccles announced that the committee
had decided to make an award annually of

a Radio Society medal to any British

Plans for Birmingham.
of

delegates

from societies affiliated to the Radio

Radio Receptions.

*

Radio Society of Great Britain.
THE annual conference of

Broadcasting

Station, a capacity in whiiAl'he has acted
during the experimental and formative
period.

A suggested skeleton programme for the
future is likely to include a " demonstration
hour " (says the " Birmingham Post ") for

the benefit of shops dealing_ in wireless
equipment, when prospective buyers and

subject who, in the opinion of the president
and vice-presidents, performed the greatest

service to radio science during the year.

The floral tribute presented to Dame Nellie Melba
by appreciative " listeners -in."

on behalf of the society, to Mr. and Mrs.

out by members of the society from Wandsworth, when, during ten successive nights,
more than two thousand receptions of
Transatlantic messages were recorded.

The retiring president, Admiral of the Fleet
Sir Henry Jackson, presented a silver clock,

Philip Coursey, iii recognition of the valu-

able work voluntarily done by them in

connection with the recent successful tests
in Transatlantic wireless telegraphy carried

ARIEL.

inquirers will be able to hear the sets Offered

for sale in actual use. At the moment, the
only time when sellers of wireless gear can
demonstrate the .equipment is after

6.30 p.m., by which time closing hour is
at hand. The demonstration will be fol-

lowed by a children's hour from 5 to 6 p.m.,
when fairy stories, tales, and suitable music
will be sent out. Women will be _catered
for _between 6 and 6.30 p.m. in a " women's

corner.". The rest

of

the evening

will

probably be divided as follows

6.30 to 7 p.m.-A talk on art, literature,

and miscellaneous subjects.

7 to 7.15.-First news bulletin and an-

What you can hear
every evening of the week on your set.
TELEPHONY AND MUSIC TRANSMISSIONS.
Call sign.
Wave -length
Remarks.
in metres.

Station.

Marconi House, London,
Broadcasting Station

2L0

..

Usually every evening, 5 to 5.45 p.m. ;

369

7 and 9.30 News ; 7.15 Orchestra ;

nouncements in connection with the station.

8 to.9 p.m.-Concert.

9 to 9.30 p.m.-A talk on subjects

of

general interest.
9.30 to 9.45.-Last crews bulletin, etc.
9.45 to 10.30.-Concert.
The talks to be arranged will, it is hoped,

include short addresses by politicians on

8.25 to 10.30 Music.

Newcastle Broadcasting
..
.. 5 N 0
Station
Manchester Broadcasting
Station
.. 2ZY
Birmingham (Witten)
Broadcasting Station

Cardiff

Station
Croydon

Broadcasting

..

..
Writtle, Essex ..
..
Paris
..

..

5I T
5WA

Radio-Electrique, Paris

..

As a rule from 7 to 10 p.m.

385

.

Every evening, usually from

..

Every evening, usually from 6.30 to 10
p.m. (News, Concerts, etc.).

395
900
400
2,000

FL

.

400

425

GED
2MT

s

Konigswusterhausen

The Hague
Haren ..

..

LP

..

2,800

PCGG

..
..

1,085
900

0PVH

-

..

1,565

6

to

10 p.m.

Service commencing shortly.

..
..
..
..
..

Throughout day to aeroplanes.
Tuesdays, 8 p.m. (Concert).
11.15 a.m. Weather report ; 6.20-7 p.m.
Weather report and Concert ; 10.10
Weather report.
Between 6 and 7 a.m., between 11 and
12.30, and between 4 and 5.30 p.m.
Sundays, 3 to 5 p.m.. (Concert.)
Practically every 20 minutes past
each hour from 11.20 to 4.20, giving
messages to aeroplane on the
Brussels - Paris, Brussels - London,
and Brussels -Amsterdam lines.
5.5 p.m. News Items ; 5.15 to 6.10 Concert ; 8.45 p.m. News Items ; 9 to 10
p.m. Concert.

Note.-See announcements in daily Press for last minute alterations in times of Broadcasting Programmes. No Broadcasting during hours of public worship on Sundays.
NOTE.-The Bar Lightship, Liverpool, stations, much telephone conversation may
sends telephony at 7 a.m., 9 a.m., 11 a.m., be heard from St. Inglevert (A M), Le
12 noon, 1 p.m., and every two hours until Bourget (Z M), and Brussels (B A V). These
9 p.m. Calls " Dock Office." Liverpool stations are quite powerful, but they call for
a little extra care in tuning. Wave -length,
answers " Bar Ship."
A photographer's impression of Mr. George Robey.

the famous comedian, broadcasting one

of his

inimitable " turns " at Marconi House.

In addition to the regular transmissions

carried on between the British amateur

900 metres.
All times given are G.M.T.
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THE ROMANCE OF UNSOLVED
WIRELESS PROBLEMS.
By P. J. RISDON, F.R.S.A.
A well-known and popular contributor to this journal deals with some of the
fascinating wireless problems that have yet to be solved.

TO some it might appear invidious to strtunents and appliances -until at last there
suggest that wireless 'has a more .is no great practical difficulty in girding the
romantic side than any other branch earth in fsth of a second, is too well known to

of science. Yet, from one point of view,
.that scarcely seems to be an exaggeration.
Hy this I do not mean' merely the fact that
music and messages 'can be berne on the
wings of ether waves, so that one may listen

need exposition here.

in to broadcast concerts; and tune a receiving'
set so as to pick them up, at will, from different
place hundreds of miles apart: Wonderful

turned their attention to further develop-

as it is, that is but a practical (and some-

times quite an unromantic !) result of pioneer

work in wireless. For, who can doubt
that scientists and wireless experts are as
yet but on the fringe of the subject ?

Only a few days ago clear speech was received from New York on a six-foot frame
aerial !

The romance of it all lies rather in the
reflection of what has been revealed and
achieved, and of impending and awe-

inspiring discoveries; which the writer, for
one, has no doubt whatever we are on the
verge of .now-cliscoveriei which may

throw light upon the secret of life itself.

And even although some of them may not
alone,
be the result
they will be largely the result of achievement in the sphere of wireless endeavour.
Indeed, as time goes on, one realises more
and more how inseparable the (so-called)
different branches of science really are, and

how interdependent research workers in
different fields have become.

Not -to begin too far back, let us start
In this we have,

surely, one of the most exquiSite instru-

ments ever devised by man. By means of
it, electrons are forced to detach themselves from a tungsten wire, which may be
no more than 1-2,000th of an inch in diameter, and to constitute, in what is virtually
a vacuum, a path for an electric current.

When we consider that an atom-once
supposed to he the minutest conceivable
fraction of matter-is a coarse mass compared with an electron, and that electrons
and magnetons are believed by many to

constitute the ultimate source of all matter
and even -of energy, and that the thermionic
valve constitutes a means of disintegrating
matter 'into such an elementary condition,
it is clear that we are faced with an actual
scientific achievement somewhat analogous
to the release of atomic energy. Moreover,

The development of

telephony-speech and music-

awaits but sufficient improvement in mechanical detail to attain the same range.
The first shock of excitement over, men
ments.
The objection was raised that the universal

radiation of waves rendered it extremely

difficult, if not impossible, for messages to
be despatched which could not be picked
up by any receiver on the line of march of
the waves. It was found that, like those
of light,

A Dream of Ages.

with the thermionic valve.

wireless

electro-magnetic waves can be

reflected and concentrated, and commercial
services are now carried en by waves that
travel in invisible beams, and can be
directed at will from a transmitting to any
receiving station, other stations being
avoided, so that messages are only picked
up by the one they are intended for.

A still further improvement is stated to
have been recently invented ,by M. Belin,

by means of which secret, transmission can
be effected, so that it will be absolutely

impossible to tap messages sent by his

apparatus.

Power and Pictures.

wireless for the reception of news.
Wireless can now be received by means of
underground " aerials," by submerged submarines, and in mines in the bowels of the
earth, for the ether permeates all liquid arid
solid, as well as gaseous, matter, and *ayes
propagated in it will pass through solids as

well as through the atmosphere. Again,
the possibility of controlling any mechanism

by wireless from a distant point has been
proved beyond all question.
Touching on another aspect of the subject,
there are some who believe that power will'

be transmitted by wireless-power sufficient to drive engines, for instance. Although

of a multitude of possibilities.

the amazing properties-including almost
incredible densityL-attributed to it by

wireless, has already carried us into a
new sphere of research, in which we stand, as

we talk so much and know so little, possesses,
scientists,

it may be capable of serving

Egypt, by wire or wireless, and it appears in
the next morning's issue of our daily newspaper. But any photographs he may have

taken have to be despatched by aeroplane

or other means of conveyance, so that it may
be days or weeks before they can be reproduced. But with an efficient wireless
picture -transmitting apparatus, photographs
of,

say, treasures from the Luxor tomb,

taken to -day, would appear in to -morrow
morning's paper with the descriptive
account.
Riddle of Life.

Everything we see-colour and form-is
entirely the result of light waves reflected
from it ; it is but part of a continuous
picture fornied by Nature's cinematograph.
The day will surely come when, by means

of cinematograph machines, almost continuous pictures will be taken, and transmitted by wireless, so that one will enter a
cinema theatre, take a seat-not knowing

what may appear on the screen-and

soul -stirring events in distant parts
of the world within a few seconds of their
occurrence. Again, it will no doubt come
to pass that we shall be able to converse with

of. things that are at present mysteries --for
the solution possibly of the riddle of life and
death.
. Another of the more fascinating and romantic possibilities. of wireless --because of
the essentially huMan .elethent=liei in its
application to telepathy. That there is
some natural wave force at work, as between
individuals, there can be no doubt whatever,
whether we Consider its result in thought
reading, or in the phenonienon experienced
by many persona froth time to time, when,
quite involuntarily, thoughts or impreigtons
are conveyed to
another, though separated by thousands tf miles.
.-Will it ever -be possible so to apply wireless to thought waves as to cast them upon
.

.

the ocean of ether-in much the same way
that a message is flung into ,space ---4o. be

received affain and reconverted into the
sensation of thought.

' Great as are the difficulties to be overconie,

economically as a wave power medium, in
somewhat the same manner that water was

to effect this, the problem is alaSeiniting

discovered by M. Constantinesco to be capable

and,, without a writttn or spoken word,

yet, dazed-scarce able to grasp the vast of transmitting power waves economically
possibilities opened up.
The story of the gradual development of
wireless telegraphy, of the perfecting of in-

is the transmission of pictures. Hitherto
no satisfactory method has been evolved,
but in December last was announced the
invention of a new and successful -method
of transmitting photographs by wireless.
Let us consider what this means.
newspaper correspondent at present despatches his communications from, say,

service of the Cunard Company a full magnetic waves and light and 'other vi" Atlantic " edition of the " Daily Mail " brations, and, it is possible in these unknown
will be printed daily-relying solely upon 'portions that we must seek for the elucidation

the writer is not one of them, he is not, like
others, prepared to deny the possibility of,
this ; for if the mysterious ether, of which

Thus it may be said that the thermionic
valve, developed for a special function in

the idea of wireless telegraphy and telephony,
there remains Other fascinating applications.
of wireless, at which inventors have been at
work for half a generation. On one of these

Although the printing, on board ship, a person by wireless and see him at the same
of news received by wireless is not new, time.
on the very day I began this article an
It is quite impossible, in such an article
important announcement was made in the as this, to, ignore the spectrum, for it is the
" Daily Mail " to the effect that on no fewer Unknown portions of the spectrum that rethan nine great ships in the Transatlantic ' present missing links between electro-

it lands 'us in a field of research in which the
dream of the old alchemists may be realised

-the transmutation, for example, of base
metals into gold, although that is but one

spheric differences of potential, and his
apparatus includes a device for converting
such electrical energy into useful- work by
first converting it into ether waves.
Accustomed, though we have beeome to

through pipes.

Herr Plauson, a German, has made extensive experiments for utilising atmo-

One indeed ; think -of sitting in -

comniuning in thOught with another person

at will-thousanda of miles away !
Whitt a prospect for fond hearts severed
by distance but beating in- unison 1
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The set may not he provided with a telephone condenser. Examine the telephone
terminals and see if there is a wire running
from each to a small flat immovable piece

SINGING TO THOUSANDS.

of apparatus. If there is no telephone condenser there will be but a single connection

By DAME NELLIE MELBA, in an Interview with Ariel.
The thousands of " listeners -in " who heard Dame Nellie Melba singing at Covent Garden
last week, will be interested in her opinions as to the possibilities of broadcasting.

to each of the 'phone terminals. A telephone
condenser does not affect either the wavelength range or the range of reception of a

In this special interview-granted to a representative of POPULAR WIRELESSDame Nellie Melba shows herself keenly interested in the art of broadcasting
and the future that lies before it.
WHEN I called to keep my appointment
with Dame Nellie Melba, who had
kindly granted. me an interview for
POPULAR WIRELESS,

I found the great

singer resting after a rehearsal at Covent
Garden. Rut I gained. an immediate impression that she was intensely interested in
broaeasting, and although, as most people
know she sang by wireless for " The Daily

Mail " sonic time ago, I could see that the
normous interest in the success achieved
by the broadcasting of " La Boheme " had
impressed her deeply.

Melba-one speaks of this great artiste,
as one would speak of Caruso, Paehmann

and Patti, without the superfluity of a

prefix-Melba, when I asked her what she
thought of the invention which enabled
thousands of people all over the country to
hear, her voice, replied swiftly and almost

set, but improves the tone of the signals
considerably. A small fixed condenser of

knowledge of her broadcasting success had
affected her. It is not given to many artistes
to gladden the hearts of thousands of people
at one operatic performance.
" And what effect do you think this broadcasting will have on musical art ? " I asked.

about -001 mfds. capacity of any type will
answer the purpose, and the value- is not at
-all critical.

Then comes the question of crystals.
Some of the detectors supplied with B.B.C.

sets are provided with good crystals, and
some are not. No user of a crystal set is

ever satisfied, or very rarely, that he is
using the most suitable mineral for the
purrosa. If he is close to a broadcasting

" I am sure it will be of great help,"

Melba replied quickly. " If good music is
given, it will help tremendously towards the
education of large numbers of people with
regard to good music. They will have opportunities of learning all that is best ;
they will be able to enjoy the finest operas.

station, and signals are strong, he can afford
to sacrifice sensitivity for stability. Curiously
enough, it is _rarely, that both these useful
points are possessed by one particular

crystal. One of the most stable of crystals
is the fused silicon when used in contact

It cannot fail to do good, and to stimulate
an even greater interest in the work of those
splendid artistes in the British National
Opera Co. The future of broadcasting is

with a fine copper wire.

If the intending listener -in is situated
somewhere towards the limit of a crystal
set range for the reception of telephonysay about 15 or more miles from a broadcasting station-then he must he prepared

indeed a big one, and the responsibility
vast."

excitedly.

to handle the more sensitive and less stable

" Extraordinary."

magic ; yet I suppose when one has studied
the science of wireless everything connected
understood ? "
" In a way," I replied, " one's enthusiasm
is a little moderated when the mysteries are

mysteries no longer-hut it is certainly an
instance where familiarity does not breed
-2ontempt."
Melba nodded.

varieties if he desires to obtain results.
Galena, with a fine German silver wire con-

CRYSTAL SET
IMPROVEMENTS.

" It is the most marvellous invention of
the age," she declared. " It is almost like

it seems quite ordinary and easily

eekty, February 3rd, 1923.

tact, is one of the most sensitive crystal
detectors, but requires constant re -adjust-

ment. In this case a buzzer for testing
purposes is very useful. Refer to the short

article on this subject in the first supplement
Do not purchase a loose coupler type of
crystal receiver unless it is poss.ssed of

IN cases where a variable condenser is not
provided with a simple crystal type of
receiver, the addition of such will prove
very useful. 'It will allow of finer tuning,
and that in itself may tend to increase the
strength of the signals received, and even
the range of reception, because, generally

both what is known as a change -over switch,

and a testing buzzer embodied in its circuit

-that is, unless you have had previous

" Is it true," she asked, " that my voice
was heard as far away as Copenhagen ? "
" And farther," I replied. " Reports

speaking, telephony requires far sharper
tuning than is necessary for spark reception ;
.0003 mfds. would be a suitable value, and

very efficient and useful, but generally

LESS, that your voice was heard from

and earth terminals.

other, apart from that of the crystal.

have reached the editor of POPULAR WIRE-

experience in tuning -in

necessitate about five different adjustments,

all of which are liable to vary with each

it can be connected right across the aerial

hundreds of places in Europe."
" It is so extraordinary how it carries so
far," said Melba, with a puzzled little laugh.
" I myself have had letters from people in

Loose couplers are

4ER/AL
GRID LEAK

all parts of England and Scotland, and a
wife from Paris congratulating me, and

11

CONDENSER

saying that my voice was clearly heard. I
feel so delighted to think that such a great
multitude of people should have been able

fi .1

PHONES

,"7,1?10 CONOE.N5ER

to listen to me when singing at Covent
Garden, and that they heard not only my

voice, but the acted words as clear as people
sitting in the front row of the stalls."

VARIABLE
CONDEN5EP

TUNING

FOND's

than the people in the front row of the stalls,

and that when she made her speech after
evening, I had heard every word, clearly
and distinctly all over my drawing -room,
from the loud speaker, as if she had been
next to me.
Melba made a little gesture-a gesture that
spoke in a language of its own-her wonder
at the achievements of wireless. It was so

eloquent that I knew how sincerely the

H.T.

FIXED 711

at Covent Garden were even closer to her
the end of Act III. of " fa Boheme " the other

.wawvea--t!.+RHED:

" A Great Help."
I mentioned the fact that the microphones

b.

LEAK

EARTH
D

This circuit, reproduced from the " Radio Digest Illustrated," presents some interesting poasibilitier in

regenerative reception. The tuning unit comprises a single slide inductance coil with a .0005 mid. variable
condenser in the aerial circuit.. A .0002 mfd. variable condenser is placed in parallel with the coil in order
to allow very fine wave -length tuning.

The two fixed condensers have each a capacity of .005 mfd. while the grid leaks have a resistance of
2 megohms in the case of that placed across the fixed condensers and 1 megohm in the case of that placed
The valve should be fairly soft, and

across the grid condenser. The capacity of this latter is .00025 mfd.
take about 30 volts on the plate.

--

Tuning is accomplished by means of the ' variable inductance and the parallel condenser, the series
condenser having a fairly midway reading, together with a careful filament adjustment.
'

.
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WIRELESS TELEPHONY FROM NEW YORK.
The success of the recent Transatlantic Telephony Tests marks another milestone in the progress of radio communication.
The following article describes the reception of the American messages at the works of the Western Electric Co. at Southgate.

By ONE WHO WAS THERE.

IN the early morning hours of January
15th, for the first time in history, a
human voice spoke by pre -arrangement in

America, and was clearly heard in England.

At 2 a.m., by Greenwich mean time, a

party of about fifty men sat with telephone
receivers at their ears in a room at the New

Southgate (Middlesex) works of the Western
Electric Company. They heard first a voice,
with an American accent, speaking steadily
a series of American place names-" Buffalo,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington. . .
Then, clear and strong : " This is Mr. Thayer,

of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, speaking from 195, Broadway,
New York City, through the Rocky Point
Station of the Radio Corporation of

watts, and the wavelength approximately

5,350 metres. High -power vacuum tubes
were used. Their use, it was pointed out,
had the great advantage that the production
of high -frequency waves, suitably modulated

for radio telephony, could be done more
easily than with other standard apparatus.

The transmitting station also employed the

technical device of sending out only that
component of the modulated wave which

method is that the same intelligibility was
secured with an expenditure of only one -

wonderful demonstration, to details about
the weather in New York, American Press
extracts, and after -dinner stories.
Through a Snowstorm.
At the beginning there was an appreciable
amount of electrical disturbance, which

prevented some who were not experienced
listeners from hearing perfectly. The " old
hands " at listening -in, however, were never
in any doubt, as the crapious notes of some of
them showed. Gradually the audition

through a loud speaker, replying to a
message which had been telegraphed to Mr.

improved until, even with the loud speaker,

it was more distinct than on the average

trunk telephone line, and never a word was
missed by anyone. Perhaps Mr. Thayer 's

Thayer from the works by British Press
before.

delivery was the best, for he was always

Mr. Thayer had been asked his opinion on
the possibility of the Ku Klux Klan movement becoming popular in Europe.
It was there two happenings which most
vividly impressed the minds and stirred the
imagination of all who were privileged to

beard without difficulty.

He reported once that it was raining in
New York while he spoke, and that there
had been a snowstorm during the day (Sunday). He had drit-en to the office through
a heavy fall of snow.
Later, after various congratulatory mes-

attend the demonstration, of which they

marked the beginning and the end.

sages had been telegraphed from New
Southgate, by various members of the

Wonderful New Method.

assembled

company, including Senator
Marconi, Major T. F. Purves, engineer -in -

The tests were carried out by the Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph Company and

radio telephony.
They were the outcome, explained Mr. F.
Gill, European chief engineer of the Western

chief of the General Post Office, and Mr. 0. B.

Harriman, First Secretary of the America
The frame aerial and set used for the reception of
the New York telephony.

Electric Company, who presided over the

fourth or one -fifth of the power previously
required at the sending station.

amount of research and steady development.
The tests, of which that demonstration was

tests was able to supply 200 kilowatts to the

novel early morning meeting, of a great
a part, would probably extend over several
months to come. Special transmitting

apparatus had been installed at Rocky
Point, Long Island, and connected with
New York, roughly 70 miles distant, by
The speakers were at 195,

ranged from historical facts about their

company, and its share in the development
of radio telephony in America, and acknowledgments of the work of those responsible

for the research which had led to that

message in England, I do not know whose
ears this message may reach. To all who
hear it, I wish health and prosperity. Will
you who are now hearing it inform me that
you have heard it, and tell rile how clearly it
came to you ? "
At 3.57 a.m. the listening party, having
laid aside the headphones, heard the same
voice, even more clearly than the first time,

the Radio Corporation of America, in cooperation, with the object of determining
the feasibility of commercial transatlantic

So exact was the organisa-

tion of this service that at 2.8 a.m., Greenwich time, a telegram came in to the works
reporting that Mr. Thayer had finished his
first speech at 2.6 a.m., Greenwich time.

speakers were heard better than are some
orators in a great hall. Their remarks

The speaker went on to describe experi-

minutes

New Southgate.

The effect of the new

which contains no element of signalling at

ments in long-distance radio telephony made
by the company in 1915, and wound up his
opening address by saying
" Beyond a small group listening for this

twelve

New York, and of return messages from

component, but one

With the usual method of transmission not
. only this essential

America."

representatives,

the sending of confirmatory telegrams from

Two minutes was the average time occupied
in the transmission of the shorter messages
from either side.
There were long periods during which the

was essential for intelligible telephony.

all, is radiated.

Telegraph Company a line of the Transatlantic cable was specially kept open for

The telephone transmitter used in the

antenna, which would be equivalent to at

least 600 kilowatts in a system (if such

existed). transmitting the complete modulated wave. Another advantage was that
the range of frequencies occupied by the
transmission was less than one half of that

Embassy, Mr. Thayer rennarked :
" Had I known that so many distinguished

gentlemen in England were sitting up till
two and three o'clock in the morning to
hear me, I should not have spoken so

seriously about my little experience in
driving through a snowstorm. I apologise,
particularly to Major Purves."
The gathering included Sir Evelyn

Murray (secretary to the G.P.O.); Capt.
Miles, R.N., representing the First Sea Lord ;
Capt. Blandy, representing the Air Ministry ;
Sir Arthur Shirley Bean, M.P. (president of

required by the ordinary methods.
The Transatlantic speeches were received

the Associated Chambers of Commerce) ;
president of the Western Union Telegraph

Blackwell, vice-presidents, of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company.

on an eight -valve set, the aerial being an
indoor frame six feet square, installed in a
temporary hut near the new factory building of the Western Electric Company at

Rocky Point was " several hundred " kilo-

New Southgate.
By arrangement with the Western Union

telephone wires.

Broadway, New York. They were Mr.
H. B. Thayer, president, and Gen. J. J.
Carty, Mr. A. H. W. S. Giffard, and Mr.

It was stated that the power used at

Mr. Godfrey Isaacs ; Mr. S. J. Goddard, vice-

Company; Dr. H. W. Nichols (the radio
transmission expert from America, largely
responsible for the success of the demonstration); and several distinguished British
engineers.

.
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CARDIFF
BROADCASTING STATION.
The following details are to hand concerning the broadcasting station at Cardiff. The

RADIO COMMUNICATION

ON LAND AND SEA.

station is now practically completed, and will be in operation very shortly.

By G. H. D.

BY OUR SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN CARDIFF.

VERY shortly the new signal, 5 W A,
will be radiated from Cardiff Broadcasting Station on a wave -length of
395 metres. Doubtless the event will produce in listeners -in to the first call a feeling

Of excitement such as astronomers must
experience when a new star swims within
their view.

The city has a prominent place in the

history of wireless. Cardiffians should be
proud of those facts which give their district a claim to provide a home for one of

the first stations. Mr. Arthur Mee, of that
great Welsh journal the ".Western Mail,"
reminds us in a note of the intimate associa-

tion of Wales, and particularly of Cardiff,

with the development of telegraphy and
telephony.
Reception in the Valleys.

The first trunk telephone line in the

kingdom was laid between Cardiff and

IT is a well-known fact that wireless communication is much better over the sea
carried on the person-future Postmasters than over land. This was first proved
General permitting.
conclusively during the South African War,
One problem receiving attention at the - when attempts were made to establish
moment is that of interference with recep- wireless communication between various
tion. Intending listeners -in to the Cardiff sections of the British army scattered over

Broadcasting Station may be somewhat

daunted by the suggestion made that difficulties are likely to spring up in Glamorgan shire owing to the volume of minerals in the
county, and its mountainous contour.
The experience of the owner of a receiving

the veldt. The apparatus-which consisted of a coil transmitter and a coherer

and had proved efficient up to a distance of

60 miles ; but when tried on the dry veldt

this range WaS reduced to less than half

receiver referred to is working, the slight

time these variations in wireless communi-

trouble may well arise in Manchester itself,

Newport, Mon., in 1881. Sir William Preece,

where electrical power is employed on a

a Welshman, carried out his classic experi-

considerable scale.

-.

receiver-had, as it happened, been tested
between a ship at sea and a shore station

set operated in a valley right in the coalfield may serve to allay uncomfortable
feelings on this head. Reception from
Birmingham is entirely satisfactory ; that
from Manchester, although not so clear, is
not accompanied by much interference. In
the opinion of the writer, who knows well

the conditions under which the Welsh

.

that distance.
Effect of Rain.
Later it was discovered in the case of land,

communication was much better after
heavy rains when the soil was well satur-

ated-in fact the moister the ground the
better the communication. For a long

cation over the wet and dry portions of
the earth completely puzzled scientists,
but at length after much research it has been
finally traced to the different effects of land
and sea on wireless waves.

It has long been proved that non-conductors of the .ordinary electric mirrent
permit freely of the passage of" wireless
Now the Crust of the earth is composed for the most part of materials such as
carbonate of lime, quartz, silica, mica and
marble-all of ,which in their pure state are
waves.

non conductors of the ordinary . electric

current and therefore permit of the passage
of wireless waves..

Consequently wireless waves travelling

over thy ground_ will penetrate into the
earth to a considerable extent,provided the
ground is dry enough. It follows, therefore, that a large amount of energy is lost
owing to this penetration or absorption and
the wave is greatly weakened.
Question of Wave -length.

What will happen, however, if a shower of

Experimental Station 2 N B, ante by Mr. J. Barnaby, of Sale, Cheshire.

meats in wireless telegraphy between
La;vernock and the Flat Holm ; the latter
an island just outside the famous coal port.
Wireless

telephonic

communication

be-

tWeen the " Western Mail " Offices and
Newport, Mon., in 1912, was the first time
in history for such a feat to be performed.
Nor must it be forgotten that Hughes was
a Welshman.

,It is interesting in quite another way

r There must be much electrical disturbance
in Birmingham also, so it may be questioned

as to how much the earth conditions be-

tween the points of transmission and reception may be responsible for the elimination,
en route, of interference. It would, not be
surprising if Newport, Mon., listeners -in
find interference arising from Cardiff, since

from the Broadcasting Station and in the
direction of Newport lie three miles of cable,

that close to the gates of the Cardiff -Broad- underground and, overhead, stretching to
casting Station are several streets named the Reath power station.
after noted engineers, such as Telford, Bristol should have strong and clear rethe " Colekssus of Rhodes," and George ception from Cardiff.
Stephenson, the inventor of the locomotive.
The apparatus installed at the Cardiff
These were pioneers in the age of steam, station is identical with that used at Newstill holding its own in the volume of mes- castle. The power is obtained from the
sage carrying, yet slowly giving way to an Canton Power Station. This station was
era of electricity, in the course of which the recently the. principal generating station

hand-written word will tend to be used less
and less. Instead of the steel road and

snorting monster, we are going to comiminicate with each other by means of an
invisible track and a noiseless instrument

for Cardiff, but is now a "sub " to the
Reath station. It is used for transforming
the current generated at Reath. The aerial

is attached to a 150 -ft. chimney stack,
similarly to the aerial at Newcastle.

'rain falls on the ground ? Once the rain
has fallen a layer of condUcting matter in

the farm of moisture is spread over the
surface of the ground, for moisture is a

fairly good conductor of electricity. Contrarj to non conductors, conductors oppose
the passage of wireless waves, so that comparatively speaking only a small portion of

the wireless waves penetrate below the
surface of moist soil, so there is not much

loss of energy and the -wave will travel

farther with unimpaired strength.
With regard to wireless communication
over the seas this medium also being a fairly

gOod conductor of electricity-much better

than moist earth --it prevents any appreciable penetration of the waves, and therefore there is very little less of energy .by
wireless waves travelling over the sea as com-

pared with waves which travel over . dry
land.

It has been calculated by experts that

waves of 300 metres penetrate into dry land
to a depth of three or four hundred metres,
whereas the penetration of Waves of the same
wave -length into the sea only reaches from
about two to three metres.

'
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Vie know you'll

keep it

Because

The RADIONETTE offers the highest efficiency with a specification and
equipment second to none, and therefore we will send it to you for a ---

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL IN YOUR OWN HOME
H you are not satisfied, return it, and we will rzfund you your money,

IT IS RESULTS THAT MATTER
ThetlN

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM RESULTS
IRRESPECTIVE

OF PRICE AT MINIMUM

COST AND INCLUDES A PAIR OF SIEMENS

8.000

OHM HEADPHONES. TWO CRYSTOR AERIAL INSULATORS, 100

ft.

Copper Aerial Wire.

YOU " LISTEN -IN " AT ONCE ! NO EXTRAS
PRICE £3 : 10 : 0 inclusive of B.B.C. DUTY

e4\.

STOCKED by all leading Wireless Stores EVERYWHERE
c

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

WIRELESS AGENCIES Ltd.
64 Mortimer St. London W.1.
'Phone: MUSEUM 2672

'Grams : Adragonax, West°, London.
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BROADCASTING RECEPTION SETS
One -Valve Set Complete for Working, £7 : 10 : 0
Including All Accessories
DESCRIPTION:
Send for Catalogue
Everyone interested in the
science of wireless telegraphy
should send for our new descriptive catalogue without delay.

Single Valve, mounted on polished 1 -in. Ebonite Panel with
Variable Condenser, smooth acting resistance, grid leak
and condenser and all terminals clearly engraved in white, in a Mahogany Polished
Cabinet, 9 in. by 5 in. by 5 in.

£3 : 15 : 0

A TAPPED COIL for wave -lengths up to 900

This catalogue is brimful of in-

teresting details and fully de-

metres with 2 terminals for coils for any

scribes the one -valve set illustrated herewith as well as many
of our other models. As you
will see, the abridged specification below is especially good for
so inexpensive a set.

The coil is enclosed and the
tappings arc brought out to
an 8 -way switch mounted in

higher wave -lengths.

the front of the cabinet.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

Siemens' 54 volt

hightension Battery with plugs
for altering the voltage
£0

4 volt 5o amp. hour low
tension Accumulator in

Passed for
Broadcasting
Licence G.P.O.
No. 1033.

case with carrying strap
One pair of Sensitive

: 15 : 0

£1

4 :0

Head Phones

of 4,000
resistance
El : 1 : 0
One Detecting Valve
: 15 : 0
Plus B.B.C. Royalties.
Total £7 10 : 0

ohms

What wireless enthusiasts think of this set.
EXCELLENT
RESULTS.
83, St. Gabriel's Road,
Cricklewood, N.W.2.
wish to take the
Dear
liberty of informing you of
the excellent results I have obtained with one of your " Alders -

gate " sets, which I bought just
before Christmas.

Besides the 2 L 0 concerts,
which come in very loudly, I

have had good speech from
Writtle, Croydon and many
amateurs.
Yours faithfully,
L. J. HILLER.

VERY
PT EASED.

VERY GOOD

CONGRATULATE
YOU.

RESULTS.
47,

22,

279, Plumstead High
Street, Plumstead,
Dear
Wireless

Ashleigh Grove,
Fuiwell,
Sunderland.

Sirs,-I

received the
to -day. I am

Dear Sir,-Am very pleased
with single valve set received
on Friday. I tried it on my
aerial in the evening with ex-

very pleased with it and congratulate you in sending out
such a fine instrument at the

cellent results.

price.

Yours faithfully,
W. J. STEAD.

Set

Yours faithfully,
C. E. ANDERSON.

in

Medusa Road,
Catford, S.E.6.

Dear Sirs,-I have pleasure
informing you that I am

getting very good results from
the one -valve set which I recently

purchased

from

you.

I regret that I have not written

before and have had no time
to come along and see you.
Should there be anything further
which I require I shall most

certainly get it from you.

I am, yours faithfully,
L. G. GRAY.

We are now in the position to supply EDISWAN A.R. 6 VOLT
VALVES from stock at FULL MAKER'S DISCOUNT.

WIRELESS
(DEPT. A.)

INSTALLATIONS

LIMITED,

81, TURNMILL STREET, LONDON, E.C.

(Nearly opposite Farringdon Street Station, Metropolitan Railway.)
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SIMPLY MADE H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
By 11. EDLIN.
CFNERALTX speaking, H.F. amplification is little used by amateurs, L.F.
amplification being more adopted
owing to the simple way in which it can be
It is, of
operated for' all wave -lengths.
course, known that H.F. amplification is
practically useless for very short distances

and where the transmitter is powerful,
whereas this method of amplification is ideal
for " bringing in " long-distance stations.

For example, the person with several

stages of H.F. amplification is much more
likely to receive the American amateurs in

the Transatlantic tests than the person

using L.F. circuits. It is the object of this
short article, therefore, to give the amateur

some practical data and suggestions for
making H.F. transformers, which are the
chief appliances needed, other Than thevalve
itself, for building an H.P. amplifier.
-4rranging the Windings.
- The former, on which the actual primary

and secondary coils are wound, is very
simple to construct, as will be seen from
Fig. 1.

Ais a disc of fairly thick cardboard,

which must be quite dry and preferably
dipped in melted paraffin wax before winding is commenced. It is 3 in. in diameter,
with another circle described concentrically
with the circumference, 1 in. in diameter.
i

screwing up the nuts on the top. The four

valve legs should be fixed so that the

complete former can be easily inserted into
an ordinary valve holder or socket.
The next operation is winding the former,
and this should be done very carefully. The
wire used should be 40 or 42 S.W.G. silk

.5cre.ry

.Wii111101111111.
W,Ax

Wood end

Piece

4i)

',boa Emd
Piece

basket coil former.

The winding should be continued until
the required number of primary turns are
completed.

It should be noted that the

number of turns counted from one side of
the former is only half the number of actual
turns because there is an equal number of
turns on he other side of the former. The
end of this primary winding is soldered on
valve leg O.P. Several turns of silk are then

wound on the former before the secondary
winding is commenced.
To wind the secondary coil the end of the
wire is soldered on the leg LS., and the wind-

ing is proceeded with until the required
number of secondary turns arc in place, the

but one coat of shellac on it would be

ad -

end of the wire being soldered on the leg O.S.

vantageous.

direction, that is, both anti -clockwise, or

vertically on one end of a single layer inductance. Drill a quarter -inch hole in the
desired position slightly deeper than the
screw part on the terminal. Melt some
sealing wax or a portion of an old gramo-

Both windings should be in the same

Number of Turns Required.

a variable condenser of .0002 mfd. capacity

in parallel with the primary of the transformer, although a smaller capacity condenser could be used with consequent
reduction of wave -length. Similar transformers for higher wave -lengths can be
constructed by experimenting with a greater
number of turns, always keeping about 15

or 20 more turns in the secondary than in
the primary.
1

2

3

Approx.Wave.length 200-350 300-450 400 -600

Primary Turns ....
Secondary Turns ..

easily understood by
referring to the same diagram.
Thirteen equally spaced slots are then cut
in the disc, as at N, from the circumference
down to the smaller circle. They should be
about in. wide. Two discs of a in. ebonite,
C and B, are then cut out 1 in. in dianieter,
and are placed above and below the cardboard and in the centre of it.
Holes are drilled at O.R. I.S..'0.P., LP.,
through both pieces of ebonite and the cardboard, so that four valve legs (which can be
obtained at most wireless dealers) can easily
pass through.
taeh leg is then secured to the whole by

I

winding in one, slot, out the next slot, and
so on in the same way as an ordinary basket
coil, the piece of cardboard between two
adjacent slots being the same as a peg in a

In the table, Fig. 2, the number of turns
are given for approximate wave -lengths.
These wave -lengths are obtained by using

This should be

Wood
Terminal

covered. The winding is begun by soldering
the end of the wire to valve leg I.P. and then

both clockwise.
./3slots

A7y
14. 51 Roof

40

50

70

55
Fig. 2

65

85 -

INSULATION EFFICIENCY.
THE following method has been found
very satisfactory in attaining high insulation efficiency at very low cost.

Installations may be constructed extensively

in wood and give results equal to those in
which ebonite has been employed.
In the ordinary case where wood is -em-

ployed it must be heated in an oven to dry

out moisture, and then shellacked to prevent
the moisture's re-entry. In the case under
discussion the wood need not be so treated,

It is proposed to fix a wood terminal

phone record in a small tin.

The tin should

have a small lip so that wax will pour out
easily.

When the wax is molten pour into the
hole already drilled quite to the top. Insert terminal in the molten wax in the hole
and hold in position. As the wax is just
about to assume its final set a alight pressure

on top of terminal should be given. It

will be found that this makes a strong job,
as the terminal cannot be removed easily
unless the wax be re -heated (Fig. 1).
Knobs for Detectors.

Slider rods may be attached in like man ner, always taking care that a slight thick ness of wax separates the metal -from the
wood. Surplus wax that spreads out be yond the metal can be neatly trimmed off
with a wood chisel (Fig. 2).
To fix ordinary type terminal the hole is
drilled right through the wood and a washer
larger than the hole is fixed on bottom end

by a nut. Insert screw part of terminal

in hole with washer at bottom side, pour in
the molten wax and hold till set, then trim
off (Fig. 3). Other uses may be found by
the ingenious constructor.

For instance, the metal parts in a crystal
detector (where adjustments are made) may
have insulation sweated on to them by first
coating the part required with shellac

varnish and then applying molten wax -

symmetry being attained by rapidly revolving, etc., whilst wax is cooling (Fig. 4).
To prevent adhesion of wax to metal, the
metal should be oiled or greased ; thus wax
maybe moulded.
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" HOW FAR WILL IT SEND?"
By B. R. CUMMINGS, Radio Engineer General Electric Co.
An interesting article by an American Radio Engineer, dealing with some of the important factors affecting the range of a transmitting
station. Amateurs who are interested in logging long-distance signals will learn much from this article.

ONE of the questions almost invariably

asked by people who see or speak of a
wireless transmitter is, " How far will it
send? " This question is entirely justifiable,
and the following brief review of the factors

affecting the range of radio transmitters
has been prepared in an effort to explain

the hesitancy which is- frequently shown
by radio engineers in claiming any specific
range for a wireless transmitter.
In the first place, a wireless transmitter
will transmit several times as far at night as
in daylight ; it will transmit farther on a
dark night than on a moonlight night. This
is due to the fact that the sunlight and moonlight cause an ionization of the atmosphere

which results in much greater losses than
occur when such ionization' is not present.
The greatest ranges are obtained when the
atmosphere between the transmitting and
receiving stations is most nearly a perfect
insulator.
Trouble with "Statics."

The range depends upon the nature of
the territory lying between the transmitting

and receiving station, the greatest ranges
for a given power usually being obtained
over water. Any metal, particularly iron
or steel, lying between the stations will
cause a loss of signal strength.

Such metal

radio signals intelligible even in the presence
of static.
Points for Consideration.

This was the procedure followed for
example at the Lafayette Station in Bordeau, France, which was built by the United

States Navy Department during the war,
for reliable communication in the event of

the transatlantic cables being cut by the
This station has a capacity of
1,200 kw, and was, when it was built, the

enemy.

largest wireless transmitting station in the

world, and its capacity was made large
primarily to insure trans atlantic communi-

cation during the summer months when
static is most prevalent.

such amplification, although there

is a

limit to the extent to which amplification
can be used. It does not serve, for example,

to overcome static disturbances, because

such disturbances are amplified to the same
extent as the radio signal itself, leaving the
signal static ratio the same, and, therefore,

not making the message any more in-

Some sections of the country are

The wave -length at which transmission is
carried on is also an important factor in the

deposits.

telligible.
range which can be realised with a gi ven power.

ception, and the cause of this can usually be
traced to this reason.

absorbed to a much greater extent than

A wireless station which can be depended
upon for reliable communication through the

winter months for a given range, can only
work effectively during the summer months
over a fraction of this range, assuming that
the power of the transmitter is not increased.

This is not due to any diminution of signal
strength, but to the percentage presence of
so-called " static " disturbances during the
summer months.
Static disturbances, which result in
cracking, hissing, or grinding noises in the
receiver headphones, frequently sufficient
to

make

radio

signals unintelligible,

have been the subject of investigation and
analysis for many years, during which time
many attempts have been made to determine their origin and means for preventing
their detrimental effect on radio reception.
While some very special receiving equip-

ments and antenna system shave been

-devised to increase the ratio of signal

strength to static strength (the so-called
" signal -static ratio "), the most positive
.way of overcoming static seems to lie in
transmitting sufficient power to make the

expected.
Some equipments will frequently transmit

distances far greater than the rated range
of the set. For example, a transmitter
manufactured by the General Electric
Company which is rated, under definite
conditions, at 175 miles, has recently cornmunicated by telephone over a distance of
4,050

noted for their poor location for radio reIn many places it is possible to receive
effectively from all directions but one, and
it is usually found that in this direction a
metallic structure or a metal deposit is responsible for the lack of reception.

sary to specify whether transmission will be
carried on in daytime or at night ; in winter
or summer seasons ; the type of receiver,
and the amount of amplification which will
be used ; the nature of the country lying
between the transmitting and receiving stations ; whether or not uninterrupted communication is required, or whether so-called
" deferred service " is satisfactory ; the
wave -length upon which transmission will
be carried on ; the kind of transmission de-

sired-that is, telephony, continuous wave
telegraphy, or interrupted continuous wave
The range which is accomplished depends telegraphy ; the vicinity in which the transalso, of course, upon the type of receiving mitter will be located with respect to other
equipment which is used, and upon the transmitters ; and lastly, but by no means
ability of the operator to use his equipment of least importance, whether or not the range
to best advantage. A receiver with one or specified, even after the foregoing conditions
more stages of amplification wilI receive are known, shall be a conservative one, or
stations which cannot be heard without one which is the maximum which can be

may either be in the form of artificial

structures such as buildings or building
frameworks, or may be in the form of ore

easily interpreted are unreadable by interference caused by other stations.
In general, therefore, in specifying the
range of a wireless transmitter, it is neces-

Energy radiated at short wave -lengths is

energy at longer wave -lengths, and for this
reason very long wave -lengths are usually

used for a long distance, such as trans-

miles.

This performance was, of

course, the result of an unusual combination
of favourable conditions.

In view of the foregoing, anyone con-

cerned in the range of radio stations should
assure himself of the conditions under which
the transmission has been or is to be carried

on before arriving at any conclusions in
regard thereto.

oceanic communication.
The personal
equation of the
receiving operator is of im-

portance. Signals which are
quite r e a d -

able to some.
operators are
absolutely unintelligible to
others.

The number

of stations

which work in
close proximity to each

other also

decrease

ranges which
would otherwise be obtainable, for
many signals

which have

sufficient
strength to be

Mr. L. F.Poynting's tour -valve receiver, 3, Forefield Terrace, Lyncoinbe Hilt, Bath.
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AN IMPROVISED LOUD

MAKING SMALL FLAT

SPEAKER.

DRILLS.

THE necessity for very fine adjustments
on modern wireless receiving sets
becomes more and more apparent
every day, and, as a very slight alteration

MANY attempts have been made to

in -the adjustment of a condenser may mean
all the difference between the reception of

although there has been considerable pro-

excellent music, and the sound of hoarse
mumblings, so may that little extra variation of the filament rheostat mean all the
difference between a smoothly working
valve and a catastrophe in the shape of a
burnt -out bulb.

- Bid adjustment cannot always be re-

garded as the fault of the operator, however,
as in many instances, especially in the case

reproduce loud -speaker signals without distortion, and up to the present,

gress in that direction, none have been

attended with complete success.
The accompanying photograph illustrates
the very simple apparatus employed by an
ingenious amateur in what is claimed to be

a fairly successful attempt to solve the

problem. A single telephone receiver earpiece is suspended in the centre of an ordinary metal saucepan lid. It will - be seen
that the sound emitted by the receiver is
collected by this, and reflected back in the
opposite direction.
It was intended merely as an improvisation
but the results claimed would seem to prove
that the idea possesses serious possibilities.

AMATEURS constructing their own wire-

less sets are often in need of small
drills, and they will find it quite
simple to make their own " flat "-drills for
a very trifling cost.
The best material to use is " silver steel "
rod, which may be bought in any size from
the local ironmonger or tool -factor at 14d.
or 2d. per ft. length. Steel knitting needles
are excellent for the very small -sizes.
The screws most used by wireless
amateurs are 4 in., 35l in. and -f3,T in. Whit.
or 2 B.A., 3 B.A., and 4 B.A., therefore tho

most useful sized drills -to make would be
" tapping " sizes and " clearance " sizes for
the screws mentioned.
The following tables give the clearance
and tapping sizes for drills:
B.A.

Dia. of Screw.

2 B.A.
3 B.A.
4 B.A.

Tapping Hole.

185 in. (;r in. bare)

16l in.

in. full)
141 in. (Z, in. full)

in. (bare)

tin. (full)

in. -

WHIT. (WarTwonTir).

.

Dia. of Screw (or Clearance size). Tapping Hole.

* in. Whit.
ryy

in.

PO

Ya in.

Silver Steel.
in.

of new instruments, " tuning " knobs work
stiffly, and being, as a rule, small in size,

1 in.

do not lend themselves to easy and rapid

11 in.

rdjustinents.

The illustration shows a method of obviating much of the difficulty experienced
in this respect. Drill a small hole as near

in.

in.

in. (bare)
A in. (bare)

Will Make Drills for 2 B.A., 3 B.A., and is in.
clearance
4 B.A. and A in. clearance.
2 B.A. and A in. tapping.
in; clearance.
3 B.A., 4 B.A., and
in.
tapping.

* in. tapping.

Referring to the first table, as an ex-

the edge of the dial as possible, that will
take a 4 -in. screw. Then obtain a small

ample, it will be seen that an 4 in. drill is
needed for a 3 B.A. tapping hole, therefore

knob, of the type used on the lighter pattern
telegraph keys, and fit it into the hole.

as indicated in the last table.

a piece of

in. silver steel will be required,

It will be found that by the aid of the

additional knob, a dial so treated becomes
much easier to adjust, and correct " tuning "
is comparatively easy of accomplishment.

A VERNIER CONDENSER EFFECT.
COAR6E ru tiNG

REMOVING INSULATION.
MANY amateurs who make coils

of

the rotation of a second knob, which is

sliding contact variety experience difficulty in baring the

the

geared to a sleeved spindle.

turns in order that the slider may make
proper contact with the wire of the coil.
The following method is suggested as one
way of overcoming the difficulty.

A thick cardboard cylinder of approximately the same diameter as the former of
the coil is split along its length, and bound
tightly over the entire coil, leaving a gap
about 4 in. wide. A wooden block roughly
in. thick is then procured, and a sheet of
emery -cloth firmly glued to one end. The
insulation on the exposed part of the coil is
then removed by means of the emery -cloth.

If the former is all wood, and provided
there is sufficient space at each end of the
in. apart
coil, two thin wooden laths
might be screwed to the former in lieu of the
cardboard tube, and would answer the same
purpose.

These two diagrams represent the top and

section of a variable condenser of simple
design, that is capable of very fine adjustments. The top three moving vanes are
adjustable independently of the others by

sacroa TuRd A.A.A-A.
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HOW TO RE -WIND TELEPHONES.
This is

By F. YELLAND.
a practical article for the amateur who wishes to tackle the task of re -winding his telephone receivers. As the
author points out, care is essential when re -winding your 'phones.

THE re -winding of earpieces is, perhaps,
of primary interest to users of crystal
detectors, in which case a pair of
'phones must have a resistance somewhere
in the vicinity of 4,000 ohms, low -resistance
'phones being useless working on a. crystal,
as there are insufficient ampere turns on the

faulty, should be repaired by fixing on fresh
thin paper with shellac.
Now that the spools are prepared for rewinding, it will be necessary to mount them.

spools.

job indeed.

advice; especially when the 'phones are in

Simple Winding Device.
lowing method has been found to
The
work well in practice, and it is, perhaps;

The instruction generally given to
amateurs is " Don't meddle with your
'phones." This, taken generally, is excellent

good working order, as a deal of trouble can
be caused by novices interfering with these
delicately made instruments.

With this advice in their minds, it is not
to be wondered at that amateurs are very
wary in attempting to re -wind earpieces.

But, with a little care, this is not such a
dreadful job to tackle after all, and since

there are at present a large number of ex Government earpieces on the market at the
very low price of about 3s. 6d. each, the rewinding process is a very remunerative one.
The Wire to Use.
One earpiece can be re -wound for the sum
of 2s., the cost of a quarter ounce of No. 47

S.W.G. copper wire, silk covered. Some
firms sell this wire in 1 ox. reels, each reel
being sufficient to re -wind one of the two
bobbins of an ordinary watch pattern 'phone.

The total resistance of the earpiece-two

bobbins in series-will then be about 3,000
ohms. Thus for a complete double headset
the resistance would be from six to seven
thousand ohms.
After taking off the cap from the earpiece,

it is an easy matter to remove the two
bobbins of wire from the case, by slacking
off four securing screws and removing the
two connections from under the insulated
terminals. Out the short piece of wire connecting the two coils as near the centre as
possible. The first layer on the bobbins is of
comparatively large gauge, and can be unwound after cutting through one of the end
turns with a sharp knife. This wire should
be kept, as it will be useful for finishing off

the coil after re -winding, as it is usual to
have larger gauge wire at the ends of the
coils, so as to ensure strong connections.

in some way so that they can be rotated at
a fair speed; as winding by hand with such a

small gauge wire would be a very tedious

better than a lathe for the amateur, for if

anything happens, such as a slight tangle or
a breakage of the wire, the process can be.
stopped immeliately, whereas with a faster
moving machine complications may ensue.
The material required is one piece of wood

9 in. by 2 in. by 1 in. thick, one i-in. bolt

and nuts 11 in. long, one piece of sheet brass

in. by 11 in. by tits in. thick, and a short
length of stiff copper wire of about 12 S.W.G.

Burn or drill a g -in. clear hole through
the wood about 11 in. from the top. Drill
two holes in the sheet brass large enough to
let the spool securing screws pass through
them, and having the same centres as the
securing holes in the spool plate, and in such

a position that the edge of the spool wilt
in. of the bottom of the
reach within
11.,

brass sheet when mounted on it.

Solder the brass strip to the bolt head.
so that the cents( of the elliptical spool

coincides with the centre of the bolt head.
Pass the bolt through the wood and screw
the nut in position just hand tight so that
the bolt may turn in the hole.
Now place a thin lock nut on the bolt to
prevent- the first nut slacking back, or if one

is not available, a touch of solder between

the outside surface of the nut and the

screw thread of the bolt will suffice to lock
it. Make a saw -cut diametrically in the end
of the bolt end, and solder the piece,of wire
into it.

the untouched end of the bolt
sufficiently -strong.

that the winding cannot slack back. This
end connection should be long enough Wreath the terminal screw.
Repeat the process with the other spool,

taking care that you wind it in the same
direction as you have done the first coil.
The connections coming from the inside of

the two coils should then be twisted and
soldered together,. each connection being
given a few turns to form a spiral so that
the two coils can be pulled apart a little if
necessary when mounting them inside the
case of earpiece. The outside ends . of the
two coils should be taken to their respective
terminals.
Little Patience. Requited

It is now only a matter of putting the

earpiece together again, taking great care
that the joint between the two coils is not
touching anything metallic. Also, if you
have had cause to remove your terminals
from the case, make sure that your insulating bushes and washers have been re-

placed correctly.
The re -winding of an earpiece requires a

little patience and careful handling, but it

is quite within the scope of the amateur, and
is well worth attempting if the opportunity

The shape of the spool securing
pieces may vary slightly in design with
different makes, but it will not be difficult
to adapt the arrangement described to any
occurs.

design.

will be

be bent, to form a handle. You are now

other end of the wire for about 1 in. and
wind about 1 in. of the 47 S.W.G. wire

one inch of the thick gauge wire already on
it protruding out over the flange. Bare the

it may come in handy for re -winding a

faulty low -resistance 'phone at a later date.
When all the fine wire has been removed,
you will find it connected to a thicker gauge

round it, scraping both with a knife to make
joint clean, and just touch with a soldering
iron, using just a little flux, which should be
carefully wiped off after with an oil -covered

wire on the inside of the coils, this wire
being used to connect the two bobbins in

wad.

series.

and place the joint between the large and

or, if

with this wire, fastening the last turn so

This wire should now

Underneath the larger gauge wire will be
found a. large number of turns of very fine
wire. This should be carefully removed and
wound on to a piece of wood or a bobbin, as

and this should be left in place ;

spool, solder it to the larger gauge wire that
you took front the original winding, insulate
the joint, and complete a layer of winding

If a hacksaw is not available, a file cut

ready to re -wind the spools..
Fix one spool in position, and leave about

This thick wire should be left on the

solder, and insulate with paper as before.
When all- the wire has been wound on the

will suffice, or simply soldering the wire to

Preparing the Spools.

spools after satisfying yourself that the insulation is perfect. You will find that the.
two iron spools are covered with insulating
paper :wherever the wire is likely to touch,

If you should accidentally break the wire
at any point, simply twist the ends together,

Take a small piece of tissue paper, fold it,

small wires in the crease, and start winding.
on the wire by turning the handle, the wood
being held in a vice, or between the knees
when sitting down ; one -eighth of an ounce -

should be wound on to each bobbin, the
wire being kept in tension when winding.

A portable receiver in a suitcase,'rnade by Mr. Cl,
Smart, 73, Church Lane, Old Charlton, S.E.7.
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MULLARD

COMBINED GRID LEAK

AND CONDENSER
This useful accessory comprises the
well-known Mullard patent resistance

neatly combined with a standard Mullard
Mica Condenser.

The resistance is of the grid B pattern.
It is practically indestructible, perfectly
"silent," steady and permanent.

The condenser
and easily fitted.

is

well made, compact
Insulation tested up to

1,000 volts.

Particulars and prices of other
Mullard Products on application

The combined unit, like every Mullard
product, is thoroughly dependable and
the best of its class.

Specially Reduced Price for 1923

5/6 EACH
3/- each.

Grid Leak alone
Condenser alone

.. 2/6 each,
The demand for this item has been so
much increased by the considerable reduction in price that it is advisable to
order at once to secure prompt delivery.

THE MULLARD RADIO

VALVE COMPANY LIMITED
(Dept. P.w-)

45,Nightingaie Lane, Balham, S W.12
Contractors to H.M. Admiralty. War Office,
Royal Air Force and Post Office.
Telephone:

Balteisea
1068

Codes:
el 13 C (6th

Bentley's

gg

Telegrams:
.)

Itadioralre

Trandseom, London

ajC

F,090
*"
z

3' 35

Cs7

c, 7,1y,

.s
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Gamages Stocktaking Clearance

of Wireless Sets and Sundries
Large Surplus Stocks to be Sacrificed UNDER COST.

New and Perfect Goods. You Buy on the Money back Guarantee.

Post your order, or Come Early and Look over the Bargains.
ADJUSTABLE

BIG BARGAINS IN

VARIABLE

LOOSE
COUPLER

CONDENSERS
:Sr:*

Tapped on

Secondary, covering band of Wave -lengths
300 to 1,000 metres. Undoubtedly
the most efficient for shorter wavelengths, especially with Crystal
SALE PRICE
receivers

37/6

GAMAGES "HOME"

COMPLETE CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SET
SKELETON TYPE for Panel Mounting

Strongly Made and 'very reliable. The illustration shows one type of omdeuser offered, but

ode. stock consists of several types, all of which
can be recommended.
Sale price. List price.
Capacity.
.001
.. 19 6 .. 30'.

HtCH TENSION BATTERY BOX

.000.5
.000.15

-

Improved design with base board and green baize
bottom. Finished in polished mahogany With ebontte'
top. Designed to give total output
of 105 volts varied in seven steps
of 15 volts: SALE PRICE,
container only,

Small size to take 60 volts, 4 tappings,container only.

SALE - PRICE

.0003
.00003

(VeriMr)

.. 13 6
.. 12 .. 10'.. 5 6

21/10.6

Made in Polished Mahogany, and. of superior
workmanship throughout. Designed to cover a
range of wave -lengths from 300 to 2,000 metres,
and to receive -telephony messages from broadcasting stations over 20 miles. Spark telegraphy
up to 200' miles. Ship and station messageS-all
can be obtained. No complicated circuits to join up.

A complete unit (as shown), ready
for working.

List Price £4 19s. 6d.

SALE PRICE

18

8,-

FIXED CONDENSERS
Made of the finest copper foil and' mica; mounted in
polished mahogany, container with ebonite top, filled with
paraffin wax to ensure good
insulation. Stocked in the
following capacities .0001,
.0002, ' .0003, .0004, .0005,
.001, .002, .003, .004, .005
mid. Capacities
guaranteed. List
ptice, 6 0.
SALE PRICE

/9

z 71!.!

SPECIAL HIGH-TENSION
BATTERIES

'

,I1111111,

IME141111111.

'UP

DAMAGE STUD SWITCHES

11111

Ebonite Knob, with 4-1W
Spring. Spindle
and Lock Nuts.
SALE PRICE

knowilVelle!;

their great efficiency,
general adaptability. They can be easily -connected together to
form a suitable H.T. Battery for valve ivork, or we
can supply them ready -mounted in our special
battery boxes. We are now able
to offer these batteries at the low
SALE PRICE of
2
Size 9 in. a 3 in. x in.

Post 31

long life, and

FILAMENT
RESISTANCE
Filament Resistance for
panel mounting. Well made. " Resistance of
wire 7 ohms. Exceptional value.
List -price, 4.6
SALE
PRICE

AIR DIELECTRIC TYPE VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
One of the
(Faraday House Calibration).
Of the best possible
neatest obtainable.
workmanship, electrically and mechanically
perfect. Top and bottom panels of matt
ebonite, with polished, rounded edges. Fitted
with ivorine scale, as shown. This is one type
of condenser offered, but our stock includes
several types, all of which can be recommended.
List price.
Sale price.
Capacity.
.001
.0005
.00045
.0003
.00008

.. 25/6
.. 16, 6 ..
.. 14/9 ..
.. 13/- ..
.. 8,6

40/25/23 6
22'12 6

LOW
FREQUENCY

AMPLIFIER

Designed to
give the maxi-

mum efficiency

in amplification.
Polished mahogany
cabinet with ebonite
to

in

PRICE

50/

A. W. GAMAGE. Ltd., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C. 1.
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SIMPLE CRYSTAL DETECTORS.
By MAJOR RAYMOND PHILLIPS, I.O.M., Late Member of the Inter -Allied Commission of Control.

i T is well known that. certain minerals
1 and crystals possess the peculiar property of rectifying electrical oscillations,

and converting.them into a pulsating direct
current. Many articles have been written
explaining the necessity for rectifying the
electrical oscillations involved in connection
with wireless telegraphy so that sounds may
be produced in the telephone receivers.
In a" receiving " set fitted with a crystal
detector, the adjustment of the latter is so

important that very often an instrument
is blanied for defects Which are solely confined to the detector itself.
A Novel Holder.

The chief consideration in the design of
a crystal detector is to provide a suitable
means of obtaining a contact with any spot
on the surface of the crystal employed. It is

also desirable that the contact should be
arranged in such a manner that its pressure
on the crystal can be -varied or adjusted as
required.

In the construction of a crystal detector

it is important to mount the crystal in a
proper manner, as such a precaution enhances its

sensitiveness.

Again,

too,

" rough and ready " methods in connection

with the adjustment of contacts do not

-tend to produce good results.

It will be observed that this detector is
arranged to be supported by means of an

ordinary flanged lamp -holder.
Such a
Method will be found convenient for an

amateur's crystal " receiving " set, as the
crystal detector can be readily removed
when necessary.

the zincite should present a rather flat Mir
face, with the grain of the crystal parallel
to the sides of the crystal cup, so that the

top surface corresponds to the end of a

stick of wood sawed at right angles to the

'

grain.

From the foregoing remarks it will he
apparent that the successful working of a
crystal detector depends to a large extent
upon its proper construction. There are,
of course, numerous designs of crystal
detectors, many of them quite ingenious.

A Useful Formula.

When mounting crystals some careless
experimenters use. lead, or a metal having a
high melting point instead of a fusible alloy.

Such a procedure is likely to destroy the

sensitiveness of a crystik and make it unfit
for long-distance work on account of the
high temperature involved causing oxidation, coating the surface of the crystal and
the interior of the crystal cup with a layer
of non-conductive substance.
A fusible alloy, melting at about 2000F.
or even loWer, should be used. Such an
alloy is usually composed of tin, lead, and

The one shown and described in this
article will be found quite reliable.

bismuth, but the addition of a little cadmium

serves to make the fusing point lower in
each case.

The alloys May be prepared from the
following formula?. :
Bismuth.

Lead.

Tin.

Cadmium.

5

3
3

2

5

-

4

2

I

I

I

"Si"
Point.
197'F.
167` F.

138' F.

The lead should be melted first, and then

II IIIIIIIItIt111U11 II

the bismuth, tin, and cadmium -added in

11111111111111110111111

the order named.

The following is a list of the principal
minerals, and crystals in use as rectifiers,
viz. : Calena, zincite, bornite, carhorundum, silicon, iron pyrites, and copper
pyrites.
When. two minerals such as

zincite and bornite are used as a rectifier,

A Marconi 25 k.w; tranemitting panel. The large air type condenser

is

seen

on the left.
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Bring
the Stars
of Opera to your Home

PROGRAMMES '
LONDON ; Call z L O, Wave 31,9.
Children's stories, news, operatic
arul.varied selections' from =3opmt,

BUT hear them thro' Ericsson 'Phones-'
every voice -modulation, every intake

MANCHESTER; Call 2 Z Y,' Wave
385. Children's stories, news, and
weather forecasts,' operatic ' and

of breath, every liquid note of the tenor

or soprano, unspoilt by distortion-too

other 1tems, 5.55 p.m. onwards,
BIRMINGHAM: Call 5 I T,Wave 42 5.

common a 'phone -fault.
Prices 31 /- 2,000 ohms,32/- 4,000 ohms

Children's stories, news bulletins,
vocal; instrumental and orcheStral

items, 6.30-10 p.m.
,
NEWCASTLE: Call5 N 0,Wave 4 oo.
.

111 -rite to -night for Free List.
The BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON MFG. Co.,
International Buildings,
67 73, Kingsway, London, W.0 2.

Children's stories, news bulletins,

vocat;, operatic,- and,. instrumental
items, 7 p.monwards.

(HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE"~)
Headphones, double headbands, adjustable earpieces, 4,000 ohms
Headphones, double headbands, adjustable earpieces; 8,000 Minis £1,2-6

Single Earpieces, with cords and handle, 4,000 ohms
Accumulators, 2 volt, 18 amp. hrs., actual capacity
Accumulators, 4 volt, 18 amp. hrs., actual capucity,
Accumulators, 4 volt, 27 amp. bra., actual capacity

...

Batteries, 4.5 pocket -lamp type; cheapest form of 11.T.. per doz
Coil Holders, for duo coils, long anti -capacity handles, 2 way...
Coil Holders, for duo roils, lung anti -capacity handles, 3 way..

11

-

6
11 i9

18/9
5/ 10 /
15/ -

Variable Condensers. For Panel Mounting In Celluloid Case
.001
12/6
15 /.0005
13/10/6
.0003
11/9/6
Intervalve Transformers, ratio 5-1. Excellent quality ... 15/...
2/6, 3/-, 4/6
Rheostats. Excellent, silent action
...
3/6 and 2 /6
Crystal Detectors, mounted on ebonite
Perikon Detectors, excellent screw adjustment
4/6
Loose Couplers, Tapped Inductances, Ebonite Panels,
'

drilled, etc., all to your own specification.
Please include sufficient p,snie

Co.,E11e2c9t,ricvialTnEdilt3reolesan.,grSrars,

'Telephone: dap 5649.
Open on Saturday until 9 p.m.
sINeetWWW,II

One min. Waterloo Station.

- USE

CHARGE YOUR OWN ACCUMULATORS.
Rotary Rectifier for use on Alternating current slimily. 100/250 volts
to 8/15 volts. E7-0-0 Electrolytic Rectifiers from £4.10-0
Send for Leaflets giving full particular; of these two Special Lines.

reduced

to £12.03-0.

ACCUMULATORS.-Magnificent value.
4 -volt 40 -amp.,
00-amp.,"26/..; 6 -volt 40-amp.' 30/-; 6 -volt 60 -amp., 401.

18/-;

4 -volt

AERIAL WIRE.-Enamelled, 4/9 per 100 ft.; bare copper, 2/9. Both
stranded.
H.T. BATTERIES. -16.5 -volt, with tappings, 3/6; 36 -volt, with tappmgi,
7/-; 60 -volt, with tappings, 14/,
BASKET COILS.-Set of seven, 150-4,500 in. 5/.
SLAB CO I LS.-Set of eight, 300-30,000 In., 7/6.

COIL-HOLDERS.-Special quality, with termina:s, and wired complete
2 -way, 9/.; 3 -way, 13/6.
VARIABLE CONDENSER PARTS.-Complete set of parts for .001, 6/6;

NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READY.

The Waterloo Electric

BARGAINS BY POST
Ell!RIE!9

Q61

HEADPHONES
for beat results. Perfect design, extremely light
and comfortable. Immediate delivery from stool.

4,000 Ohms 21 /- per pair,
Specially designed for Wireless Telephony
Receivers arranged in series, Aluminium

Cases and' fitted with extremely light and
efficient Head Bands, and Twin Connecting
Cords. Offered subject to being in stock on
receipt of order.

Illustrated Wireless Catalogue now ready.
Post Free 3d.

00075, 5/6; .0005, 4/6; .0003, 3/-; .0002, 2/3; .0001, 2/-; Vernier, 1/9.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES.-Specially good line, 2/6.

1/3; Grid Leaks, 1/-; Grid Leak and Condenser, 3/6
VARIOMETERS.-Wound complete for 350-3,000 metres. Mounted 251-;
unmounted, 17/6. Variometer Former in moulded ebonite, 7/6.
FIXED CONDENSERS,

SWITCHES.-Good quality, mounted on ebonite 'bore.
1/;
S.P.D.T., 1/6; D.P.S.T., 2/-; D.P.D.T., 2/6.
HEADPHONES.-French or British make. Clear as a hell. 21/. a pair.
STOP THAT HOWL:-Eliminate Distortion and Gramophonics by using

the ' FILTRON ' Variable Grid Leak. Price complete with terminals, 5/.
EBONITE SHEET.-Any size cut at 3/6 per pound. Approx. 70 square
inches to I lb.

SWITCH ARMS.-lot qual., 2/6; 2nd qual., 1/6; 3rd qual., 1/.
VALVE -HOLDERS. -1st qual., 1/3; 2nd qual., 1/; 3rd (mai., 9d.
TRANSFORMERS.-Telephone, 13/6; L.F. Inter -valve, 15/. each.
H.F. INTER -VALVE TRANSFORMERS.
Wave Length

300- 700 M.,

Terminal
Typo

3/9

Pin
Type
4/6
4/6

900=1900 M.5/6
600-1300 M.

5/-4/

1800-3500M.
3000-5000 M.

6/6
6/6

6/-

Unmounted

Unmounted
Basket
1/3

116

1/6
2/6

Slab
1/3
2/2/6
3/6

31.

4/
COMPLETE LISTS of all RADIO ESSENTIALS post free
7/.

......

Orders of £1 and over carriage paid, below please add ample postage.

HALL & BRENARD
Distributors of Radio Essentials,

8, LAMBETH HILL. & 97, Queen Victoria

MEW

London, E.C.4

Dept. P. 10, Manor Gardens, PURLEY, SURREY. Tel.

Croydon 975
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PART III -THE ETHER AND ETHER WAVES.
By MICHAEL EGAN.

nNE cannot be

V for long without hearing or reading

substance or stuff.
Sound waves, for
instance, need air for their conveyance. If

into which the unwary beginner falls, having
been lured to his destruction by a variety of

would be impossible to carry on a conversation, because air is the stuff through which
sound waves travel.

interested in wireless

something about the " mysterious
ether." In many cases it is the first trap

such fascinating terms as " the intangible
ether," " the imponderable ether," the
all-pervading ether," etc.
Sooner or later his imagination is tickled
by some such reference to this extraordinary " medium." which is supposed to

carry wireless waves from place to place,
and he wonders what on earth it can be.

It is invisible, he is told ; yet it exists everywhere. It cannot be touched, seen, heard,

tasted, or smelt ; yet it is absolutely essential
to the transmission of wireless waves.
Could anything be more mysterious ?
Speculating in Circles.

He reads somewhere that it is " the
thing inside a vacuum," and he immediately feels that he has got hold of a good
clue at last. Take the air out of a glass'
bulb and-behold !-you have a glassful of
ether left. At first he thinks that all his
difficulties are solved by this enlightening
discovery. Ether, he now concludes, is the
thing which ignorant and dull-witted people
had formerly called " nothing."

This satisfies him for a time, until he

inadvertently realises that even if you put

back the air into the bulb the ether will

remain there all the same ! In fact, if you
cram the bulb full of air it will not displace
the tiniest speck of ether. In other words,
ether seems to exist independently of
whether there is air there or not. Not only

that, but ether must also exist wherever
there are houses and trees, etc., because
wireless waves are capable of penetrating

these substances.
And so, by slow degrees, he comes back to
the idea that ether exists everywhere-with-

out being made any the wiser as to what

ether actually is. So, lest the reader should

be tempted to wander forth into similar

realms of speculation, let me advise him or
her at once that there is no need whatever
to worry about the constitution of the ether
in order to acquire a sound -working know-

all the air were removed from a room it

It is also easy to send a wave along a
string stretched across a room from wall
to wall, or along the surface of a pond.
By " plucking " the string, or by throwing a

stone into the pond, a wave motion is set
up in each case. Similarly, if I speak, or
shout, or sing. various kinds of wave motion

are set up in the surrounding atmosphere.

It will be noticed that in the above

instances the string, the water, and the air
are the mediums through which the waves
act. They are the three kinds of substance,
or stuff, through which the wave motion
takes place. Numerous other examples
might be given, in each of which the waves

act through some substance or other.
Must be Something.

Now, when scientists first discovered that

light and heat came to us in a wave -form

from the sun, they immediately asked themselves the question : " Through what

medium or substance do these light waves
and heat waves travel ? " It was obvious,
of course, that air was not their medium,
because the layer of atmosphere which
surrounds this earth is not many miles deep ;
it gets thinner and rarer as the distance from
the earth increases, and finally ceases
altogether.
There are, therefore, millions of miles of
airless space between the sun and the upper

layer of our atmosphere, through which
heat waves and light waves must move in

their passage to our earth. Now, what is the
thing that bears them up, as it were, on their
journey ? Scientists were, and still are,
baffled by this apparently simple question.

They just did not know, and they do not

know to -day. The stuff through which these

waves act is still an " unknown quantity "
in the scientific world, and to distinguish it

from the other " unknown quantities " with
which the scientific world necessarily

abounds it is called the " ether," and the
wave motions which take place in it are
called " ether waves." All waves which use
the ether as their medium are called " ether

waves," and to this class wireless waves

belong. Heat waves, light waves, and wire-

less waves are all governed by the same
general laws, and all use the ether as their
medium of travel.

A Discovery " Wanted."

Of course, there may be no such thing as
the ether. But scientists feel that it is only
reasonable to expect that there is a something " out there in space " which acts as a
medium for the conveyance of these waves,
since all other known forms of wave motion
act through particular mediums. What that
something is they have as yet been unable
to discover ; all they know is that it is
" intangible,"
" imponderable,"
" allpervading," and " mysterious " I Perhaps it
will fall to the lot of one of those thousands

of enthusiasts who are commencing the

study of wireless to -day to make the first

really fundamental discovery about the
ether.
(To Be Continued Next Week: Another Four -Page
Supplement for Beginners.
Tell your Friend'
about it.)

FOR BEGINNERS

IN

WIRELESS

Although broadcasting is on everybody's lips
nowadays, many do not realise how easy it is
to fix up a set in the home. You can help to
make broadcasting even better than it is by
telling your friends about your set and the new
supplement in POPULAR WIRELESS.
Remember, the more sets that are purchased

the better the quality of the concerts sent out

by the B.B.C., for as their revenue increases so
they will be able to engage the greatest artistes
of the day.

BEAR THIS IN MIND

ledge of wireless.
Through Windows and Walls.

Scientists found that wireless waves are
i.e., not
only through a vacuum (where there is no

able to pass through anything,

air or substance of any kind), but also

through material bodies, such as tables and
teapots, windows and walls, etc. In other

words, wireless waves can pass through
space ; either empty space or occupied space.

But, it may be asked here, why speak of
ether and ether waves in that case ; why not
space and space waves?
This may be answered by saying that the

word " space," as commonly used, stands
for an abstract non -material notion-somewhat similar to " distance." It does not
suggest any kind of substance or stuff, and it

is difficult to conceive of a wave motion
taking place except through some kind of

Mr. W. T. Cox, of "Newlyn," Barnes Road, Castle Fords, with his frame aerial set.
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HOW TO. ADJUST YOUR SET FOR
THE WIRELESS CONCERTS.

BUYING

THE " ETCETERAS."

By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

QUITE a number of people will buy a

wireless outfit, fit it up, and then wait
for results, without knowing or
troubling to find out anything at all about
the " whys and wherefores of the business.
Perhaps their innocent knob twistings

will meet with success right away and,
owing to the simplicity of the apparatus
now being retailed for broadcasting purposes, that is quite likely. But one day
there will be a " radio tea," and flustered

turnings and twistings will not bring forth
the expected results. It is then that just a
little knowledge will disprove the old saying

and prove very useful.
Therefore I propose to outline a simple
method whereby at least the first principles
of wireless reception can be easily grasped
without touching technicalities. To commence with, you must grasp the fact that
wireless waves are ripples in what is known

as the ether. Briefly, this substance is

presumed to fill all space and exist between

the atoms of all substances, even such as

brick walls, windows, ceilings, etc. That is
why wireless waves can travel through anything.
Question of Time.

Transmitting stations disturb this ether
and cause ripples to radiate in every direction. When these ripples or waves come

along and cut by a receiving station, one of

maybe thousands, they generate a very
small current of electricity in the aerial.
Even in the case of quite a strong signal,
this current is so small that it would take
nearly a million of them to light one of those
small pocket lamps. Some people seem to
think that a wireless wave will stop at some-

one's aerial, slide down it, run through the
set and disappear into the ground, but the
procedure is quite different.

It will be easier to understand exactly
what happens by studying something that
performs a similar action in a visible

manner. Supposing we fasten one end of a
thin wire to the bottom of the sea and the
other to something solid and immovable,
say a bridge, a few yards above the surface
of the water.

The waves of the ocean would

cut by, but the thin wire would not appreciably affect their progress, or rather,
motion. That is how the ether, waves cut
by a receiving aerial, but with this difference,

and that is that in so doing they generate
those diminutive currents of electricity.
However, they lose practically nothing of
their initial energy and therefore have the

power to pass on and perform the same act
.on the aerials of all the thousands of other
listeners -in.

The small induced current in the aerial
. generated by the wireless wave will run
through the set down to the earth and then

our small current of electricity has to do
a certain amount of work. It must, for

complete with all the accessories, then the

large areas of metal such as the plates of

reader will be well advised to make sure that
he is obtaining the best of everything, or at
least value for money.

of wire wound on what are known as

essential accessories

the condensers, and the more of those turns
of wire it has to travel round, the longer it
will take to get through the set to earth and

not less than 4,000 ohms-that is, 2,000
ohms each earpiece. The actual figures

instance, spread out, and, as it were, fill up,

condensers, etc., 'and must run round turns

inductance coils, and all that takes time.
The greater the area of metal, in which is
included all the wire in the set as well as

back again to the aerial. If its work is

decreased it will, of course, take less time
to complete its double journey.
Now with this " oscillation " just like the

swing of a swing in the garden, to obtain
a strength increasing and sustained series
of such swings it is necessary to give it n
push just on the point of its return. That

is why we vary the " area of spread "

(capacity) and the number of turns on the
tuning coil (inductance), so that we can
arrange that the small current of electricity
will get back to its starting -point just as the

next wireless wave comes along, and by
inducing another small current of elec-

tricity, provide that " push " just at the
right moment.
The more quickly the waves follow each

other the shorter they will be and the less

work we must give that little current of
electricity to do in order to allow it to get
back in time. The longer the waves, the
less rapidly they will come in, so we must give

the current more work to do. Imagine a
series of trains behind each other, all travelling on the same line at sixty miles an hour.

The longer the trains are the less the
number that would pass you in a certain
time, and the shorter they are the greater
the number.

Take the analogy still further.

Say each train is a mile long-it would take
a minute for just one train to pass travelling
at 60 miles per hour, whereas if each train
was but 400 yards long, four could pass in a
minute.
In a Nutshell.
Wireless waves always travel at the
same speed ; therefore it logically follows

In the case of the crystal set the only

are the telephone
receivers, apart from, of course, the aerial
wire and earth lead. Make sure that you
obtain high -resistance telephone receivers .

should be marked on the back of each of
the earpieces.

Low -resistance telephones

are useless with crystal sets. The same
thing applies to valve sets not fitted with
telephone transformers, and 4,000 -ohm
'phones or loud speakers are required.

The Right Accumulator.
Valve sets require accumulators for
lighting the filament of the valves. See that
the accumulator is of good make and of good

current capacity. Most are marked with
the latter in figures, and those that bear no
label giving that and other information such
as charging rate, etc., should be avoided.
Remember that 40 ampere hours ignition is
only 20 ampere hours capacity lighting. The
latter applies to valve sets ; 4- volts 40 a.h.
ignition is O.K. for a single -valve set,. but

if more than one valve is contemplated,
then at least a 6 volts 60 a.h. accumulator
should be purchased. Otherwise charging
will prove a very frequent annoyance.
In the case of valves it is a good plan to
take careful note of the current consumption

and plate voltage required and thereby
study economy in running expenses. Generally speaking, it is advisable to employ

similar types or makes on a multivalve

set, and a valve that will both -rectify and
amplify is advisable.

Of course, all valves will do both, but

some types are more suitable for one certain
purpose. The choice of valves is very

important and will have a very great
bearing on results. Moreover, they are
expensive items and should be carefully
chosen and handled.

that the shorter they are the more quickly 'High -Tension Batteries.
Then there is the high-tension battery.
they will come in speaking in the sense

of

This should be of some well-known reliable

bear directly upon the adjustments of your
radio set, and by them you will be able to

very

a number in a certain time ; in
technical parlance they have a greater
" frequency."
Get hold of the above ideas, because they
know in which way to turn the knobs to
tune -in to the wave -length of a certain
station.

More work for longer waves is the

simple idea I want you to grasp. A larger
coil or the greater the number of turns of

wire on it or the greater the area of the
vanes of these variable condensers that
interleave, the longer will be the wave-

back again through the set to the aerial, and
will continue to run backwards and forwards
like that until it wears itself out overcoming
the resistance of the circuit. That, in effect,

length tuning of the set.

previous article. The more correct term is
oscillation.
On its way through the aerial and the set

and increase the tuning by means of the coil
as far as possible.

is the electrical vibration referred to in a

WE will assume that the actual receiving
set has been purchased ; if in some
cases it is proposed to purchase a set

All these things
singly and collectively contribute.

One more rule, and that is always keep
the condenser reading as low as possible

make and of a voltage slightly above that
required for the set. Too much H.T.
voltage will not affect the reception unless

soft " valves are used, while too

little might prevent reception altogethertherefore observe the margin on the right
side.

With one valve stated to require 30 volts
on the plate, employ 36 or even more volts.

When using two or three valves a greater
plate voltage will be necessary. 45 to 60
volts for two, and 60 to 75 volts for three,
should be provided when a single valve of
the type used takes 30 volts. If you add

50 per cent. of the initial H.T. voltage to
each further valve added, you won't be far

out. Definite figures are impossible, as the
characteristics of valves vary not only with

make and type but individually.
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CONNECTING UP VALVE SETS AND
SELECTING TELEPHONES.
IN the first case it is possible that many
people having purchased a complete set
and all the accessories may be confused

strength the more common and less expensive flat diaphragm type will prove
quite satisfactory. At the present moment

minal connections. Some, and in fact most,
broadcasting sets have clearly marked

there are quite a number of different makes
of these latter on the market at prices ranging slightly above and below 25s.
The reed type are eminently suitable for

I

as to the letters employed to indicate ter-

earth and aerial terminals, and where E

and A are used that will be quite clear, but
F for earth and G for aerial is often to be
Seen on sets designed on the unit system.

F stands for " filament " which is on the

earthed side -of the circuit, while G stands for

" grid " which, of course, goes to the aerial.

These letters are used to facilitate interconnections.

L.T., the initials for low tension, will be
known to most, and to these terminals is
connected the accumulator. H.T. or high

crystal sets, 8,000 ohms being the most
useful value. You need not worry at this

point as to what an ohm is, but when buying
them make sure that the figures are marked
plainly on the back of each earpiece. For

valve work the flat diaphragm type will
prove the most mellow and pleasing in
reproduction, as owing to their sensitivity
and fine adjustment the reed type are apt

collect atmospheric moisture. Walls should
be avoided, as so many are liable to exude
damp during the night. If traces of rust are
noticeable on the diaphragms, carefully re-

move them with a rag slightly moistened
with paraffin. It is a good plan to smear
the faintest trace of vaseline over the
diaphragms of 'phones to prevent them

rusting.
One of the most frequent causes of failure
to receive signals is a loose or faulty 'phone

connection. Include the examination of the

connections behind the earpieces in the
preliminary " run over " which should be
made on the set at least once during the
evening's reception.

tension denotes the connections of the large
dry battery of some fair voltage used for the
plate circuit. Be very careful in these con-

nections, and do not connect the large dry
battery to the L.T. terminals, otherwise another valve on valves will be required.
Several Pairs of 'Phones.

Sometimes but three terminals are supplied for the H.T. and L.T., one being a com-

mon terminal for perhaps the minus of one
and the plus of the other, or for like poles of
both batteries. Watch these connections
carefully and see that the positive lead of
one battery goes to its correct terminal and

the negative also to its correct terminal.

Remember, again, that the cheapest type of
valve costs at least 15s.
The 'phone terminals are generally marked
" 'phones," although perhaps it may be but
the letter " P," and sometimes " T." When
connecting up two pairs of telephones take

one connection from the first pair to one
terminal, connect the other short lead to
one of the leads of the second pair, the other

lead of the latter going to the other 'phone
terminal on the set. The simple rule is that
the current flowing out of one of the 'phone
terminals, it matters not which, must flow

through all the telephones pne after the

other and back to the other terminal. That
is called placing them in " series."
All leads should consist of a flexible wire
such as is used for electric lighting ; its name
indicates that it is flexible " and not so
liable to break as single -strand wire. Keep

A complete outfit for a simple crystal receiver, showing telephones, aerial wire, tuner, and crystal
detector, insulators, and rope for mast. Crystal sets are cheap and reliable for a 20 -mile radius.

to render the signals " tinny " where a fair
amount of energy is availal?le.
Danger of Damp.

Four thousand ohms is the value most

suitable for valve sets not fitted with
telephone transformers. Higher resistance

'phones too easily burn out owing to the

fine wire employed in their construction.

It need hardly be said that the 'phones
should be handled with care. Dropping them

will certainly cause damage. It is very
advisable to keep them in a dry place and
not hang them up where they are liable to

Locating Faulty Earpieces.

If at any time a pair of telephone receivers

refuse to function and no external disconnection is traceable, try connecting the two
small terminals on one of the earpieces together. 'By shorting the faulty side in this
manner, if it is but the one that has an inter-

nal disconnection, the other earpiece is
brought into service and can be used pro tern.

Invariably but one earpiece will burn out
and " save " the other in cases where

greater current than the fine wire on the

magnets will carry has been sent through a.
pair of telephone receivers.

all leads well separated and as short as

This latter is very important in
respect of the earth and aerial leads.
Finally, remember that complete failure
to receive signals may attend a loose or dirty
connection, and therefore make a practice
of regularly running over and tightening all
possible.

the terminals and scraping and cleaning
the ends of the leads or tab and plug

connections.
What 'Phones to Use.
The telephone receivers of the adjustable
reed type are both expensive and
sensitive. Where weak signals are to be

expected they are very useful, but for the

reception of concert telephony of fair

Mr. F. C. Flebbe. a London taxi man, has fitted a receiver to his cab.
fitted to the roof of the cab.

A frame aerial is
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR BEGINNERS.
NOTE.-OU this page the beginner will find a selection of questions and answers which will concisely deal with many little
problems met with in the erection of a wireless receiver.

Readers are invited to send their queries to the Technical Dept., Room 138,
Replies are

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, where they will be carefully and promptly dealt with.
sent by post free of any charge.

Q. Why should headphones be of high
resistance ?

A. They need not be of high resistance,
though in most cases high

resistance

'phones are advisable. When dealing with
the amount of current flowing in a receiver,
everything possible must be done to make
-use of every bit of that tiny current. To do

this, telephones are wound with very fine
wire, in order to obtain a large number of
turns round the magneto, and thus make the
-current do as much work as possible. It is

the effort to increase the number of turns
that necessitates the high resistance.
*

*

Q. What is an ohm ?
A. An ohm is the name given to the unit
of resistance. It is the amount of resistance
present in a conductor which cuts down the
amount of current flowing. Thus, one volt

pressure can only force one ampere of

current through a wire whose resistance is
-one ohm. If the resistance is doubled, only
half the amount of current will get through,
unless the pressure is increased.
*

*

*

Q. What is a transformer ?
A. In wireless this is an instrument used
for transferring energy from one circuit to

In addition it is usually so
another.
constructed that it also increases the

voltage in the second circuit as it transfers
the energy across. A telephone transformer
usually acts in the opposite way, by transferring energy into the telephone circuit and

at the same time increasing the current

instead of the voltage.
*

Q.

A.

*

*

Are wireless waves affected by wind ?
No. Unlike sound waves, which are

air waves, these ether waves that compose

wireless waves are not affected by wind
any more than the light waves-also ether
waves-are.
*

*

Must special telephones be purchased
for wireless reception ?
A. Yes, the ordinary type as are used in
Q.

the ordinary land line telephony are not

sensitive enough to be actuated by the very
small currents flowing in wireless circuits.
*

Q.

*

*

A. For telephony reception on low wavelengths a good single aerial is best. If the
aerial space is limited, a double one should

Q. Must the earth -lead be directly under
the aerial ?

be used.

posed to be the best arrangement.

*

Q.

Will a gas pipe be suitable for an

earth connection ?
A. No.

Most gas pipes have joints

cemented with some substance that does not
conduct electricity well, and thus impedes
the path to earth of the received oscillations.

A water pipe is one of the best earth connections.

A. Not necessarily, though this is sup.
*

A. 7/22 stranded copper or phosphor bronze wire is the best.
*
Q.

A.

aerial

The same wire as is used for the
will be very suitable, otherwise a

fairly stout gauge should be used ; No. 16 or
18 is quite good.
*

Q.

at either end cannot be said to be very
efficient.

Below this height, however, the

aerial is still better than the indoor type.
You should endeavour to have your aerial
at least 20 ft. high at each end.
*

Q.

*

lead is ?
A. Yes.
The earth -lead has to carry
more current than any other part of the

aerial system ; therefore it should contain as

little resistance or impedance as possible,
and to avoid this impedance the lead
should be kept as short as possible.
*

*

*

Q. Are batteries necessary for crystal
sets ?

A. The majority of crystal sets do not

require a battery. It is only when such a
crystal as carborundum is employed that a
battery has to be added.
*

Q.

*

*

I cannot erect an outdoor aerial ; can

I use one indoors ?

A. Yes.

The only difficulty that this

alternative presents is that the receiving set
capable of giving good results with a frame
or indoor aerial will have to be much larger
and expensive, and, of course, more compli-

cated, than one that would give equally
good results using an outdoor aerial.

*

station 20 miles away ?
A. Practically no time ; the wireless
waves travel at the Same speed as light

about 186,000 miles per second.
*

it better to have a single or a

,double aerial ?

*

Does it matter how long the earth -

Q. How long does it take for a message
sent out by a station to reach a receiving -

*

*

good aerial ?
A. ' An aerial which does not reach 20 ft.

loud speaker.

*

*

What is the minimum height for a

A. No, you need at least two valves,

Is

*

earth -lead ?

-to magnify the signals in order to operate a

V.

*

What is the best wire to use as an

Will a crystal set operate a loud

*

*

aerial ?

speaker ?

*

*

Q. What is the best wire to use for an

An aerial outfit, showing spreaders, insulators and wire.

(P.O. No. 3042.)

AMPLIFIER

R Type Valve, 17 6 Extra.

Royalties, 22.'6.

£3- 17-6

PRICE

for use with any of our instruments.

'Low Frequency Amplifier for use with
Single or Two Valve Set. Considerably
increases the volume of sound.
This
amplifying unit is of the utmost value

'

either insufficient knowledge or the use
of accessories of indifferent capabilities.

R Type Valve, 17 6 Extra.

PRICE without ACCESSORIES : £4-13-0.
Royalties, 32 6

£7 - 15-0

Telephone:
HOLBORN 2368

THE TRADE
SUPPLIED.

8 HIGH HOLBORN.

Late of

267 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

HOLBORN RADIO CO., LTD.

Lead -in -Wire,

PRICE COMPLETE

Aerial,

THE

Accumulator,

Insulators and Coil.

-

of Wireless Instruments and Accessories
POST FREE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

PRICE without ACCESSORIES ;
6
Royalties, £3 - 0 - 0.
R Type Valves, 17/6 each Extra.

£12 - 17 - 6£9 - 17

PRICE COMPLETE

Two -Valve Set, Tuner, High Frequency Amplifier
and Detector, complete with accessories, including
Headphones, H.T. Battery, Accumulator, Aerial,
Lead -in -Wire, Insulators and Coil.

(P.O. No. 2020.)

THE DESKOPHONE TWO -VALVE SET

including Headphones, H.T. Battery,

(P.O. No. 1010.)

THE DESKOPHONE SINGLE -VALVE SET

The DESKOPHONE, which is built
- by us to our own registered design,
is manufactured under Marconi
patents, is authorised by the British
Broadcasting Co., and has been
tested and passed by the P.M.G.

entitles you to our expert advice and
assistance at all times free of charge.

This ensures that you will always get best
results and will avoid the disappointment
that comes to so many amateurs through

DESKOPHONE

.. for, in addition to buying athoroughly
efficient and guaranteed
instrument,
the fact of being a " Deskophone " user

when you buy a

You Buy Wireless plus Reliability

=
=
=
=
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YOU ARE WANTING First Quality
Goods for Building Your Own Sets
_

Terminals,25/-

.. each Id.
Insulators (egg type), each 3d. ; reel type ..
..
.. each 2/8
Filament Resistances, finest quality ..
..
..
..
..- 5/ Oojah Basket Coils, 7 in. set ..
..
..
.. 12/ H.T.Batteries, 30 volt, 6/- ; 60 volt . :
..
..
..
..
lb.
4/ Ebonite, d in., cut any size
Headphones (double receivers), Best British -make, 4000 ohms 21/,
French
SP
"
Federal
25/6
.,
Best
British Make,
12/6
(Single)
.. each 21d.
Condenser Spindles, all sizes, 6d., 4d., 3d., and
..
..
.. each 3d.
..
Crystal Cups, with 4 screws
..
.. each 2d.
..
Crystal Cups, with 2 screws, ..
..
each 6d.
Ivorine Scales (engraved), 0-180, best quality
Variable Condensers, suitable for first-class panel work,
mounted on ebonite, 001, 14/. ; 00075, 111- ; 0005, 9/6 ;
..
..
..
.. 6/ 0002, 8/6 ; 0001, 8/-; 00005,
..
.. 2/..
..
Hertzite Crystal, per piece, 1/-, 1/6
.
.. 4d.
Brass Rods, screwed, 12 in., 2BA, 5d. ; 4 BA
Mullard Valves, type R, 17/6 ; Ora, 15/- ; Cossor Valves each 15/ Accumulators (British Make), highest quality, 4 vlt. 20 amps,
16/-; 4 vlt. 40 amps., 24/-; 4 vit. 60 amps., 32/6 ; 6 vlt.
20 amps., 24/- ; 6 vlt. 40 amps., 32/6 ; 6 vlt. 60 amps. .. 42'-

Contact Studs, highly finished, with nut and washer
doz. 8d.
Aerial Wire, finest quality, 7/22 hard drawn copper, 100 ft.
3/-; by post
..
..
..
..
..
..
4/Terminals (large), 2 & 4 BA, doz. 2,'- ; with nut & washer doz. 2,'6
Terminals, W 0 pattern (large), 4 BA. doz. 1/8 ; with nut
and washer ..
..
..
..
..
.. doz. 2!-

W 0 pattern (small), 4 BA, doz. 114; with nut

and washer ..
..
..
..
..
.. doz. 1/8
Terminals, Ordinary, doz. 1/6; 4 BA, with nut and
washer
..
..
..
..
..
.. doz.
2/Terminals, Telephone, 4 BA, doz. 1110 ; with nut and
washer
..
..
..
..
.
.. doz. 2/4
..
.. doz. pairs
1/Aluminium Vanes, extra quality
Crystal Detector, complete, mounted ebonite, 2'6 ; special
quality dust proof ..
..
..
..
..
.. 51Lead in Tubes, beautiful finish, 6 in. 1/- ; 9 in.
..
.. 1/6
Spacers (large), doz. 3d. ; (small) (for condensers) ..
doz. 2d.
Switch Arms, first quality only, complete ..
.. each 1/4
Knobs (Ebonite), first quality, tapped, 2 BA, brass nut each 4d.
-

Ebonite Dials, marvellous value, 0-180, bored in centre each
Ebonite Valve Holders, with S nuts, 1st quality only
..
Finest Quality L.F. Transformers
Slider, complete with Knob and Contact

1/-

1/4
12'6

Coil Holders

..

Shell Insulators, (large)

..
..

..
..

.. 2 -way, 8/- ;
..
..
..

SPECIAL LINES IN CABINET SETS

£ 10 : 10 : 0
£4 : 7 : 6

THE FELLOPHONE Two -valve Set, complete with Aerial, High-tension Battery, Accumulators; Headphones, Valves, etc.,
THE FELLOCYST Super -receiving Cabinet, complete in Oak Cabinet, with Aerial Insulators and instructions,

THE CEE BEE 3 Double Crystal Set, very compact, in polished Mahogany Cabinet, with Compartment for 'phones.
Complete with Aerial, Insulators, Headphone. Gives perfect result from inside aerials
THE CEE BEE Junior Double Crystal Cabinet. The most wonderful machine on the market. Mounted in
polished Mahogany Cabinet ; very compact. Results from inside aerials wonderful
THE CEE BEE 1. Very fine Crystal Set, Ebony Panel mounted on highly polished Mahogany Cabinet. Complete,
,
.
.
.
.
with Aerial Insulators, Headphones. Wonderful value .
.

.. ..

.

SEND AMPLE POSTAGE.

The Chelsea hollow
steel mast stands 30 ft.

Consisting of Ebonite Panel in Oak Case, with
lid, Tuning Coil, 900 metre wave -length, '001
Condenser. Patent Crystal Detector, Silicon or

12 S hooks, and

galvanised
block.

pulley

PRICE F.O.R.

£5:10:0
4o ft.

Mast with

extra set of guys

&9:07,0
Prompt
"CHELSEA" AERIAL

MAST.

Deliveries

Tel.: Museum 4827.

Hertzite Crystal, Spring in small chuck, ball
joint action with Variable Pressure, the whole
totally enclosed in glass tube, thus eliminating
dust and damp.
Accessories include I Pair Fellows 4,000 ohms
Double Headphones, 100 feet Stranded Copper
Wire, and 4 Insulators.
No further outlay. A guaranteed range of 20

miles for broadcasted concerts and will take
2 Pairs of Double Headphones with perfect
clearness. Each Set tested and
fully guaranteed and we confidently assert that for the price it
is the most reliable yet offered to
the Public and it is manufactured
by one of the oldest firms in the
trade.

Price Complete.

Post Paid,

3-7 -6
Instrument Only. Postage Is.
1-18-6

We have also a complete range of

Valve Sets in stock from £7 to

£24.

Call and inspect the
famous Fellophone 2 and 4 Valve

Prices £10 10s. and
El 7 10s. respectively. Also the
Sets,

Fellocryst

Super Crystal

Set.

from Stock.

Price £4 7s. 6d. Demonstrations

TRADE SUPPLIED.

tion, no fancy prices but honest

CHELSEA MOTOR BUILDING
CO LTD.,
164, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.3.

£4 : 10 : 0

THE "RELIANCE
RECEIVING CABINET.
P.O. Reg. No. 277.

sections, and is sold
equipped

2 -ft. long iron earth
pegs, 6 strainers,

.

RELIANCE RADIO
SERVICE CO.
CRYSTAL

The equipment includes -3o ft. mast,
painted battleship
grey, sole plate, intermediate and top
stay plates, 6 steel
wire guy ropes, 3

1HE

LONDON, N.W.1.

high, is built in four
completely
for fixing.

£3 3 0
£ 1 : 12 : 6

130, Euston Rd., King's Cross,

FOWLER & BRIGDEN,
Chelsea Steel Masts

3 -way 12 6
each 6d,

given daily. Call and get satisfac-

value for money.
to 7 p.m.

Hours 10 a.m.

Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE .CO

233, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1
'PHONE: CLERKENWELL, 4290.
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get a rather misleading impression of white

FROM AN UNOFFICIAL LOG BOOK.
Being further uncensored Extracts from the Journal of a Sea -going
Operator, between the years 1916-1919.
By N. F. E.

men.

.

22ND.-The last few days have beemi

pretty dull except for two noteworthy

_items of interest. Thedrst wasA visit to the
Basra wireless station, V T C.

This station is a pretty hefty one-eight

tall mast;, 450 feet each; support the aerial

Amur, 20rm-Port Said, although reputed
to be the wickedest place on earth (I think
Kipling says so somewhere), presents a very
pretty picture from the sea. - More of Port

choring at 7 p.m. off Ashar, the port of

Said -anon.

from Poldhu, Eiffel Tower, and a lot of

Shalt -el -Arab, which flows for about 70
odd miles into the Persian Gulf, near
Kowiet. We passed -Abadan -at middayan awfUl-looking hole and the site of the

at Damascus. The latter's call sign is D A M.

AnglciTersian Oil Company's wells`. The
smell reminded me of Port Arthur (Texas).

Swedish vessel, the "Pekin," caught fire, and
by six was a floating fiery furnace.

Gulf -that I sent out a C Q in the hopes of

Last night was rather interesting from a
wireless point of view: Received Press O.K.

German propaganda stuff from. the station

At two o'clock this afternoon a large

As darkness fell it was a grand though
terrible sight to see her, half submerged,
but still blazing with undiminished fury.

The cargo was sugar, I hear.
The local fire brigade at Port Said -turned
out and performed prodigies of valour with
'

an antiquated fire engine that must have

been drawing the old age pension when the
Fire of London raged. The amount of water
sprayed on -the burning ship would hardly
have filled a bucket.
APRIL 21sT.-We sailed from Port Said.at
11.30 a.m., anchoring off 1shmalia, to drop.
the canal pilots. All diet afternoon I have

Basra. -

The confluence of the Tigris and the
Euphrates at Kurna is known as the

Signals were so scarce coming up the

getting a few test V's, but had no reply..
Later on I called V T C (the Basra station),

and was politely if laboriously told that
my signals were as clear as pearls, and as

badly sent as could be. It being against the
rules to sauce a land station (especially in
war time), I gave V T C a Curt R" and
closed down. Land station' operators. are
generally born with a multiple timer -round
their necks, and consequently think they
own the ether:

MAY lOrn.-For the last day or so we
have been unloading military stores off

and is guarded by Indian soldiers. When I

stalked up, intent on exchanging Lizzie
(the crystal) for one more stable, I was
greeted with the guard turning out and
Fainting like automatons.

F L in Basra.
Gravely returning the salute "ci /a Beatty,"

I asked for the W.O. in charge, and soon
was having a heart-to-heart talk with that
pessimist. However, I managed to swap a
crystal, and returned in high glee. The
exchange was O.K. That night I heard F L
at medium signal strength. Not so bad, I
think.

The second item of interest was the

execution of some rebel Arabs, -I had gond
swimming early one morning, my favourite
creek being a mile or so outside Magil. A
squad of native soldiers with white officers
in command arrived as I rested on the bank.

Six Arabs were blindfolded, placed in a.

row; and, before I quite realised what was.,
up,Were shot on the spot. It's not a pretty
sight, an execution.
-MAY 23no.-Heard F L again last night,
as .11,011 as D A M (Damascus) and 0 S- M
(Constantinople). Poldhu I cannot hear.'

been watching the land of Egypt on one.
side and Syria on the other. On .the
Egyptian side of -the canal the banks are
thick with shrubs and hushes ; on -the

Nantes (U A) is -quite distinct, .artd plenty
of Indian stations are audible when darkness
falls.

opposite side the great desert of Till stretches

as far as the eye 'can see-an arid, barren

-

THE
RADIO ASSOCIATION

waste. Encamped on the banks were some
thousands of soldiers, who shouted eagerly
for home news.

system.
The main stallion building is
situated in the middle of the station grominds,----'

'

Assyrian chariots and- the hosts of 'the
mighty Pharoahs have given place to
military camps of a more modern kind and
strings of telegraph poles.' As Mr. Wells

GRE AT strides are being made in the
study of wireless science in South East London, amid on January 20th
the Brockley branch of the Radio Association was formally inaugurated by .Mr.'

once remarked,"This 'ere progress it goes on

C, W. Bowerman, M.P. for Deptford,
Land Station " Sauce."
A curious thing about the

journey

through the canal is the strange fading of
signals from the' station at Aden. In Port
Said I picked up this station quite clearly,
butdirectly we were through the canal and
the salt lakes and out into the Red Sea, the
signals faded almost to inaudibility. There
is some peculiar screening effect which is
the cause of this; so I am told.
APRIL 26rn.-Each day the weather becomes steadily hotter. Even when perfectly
still one becomes bathed in perspiration ;

and the " Billi " condenser on the crystal

set has commenced to stick badly. The, heat
seems to have expanded the two cylinders
considerably, and the insulation coating is
peeling off.

APRIL 29rn.-On the 27th we passed

Perim, well in sight of land.. On the follow.
ing day we were 50 miles east of Aden, and

now we are about to commence our trip
into the Indian Ocean and up the Persian
Gulf to Basra. Have just picked up a war
warning from

Seychelles

reporting

an

armed enemy cruiser knocking around
somewhere.

This is probably the " Woolf."

MAY 7th.-After a very warm journey
through the Persian Gulf we steamed
slowly up the Shaat-el-Arab to -day, an-

Mr. A. W. Owen's home-made set, 53, Warner Road,
St. James Street, Walthanastow.

Magil, a small depot chiclly:Temaitathle for

its utter desolation and the .exeellent iced
beer kept by the Military officers in their
Mess -room.

During the last couple of days I have
managed-despite the heat-to scout round

and see a hit of the neighbouring country.
Of Basra itself (it lies some five miles in
land) I cannot say much, for fully threequarters of the place is placed out of bounds

to the naval and military. The town is

infested, however, with the filthiest natives.
I have ever seen-and I've seen a few.
In the Bazaar at Ashar I was pointed out
a youth of about 17 who was idly looking
after a dirty shop. He was the richest man

in Basra. and Ashar-and that means anything over a quarter of a Million sterling.
These people can live on about a rupee a
day, and when they have made that sum
the majority of them shut up shop and -go

and see Charlie Chaplin at the local cinema
show. Charles is a great favourite with the
Arabs ; but the -effect on their morale is not
good from an English Point of view. They

who was accompanied by Professor A. M.
Low and Major Raymond Phillips. Since
the commencement of the year a POPULAR
WIRELESS representatiVe was informed by

Mr. J. V. Ballard, the chairman of the
Brockley Branch, no fewer than 120
members have been enrolled.

The Radio

Association itself is extending by leaps

amid' botinds, and is already on its way to
riieinbership of 2,000.

In opening the proceedingS of a most
interesting wireless demonstration at the
Gladstone Hall, New Cross, Mr. Bowerman asked what would their forefathers
have thought of an air -wave conversation
between folks in America and this

country, such as had taken place a few
days ago.

Profssor Low, in his address, said we

talked of wireless radio -activity, but -we

really knew very little about it, and in

the future the science was bound to extend
in .every possible direction. In the near

future wo should probably be able to

obtain racing and football results' while
travelling in a train, reports of the happenings in the law courts, and, possibly,
of what members were really saying to
each other in the House of Commons.
(Laughter.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.

AMERICA ON ONE VALVE-GOOD RESULTS IN SCOTLAND

CRYSTAL SET PHENOMENA.
To the Editor of

POPULAR

WraEi.vss.

Sir,-Will you kindly include W 0 Y,.

My set is wholly made and designed by
myself, excepting 'phones and valve. My

Connecticut, in your list of listening -in times'?

aerial is attached to a tree about 28 ft. in
height at one end, and is a double one of

one valve.

30 ft. in length composed of 18 copper wire,
the lead-in end being attached to a window
frame 20 ft. high. Without doubt listening in to the American stations will be a matter

I get American stations every night on

This was the programme last night,

January 15th, and this morning, .January
16th, bearing in mind that as I do not write
shorthand I had only time to write down a

few words before the next item was upon me.
I switched on at 11.10 p.m...Monday, just

in time to pick up the following :
National coal congress.

from Alexandria. ..
.

.

Navigation Co.

.

News bad
Former President.

..

.

.

.

of course for 'English amateurs within the
next month or so.
Should you desire a test my set is at the
disposal of any of your representatives on

hitar i4v Radio
The quickest way to learn the " hows and
"whys" of Wireless is to read good Books.
Moat Radio Books, however, are technical,

but in these two from the pen of John
Scott-Taggart-editor of Modern Wireless
and the well-known authority on the Wire-

appointment.
Yours faithfully,

less Valve-the whole story of Radio

45, Linanker Street, Southport.

.

States. . . Numbered 62,130. . .deTo the Editor of POPULAR WIRELESS.
parted 17,225. . . During 5 months. .
Dear Sir,-With reference to the article
Annual Brnquet to -morrow night. . . entitled
" Notes on the Scottish Ether "
.
Annual Michigan
Toast master .
Convention. 74,748 dollars collected for the ' in your issue of December 30th, I am one
Memorial Fund. . . also collection for of the local amateurs referred to as having

Wireless/ID I Simplifiedli

for
all V 1 Wireless
'POST IRSt
Poor seee

Then followed the announcement : "This is

station :
" A boy with a bundle of news -papers under

his arm. . . I want to study law, sir,'
answered the boy. . . I told you I
couldn't afford an office boy,' answered the
lawyer. The boy seemed 'to be terrified."
Then folloWed a story about a Professor
Henry, who was arrested in mistake for a

spy, and referred to a flying machine at
Washington.
Then followed news items, money market,

and the folkiwing announcement : That
brings us to the end of our news items."
Then followed : " The next number on
our programme will be a piano solo. This is
W G Y, General. Electric Co., Connecticut."
The piano solo was as clear as a bell, every

note distinct.
Then followed the
" W G Y, closing down
stand by."

announcement :
9.30.
Please

Then followed a lady singing.

Then a dia-

logue between two men, one evidently a
coon. Then a male and female duet. I

then turned in another station on about
forty metres longer wave -length announced
as W J Z, giving a technical description of
" Valve cost a thousand
their apparatus.
dollars," etc. Then followed the " Missouri
Waltz," beautifully received. Then the following announcement : " The next number
of the General Electric Co.'s programme will
be a violin solo, one minute please." This
Then the ansolo was received perfectly.
nouncement : " W G Y, General Electric Co.,
Connecticut." Then a long lecture on oil

in the United States.

success 3ta

been successful in the reception of 2 M T

W GY, General Electric Co., Connecticut,
7.45 standard time. Closing down. . . "
My watch then showed 11.30 p.m., and as
I have had shoals of protests against a paragraph referring to my U.S. reception on one
valve in an issue of the Southport Visitor "
last week, I went straight down to the office
of that paper and submitted all the foregoing
items to them as proof, and returning home,
received the following story from the same

on one valve, and wish 2 M G to understand
it was not a freak. Marconi House, Birmingham, Manchester, and Newcastle can
be clearly heard any evening on my single

valve set, and on Friday, December 29th,
2 Z Y was so clear that the " click " of the
opening and closing of the microphone
switch was actually heard.
In my opinion the reception of telephony
is

all a question of careful tuning.

My

circuit is of the usual type and not a freak
in any way.
It may interest 2 M G and others to know
that reoently I logged the following amateur
stations on this home-made apparatus :
2 A W Wakefield.
2 D F New Malden, Surrey.

2 F P London, S.E.14.
2 J F Liverpool.
2 J Z Huntly, Aberdeenshire.
2 K F Merton, London, S.W.19.
2 M M Winchester, Hants.
2 N A Walsall.

2 0 D Gerrard's Cross, Bucks.
5 M S Manchester Wireless Society.
5 S II Liverpool (1).
5 S W Radio Society. of Great Britain.

0 X M Holland (20 watts).
0 Y B Holland (20 watts).
P C 1 1 Holland (20 watts).
8 D P Location unknown.; thought to

PuBLISn FRS OF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE

DEVERE UX COURT. STRAND.W.C.2

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED
at the marvellously low prices in our

PRICE LIST, SENT POST-FREE.

The following is a sample offer :..tystal Set -12" Tuner, 2 Sliders, Range zo'30 miles
"7-Wave-length -189 to 2,3.00- passed P.M.G. and
B.B.C. Royalty paid.
37,6 post free.

DE LUXE COMMODITIES,
15 I A, ON.FORD STREET, LONDON, W. I.

--BARGAINS
Crystal Detectors

R eel Insulators
Egg Insulators

owners of the other stations would care to
write me, through the Editor, I would be
pleased to listen for their transmissions on
prearranged dates, preferably Saturdays,
and give a report of reception, -if required.
Yours faithfully,

"Remo " (Glasgow).

1/ -

..

.

laminated Switch *Arms
Terminals
.. .
.
Aerial Wire, stranded, 150 ft..
Contact Studs
..
Valve Legs
..
Crystal Cups (3 screws)
..
Valve Pins ..
Spade Terminals ..
Condenser Vanes
.
Filament Resistance. s

Lead-in Tubes, 8 in.
12 in.

..

, ,

..

doz.

..
..

.. doz.

31d.

11d.
d.
4/6
Bd.
1d.

4d.
1d.
I d.

1/1/6

2110
1/9

..

Large Spacers
Small Spacers
Loud Speakers

.. doz.

6d.
doz.

..

1/6

2d.

1/10
,-

sae Rods, with terminal

lntervalve Transformers
'Phones, 4,000 oluns

4d.
3d.
10/6
13/6
21/ -

Send Ample Postage.
Illustrated Catalogue, including
List of Stations, Poet Free, 6d.
EONSWIRELESS SUPPLY CO.,

115, FLEET ST., E.C.4.

I have also heard a French Radio Society
sending Transatlantic tests.

mission and gave his power, and if the

.. 2/8

..

Valve Holders (ebonite)
Fixed Condensers ..

be French.

I have already been in correspondence
with 2 K F, who kindly verified the trans-

ti

I/I

.

museum and library

is

laid bare in language which even the absolute beginner can easily understand. Get
these two Books to -day from your Bookseller
or your Newsagent.

VINCENT M. CARTMEL,

Embargo on

.
Bonar Law
60 % of the aliens admitted to the United

coal.

you need tc)

(Next " Daily Express" Offices.)

CUT THIS OUT

"Popular Wireless" PEN COUPON Value 2d.
Send 7

of these coupons wish only 2/9 direct to

the
Fleet Pen Co., 119, Fleet St., E.C.I. You will
receive by return a splendid British -Made 14 -et,
Gold

Nibbed Fleet Fountain Pen, value 10/6 (tine, intedium,
or broad. nib). If only
coupon is sent the price is
3/9, Id. being allowed for each extra coupon up to 6.
(Pocket Clip, 4c1.) Satisfaction guaranteed or rash
returned. Special New Offer -Your own name in
gilt letters on either nen for 1/- extra. Lever Self 1

Filling Model with Safety Cap, 21- extra.
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Twenty thousand people
buy up the first edition of
MODERN WIRELESS
within a few hours!
OUR estimate of 20,000 readers for MODERN
WIRELESS was very wide of the markthe whole edition was completely sold out within
But we were determined that no
twelve hours.
one should be disappointed-we wanted everyone
to be able to buy a copy.
Therefore we put in hand an immediate reprint of
a further 50,000 copies, making the huge total of
all.
This reprint is now on sale

70,000 in

everywhere.

After reading

it,

be sure to

place

your order in advance for a copy of No. 2, which
is going to be an even greater success.

The Constructional Articles
alone are worth the shilling.
If you are contempla.tina building

your

cwn

Set

,)..ou

are given

choice of several. Receivers, ranaing from a simple Crystal Set for
receiving the Broadcast Concerts to
a super-sensitve 5 -Valve Receiver
with a range of 4,000 miles.

If you have got tired of carrying

your accumulator to a garage to be
re -charged, you will be interested
in a practical article showing you.
how to re -charge it off your own
electric light supply.

PUBLISHED BY

RADIO PRESS
LTD.,

Devereux Court,

STRAND, W.C.2.

An interesting article on double

reaction is sure to hold your attention. There are big possibilities
for amateurs in this.
Besides
these, there are articles on how

to make a Detector Unit, a Note
Magnifying Unit, a Grid Leak, a

winder for winding your
Coils, and many others.

own

M

A splendid shilling's worth-bs
sure you get your copy to -day.

Edited

by

JOHN

SCOTT-TAGGART,
F. Inst.P.,
assisted by E. Redpath,
Paul Tyers, and a
skilled staff.

Monthly

MARSHALL
AD.

862
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MEMORIES.
BY A MARCONI ENGINEER.

A FEW HINTS.
MANY amateurs find ebonite rather costly

THE wireless profession has led some of

us into many lands bordering the
Seven Seas, and has provided us

with many sidelights on life. I shall not
be far out if I venture to boast that in wellnigh every habitable part of the globe, not

to mention the uninhabitable ones, the

Marconi engineer has worked his works, and
the Marconi operator has kept his watch.

If I may venture a joke, I would say that
the.Marconi man during his useful, restless
existence generally keeps his watch, even
if he has temporarily to " pop " his dress suit ; for that is my way of saying that,
though he occasionally finds himself in a
tight place, he carries on with the job.
No one could accuse me of dallying with

the sweet uses of advertisement because
I humanly express pride in being ever so
insignificant a member of a real service,
which though a mere quarter of a century
old, has indeed a spirit animating it. There
may be no traditions in soap or jam or nails,
but there are in the Marconi service.

had not by then succumbed to mal de mer.

I also have a photographically clear remembrance of Land's End as I passed it
outward -bound for an exile of three years.

Equal in vividness to the two preceding
mental pictures is one of green Plymouth
Sound, when I returned hungering for the
grey English sea and the smell of motor 'buses on a summer afternoon. Oh, the
jabber and sweat, the shrill clamour of the
Eastern cities ! But, oh, the sunset over
the quiet Essex flats, and the hearty Eng-

lish voices of the dockside labourers at
Tilbury ! In two weeks the long arm of
Marconi shot me forth again, this time to
the little known Balearic Islands, where
I stayed for several years. There I climbed
a real man-sized mountain, wrestled with
demons in the shape of half -wild mountain

pigs and sheep who uprooted my earth plates, and with Mallorquin cooks-quits
wild-who laid in me the foundations of a
permanent dyspepsia.

In that service 'men have died at the
post of duty, at sea in every imaginable
kind of craft, and on shore in the far -

"Sparks " of Hate.
The Great War ! Never shall I forget the
persistent screech of Norddeich during

their places.

gathered about the corpses : " Krieg ist erklart gegen England, Frankreich and Russ land ! " Little did I, think that four weary

distant and dark places of the earth, where
fever, sudden death, perpetual discomfort,
and deadly. monotony wrestled with their
souls. But the work went on, and as men
died or 'were broken others stepped into
"Dinner is Ready."

Some of my memories are of those who
went to Manaos, far up the Amazon, and
died ; who exiled themselves at the Falklands, in the arid tracts of Somaliland, and
the heights of Colombia : who struggled on

in the Arctic ;

in squalid islands in the

Mediterranean, and in the South Seas. Many

of those men came back only to find their
end in the Great War, somewhere near a coil,

a condenser, and a key. And the sea -going
operators. Ah, there is not an ocean -bed
on this rolling globe which is not sacred to
their memory.
My first recollection of wireless would be
somewhere about 1894, when I was present
at a soiree of which one of the attractions
was a magician who could cause .a bell to

ring at least three yards from his transmitter. I suppose Marconi was just then

getting his dreams into working order, for
he did not bring his invention to, England
until 1896.
Some years later '1 was being shown over

years and more would drag by before my
should receive in the small
station at
hours of Nov. 11th, 1918, the famous Armistice message. The valve from the circuit

which took that message is my most treasui ed souvenir,

and wakes within me

memories I can never commit to paper.

My experience of early wireless sets are
not blessed. One can only wonder at the
dogged determination of the operators and
the amount of traffic they handled. Little

was known of " space charges." and no" in the
thing of " plates ' or " grid
days when one used to receive with one
finger (damped) on some particular ter-

minal, or tuned -in by means of a wander choice of about thirty
plug which h: d
sockets. I fernember that the man on the

Suez Station told me that he would have
gone mad with ennui were it not the fact
that he had to alter the circuit every day.
And, as for coherers-hut let it pass. After
all, Marconi only had
a coheres when he first
spanned the Atlantic.

remember that I was secretly amused by his

This is the latest unpublished photograph of Sir
Oliver Lodge. It was taken

naivete, but I had still to learn that unpunctuality at mess is an offence. Still,
visitors
The Long Arm.

In due course Marconi's long arm shot me

out to keep up my wicket for " the old
firm," and I remember most vividly a
sight of the breakers spouting about the

Old Head of Kinsale, and my surprise that
my supposedly sensitive interior economy

overcome is the tendency of moisture to
condense on the surface of the slate. This
can be overcome by coating the slate evenly
with shellac, and this will also add consider-

ably to the appearance of the panel by
giving it a glossy finish.

Other polishes

should not be used as they are not always
good insulators.

Mercury can be cleaned by shaking or

stirring well in concentrated sulphuric acid.
The acid is poured off after a time, and the
mercury rinsed with water and soda. It is

then strained through wash leather, and
will be found to be quite clean.
*

.

*

When using primary cells making use of
amalgamated zinc, a good tip is to stand the

zinc in a thin layer of mercury placed at
the bottom of the container or porous pot.
This helps 0 preserve the zinc.
*

*

A piece of cane hammered at the end so as

August, 1914, as on the 5th of that ever - to form a sort of fibre brush is very useful
memorable month I sat in a stifling cup- . for .glueing purposes. In this case the
and hear, hour after hour, "hairs " will not come out, and a piece of
board at
the scream of the Imperial Eagle who in an- cane will last a long time, the brush being
ticipation already saw itself and its allies renewed at intervals by the simple expedient

a small steamer-one of the Batavier boats,
I believe-and distinctly remember how the

wireless operator truncated his eloquent
lecture at the most interesting stage
because he said, " My dinner is ready." I

for use in valve panels, but slate can
often be obtained easily, and is quite
a fair substitute. The one difficulty to be

in his experimental laboratory at his home near Salisbury, where Sir Oliver is
understood to be engaged in
important experiments connected with wireless.
A
little while ago he informed
a press reporter that he
believed he might soon have
some interesting wireless
improvements to
show
before very long.

of more hammering.

8i3
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RIGHT : View of Instrument ready

for reception. All connections are
made at rear.
Accessories supplied
with every instrument.

CENTRE :

Performance counts
Your Wireless Set must be something more than
a handsome Cabinet-it must receive loudly and
clearly the Concerts now being transmitted from

the various Broadcasting Stations. Read the
above letter and see how these requirements
are fulfilled by the

BROADCAST MAJOR
Approved by P.M.G.

polished throughout, and is fitted with a hinged
top and a drop down front. Included with the
instrument is a complete equipment consisting of
a pair of Western Electric Headphones, a
--_71 6 volt 4o amp. hours accumulator, and a
When this Set
6o volt H.T. Battery-both made specially
is required for
use with to our own specification for wireless work
Broadcast
Licence
a I -and a complete Aerial outfit consisting
B.B.C. royalty
of r5o feet of copper wire, and the necesof 35s. must

IF you are situated within 25-3o miles from any

of the four Broadcasting stations-London,
Manchester, Birmingham, and Newcastle-

you will find that the 2 -Valve Broadcast

Major is ideal for you. Not only does it

receive loudly and clearly: ---as many as five

pairs of headphones can be in use at one
time'-but its tuning arrangement is sim-

plicity itself. Merely rotate one dial and any Ii
paid at time
sary insulators.
wave -length, from. 300 metres to 50o metres be
of purchasing.
There is absolutely nothing more to buy,
royalty of
-all the Concert Wave -lengths - is found The
due to the
with
the exception of the two Valves
immediately. Even a child could use this l 25s.
Marconi Co. is
which,
owing to risk of damage in the post,
at
present
being
Set, since absolutely no Radio knowledge is
paid by us.
should be purrequired.
chased locally.
Every instrument, besides being subjected
to an actual test upon our own aerial, carries our full You cannot purchase a
guarantee of complete satisfaction after a seven days' better 2 -Valve Set, although you may be asked
trial in your own home, or money willingly refunded.
Valves 15s. each extra.
The Cabinet is built from solid mahogany, hand to pay very much -more.
I

I

I

-

19-9-0

Co., Ltd.,
THE PETO-SCOTT
Featherstone House,
IfARSll iL AD.

64, HIGH HOLBORN, W..C.1.
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applied for several times previous to joining tits
All those persons

WIRELESS CLUB REPORTS.

society without success.

living in the district of Hackney who have

hitherto " ploughed the lonely furrow " should
take heed and support their fellow amateurs, so that all may benefit by united action.
Hon. sec., E. R. Walker, 48, Dagmar Road,
Hackney, E. 8.

The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An Asterisk
denotes affiliation with the Radio Society of Great Britain.
Wireless and Experimental Association.*

.The meeting of the Wireless and Experimental Association, held on January 10th at

the Central Hall, Peckham, was of exceptional
interest.

The steps now being taken for making the

association's three -valve receiving set of greater
sensitiveness and utility, under the expert

supervision of Mr. Joughin, were explained in
detail by Mr. Knight, the chairman.
Mr. Chastney (member) describedy with the
help of the blackboard, a two -valve set which
he had constructed ; and Mr. joughin, again
coming to the rescue, pointed out one or two
undoubted improvements.
The elementary members were then enlightened on the needs and use of lightning arresters..
The foreign secretary, Mr. Bird, read accounts
of what some of our foreign members are doing
" down under." But the crown of the evening
was the design of Mr. Voigt with crystals, and of
Mr. 0oughin with valves,. of sets to effect "full

wave " rectification of signals.
The subject of balaneing capacities versus
earths was treated exhaustively, and the meeting
closed at 10 p.m.
Assistant see.. Mr. G. H. Horwood, Buckland,
255, Lordship Lane, S.E. 22.
*

*

Birmingham Experimental Wireless Club.

A very enjoyable and instructive lecture was

given before the above club on 15th of
December by Mr. Dore, one of our vice-presidents.

wound.

Hon. sec., F. T. Jones, 360, Cobridge Road,

Hanley.

*

*

Isle of Man Radio Society.

At a recent meeting the constitution of this
society was established. The following additional officers were elected : President, Mr.
F. R. Grundey, B.Sc., F.C.S., Director of Education (I.O.M.) joint see., Mr. J. S. Craine ;
treasurer, Mr. A.' Gore ; committeeman, Mr. R.

It was interesting to note that the behaviour
of the British makes was far superior to _the
German when tested under equal conditions.
Hon. sec., A. Leslie Lancaster, c,'o Lancaster
Bros. & Co., Sliadwell Street, Birmingham.

Cannell.

An excellent Syllabus ha been arranged by
tho committee, who have already shown great
enthusiasm in their work.
Secretaries, J. P. 'Johnson, 16, Hildesley
Road ; J. S. Craine, 6, Belmont Terrace,

*

Hackney and District Radio Society.*
" High -Frequency Currents and Tattle Coils "
was the title of a most interesting and instructive

lecture recently given to the members of the

Douglas.

above society at their premises at the Y.M.C.A.,
Mare Street, Hackney, by Mr. A. Valins. There
was a large attendance, and sothe most interesting experiments were carried out in the darkness
in order to show the best effect. -

Feltham, Ashford, and District Radio Club.

benefit of joining, a radio society, as by doing
so they have been enabled to obtain the much.
Coveted experimental licence, which had been

Middlesex, or with Mr. H. G. Moss, 48, High
Street, Feltham, with a view to forming Gm

*

/

.

.

The Belgravia Electrical Company,
111, WILTON ROAD, VICTORIA, S.W.1.

Telephone:

Viet,ria BID

WIRELESS

illumm1111miniffiniiii)iiihm11111111mmiumnitunii

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN THE TRADE.
Head 'Phones from 18 6 per pair.
Single 'Phones, 11'- ca., 4,000 ohms
Valve Holders, 1 '-.arul 1 3 each.
Switch Arms, 1/- and 1 3 each.
Leading -in Tubes, 1 - 1 3, 1,6 each. Egg Insulators, white, 3d. each,
Pocket Crystal Set, 17/6 each,
2'6 per dozen.
Inter -Valve Transformers, ratio 5-r. Finest Manufacture, 12, 6 each.
Filament Resistances.
Extraordinary value. Velvet action, 2,-, 2 6 ca..
Slider Plunger, complete, 4d. ca., 3,6 doz.
Hertzite, 1I-, 1;3,1,6
Aerial Wire, -7'2O hard drawn copper, in too ft. lengths, 2,8
.4 -Volt Batteries, 4d. each, 3.6 per dozen.

We Have a Large Stock of MULLARD and EDISWAN VALVES,
also All Voltages in WIRELESS BATTERIES.

THE HOUSE FOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL,
WHOLESALE . AND EXPORT

LsuppiLd

L. APPLE, LTD., Electrical Engineers,

13, BREWER STREET, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

*

*

all persons in these districts who aro

Will

interested in wireless please communicate either
with Mr. Nettleton, "St. Albans," Feltham,

Several members have already found the

thing. ready to assemble, and consistiny, of the following: Accurate
Aluminium Fixed and Boring Wanes; Large and Small Sparer Washers,
Centre Square Spindle )screwed ends, 2 B.A.), 3 Side Rods, Ruts,
arid Brass Washers (2 B.A.), Pointer Scale. Terminals, Buinfes.
.Spring Coil Washers, Best Quality Knob, with 2 B.A. Nut.
All. Capacity
Price for
in 3licrufarads
Plates
Complete Sets
Filament Rheostats for
57
716 post free.
.001
1, 2, or 3 valves,. post
29
5 3
free, 218 each.
.000519
..0003
3/ 6
Switch Arms. Splendid
.0002
13
310
Value. Post free, 116.
0001_
7
2/7
Vernier
3
2/3
ll'e always hold large stocks of . everything Electrical. Write or call at:

t1 RPRen

holder was constructed,' a variable condenser
assembled, and several inductance coils were

members present.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Post free, 2/4 each.
Assembled un Ebonite, and Finely Finished. Remarkable Value.
FIXED CAPACITY CONDENSERS, 0.0003 to 0.001. Very efficient.
Post free, 112 each.
BRUNET FRENCH HEADPHONES (double). Post free, 21)6 the pair.
Complete Sets of Parts for making Variable Condensers. Every.

I

Experimental

inul ti -valve receiver was proceeded with. A coil -

reactions which take place in this type of cell,
and gave the analysis showing the compositions
of the various commercial cells on the market.
The accurate testing of such cells in the
laboratory and the apparatus used for same was
very interestingly explained, and careful graphs
showing the behaviour of the different makes
when under test were of much interest to the

GrUJILIFIAN'TEED 1/14.141UlE

Telephone :

and

At a meeting of the Stoke-on-Trent Wireless
and Experimental Society on December 21st,
the construction of the tuner for the society's'

wireless' purposes.
The lecturer explained very fully the chemical

*

*

Society.*

The subject was primary batteries. Mr.
Dore's lecture was particularly devoted to tho
Leelanch6 dry cells much used for modern

Only by manufacturing these Wireless Accessories and Siits in very largo
quantities are we enabled to offer thou at such attractive prices.

Trade]

*

Stoke-on-Trent Wireless

above club.

A THOROUGH

KNOWLEDGE

OF

WIRELESS

FOR

EVERYONE AT AN INSIGNIFICANT COST
To gain the fullest enjoyment from hie hobby every amateur
ought to have the scientific principles of wireless at his finger
tips. You can do this easily and quickly by taking a course
of our

PLEASANT LESSONS BY POST AT YOUR LEISURE.
Our system of Individual Tuition cannot fail to bring you great
benefit. Among our students we number Highly Trained Scientists.
Doctors, Magistrates, etc., as well as those with no scientific
training whatever.
Special Fee for the Course 61- upon enrolment, and five monthly payments of 5,-, or 110.'- in one payment. This isof great educational value
and interest.
Also Popular Courses in Automobile Engineering, Mind Training, etc., at
the same fee.

BEGIN NOW by sending for full particulars from

The National Institute of Applied Science,
3, 5, & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET, LONDON, S.W.

DON'T BUY YOUR SET
OR PARTS UNTIL YOU
HAVE SEEN WHAT WE
CAN SUPPLY,
An Ettemple

This Crystal

Set,

Complete with roe ft. Stt anded
Aerial, 6 Insulators, x pair
4,000 Headphones,

£3 : 3: 0

SingleValve Set,'
Complete

with

Valve,

r pr. 4,000 Headphones, \
Accumulator and High Tension Battery,

£7: 10: 0

ALL PARTS AT EQUALLY LOW

PRICES.

THE CENTRAL ELECTRICAL CO.,159 Pentonville Rd.,N 1
:

Aluseum 4506.)

.
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Two
Symbols
When these two symbols appear in conjunction on' a
Broadcasting Receiver, no further recommendation is

The one signifies that the instrument has

necessary.

been approved by the Postmaster -General The other
tells you that the greatest brains in Wireless have directed
its manufacture. Look for both signs always. You will
find them only on

The Triumph of the Master Mind,
Your local dealer can supply you.

In ea.?, of dilfiailty apply to :

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED
(MARCONIPHONE DEPARTMENT), MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 2.

Griffin's

Can I hel,o you

The Mail Order Stores
IDEAL
" GRIFPHONEs !, THE
HEADPHONES

22/6
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED,

EXPERIMENTERS'
.
.. (Postage 1-) 25/30 x 6 x # in. 'Ebonite Panel.

SWITCH ARMS

Valve Holder, .0005 Condenser,
Scale and 10 Stud Tapping Switch.
Eight Terminals.
TRENCH BUZZER SETS
.. 7/8

Potentiometers
Filament Resist. ..
Ebonite Panels, all sizes
Knobs ..

GRIFFIN
PANEL

Fitted with Filament Resistance,

Complete with Ear -piece, etc.
(Postage 1/3)

iNTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS
Guaranteed TH &BEST, being Dis-

Wound with D.S.C: Wire ..
PRICE 20/ (Postage Od.)
TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS
As specifications of above PRICE 17 6
(Postage Od.)
QUALITY FILAMENT RESISTANCES

" GRIFFIN "

..

..

29

CONFixed
DENSERS, .001
.. 1'6
P DUBILIER " -0001 to 0009 .. 2 6
001 to -005.. .. 3 -

Grid Leaks, 2 liege..

GRIFFIN

.

Enamelled
..

QUALITY CRYSTAL DETECTORS 2/6
53

Super. Q'tial.

Wound Ind. Tubes, 3 x 12, 3,13 ;
4 x 12 ..
Valve Holders, 311d., 1
Eb.

A " 1/2
BASKET COILS, specianine, shel-

2, 6

.

lacked, not waxed. Wound with

3 stranded wire ..

sets/

MAGNUM

Complete List of all Parts sent Trcc.

GRIFFIN WIRELESS SUPPLIES CO.,

82, Newington Causeway, LONDON, S.E. 1.
(3 minutes from Elephant & Castle Stations).
(The corner of Lancaster St.).

slitAtrts000110,

4/6

led.

3 oz. Bobbins, 47 g. D.S.C. (for rewinding 'Phones)
1/Pkts. of asstd. Crystal (Real Value) 2/8

1,2,3&4

Hop 1.806.

6d.

9d. and 1/13

Aerial Wire, 7/22 Copper, 100 ft... 3/9

Rubber -Covered 20 g. Copper,12 yds. 1/4

HEDGEHOG pattern, Ratio 5-1.

Yours to Success

4/ -

per M. 4.6

ResistanceWire, 12 yds.

tortionless, Noiseless. These are

monials from others I have helped to

2/6, 3/-, 3'6

..

Sliders

glue you £50

if I fail to produce over 7,000 testi-

A Successful Career.

1/- S. 2/ Ebonite Dials, 1 to 180'
1/8
Siemens H.T. Batteries-, 30V.
.. 7/6
,
66V.
..15,! .

.

I

241\

0/ -

4/1/6

71

We teach by POST.
ADVICE FREE
Most Moderate Charges
Payable Monthly.

Learn a trade or Profession.

Every mart is the architect of his own fortune ?

Write for one of our FREE BOOKLETS on any of the following subjects :

Architectural
Engineering
Pattern Making
Building Construction Foundry Work
Salesmanship
Clerk of Work's Duties
Internal Comb. Engines Sanitation
Aviation
Marine Engineering
Shipbuilding
Boiler Engineering
Mathematics
Structural Engineering
Boiler Making
Matriculation
Surveying & Levelling
Chemistry
Metallurgy
Telegraphy & TeleCivil Engineering
Mining
phony
Concrete and Steel
Mine Surveying
Wireless Telegraphy
Draughtsmanship
Special
Course for
Motor Engineering
Electricity
Naval Architecture
Apprentices
WE SPECIALISE IN ALL EXAMS, WIRELESS, ELECTRICITY,

P.M,G., C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E., and B.C.D.

If you arc preparing for any exam.ask our advice. All particulars free of charge.
Parents should seek our advice for their sons. If you arc interested

in any of the subject.1 mentioned
above, write, naming the subject,
and we will send you our FREE
BOOKLET. Please state your age.
Courses specially combined
to meet all requirements.
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HULLO!!! C.Q.

THIS WILL HELP YOU!

WILL DAY CALLING

TO ANNOUNCE SOME RARE BARGAINS.

DICTIONARY of TECHNICAL Ti RMS

BRITISH MADE HEAD PHONES,

USED IN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

SPLENDID QUALITY BRITISH

BY

.. 18,'6 per pair

150 ohms

BEST FRENCH HEAD PHONES,

When reading articles or

BEST FRENCH HEAD PHONES,

REAL SOLID COMFORT, 4,000

.. 2 1 /- per pair

ohms

books

on Wireless

you

.. 27/6 per pair

8,000 ohms ..

Single Head Phones with cord,

no

150

Morse Tapping Key and Head

Phone
10/6 each, postage 1/6
Best Quality Filament Resistance .. 2/9 each, postage 3d.
3 -Way Coil Stand for Panel Mounting.. 15/- each, postage 6d.
Insulated Sleeving, all colours, 11 mm. 5d. per yard
Brass Terminals with Nut and Washer 1/6 doz.
Bobbin Type Insulators
1
doz., postage 9d.
Porcelain Shell Type Insulators, .. 5d. each.
Sheet Ebonite, Grade A, cut to any size.
Every Requisite in Stock for Wireless.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
These are only a few of our bargains. Do not fail to send
for our Price List qiuing the lowest prices for the best

little Look which will fit your vest
pocket.

\Price 2 6 net. Post Free 2/8.

=-=.

quality goods.

Postage on all goods extra.

Write for our new January Catalogue, now ready.
We always Stock the Famous HERTZITE CRYSTAL

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.

at 2/6 each,or mounted in Brass Cup 2 /1 0, Postage 3d. extra.

Dept. P.W.

The Pioneer House For Wireless Publications.

11

12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 5...-F-

WILL DAY, LTD.,
1 9, Lisle St.,Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
'Phone : Regent 4577.

IiIIIIIIIiiiilliliffill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=11111171,

Telegrams : Titles, Westrand, London.

Los"""ww, "owwwvNowwwit"""""ewwalt

BROADCASTING

BECOMES MORE VARIED AND DELIGHTFUL EVERY DAY
Hear,in the comfort of your own home, our illus. talented operatic and

I

concert intistes and lecturers, bedtime stories tor ru, kiddies etc
with the aid of an

APOLLO

RECEIVING
SET.
Passed by P.M.G. Marked " B.B.C."
The chief feature

the

" Apollo "

used

by the

.. 2/6 per coil

Trench Buzzer Sets, complete with

That difficulty need no longer
trouble you, as our Dictionary contains 1,500 definitions. It is a handy

Type 00

6/- each

ohms ,
100 feet 7 Stranded Copper Aerial Wire ..

doubt frequently come across
technical terms, which you cannot understand.

26/- per pair

MADE HEAD PHONES, 4,000 ohms

HAROLD WARD

is

of

its

simplicity and its absolute perfection whether

technical

enthusiast or the novice.
The " Apollo " is complete down to the minut-

est detaiLTuning is effect.

ed by means of a variometer, which has proved

to be the best system.
The " Pericon " Crystal
-acknowledged to be
the finest crystal in
the world-is carefully

BATTER I ES

Exide Batteries were
used in connection with

I

the recent demonstralion at New Southgate,

I

when
wireless telephony' was successfully
received from U.S.A

.

--

H.T.

Batteries
for

Valve Sets
24v. 28v, 32v.
Type B.K.

enclosed in a glass cylin-

der, thus making it impervious to dust. The
Apollo " is an extremely sensitive set, yet
will withstand a good
amount of misuse without getting out of order.

COMPLETE

£4 19 6

DESCRIPTION :
Receiving Set in handsome Solid Mahogany Case,
comprising specially sensitive " Pericon " Detector,
Variometer Tuner and Terminals for earth, Aerial
and Telephones, 100 feet Aerial Wire, Four Insu-

lators, and one pair Sensitive Double Headgear
Phones I.E.C. (4,000 ohms). Up to 5 extra headIncluding Royalty.
phones may be used. (Range 20 miles.)
Catalogue of APOLLO Wireless Sets and Accessories and address of
nearest dealer sent on application.

CRAZES & STAVRIDI, 4, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.C.1
AGENTS WANTED.

Dor:ng

to

the demand for these batteries,

all orders will be dealt with in strict rotation.
Prices

approximately

one

shilling

a

volt.

Ask for Leaflet 4030

eol,Tliforte COMPANY LIMITED.

ELECTRICAL STORAGE

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
219-229, SHAFTESBURY
Ni. MANCHESTER.
I
AVENUE, W.C.2.
58, DALE END, BIRMINGHAM.
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RADIOTORIAL
All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who listened -in
the last night the opera was broadcast probably heard
the new; that a special Dame Nellie Melba Wireless
Fund had been opened.
This fund has been started to mark the appreciation

You should use the following sizes : .001, about 6
sheets of tinfoil 4 cm. by 2 cm. ; '003, 4 sheets 4 cm.

promised to be personally responsible for the distribution of the proceeds in the cause of British opera.
I feel sure the thousands of readers of POPULAR
WIRELESS who enjoyed the opera by wireless will
help to make this fund a record one.

J. S. .(Stirling, Scotland).-I am at the
following distances from the places named :
London, 350 miles Birmingham, 260 ;
Glasgow, 20 miles. What set do I need to hear
all these. (2) What would be its cost ?

felt by " listeners -in," and Dame Nellie Melba has

Contributions should be addressed toThe Melba Fund,
c o The British Broadcasting Co.,

Magnet House,
Kingsway, London.

The Beginners' Supplement has met with a warm

and appreciative reception, and our offer to personally

assist the new amateur has resulted in a record post
for the last two weeks.
I feel certain I can rely on old readers to mention
this Supplement to their " wireless friends." One
good turn deserves another, you know.
THE EDITOR.

by 11- cm. ; '002, about 11 sheets of foil 4 cm. by 2 cm. ;

'0001 mfd., about 2 sheets of 2 cm. by 2 cm.
*

*

*

You need at least a four -valve set, including 2

H.F. amplifiers. The cost of such a set complete
would be somewhere between £30 and £40, or possibly

a little more.

*

that the close proximity of wiring necessitated will be
liable to cause- violent reaction and consequent

" howling " when not required-if it can be sail
that such conditions ever are required.
.

*

to the P.M.G. for an experimental licence, or
will it be good enough if I buy ai broadcast
licence ?
You must write to the Secretary, G.P.O., and ask
for an experimental licence form.

This must be filled

B. O'D. (Dublin).-Should I connect low -

resistance telephones or telephones and a loud

- - in the dual role
The bypass condenser acts

benefit of readers of
in general.
Questions
explicitly written, and
should be numbered and written on one side of

the paper only.
All questions to

POPULAR
be addressed to:
WIRELESS, Queries Dept., Room 138, The Flectway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.CA.
Readers

are

requested

to

send

necessary

postage for reply.

A. P. Z. (Aylesbury). -1 have a number of
pieces of mica, about '008 thick. I want to
use these for making fixed condensers with tinfoil plates. What size, and how many plate -S shall I use for .001, .0003, '002, .0001 mfd. ?

and thus preventing the necessity of these overcoming
the impedance of the 'phones and H.T. battery.
*

R. L. K. (Winchester).-Do valves vary individually as well as by make ?
Yes ; no two valves will be found to possess exactly

the same characteristics. This is due more to the
fact that it is impossible to obtain absolutely identical
*

*

T. M. C. (Barking).-Is it a fact that some

valves are better. as detectors than they arc as
amplifiers ?
Yes. Generally speaking, a " hard " valve is more
suitable for amplifying and a " soft " valve for
detecting. Valves, even although they be of the
same type and make, should be changed over and
their position varied until the best place for them or
the best arrangement is discovered. Two apparently
similar valves may have a slight difference in degree of

vacuum (see reply to R.L.K., Winchester), and the
one that is " harder " or slightly more exhausted than
the other would function better for amplifying.

No ; in that ease telephones or telephones and a loud
speaker can be more advantageously connected up in
parallel. As you know, the current that will flow in
this circuit, which consists of the transformer, secondary and the telephones, will be limited by the amount
of resistance present. Therefore, by placing them in
parallel this is reduced. At the same time it may
be argued that the current then is divided into more
than one path,but it is proved very often in practice

that the distinct advantage is gained by the general
reduction of impedance where the figures of resistance
are comparatively low.

L. M. (Walthamstow) submits for Criticism
the diagram of a five -valve set.
Although in the main the diagram is quite O.K.,

we do not approve of the plug and socket connections
for " tapping " in any number of valves from one to
all five.

You are employing two H.F. stages of

amplification and reaction,and these do not lend themselves very Well to such arrangements. We are at raid

*

*

T. R. (Paignton).-Will valves stand vibra-

tion, as I desire to fix up a valve set on a
motor -ear ?
Yes ; valves will stand a fair amount of mechanical

vibration as long as the filament is not taken th
white-hot temperature. Use more H.T. and cut
down the filament current to its lowest possible point,
*

" AMATEUR "

*

*

(London)Must a variable

condenser placed in series with the serial be of
large capacity ?
No, because the resultant capacity of the aerial

circuit with a series condehser will always be smaller
than the smallest capacity placed in series. . Thus
the aerial may have a capacity of but '0002 or '0003
mfd. at the most, and therefore whatever the size of

the condenser placed in series with it the resultant
capacity will be splatter than that figure. However,

for capacity adjustments just below that of the
(Continued on page 868.)

HOW WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR COMPILED THE DOMESDAY BC OK.
Fitzt-nER ti -ES SANT
HE HASOrd1-.`i 'THREE
1*
'

of

telephone condenser to smooth out the impulses of
current passed through the 'phones, and also as an H.T.
condenser to smooth out the impulses of current discharged by the H.T. battery. It also acts, as Its name
indicates, as a bypass in providing a path for the
high -frequency impulses .flowing in the plate circuit

telephone transformer ?

the answers, for the
POPULAR
WIRELESS
should be clearly and

*

" AERIAL " (Windsor).-Does a bypass condenser in a valve set act as a telephone condenser or is the latter necessary also ?

speaker in series across the secondary of a

however, he printed on this page, together with

*

degrees of vacuum.

*

C. W. W. (Westminster).-I have made a
crystal set from bought parts. Must I apply

in and returned together with the details of your set.
When returning the form state whether the parts of
which the set is made are of British manufacture.

queries
Owing to the enormous number of
received daily
from
readers
of POPULAR
WIRELESS, I have decided to reply individually
by post.
A weekly selection of questions will,

When dealing

with H.F. and reaction .all leads and wiring should
be kept as far apart as possible, and the 'wiring arranged
so that " cross overs are avoided.

f4c..RF. 5 la. ariE-CONN

,

c_10,10*(
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

WIRELESS PARTS AT
KEENEST PRICES 1!

1-1U1.41LO!}

(Continued front yap 867.)

TO THE TRADE & AGENTS.
aerial a variable condenser of fair average value
should be employed. '001 mid. is about the usual

The best and cheapest
house for your purpose

" TREDLITELY " (Stratford, London).-How

far round should I turn the valve resistance
to

(Dept. 6)

84, City Rd., London, E.C.1.
EXTRAORDINARY VALUE IN
Aerial Wire, Spacing Washers, Crystal

Detectors; Knife Switches, Rheostats, Coil Holders, Terminals, Screwed Rod, Sliders,

CONDENSERS

Would too much high-tension current harm
the valve ?

Everything ready to assemble.
Consisting of accurate aluminium
fixed and moving Vanes, with all

application.

TERMS CASH

PORTLAND'S
Parts by Post.

" EBONITE."
x 10 ..
76
13
4x4
..
96
18 x 18 .. 12 10
7x5}2
8
10x63 9 36 x 18 .. 3 0
d.

d.

s.

J. S.,(Iferts).- What is the use of an inter -

valve transformer ?
Primarily it is used as a coupling between one

circuit and another. Also, its a valve is a potential
operated device, the transformer is so wound that it
acts as a " step up " transformer, so that the voltage
applied to the second valve is as great as is consistent
with efficient working.

12

17i

1

1

3o

*

" EDONA "

understand how the tuned anode circuit is connected. Is this an efficient method ?

Quarter, Mat, British.
JAMES PORTLAND,
39, Sinclair Road, Olympia, W.14.
Mr. Portland stocks
200 !Fireless Parts

grid of the second, a small condenser being placed in
series, and a grid leak being connected from the grid
of the second valve to earth. The tuned anode coil is
connected between the plate of the first valve and the
positive side of the H.T. battery. A small '0002 or
'0003 variable condenser is shunted across the -coil
for tuning purposes.

plate of the first valve is connected direct to the

*

PATENT YOUR

INVENTIONS.

They- may prove very valuable. Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court, Holborn. London, W.C.1. Established
1810. Telephone: Chancery 7347.

ACCUMULATORS, etc.

New and Guaranteed

4 -Volt, 25 -Amp. Celluloid, 11/3. Postage 1/-.
17/6
6 -Volt, 40 -Amp. 26/6
4 -Volt, 40 -Amp.
60

21/3

80

211-

6
6

60
80

31/36/ -

Packing, 1/6 extra.
Packing, 2/- extra.
7/22 Aerial, 6/6 100 ft.; Mallard Ora Valves, 15/.;
15-V. Siemens H.T. Batteries, 4/-; Marconi It.
Valves, 17/6; Accumulator Charging Board, 87/6;
Voltmeters, Watch pattern, 0/12 Volts, 6/-.
Goods despatched per return.
Cash with order.
LOWKE & SONS, Ltd., Northampton.
.1111011111111111111111111111111111111111111Illi11111111111111111111111111111u

CRYSTALS :-

=

=

*

*

B. R. G. (Worcester).-I have just built a

one -valve set which gives quite good results,
except for the fact that signals keep on fading

away. How can I remedy this ?

This may be due to some peculiar geographical
effect, or it may be caused by a sulphated or rundown

accumulator,. Also, the substitution of
another grid leak might have the effect of curing the
trouble. If you have an unsuitable leak it might

result in the effect you mention, owing to the electrons
not being able to get through the leak rapidly enough.
*

*

R. P. L. (Harrow). ----4 am constructing a
one -valve set and should like to know how
large the A.T.I. and secondary coil should be
for low wave -length reception.
If you wind the A.T.I. with -No. 22 D.C.C., using
a former of about 4 in. diameter and 41 in. long, you
should obtain quite good results. In this case, the

should be about the same length and
about 3 in. diameter. Wind this with No. 26 D.C.C.
to within about 1 in. of each end. These two coils
secondary

Highly sensitive over entire surface.
No battery required. Mounted in
cup with fixing screw. Contact wire
included. Price 1;6 post free.

should give you a useful loose coupler for low wavelengths. For higher wave -lengths the loose coupler
described in our issue No. 23 will give good results.

EBONITE
:"A" grade panels cut to any size

required. 3,'16th inch thick, 4d.
per superficial square inch.
inch
thick, id. per square inch. Post free. E

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.
24, Warwick St., Regent St., London, W.I.
r7i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111B0

*

" VARIOMETER "
(Hendon).-I want to
construct ayarlometer capable of covering the
wave -lengths between 300 and 3,000 metreo.
What should be its dimensions ?

You will find that the following dimensions will
give the required range. The stator should- have a
diameter of 5 in. and contain 96 turns of 24 S.W.G.
It should be tapped at the 8th, 12th, 18th, 24th, and
thence at every 10th turn. The rotor should have

(Continued on page 870.)

including

best

-

Price for
complete
set of
parts unAssemassembled Unas- bled comWithout sembled, pints for
No. of Ebonite including Panel
Capacity Plates End Discs Discs Mounting
.001
57
6/3
7/3
11/9
.00075
43
5/3
6/3
10/9
-0005
29
4/3
5/3
8/3
.0003
19
3/4/6/6
0002
13
2/3
3/3
5'6
.0001
7
2/3/4, 9
Vernier
3
1/9
2/9
4/6
Packing and Postage,
per se; 2 sets, 1/3;
3 sets 1/6.

Top and Bottom Drilled Ebonite Circular
Discs, 1/3 a set. Postage 3d. set.
Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, stranded.
Price per 100 ft. 3/-. By post 4/-.

Aluminium Vanes, 2 doz. 11d. By post 1/3.
Per gross 416. By post 5/3.
Basket Coils. Range 300-3,000 metres. Per

set of 7, 4/3. By post 4'9.

Brass Washers : 2, 3, 4, or 5 B.A. Dozen 2(1. ;
gross 108. Postage 3d.
Brass Nuts : 2, 3, 4, or 5 B.A. Dozen 31EL ;
gross 1/6. Postage 3d.
Brass Rod : 2 B.A. in 12 in. lengths, each
1

41d. Postage ad.
Brass Rod : 4 B.A. in 12 in. lengths, each 4d.
Postage 38.
Ebonite Discs : 0-180 Bored in centre,
V- each. By post I./4.
Ebonite Valve Holders, complete with 8 nuts,
1/-. By post 1/4.
Egg Insulators, 4 for 11d. 1l post 1'6. 1 doz.'
2 6. By post 3/6.
Filanient Resistance, 2/6 and &E. By post
3'- and 4/-.
Knobs, tapped, 2 B.A. 41d. By post 7d.

Spacer Washers, small, 6 doz. 1/, By post
1/4.

*

The new artificial galena. vastly

superior to the natural product.
=-

*

The tuned anode method of H.F. coupling will be
found to be a very satisfactory arrangement. The

Postage Free. Any size cut.

4
4

*

(Salisbury).-I do not quite

etc.,

quality Ebonite Dial, 0-180
and Knob, and continuous
Contact Coil.

receivers, and for that reason care is necessary in its

PROMPT DELIVERY.

TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS.

Spindles,

therefore both the best filament temperature and
plate voltage can only be discovered by experiment.
Remember, though, that even if too great an anode
pressure will not 'harm the valve it may burn out a
transformer winding or high -resistance telephone

SATISFACTION CUAhANTEED.

71bs

necessary Spacer Washers,

No two -valves possess similar characteristics, and

LET US QUOTE YOU:

53

However, in point of economy, if for no other reason,
it is advisable to carefully adjust the filament control

until the best point is discovered. In very many cases
this is below the rated plate voltage of the -valve, but
in a few cases it will be found to exceed that pressure.

etc., etc:

17 x 5

VARIABLE

No, but there is a point where additional H.T. does
not increase signal strength, and may even decrease
it, and therefore you should vary the H.T. voltage

Condensers, Vanes, Knobs, Valve -holders,

7

pare with our Competitors !

so that you are working with as much resistance in
circuit as is passible conducive to comfortable signal
strength.

. A VISIT TO 01 1; WAREHOUSE
(THE OLDEST 1\11:1
WAREHOUSE
IN LONDON) WILL REPAY YOc.

8x1

Look at our Prices and Com- )??

a single -valve set using a 4 -volt accumu-

lator ?
It will probably be necessary to turn the filament
resistance control nearly all the way round. With an
" Ora " or any similar valve you wotild not burn out
-the filament' if you placed the acoumulator straight
across the filament without employing a resistance.

YOUNG'S

s.

HULLO !1

figure for that purpose.

Spacer Washers, large, S doz. N. By post 1 -.
Terminals, 4 B.A., with nut and washer,
S for 1/-. By post 1,3.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS

All goods despatched

by return.

Subject to Seven Days' Approval
er Money Returned.

Whiteside, Bloomfield & Co.,
LTD.

2, Ham Yard, Great Windmill
St.,PiccadillyCircus,Londen, W.1,
&

(Two Aliuutes Piccadilly Tuim.)
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TMC WIRELESS

fir

The " Everset " Crystal.
No adjustment necessary.

Fits any crystal receiver.
It'- each.

enjoyable Concerts
You can hear the best singers, excellent orchestral music, or first-rate entertainers with a T.M.C. Wireless Set.

Or you may be interested in football, boxing, the latest news, stock exchange quotations, the weather
forecast, or an evening of dancing.

You can have all these, enjoyably and pleasurably in the comfort of your own home, with a T.Mt.
Wireless Receiver.

There is no trouble to you-T.M.C. have engineers in every large town to advise you, free of cost and
without obligation, as to the best apparatus to use.
Your choice having been made, T.M.C. engineers will install the apparatus and periodically inspect it.
T.M.C. Wireless is particularly simple to work and gives every satisfaction.
T.M.C. Wireless Receivers, which are fully approved by the Postmaster -General, bear the seal of the
British Broadcasting Company.
The wide variety of models are entirely British made.
FROM

London,
LONDON.
GLASGOW,

Birmingham,

£4 5 0

UPWARDS

(including all Royalties).

Manchester

and

Newcastle

are

"broadcasting "

Come and listen to them any evening up to 10 p.m. at our Showrooms in

BIRMINGHAM,
LEEDS,

Telephone :
Sycicnham 2460-1.

BELFAST.
LIVERPOOL.

BRISTOL.
MANCHESTER,

Write to us for our -nearest (ahlress.

CARDIFF.
NEWCASTLE,

NOW.
SHEFFIELD.

Telegrams:
" Bubastis, Dutcrox, London.",

vmmtrkm,viinavxants235EEP.

I ,X1.1.11,Weil

TELEPHONE MFG., O. LTD
HOLLINGSWORTH yaw, D1LWICILIONDON,S.E21.
MallffrIW3S,ZAWAMeaMi(eMMaNOMMIMMIT,92WIIVCF/A,

."0
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" Two -VALVE "

X.T. P.1,..

,ft

offered a two -valve B.B.C. set. Should I be
able to hear Marconi House from here ?
Yes, you should be able to hear London from Bed-

ford, thoufdt you do not state whether the second
valve is Ey. or L.F. If it is ILK you will naturally
be able to receive over a greater distance than if it

rotrat.V.,:":17.7n.

*Ms 0bal
0

^.,

d-

is L.F.

11. OA Kemal yntaaat Owl. , ejEuat

PM

Mir

4
.

11#

" AERIAL " (Hampstead).-I have a three' valve set, and wish. to use the electric light

,

444,4

type of 'aerial. Will this be suitable ? Should
I hear Birmingham ?

Yes, for reception of Marconi House it should be,
quite O.K. 'You will not lie able to receive Birmingham, however, unless you use an outdoor aerial, or
add one or two H.F. valves to your set.

.vto

*

,

signals -without either aerial or earth connected.

Is there something peculiar about my set ?

--31--Some of Its

when your hand touches a Condenser
Dial ? Or why the tuning adjustment

Contents.

is altered when you remove your hand ?

The Theory of

" WIRELESS VALVES "

'simply explained

.
e

.

Principles of Reaction Amplification and Sell -oscillation.
Reaction reception of Wireless
Signals.

Continuous Wave Receiving CirValve Transmitters.
Wireless Telephone Transmitters

give you some idea of its very wile
scope. From all Booksellers and News-

Using Valves.
Broadcast Receivers.

agents or direct from the Publishers.

...2/6

,

or 2/8 post free
from publishers.

PUBLISHERS OF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE

DEVEREUX COURT. STRANDS. W.C.2.

CRYSTAL

LONDON, E.O. :
:
:
CHEAPEST HOUSE IN CITY
FOR WIRELESS PARTS & SETS
PRICE LISTS FREE.

Enquiries concerning

ALL Advertisements in " Popu-

lar Wireless " must be made to the
Sole Agents : JOHN H. LILE, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus. London, E.C.4.
'Phone : 10406 Central,

the Thermionic

cuits.

The List of Contents shown here will

4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,
BASINGHALL STREET,

e

Valve.
The 3 -Electrode Valve and its
applications.
Cascade Valve Amplifiers.

by Jahn Scott-Taggart,F.Inst.P.--Editor
of Modern Wireless and the well-known
authority ehr the Thermionic Valve
explains the whole therir)i of Wireless.
You will find it written in a lucid style,
in language you can easily understand.

SPENCER'S STORES,

*

valve set, and 'find I can hear the Paris time -

twice as sensitive. Do you know, for instance, why your Set sometimes howls

STROLL ROUND TO

*

J. H. W. (Portsmouth).-I have a three -

Expert knowledge will make your Set

LUNCH HOUR RAMBLE

*

Yes ; the primary of the transformer in the amplifier
panetmust be connected to the two telephone sockets
in the crystal set. '

of your Set

rez S

*

" CRYSTAL " (Enfield).-I have one of the
" Gecophone " crystal sets, No. 2 type. Can
I add art amplifier to this?

-then you'll get
much more out

adio

*

(Bedford).-I have been

SETS®

Assembled and unassembled.

-

No, this is due to the fact that the radiation from
Paris is very powerful, and the coil of your set-the
A.T.I.-is acting as a frame aerial, and thus a certain
amount of energy is being picked up.

R. A. J. (Croydon).-I have a former 12'

by 4" wound with 24 S.W.G., and using 100
it. galvanised steel double aerial. What condenser should I use for fine tuning ? I have
one slider on the coil.

In the first place, the aerial is not of a material

likely to give efficient results. Steel or iron are not
to be recommended for use in aerial wires. You shout I
use copper wire. A '0005 mfd,. or even '0003 mid.
should be ample for fine tuning. The less capacity

you have to add to the circuit the better.
*

*

*

"WORRIED " (Ilfracombe).-I have a three.
valve set, and' have been worried recently by

a " frying " sound in the telephones.

All

connections are clean and tight, and the
accumulator is in good condition. The coimd
continues with the aerial -and earth disconnected
How can I remedy it ?
The sound is probably due to your H.T. battery.
Test the cells with' a voltmeter and cut out any that
appear to be defective. This is not always a sure
test, however and if you cannot spot which cell or
series of cells is giving the trouble, try a larger condenser across the H. T. + and - terminals. Failing
this, you should try a new H.T. battery.
*

*

*

And all component parts.
Write for illustrated catalogue. 1'o3t free, 3d.

A. R. (Balham).-(1) Can I hear the Hague
and Paris concerts on two valves ? (2) Will

VALVE PANELS ON THE UNIT SYSTEM Unassembled
Simple to build. Full instructions sent with each
Ask
for particulars.
set.

and parallel to it, be a disadvantage ?

P.

B. BOYS & CO.,

Electrical & Wireless Engineers,

187, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON. E.C. 1.
'Phone : Clerkenwell 4454.

lfi WIRELESS MASTS
19 ft,. 13/6 ; 35 tt., 351-; 45 tt..

451-

50 It.. 50 -.

an existing aerial, six feet directly below mine

(3)

Will telephone wires cutting bcross my aerial
at 45° be a nuisance ? (4) If I made a set, and
bought the 'phones_should the 'phones bear the
B.B.C. mark ?
Probably not without using reactance, which 13

forbidden, unless you have an experimental licence.
(2) This maybe a nuisance if it radiates at all. It 1,

a very bad arrangement, and should be avoided
possible. '(3) No, these should not cause any
interference. (4) Yes, the telephones should certainly bear the B.B.C. mark.

ii

*

*,

X. Y. Z. (Chippenham).-(1) If I bought

Complete with neeessary Iron Fittings, Stay
Lugs, etc., for IMMEDIATE ERECTION.

two fixed condensers of copper foil and waxed
paper, would all additional condensers have to

steel poles without 'winos.Bamboo Spreaders. Guy Wires. Strainers.
Actual Manufacturers: List, porikulars.Ja.

kinds of wireless licences are there
much does each cost ?

:

Will save you endless trouble. Don't be
.misled by offers of. odd, unpainted, orinferiorr thin

THE AMATEUR WIRELESS SERVICE,
Dept. 6 P.W., 33. Elms Road, Aldershot.

be of the same material ? (2) How many
(Continued on.page 872).

(3) How
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Your electric light catches the wireless
exactly as an aerial does.
Plug a Ducon into any lamp holder
or wall socket, connect it to your wireless
receiver and you will receive the broadcasting perfectly. Use a " Ducon and
you don't need an aerial. " Ducons are
perfectly safe-each one is tested to 2,700

volts, they consume no current and

do not affect the electric light in any way.
!The

DM© o bk9
s obtainable from leading wireless dealers,
electrical contractors and stores, or direct
from the makers.
Dealers not yet stocking arc in-,'ited lo wrile for trade. toms.

Over 50,000 in use.
The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921) Ltd.,

it

Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush London.
Telephoile; Haminctsiii,th 1054.

TclevaniN; Ilivolicon, Phone, Loads,.

KEEP YOUR BOYS AT HOME

HEADPHONES

INSTALL A WIRELESS SET

HEADPHONES

READ THIS

Before doing so

4000 OHMS 20P3 POST PAID
Our Wonderful Midget Crystal

Set has surprised everybody.
It's the Acme of Perfection.
TAX

PAID L3

_

0

POST

PAID

Complete with Headphones, Aerial Wire, and Insulators.

I% RITE FOR OUR PRICES FOR PARTS.
PRICES THAT MAKE OUR
COMPETITORS WEEP.

ELECTRIC HOUSE
GRAPE STREET, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
(New Oxford St. end)
Est. 1905

LONDON, W.C.

" Gentlemen,

\VALTHAMSTOW, E.I7.
24,1123.

Allow me to congratulate you. 'on
the production of so successful a " Listening -in

set" as the Crystal Cabinet set I purchased

.

'from you.

The price charged was so low that
I thought it could be nothing mote than a toy,
but to my surprise it is quite otherwise and I
consider that the " Melba " nights I listened -in
quite compensated Inc for the outlay."
(Original can be seen)

CABINET CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
(as above) L2-10-0 TAX PAID
2 VALVE BROADCASTING RECEIVERS
L9-0-0 TAX PAID
3 VALVE BROADCASTING RECEIVERS
1 2-5-0 TAX PAID
LET US HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES

THE LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, ELDON ST, LONDON, E.C.2.
Phone : LONDON WALL 2475.

,W///,'

Tivglappn-WID,
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

HALL'

(Continued from page 870.)
No,. the material will not have any effect. The
capacity varies, however, with the kind of dielectric
used, Mit Providing the capacity is correct, any type
of condensers could be used.. (2) Primarily, there

PRICES THAT SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES !

are three, if we count the transmitting licence.
Otherwise, there are two-experimental reteptios

licence and the -broadcasting reception licence.
(3)
10s. each for either of the, receiving licences. Transmitting licences cost', more.'

BRITISH HEADPHONES

*

A. H. C. (Upton Park).-(1) Should I have

4,000 ohms. Very Light. Beautifully Finished.
Stalloy Diaphragms. Complete with Cords. Adjustable Earpieces.

to pay the B.B.C. royalty if I constructed a set
from bought parts ? (2) Should I have to

(Sold elsewhere almost exclusively at 36/-)

buy the licence before constructing the set.
(3) Our garden is 30 ft. and the aerial will be
24 ft. high at one end and 15 ft. at the other.
What type shall I use ?

1 9/6 Postage 91.

Plus tax Gd. extra.

The well-known-

French " Brunet " Headphones

22/6

No. In this case, you could not pay the royalty on
the complete set, but must buy the parts already
stamped B.B.C. This means you are paying a small
royalty on each part. (2) The licence should be obtained before the aerial is erected. (3) Use a twin
aerial, the wires being not less than four feet apart.

Postage 9d,

French " Sidep " Headphones
21 /- Postage 9d,

GUARANTEED GOODS
DISPATCH BY RETURN

*

001

'0075
!POO
'0003
'0002
'0001

..

..
.

..

Assembled for
Panel Mounting
12:6

Parts
Complete
6/6
5'6

48

..
..

3)-

23

(1) Yes, a potentiometer should be used. Except
for very .stong signals you will find it necessary.
(2) About 20 yds. of No. 30 Eureka high -resistance
wire.

6/-

*

2nd quality 2d

sets ?
,
Yes ; lieences are granted frequently in the case of
wireless- firms who desire to carry about a portable

4/9

.

9.'6
arms to avoid capacity effects ..
Crystal Detectors,adjiistabie in every way 2/a
enclosed in glass case
46
do.
Do.
Engraved lvorine Scales. 0-180', round or
..
41c1
square ends
Filament Resistances, extraordinary value.
..
.
2,6 and 3/6
velvet action
Switch Arms, complete with knob, collar,
washers, bush nuts, etc. 1st quality, 1/6;
.
1/ 2nd quality _
Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete with
9d
nuts, 1/3; 2nd quality
Crystal dupe. Plain Id ; one, two, or three

set for demonstration purposes. Also it is possible for
bona -fide experimenters to obtain such a privilege .

thy wireless mast for one end of his aerial
Yes ; providing that both aerials Were insulated,

and neither of you employed reaction,
*

1

doz.
lb.
Ebonite Sheets, J., 1,
.. each
Fixed Condensers, any capacity
Grid Leak and Condensers combined each
..
.. each
Slider Plunger complete

1/- 1/3

2d

'Radio

post free 2,3
L

z

PV,I5HE0.5 OF .USNORITAII VE W IP ELF,

DEVER E 1.1X COURT. ST RAN D.W.C2

3''6

41 -

3d

'PHONE: REGENT 1282
71, Beak St., Regent St., London W.1
Hours: 8.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.; 1 p.m. SaturdayS.
tleauven Piccadilly c,ircus ana Oxford
'Buses 3, 6, 12. 13, 15, 32, 51, 53, 59 and 88 pass

Foyles have it, or will quickly obtain it.
1,000,000 vols. (Second-hand and New)

_

Write for Catalogue 120 (free) mentioning
requirements.

FOYLES, 121, Charing Cross Rd., London.
TO WIRELESS AMATEURS.

An Expert Wireless Operator is years in 0(6
Marconi Service) is in an advantageous position to slimily
Broadcast Receivers and Accessories, and to instal same
at very moderate charges. Detects remedied in Existing
Apparatus. For prices, etc., please address R. LAWLER,

CABINETS
& CASE'
IN POLISHED MAHOGANY OR TEAK.
QUOTATIONS PER RETURN.

J, LANCASTER * SON, LTD., 87, PARADE, BIRMINGHAM

Ixplaina in plain everyday language, everything
tegInners wish to know about wireless telegraphy.
ROW TO ERECT, CONNECT, AND MAKE

all the apparatus required for reception of
telephony or morse, and full instructions

-What is the wave -length of a coil 11 inches
-by 2 -inches wound with 26 enamelled copper
wire on an aerial 80 feet long ?

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.

" Toc Vic " ,(Bradford).-I cannot fix an

3.'3

SEND FOR, FRgE CATALOGUE. _
1.
I -DISPATCH
T R A D,E
'
BY RETURN
SUPPLIED

That
book you want
On Wireless, or any. Teohnioal subject.

and diagrams for making coils, tuners, and
complete valve and crystal sets. 112 pages,
price 1/-, post tree.-SAXON RADIO CO.
(Dept. 14), South Shore, Blackpool. 32 -page
eat of wireless apparatus, 2d., post free.

Approximately 280-1,200 metres:
*

4d

_

WIRELESS' INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks.' Advice Hand book
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (0.11. & U.S.A.). 146a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone : Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

to be able to do so, although it is not laid down as
being absolutely 'essential. The latter exists, howeV6r, as- a condition in respect of transmitting
licences.

Hertzite, 1/6. Bornite, Carboranduni, Galena - 4d
Orders under 30/- kindly remit ample
postage. Butane, refunded if erress seta,

Newsagents.
Published by

--Beginners Guide to Wireless

*

In the case of a receiving experimental licence it is
advisable and helpful to the success of the application

4d

Screwed Brass Lengths, 12 -in. 2 or 4 B.A. each
Inductances, wound 22/24 enamelled wire, each

*

" WIRELESS " (Netherton).-Is it necessary
that one should be able to read Morse before
one can obtain an experimental licence ?

56d

drilled both ends ..

without stopping me from receiving signals ?

3d

..
..
doz.
and washer
Insulators, 2 -in. reels 1d each ; white egg, 3d ; green egg, 4d ;
each
green shell ..

Slider Rods. 12 -in. or 13 -in. }-in. square brass,

From all Booksellers and

221, Ivydale Road, Nunhead, London, S.E.15.

*

F. J. (Budleigh).-Could my neighbour use

'

Brass Nuts, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0 BA., doz. 3d. Washers;

who is sending-you'll get much

*

" RETAILER "
(Liverpool).-Are licences
granted by the P.M.G. for -portable receiving

9d

Large Terminals, complete with nut and washer
Basket Coils, set of 7
Contact Studs, in. by 1 in., complete with nut

Keep a copy handy and know

on every conceivable subject in stock.

26

screw

*

Croydon ?
That may he due to quite a number of reasons.
For instance,. your tuner may be quite capable of
taning_to- 2. L O's 360 metres, but will not go up to
Croydon's 900. Then, again, Croydon's transmissions
are generally of a very brief nature, and can only be
heard during " flying " hours. Possibly you would
hear him loudly enough if you were listening -in on 900
metres while he was actually transmitting.

Ebonite Knobs, tapped 2 B.A. with brass nut -

Two Coil *Holders, solid ebonite mounted on
mahogany
Three Coil Holders, solid ebonite, with long

Wind on a former of any convenient size,

P. K. M. (Wimbledon).-Why is it that I can
hear Marconi House plainly, but never hear

Aluminium Condenser Vanes, fixed and moving,
.. pair 1d
22/24 gauge
to '001. Small, doz. 2d ; large, doz. 3d
Spacers,

Valve Legs, with nuts and washers, Id each ;

as the telephone directory is to
a subscriber. This book gives
over 12,000 Call Signs of all land
and ship stations as well as a
very full list of British Amateurs.

separating each turn from the next.

4/6

Top and Bottom Drilled Ebonite
Plates, 1/3 extra. Vernier, 3/Intervalve Transformers, Ratio 4 to I, finest
..
12 9; 5 to 1, 14 manufacture
from 15/- to £3
..
.
Crystal Sets
"Royal Phone" Lord Speakers, 4,000 ohms
resistance, ebonite horn, giving clarity of
each 30 'tone and freedom from distortion.
Orders in strict rotation.

1st quality, 4d ;

As indispensable to the listener -in

more enjoyment from your Set.

meter ?

10;6
7/6

Aerial Wire. 7/22 hard drawn copper, in 100 ft.
..
lengths

*

" DETECTOR " London).-(1) Must I use a
potentiometer with a carborundum crystal ?
(2) What wire do I use for the potentio-

VARIABLE CONDENSERS:
Capacity

WIRELES
DIRECTORY

*

outdoor aerial, and will have to work with a
frame aerial. (1) I have 75 feet of 40 strands
of -No. 30 S.W.G. ; will this be suitable ?

(2)

What size of frame do I require for broad -

'casting purposes ? (3) Does one fasten an
end of the aerial to an insulator ?

(I) It would be better to use thicker wire, say 22

or 24 d.c.e,

(2) Use a four -foot scmare frame. (3)

No; both ends are taken to terminals, and these

-terminals' are then connected to the A and E terminals
on the set. You should use about five turns of wire,
each turn spaced about in. from the next. A '001
mid. condenser is connected across the aerial
terminals for tuning purposes

Immediate
Delivery
from our Huge Stocks.
Everything from a Recorder to an
Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US.
9, Colonial Avenue is first opening on left

in the Minories, near Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.

Tel.:

Avenue 4160.

9, Colonial Avenue, London, E. 1.
T,
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The Perfect Loud Speaker at last
We have acquired the sole manufacturing rights for the United Kingdom of a Wonderful New Loud Speaker, in principle entirely
different to any yet placed upon the market. Instead of the unsightly horn, which causes distortion of the music and speech,

this instrument comprises a handsrme cabinet, the top of which is designed and manufactured from specially tested timber
which is attacked by a volume of air. The principle can be incorporated into any cabinet wireless set, the lid of the cabinet
forming the Loud Speaker. It can also be used as a separate instrument, as illustrated.

The

"VIOLINA"
Loud Speaker de Luxe

(Patented in all Countries throughout the Worid)

Price

£5 - 5 - 0

Complete

(Packing and Carriage in U.K., 5:- extra.)

When once you have heard this instrument you will not tolerate any other make

Ask Your Wireless Dealer for a Demonstration.
IT IS NOT LIKE A TROMBONE !
IT IS NOT LIKE A KLAXON !
IT IS AS DELIGHTFUL AS A VIOLIN !

!

! !

With this instrument you can hear the voice of the artist, the notes of any instrument, and the words of the speaker faithfully
and perfectly reproduced. In addition it is an elegant piece of furniture, handsomely French polished, mahogany finish.
Before buying your Loud Speaker, make a point of hearing this instrument. Agents wanted in all parts. Inquiries from
Manufacturers desirous of incorporating the " Violina " into existing Wireless Sets cordially invited.

If Early Delivery is desired place your order AT ONCE

Important Notice to all Wireless Manufacturers,
Retailers, Experimenters and Amateurs
EX -GOVERNMENT WIRELESS APPARATUS.
AFEW WEEKS AGO we advertised the purchase of a complete Government Wireless Depot and offered the same for re -sale at
astonishingly low prices in accordance with our invariable business rule to

SHARE OUR BARGAINS WITH OUR CUSTOMERS.
The immediate response to our advertisement resulted in our being " snowed under " with inquiries and orders from all over the country,
and it was only through despatch staffs working night and day at full pressure that we were able to keep faith with our customers in
respect of our promise to execute all orders

WITHIN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT.
It was impossible to deal with the thousands of inquiries as expeditiously as we should have wished, and we again take the opportunity
of tendering our apologies to all those who were, unfortunately, kept'waiting.
WE have now purchased outright for spot cash the whole of
A STARTLING OFFER
the Wireless Material recently offered for sale at
The
Complete 5 -Valve Set, 2 H.F., 1 Detector and 2 L.F.
Famous R.A.F. 10, made by The General Electric Co., U.S.A., for

WOOLWICH DOCKYARD AND KIDBROOKE, R.A.F.
DEPOT.

The work entailed in compiling price -lists of the multitudinous

variety is colossal, and it will be two or three weeks before
these are available. You can help us considerably by FILLING

the Royal Air Force.
Ideal for Broadcasting. Can be used with Loud Speaker with
indoor aerial within 20 miles of the Broadcasting Station.
We guarantee this instrument to be as effective as any instrument
costing up to £75.

IN THE FORM AT THE FOOT OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
You will then receive complet3 lists as soon as available.

FILL

OUR PRICE (limited quantity only) g 15
Valves and Accessories extra.

-Fuller particulars on application. -

Messrs. THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO.

Mail Order Department, 79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.3.

UP THIS

Please include my name on your Mailing List.

FORM

NOW
arid post to us
immediately.
id. stamp
only required.

Brand New, exactly as received from the Manufacturers.

(Signed)
P.W.

Date

Full Postal Address

19..

I am particularly interested in
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Sterling No.1 Crystal
Receiving Set.

February 3rd,

1923

THE

REC,STERF.0

P.M.G. BROADCAST RECEIVERS

0

SOLD BY ALL LEADING STORES
AND WIRELESS AGENTS

di
cra

This extract from a recent testimonial

a

proves the efficiency of the Crystophone.
This is truly a wonderful Set, as I receive clear tele-

0

phony from Paris. Brussels, Ostend, I.e Bourget, Birmingham, and many other Stations, although any aerial
is only 26 ft. high one end and 18 ft. the other, and 1 am
situated rather low.

C)

You have my congratulation., and 1 wish your

business the best of luck, which 1 am sure you will have
immediately the public have once listened -in on your
production.
Ewell.
J. L. S.

bn

as

2/1123.

All Crystophone Receivers are exclusively fitted with the

a

LATTIKONE TUNER

44

The ONLY Tuning Coil which actually builds up and
strengthens the incoming signal current and thus enables

us to claim a

5970 INCREASE

in Signal

Strength.
Passed by the P.M.G., Reg. No. 130).

Specially designed to receive the
Broadcast Concerts and provided
with coil for Paris Time Signals.
Complete with Double Head Telephones.

£6-17-6
Immediate Delivery.

REVISED PRICE LIST.
" The Scout " Crystal Receiver
3 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d.
21. Crystal Receiver
4 15 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d.
20. Crystal Receiver
5 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d.
30. Crystal and One Valve L.F A.
Royalty included --L2 os. od.
.. 12 10 0
31. Crystal and One Valve (Detector)
10 10 0
Royalty included-!s os. od.
33. Crystal and 2 Valves (1 Detector) 15 0 0
Royalty included-/3 7s. 6d.
..
00
34. Crystal and 3 Valves (1 Detector) 9.1
Royalty included-L.1 10S. od.
"%ii
.

.

Write for Leaflet No. 324.
To be obtained from all Dealers or direct from :

Sterling Telephone & Electric Co.,
TELEPHONE HOUSE,

LTD.

210/212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Telephone No.: 4144 Museum (7 lines). Telegrams: 'Cucunus, Wesdo, London.'

Works : DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
Branches : MANCHESTER : 14, St. Peter's Square.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE : 9, Clavering Place.
CARDIFF : 8, Park Place.
We guarantee that all Broadcast Radio Apparatus sold by
us conform with the conditions of the Broadcaster's Licence
issued by the Postmaster -General.

Demonstrations Daily
From 5 to 10 p.m.

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

THE CRYSTOPHONE
MANUFACTURING Co., Lo.
(Formerly trading as Wireless Supplies Co.),

16, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.1.
TELEPHONE: MUSEUM 1664.

Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors. The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.CA.
Advertisement Offices: Messrs. J. H. Life, Ltd.,4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered ass a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magmane
Post. Subscription rates: Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum, 8/8 for six months. Sole agents for South Africa: The Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents

r,n. Australia and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.; and for Canada: The Imperial News Co., Ltd. Saturday, February 3,

192:3.
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1

Mr. W. E. Reynolds, of Long

Eaton, and his Home-

made Wireless Receiver.
ag11111h.....

I

SPECIAL
Short Notes for Amateurs.

a

---

-..111.111.24

FEATURES.
Making Honeycomb Coils.

What I Think of Broadcasting. By Sir Landon Ronald.
A Four -Page Beginners' Supplement, and many other excellent Articles.
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THEO

IONOpHONE
J UDGED from the standpoint of value

for

Wireless Outfits
lonophone
money the
are without equal. The efficiency and reliability
of every instrument is fully guaranteed, and we
are always willing and ready to give every help
and advice on any question relating to Wireless.
Demonstrations are given daily in our Reception
Room from 10 a.m. to 7.30 p.m., and we extend
a cordial invitation to every reader of Popular
Wireless to attend. Why not call to -day and
inspect the lonophone models?
In any case, be sure you obtain full particulars
of the Ionophone before you decide on your
Wireless Outfit. Why not write for a copy of
our wireless catalogue now?

G. DAVENPORT & Co. Ltd.,
99-105, CLERKENWF LL Rd., LONDON, E.C.1
T'phone: Central 8137.

T'grams : Inispees, Holb., London.

--The " BROWN "LOUD SPEAKERS
with new improved
Curved Horns

THE "IONOPHONE" 3 -VALVE SET.
Cabinet (including B.B.C.
Royalty, H.T. Battery and
Phones)
..
L.T.
Equipment : 3 valves,

£ 16 5 0

1

4 -volt 40 -amp. actual accu-

mulator, Aerial Equipment
Set complete

£ 21 0 0

Particulars of the various other " lonophone " outfits
will gladly be sent on request. Prices from £4 - 12 - 6.

Tested
and
Guaranteed

G.P.O. Regd. No. 151.

RECEIVING
TELEPHONY
25 MILES FROM
BROADCASTING STATIONS

THE requisites of a Loud Speaker
are pure tone, clear articulation,

and good volume of sound.

The

BROWN Loud Speaker possesses all

these qualities in a marked degree.
Type H. 2 has been designed to meet
home requirements, both as to volume
of sound and price.

PRICES

H. 2
(small
size).

H. 2 (Small), Low Resistance.
120 ohms, height 12 in. £3 0 0
H.

1 (Large), Low Resistance. /20

ohms, height 21 in.

£6

5

0

Height High Resistances for either size, 2/6 to 5/ -extra.
12 in.

THE BROWN MICROPHONE
AMPLIFIER.
This amplifier gives a magnification much greater

than that obtained from a two -valve amplifier
Prices
Illustrated Catalogue of Head- Low Resistance (12o ohms input) £6 0 0

phones,

Loud Speakers and High Resistance (2,000 ohms input) £6 2

Amplifiers, post free.

6

Obtainable from All Wireless Dealers.

Sole Manufacturers :

S. G. BROWN, Ltd.,
London Showrooms (Retail only):

19, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Head Office and Works (Trade Only), Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3.

The No. 1

HOME WIRELESS SET
FOR

LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, & MANCHESTER

PRICE £4: 0 : 0

including
B.B.C.

R03, alt y.

COMPLETE WITH AERIAL WIRE, INSULATORS,
ONE PAIR OF MITCHELL 'PHONES,

and BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS for use.
MITCHELLSELECTRICAL

AND

WIRELESS

188, Rye Lane,
Ltd., Peckham, S.E.15

SHOWROOMS at No. 2, Gerrard Place, London, W.1.
(Next to Shaftesbury Theatre).
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NEXT WEEK.

NEXT WEEK.

Two Special Articles.

WIRELESS STATION.

THE BERNE

NOTES ON

A PAGE OF IDEAS

BROADCASTING.

FOR AMATEURS.

By E. H. Shaughnessy,
O.B.E., M.I.E.E.

THE RANGE OF

(Engineer -in -Wet Wireless Department, G.P.O.)

.01

ann
WIRELESS AND
TELEPATHY.
By P. J. Risdon, F.R.S.A.

Articles by E. BLAKE &
SIR WILLIAM NOBLE.

---

Another Four -Page
Beginners' Supplement.

TOPICAL NEWS AND NOTES.

MindYour-Aerial.
AMAN caught cutting down the aerial
of a wireless amateur at Ramsgate has
been removed to an asylum.
The development of wireless telegraphy
had preyed on his mind, and, obsessed by

the idea that imaginary plugs in his neck
enabled all his movements to be known, he
determined to destroy an aerial a day.
*

RECEPTION.

*

Wireless Inspectors.

Wireless in Schools.

IT is pointed out that wireless users will

HARNESSED to education, there are

I

be visited by telephone inspectors, who
will be armed with the proper authority,
and who may possibly be in uniform. This,
however, has not yet been definitely
settled.
A Post Office official, however, states
that no fresh officials are to be appointed,

great possibilities for wireless. Some
time ago, owing to the expense chiefly.
Dudley Education Committee had to

abandon its play centres, but if the necessary permission is forthcoming teachers at
some schools intend to try and interest the
children in the evenings and keep them oft
the streets.
It is, to be clone through wireless.

and the work of inspection will be per-

formed by members of the telephone engin-

Musical Wales.

MR. ARTHUR BURROWS, the Director

of Programmes for the B.B.C., has
recently been visiting Cardiff, arranging details for the transmissions from
that station. Mr. Burrows told a Press man
he considered the musical standard for
Wales would have to be a high one,
and suitable for Welsh sentiments. The
report that a solo Welsh harp will figure
largely .in the transmissions is, I hear,

eering staff in the course of their ordinary

and

tempt broadcasting.

The headmaster, Mr.

Perry, and his staff
are enthusiastic as
to the possibilities
of wireless educationally, and one'

of the senior
teachers,

unfounded.
*
of Music.

" Bars

set, erected his own
aerial on the flag
pole of the sehool-,
and with a small

wireless is not in law a purely mechan-

ical affair, and he does not think the
police are likely to interfere at present
where " loud speakers " are used in public

outlay has provided
an efficient appara-

bars and cafés.

tus;.

If the police do take action, I hear the

Licensed Victuallers' Association is pre-

*

The Wireless Station at Sierra Leone, West Africa. -

Motor -car Sets

effect that Australian manufacturers
of wireless instruments, traders, and others
interested have -formed themselves into an
association for the progress of wireless in
Australia.

THE Holborn Radio Co., Ltd., have re-

installation of wireless receiving sets in
Daimler cars, and in conjunction with

moved to more commodious premises

Tiree and Coll, all communication by
telegraph between Tiree and the mainland
of Scotland was severed, and owing to the
inability of the Government cable ship to
proceed to the Hebrides, the cable remains

broken upon the bed of the Sound of
Gunna.

The postal authorities, therefore, have

decided to erect on the island the first wireless installation.
A suitable site has been selected at

Scarinish for the mast and aerials, that
reach a height of 80 feet, and the station
will be capable of receiving messages from

Le Havre, London, and even New York
broadcasting stations.

at 267, High Holborn.

the Marconi Company compact and power-

-

ful apparatus has been devised to receive
broadcasting while travelling by motor.
One of the large Daimler. models has been
fitted with this gear and receives the broadcast nightly concert programmes.
*

A Hebrides Station.

OWING to the breakage of telegraph
cable between the lonely islands of

Various Items.

ASPECIAL feature is being made of the

THE High Commissioner for Australia

has received cabled advice to the

W.

built a crystal

self

AWELL-KNOWN K.C. considers that

Australian Progress.

Mr.

McClean,/ has him-

*

pared to fight a test case.

in Tower Street

Bayliss's School

is one of the first in the country to at-

work.

-

*

*

Road, Birminghani, that they have

now perfected 2-, 3- and 4 -valve receivers
-

ordinary broadcasting licence.
*

THE aerial- consists of a small flat copper

*

*

MARCONI'S Wireless Telegraph Cons

plate just clear of the roof, and it is
hoped that shortly no visible aerial

pany announce that they have in-

troduced a Week -end Wireless Letter

It will then comiist of a

Service to the United States at the rate of
threepence per word without minimum.

sheet of copper foil in between ebonite
sheets.

*

containing reactance, but conforming in
every respect with the regulations of the

Apparatus Used.

will be in use at all.

*

T HEAR from Messis. Rogers, Foster and
1 Howell, Radio Engineers, of Edward

The sets are fitted without altering

Telegrams sent by this service must reacts

the body work of the car in any way, and
nothing is visible inside the car itself except
the head telephones. ,

Radio House, 2-12, Wilson Street, E.C.2,
either by hand or post, before midnight on
Saturdays, and will be delivered in New

model is equipped is hidden in the flooring,
and adjustments of wave -length are made
.by Means of a single tuning condenser, very
sharply tuned. The apparatus is carefully
screened so that no interference is caused by
the ignition, and excellent results have been
obtained in recent tests.

York City on Monday by messenger.

The multi -valve panel with which the

*

*

-

*

FRED. ROBERTS has been
appointed musical director -for the
Cardiff bioadeasting station. Mr.
Roberts has an intimate knowledge of
MR.

musical tastes in Wales.
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NOTES- AND NEWS
(Continued from previous page.)
A New Broadcaster.

ACORRESPONDENT in Amsterdam
tells me that a concert is given every
Wednesday from 8.10 to 9.40 from
a station belonging to Messrs. Smith and
Thorogood, Amsterdam. The wave -length
is 1,050 metres, but the call sign is not given.
*

*

A Paris One, Too.!

High School of Posts and Telegraphs,
broadcasts a concert every

THEParis,

Tuesday and Thursday evening, from
7.45 to 10 p.m., and on Saturday afternoons
from 4.30 to 7.30 p.m. The wave -length is
450 metres. The power is not known, nor

the call sign, but the former is certainly

greater than that used for the Radiola
Concerts.

E. J. Nally ; France, M. Emil Girardeau ;
Germany, Dr. Schapira.

Mr. Isaac& stated to a press- man that

Great Britain took the initiative in forming
this consortium.

" In its power of communication," he
said, " this country is already far behind.
France, Germany, America, and Japan-a
serious state of affairs both in peace and in

war-and that has been brought about
solely by the failure of- our Government or
our Government departments."
Sir Oliver Lodge.

SIR OLIVER LODGE has delivered the
first Silvanus Thompson Memorial
Lecture at Finsbury Technical
College. Sir Oliver was an intimate

friend of Dr. Silvanus Thompson, who
had been Principal of the College for
over thirty years at the time of his death
Sir Charles Parsons presided.

in 1916.

Sir Oliver entitled his address " The

Origin or Basis of Wireless Communica-

tion."

That Indispensable Ether.

The lecturer emphasised that we
should not hesitate to speak and think of

the ether of space as the continuous

reality which connected everyone up, and
which welded not only the world but all

the planets into a coherent system.
We must not be misled by any misapprehension of the theory of relativity
into supposing that that theory dispenses
with the ether, merely because it
succeeded in ignoring it; One could
ignore a thing without putting- it out of
existence, and the leaders in that theory
were well aware that for anything like a
physical explanation of light or electricity or magnetism or cohesion or
gravitation, the ether was indispensable.
Glasgow Broadcasting Station.

THE permanent broadcasting station
in Glasgow, it is announced by the
British Broadcasting Company, will

probably be in operation at the begin-

ning of March.

The new station, which

is to be situated at the Port-Dundas
Power Station, is now in course of

It will, when completed, be
equal in power and in equipment to the
London broadettating station, so that
erection.

Glasgow wireless

enthusiasts will

be

equally well served so far as the means

of transmission is concerned.

ARIEL.

What you can hear
every evening of the-' week on your set.
Station.

TELEPHONY AND MUSIC TRANSMISSIONS.
Call sign. Wave -length
Remarks.
in metres.

Broadcasting
.. 2 L 0
Station, Strand

London

HIE.n.

a
n. DliTtlgelltUU 1111UULIVIIIINW one, 1%, lli0114/[11

Road, Peckham.

Another Wonder Valve.

Newcastle Broadcasting
5N0
Station
Manchester Broadcasting
2ZY
..
Station

NEWS is to hand of a new valve dis-

Birmingham (Witten)
Broadcasting Station 5 I T

The valve, it is stated, can deal with

Glasgow

covery from the General Electric Co.'s
laboratories, America.

Station

1,000 kilowatts, the equivalent of 1,300 h.p.

Cardiff

thorium oxide Tim,iika,uuth of an inch

Croydon

By coating the filament with a layer of

thick the electron flow is increased .a hundred

Dr. Irving Langmuirwhose articles on the new type of valve
thousand times.

Station

obsolete by this new valve marvel.
Backward' Britain.

OWING to the failure of the Marconi
Company to obtain the necessary

licences from the Government for the
erection of high -power wireless stations in
this country, a crisis has arisen in the con-

sortium of wireless companies of Great
Britain, Prance, Germany, and the United
States which was formed for inter -com-

munication with the South American
Republics. The situation was under discus-

sion at a conference which took place in
London recently, at which the following
representatives were present ;

Great Britain, Mr. Godfrey Isaacs and

Colonel A. F. H. Simpson ; America, Mr.

Usually every evening, 5 to 5.45 p.m.
7 and 9.30 News ; 7.15 Orchestra ;
8.25 to 10.30 Music.

400

As a rule from 7 to 10 p.m.

385

Every evening, usually from 4.30' to
10 p.m.

425

Every evening, usually from 6.30 to 10
p.m. (News, Concerts, etc.).

415

Commencing shortly.

Broadcasting
5SC

Broadcasting

..

5WA

395
900
400
2,600

Writtle, Essex
Paris
.

GED
2MT
FL

Konigswusterhausen

LP

2,800

The Hague
..
Haren
Radio-Electrique, Paris

PCGG
0PVH

1,085
1,100
1,565

appeared in POPULAR WIRELESS some time

ago-may yet find his invention rendered

369

of Posts and
Telegraphs, Paris ..

Service commencing shortly.

Throughout day to aeroplanes.
Service discontinued.
11.15 a.m. Weather report'; 6.20-7 p.m.

Weather report and Concert ; 10.10
Weather report.
Between 6 and 7 a.m., between 11 and
12.30, and between .4 and 5.30 p.m.

School

450

Sundays, 3 to 5 p.m. (Concert.)

12 o'c. and 16.50 o'c. Telephony.
5.5 p.m. News Items ; 5.15 to 6.10 Concert ; 8.45 p.m. News Items ; 9 to 10
p.m. Concert.

Every Tuesday and Thursday, 7.4510 p.m.

Saturdays, 4.30-7.30 p.m.

Note.-See announcements in daily Press for last minute alterations in times of Broad.
casting Programmes. No Broadcasting during hours of public- worship on Sundays.
NOTE.-The Bar Lightship, Liverpool, stations, much telephone conversation may
sends telephony at 7 a.m., 9 a.m., 11 a.m., be heard from. St. Inglevert (A M), Le
12 noon, 1 p.m., and every two hours until Bourget (Z M), and Brussels (B A V). These
9 p.m. Calls " Dock Office." Liverpool stations are quite powerful, but they call for
a little extra care in tuning. Wave -length,
answers " Bar Ship."
In addition to the regular transmissions 900 metres.
British
amateur
All times given are G.M.T.
carried on between the
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PROFESSOR LOW AND OUR
RADIO FUTURE.
years with Prof. A. M. Low, the wellknown scientist, it may be of interest
to many readers of POPULAR WERELESS

to hear about some of the research work
continually being
earnest worker.

carried out - by

this

distances, but -it illustrates a practical use
for wireless. Further experiments are being
carried out, and difficulties experienced

have yet to be overcome, but I mention it
to show that research work never ceases.
Another most interesting and useful

By C. H. STEDMAN,
HAVING been associated for several

was fitted with a special receiving apparatus.
This set is at present only suitable for short

In dealing with this practical side of -

the use of wireless, it is perhaps advisable
to point out that even in conducting such
experiments as those described the research
worker is continually happening on some-

thing new which sets his mind on some

experiment is the testing of loud speakers
for sound -wave purity. This is carried

out by taking a "sound photograph "

of

the waves emanating from a loud speaker,
and comparing it with a photograph taken
of the voioe of a singer, or musical Instrument, as the case may be.
While on the subject of sound, the reader

Not only in the vast realms of Wireless
are many experiments made in his interesting laboratory, but the internal combustion

problem calling for a solution. Prof. Low
thinks that amateurs of a scientific turn of
mind, and all wireless amateurs can surely
be classed as such, ought to concentrate on
the investigation of unusual cases. When

pleasure and transport vehicles, has claimed,
and is claiming, thoughtful and careful

research, always with a view to greater

they receive broadcasting from America on a
Cheap crystal set, it is the basic reasons
into which they should enquire.

simplification and improvement.

the -" still watches " pours into its uncomplaining receiver ideas which are destined
for future use. For instance, one of these
ideas, gathered in this way, is now being

During " Still Watches."

worked on, and will ultimately take the form
of a dictaphone driven by clockwork small
enough to be contained in a travelling case.

engine, more particularly as applied to

During the war, Prof. Low's laboratory

was taken over by the Government, and he,

as 0.C., together with a selected body of
skilled craftsmen, carried out many secret
experiments and constructed costly apparatus. The control of aerial torpedoes

There is nothing fantastic in supposing
that wireless may be used for sight, as well
as for telegraphy and speech. Prof. Low

is most surely of the opinion that in the

will be interested to hear that Prof. Low

makes use of the dictaphone for the reception of ideas. It is a fact that he keeps one

of these -machines at his bedside, and in

This suggests at once the business man of
the`future, who when travelling is in eonstant touch with his office by wireless,

dictating letters into Ms dictaphone and

by wireless was but one of the most interest.

posting back to his secretary the flat records.

ing experiments, and it was successfully
demonstrated that a small biplane could

At present the business man thinks he

is busy, but in reality spends about half of
his time in travelling, eating, and sleeping.

be manoeuvred from the ground under
wireless control. Again, after much labour,
a very simple piece of apparatus was devised

The businesi man of the future will look
upon us as having a quiet and leisurely
existence, -just as we regard the business
man of a hundred years ago as leading a
soft life. If a curve be plotted between

for the wireless control Of sea torpedoes,
with excellent results ; in' fact, some of
this control gear is in use at the present time.

Wireless is daily becoming of more interest in the home for the entertainment
of young and old alike. Receiving sets

hours of.thought and date, it shows that the
time devoted to work is steadily rising.

are being offered to the public in many and
varied forms, making the choice of a suitable
set for a particular home a matter of some
little difficulty.

Broadcasting Old Bailey.

America on a Crystal

There is no reason at all to suppose that the
above curve should suddenly break down;
on the contrary, humanly speaking, it
should go on rising. The research in which
Prof. Low engages, is on broad lines, looking

Soon the business man will, with the help

of wireless, use all his time and make appointments for odd minutes while at lunch.

With the circuits allowed for sets to
receive the broadcast concerts and news,
it is of great importance. to ascertain
the useful range of a given set. Experi-

into the future. He is a firm believer in
the extension of wireless communication,
which must make for better international

ments are being carried out with thiso bject
in

view,

and the-- modes

operandi

is,

roughly, as follows :

A car is fitted up with a number of sets,
ranging from a " crystal " to the multi valve type, and a selected spot is reached
which is considered to be within the capacity
of the particular set for reception. An
aerial is rigged up and " listening -in "

commences during the time broadcasting
is " on tap." Results certainly vary.
but it is possible to obtain some very good
idea of the mileage range of any set, and it
is marked accordingly.

,

Thus, with the aerial used on these oc-

casions, which is; of necessity, rather crude,
it is safe to assume that given a reasonably

well -arranged aerial, the ultimate use of
the set'should be satisfactory, and, if anything, within its real range. This seems a
very fair way of dealing with such a problem
as range, as it is one of the Wading questions

asked by purchasers of sets, who, after all,
are entitled to know what they are buying.
It is, of course, admitted that often a crudely
constructed set will receive over a very
wide range, to the great joy of the owner,
but to the mixed joy of the research scientist
who Is seeking for the explanation.

Professor A. M. Low.

near future perhaps it will be possible to
obtain a clear picture at will by means of

wireless. Is it fanciful to suggest that while
" listening -in " one may be able to see,

pictured on a mirror or screen, the actual
forms of the orchestra, the singer, or the
teller of bedtime stories ?

The scientist has much in store for us,
and the quiet research work going on is
teeming with vast possibilities. Experi-

ments with regard to the reflection of sound
and light and on various forms of aetheric
oscillations are continually going on in our
laboratory, together with other wave
interference experiments, which have a
direct bearing on " wireless sight."

understanding, and consequently lessen
the cause of wars.
At present public broadcasting is romantically better than the gramophone, but
offers less choice. Broadcasting at its best

should give us at the time of happening,

descriptions of famous trials, parliamentary
speeches-a mixed blessing, although home
truths by our Labour members would certainly enliven us-instantaneous details
of football matches with the crowd's

" voice " as a sure guide to the success or

otherwise of the home team !

The Radio Association, of. which Prof.
Low is an active member, has great hopes
of wireless as a means of affording instructive entertainment to a vast public. The
amateur is given every help in his pursuit of
wireless knowledge by the Association.
The latest invention of Prof. Low will,

One of the recent experiments carried
out by Prof. Low will most surely be of
interest to readers and more particularly
to the fortunate owner of a car. Using a

it is hoped, be of assistance to the blind,
enabling them to enjoy 'a wider choice of

he has been able to call up his car which

cause.

pocket sending set and an umbrella aerial,

reading

matter. He has enthused -the

whole laboratory with- a great desire to
present the finished article to such a noble
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HOW TO MAKE HONEYCOMB AND BASKET COILS.
A Useful Article for the Amateur making his own Receiver.

By A. W. DRANSFIELD.

T is proposed to describe an experimental
1, winder for the above type of coils, but it

must be understood that it is possible
to vary the measurements. This winder will
permit of the making of the ordinary basket
type of coil, or three different widths of the

honeycomb type, and the sizes given will

Now cut off 30 pieces of 15 gauge cycle
spoke, file off all the cutting burrs, and
make them all quite smooth. These will

form the spokes to wind the coils on, and
for this experiment they should be 11 in.
long. The spindle of the winder is quite
a simple matter. A piece of 4 in. stair rod will do quite well.

It has to be cranked
one end to form the

two round the core outside the spokes, then
pass the wire round any one spoke. Now
lay the wire inside the spokes in the direc-

tion of the other row of spokes, missing

three, and going outside the fourth. Passing inside again, and crossing over to the
other side, missing three and going outside
the fourth (see Fig. 2). One complete layer
should appear as in Fig. 3.

handle, and on the

fi

other end is cut a
in. thread for a

- 6"

(2.73i

distance of j in.

Y4."thk.k

The mounting is
made of wood and

gest Layer.

will be, perhaps,
more easily under-

stood by referring

first to the diagram.
The uprights are
shaped and then
held together in the

vice, and drilled at

the same time to en-

sure that the holes
(4 in.) will be in line.

The notches are cut
in the same manner,
as it will help to get

Fig. 1

make a winder that will give the experimenter plenty of scope.

This winder is well within the scope of any

amateur possessing a few tools and odds
and ends.

In the first place, a piece of

round material is required ; the writer used
a piece of 11 in. ebonite, but a piece of hard
wood will serve quite as well.- Round this

was scribed three lines parallel with the

edge, which was, of course, straight ; these

lines are spaced as in the drawing: The

the uprights wore accurate and make
the spindle ruff nicely. If it is desired

to lay the winder on the table, it is as
well to fasten the uprights on the edge
of a flat piece of 4 in. wood, and put a
weight on the board ; but, if it is to be held

in the viee, then the uprights should be
fastened on a narrow fiat piece in the

manner shown in the diagram (Fig. 1).
The whole winder may now be assembled,
and the spokes put in their holes. To wind

first line is Isff in. from

the edge, the next
6 in. farther in, and
in.
the last line
still farther. It will
be seen by this that
quite a g in. of the

through. This hole is

15 (see Fig.

3).

A little patience is re-

quired to wind the first coil, but, like all jobs
of this sort, one soon acquires the " knack."
Removing Completed Coils.

With a little care the complete coil can
be removed at once, as these coils hold

together very well, and will allow a test to
see if a little wire has to be taken off. It is
always as well to make the coils larger than

required, and adjust on test by taking off
a turn or two. The wire used was 26 gauge
double S. If satisfied with the test the coil

should be taped with empire tape, or insulating tape of the ordinary kind.

A good plan is to lay a narrow strip of
waxed paper between the spokes before
commencing winding, this allows the coil
will keep the outside winding from becoming unravelled. Keep a fairly good tension
on the wire whilst winding, this will make
a nice sharp kink round the spokes, and will
help to keep the coil in decent shape.
The writer tested one coil by first wrapping a piece of insulating tape right round
the outside of the coil, and then took away

Fig. 2

the surplus from the inside turns.

a basket coil only one row of spokes will be
needed, the wire being wound in and out of

should be 15 equally spaced marks.
Drill small holes to take 15 gauge cycle spokes at each of the marks, holding the drill
up straight and pointing towards the centre.
The other two lines will have to be marked

off quite easily.

15 equidistant holes in each line. The diagram (Fig. 1) shows this clearly.

This does not mean there are only 16 turns
of wire on the spool, as it will be seen that
the actual number of turns will be 16 times

When testing first coil pass the end of
the wire right through the meshing, this

to be tapped with a
in. tap. Now set the dividers or compass -eo- in., and mark round the line
nearest the edge in equal divisions, and,
if the compass is set just right, there

in line with these holes, and drilled in the
same manner. The finished core will now
be a piece of round material that has three
rows of 15 holes, spaced so that there are

This is repeated until counting up the

layers on one spoke there should be 16 layers.

to slip off the former easier.

round material is
required to get all
these lines in.
In the centre of
one end drill a f3-7 in.

hole, but not right

Fig. 3

the spokes until the diameter desired

is

After having wound the coil dip
it in molten wax, and allow it to set, then
draw the spokes out, and the coil will come
reached.

Now for a honeycomb

Before removing the coil from the former,

take it right off the spindle ; this will save

straining the uprights when drawing out
the spokes.

In this article I have not given

full

winding details for a set of coils to cover
all the wave -lengths that may be required,

and, in any case, it is much a matter of
coil.

This is

rather a different job. It will be seen that
three different sizes of widths may be
made-i.e., -,6- in., 158- in., and 1 in.

The

following will tune from 360 to 400 metres
for broadcast reception.

First set the spokes so that they are in
the yic in. lines, and, winding a turn or

experiment.
The best plan is to wind a set from, say,

a small one of but 25 turns to a large one
of 250 turns. One cannot wind too many
different coils, remembering that an ideal
tuning is where no capacity variation is
required and the inductance value is correct

" to a turn."
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WHAT. I THINK OF BROADCASTING.
In the following article, written specially for POPULAR WIRELESS, one of our great musicians, Sir Landon Ronald, gives his opinion on
the present state of broadcasting. During the opera season a representative of this journal took a portable set to Sir Landon
Ronald's home and demonstrated the possibilities of wireless to him. Sir Landon Ronald is the Principal of the Guildhall School
of Music, a conductor of international fame, and the composer of many well-known songs.

By SIR LANDON RONALD.

from Covent Garden," I laid down the

LET me say at once that -my first ex-

telephones with real regret.

perience of " listening -in " to a broad.

cast wireless concert was-for me-

I will not linger on the wonder of this
To me, as it is to
thousands of others, it is a mystery ; a

a great revelation. Like other people who

wireless broadcasting.

creasing popularity of broadcasting, and
not having a set of my own, have often
wondered how clear the received music
really was, and whether one could enjoy
a concert by wireless without a steady ac-

wonderful achievement of human endeavour
and brilliant invention. The genius of
Marconi has enabled the present generation
to enjoy educational and entertaining
lectures and musical items by the thousand
without leaving their home.

read the papers I have noticed the in-

companiment of buzzings. The other evening
my curiosity was satisfied,
Sitting comfortably in an armchair in my
study before the fire, I listened to the British
National Opera Company at Covent Garden.

Selecting Programmes.

And what a future wireless broadcasting
has before it ! One's imagination almost
recoils

The opera that night was Wagner's Sieg-

before the vista opened up-the

fried, and when a representative of POPULAR

boundless possibilities that lie ahead.

portable set to my home) handed me a pair
of telephones, I put them on my head quite

responsible for the programmes will see to
it that the right stuff is selected. The

Most sincerely do I hope that those

WIRELESS (who had kindly brought a

problem of pleasing untold thousands is
one from which many a good man might
shrink, but I believe the problem can be

unprepared for the shock I was to experience.

For I did receive a shock-not an electric
one-but an emotional one ; with clarity
and volume of sound I heard the Covent
Garden Orchestra, and rising above it, the
voice of Mime. To one who knows the
opera it adds to the interest to follow its
course with a full score on one's knees.

Bar by bar I followed the whole of the

act-noting the little faults-the
orchestral " slips," and the way in which
the conductor most ingeniously " caught
up " " Siegfried " when the singer missed
first

a bar or hurried the tempo.

Sir Landon Ronald.

I think it is an excellent idea of the

to let listeners -hi hear the
clapping of the audience at Covent Garden.
organisers

At once you catch a feeling of the atmo

sphere ; you know instinctively when some

particular item has aroused enthusiasm ;
even the " encores " and the " bravo's "
come out clearly. And when the mysterious
person at the Broadcasting station an -

nounced that " We are now switching off

successfully solved if studied carefully and
with sincere purpose.
It occurs to me that certain programmes
might be selected either for various portions
of- each evening, or for different nights of
each week.. Mondays might be devoted to
classical music ; Tuesdays, musical comedy ;
Wednesdays, operatic, and so on, reserving
Saturday for dance music and Sundays for
sacred concerts.

In any case, the whole thing- is very

interesting, and has enormous possibilities.

A Candid Opinion.

In fact, I thoroughly enjoyed myself.
My candid opinion of the way in which

ADDITIONS TO POPULAR WIRELESS
DIRECTORY OF AMATEUR STATIONS.

opera is broadcast is as folloWs ; the strings

come out poorly ; they seem to be unable
to make themselves noticed above the
other instruments in the orchestra, This

may be due, I am told, to the position of the

microphones at Covent Garden. On the
other hand the brass instruments were

superb. The singing, also, I thought excellent in many ways.
Siegfried-, of course, is not an ideal opera

for broadcasting. There are many long
orchestral pauses and long passages for the

bass instruments which do not come out
well when listening -in ; but, on the other
hand, there are parts of this - opera which
come out so clearly that at times I could
hardly realise I was not at Covent Garden
in the flesh, instead of in the imagination.
Towards the end of the first act I thought
the transmission slowly improved-but

NOTE :

Call

Sign.

5AK
5AN

5GB

C.W., T.T. & R/T L. Humphries

2WT
2XW

Artificial Aerial

2YN

C.W. &

5CV

& Sp.

2YY

phones, which are, of course, a little
strange to one listening -in for the first time.

2AV

If it is indeed true that the improved " loud
speaking " horns reproduce the broadcast
concerts loud enough to be heard all over
a large room, and at the same time lose but
little of the quality and " human feeling "
of the telephones-then truly wireless
receivers will soon be in every home.

W. J. Joughin
Dubilier Condenser Co...
R. J. Harrison

5bM

5AU

2L V

...

..

H. G. Mansell

C.W., R/T & Sp.
.

.

A. Jackson Ley

.. H. Chadwick ..

C.W.

IL A. Woodyer

A. W. Thompson
C.W. & Duplex Tel. 0. H Patterson
F. T. Smith ..
C.W. & R/T
D. H. W. Swine).
R/T

2CB
2CP
T

W. E. Cooke ..

20J

C.W. & R/T
Portable Set
..
Sp. & C.W..
C.W., R/T & ,Sp..'.

2UN

C.W. & R/T

14th Cardiff Scouts
F. J. Cripwell

2WL

C.W., R/T & Sp. ..

T.T.=Tonic Train.
Address.

Name.

System.

T.T & R/T
C.W. & R/T
C.W., R/T & T.T.
C.W. & T.T.

this may be due to the fact that I was

getting accustomed to wearing the tele-

C W --Continuous Wave. R T =Telephony. Sp.-Spark.

J. C. Elmer ..
G. Irvine
E. A. Hoghton

.

Cleve View Harrington, E ve,11310:

21, Troughton, Charlton, S.E. 7.
London, W.12
" Seaton," Walton -on -Thames.

Grove House, Albert Grove, Not-

tingham.
61, Geraint St., Princes, Park, Liverpool.

9, Raimond St., Halliwell.
118, Buckingham Rd., Heaton Moor,.
Stockport.
32, St. Nicholas St., Scarborough._
26, Allerton Rd., N. 16.
Rutlands, Felsted, Essex.
18, Southchurch. Rd., Southendon-Sea.

29, Empress Avenue, Chingford.
14, Gordon Sq., Birchington-on-Sea.

12, Treboth St., Liverpool.
52, First Avenue, Hove, Sussex.
Cardiff.

Lonkhill, Thorpe, Tamworth.
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SHORT NOTES FOR AMATEURS.
A SINGLE VALVE
" SUPER."

SIMPLE PLUG
CONNECTIONS.
NO doubt many readers are constructing

a .set of panels on the unit system,

which is one of the best arrangements
for the experimenter owing to its capability
for extension. A cheap and, at the same time,
an efficient connector for the various leads
will therefore be appreciated, especially by

the experimenter who prefers to make all
he possibly can of his apparatus.

The connector consists of two parts, a

plug A and a socket B, Fig. I, both of which
A

THIS circuit is 01 American origin, with
some additions and exceptions. The
loop aerial consists of 9 turns round a
3 -foot frame with 4 tappings. The value
of the condenser across the A.T.I. was, in

my case,

.0003

mfd, but the capacity

End StigAllq Rounded.

Grid

leak can be omitted without any appre-

The .0025 condenser is
really necessary, although perhaps hard to
ciable difference.

between same.
The beat results are obtained with the set
just off the oscillation point. As the adjust-

pile wound on bobbins for economy's sake,

ments are very critical a certain amount of
patience is needed to obtain the best results.

stock of D.L. coils when I found that I

valve is to be preferred, as it is capable of

constructed tuner.

without risk of damage.

having thoughtlessly disposed of a good

1

trating on outside aerials, and are neglecting

a small pair of round -nose pliers and a
knitting -needle or another wire of slightly
smaller diameter, say 16 S.W.G.
"

When Wiring Up.
Fig. 2 is practically self-explanatory and
shows how to make the sockets. The plugs

the advantages of indoor aerials.

Of course, we all know that the better
the aerial the more efficient will be the
results, but those of us living in flats or
houses not possessing back gardens are
under a disadvantage when we wish to
erect our outside aerial.
Some Results Obtained.

It is not always convenient or easy to

need no explanation, and it is surprising
how quickly they can be made. In use,
the plugs are soldered to the ends of the
leads on, say, the left-hand side of each
'panel, and the sockets on the right-hand

obtain permission to erect a pole on another
person's property, and it was owing to this

side.

or loop aerial which is a very different thing.

The leads should be of flexible wire,
and the soldered joints should be covered

with insulating tape and wrapped with
cotton or silk of a distinctive colour to
prevent the possibility of a wrong connection being made. It would be an advantage
for a short length of indiarubber tubing to
be slipped over the outside of the sockets
and then bound with the coloured cotton or
silk to match the corresponding plugs.
AN INVITATION TO READERS.
Short,
instructive
articles
are
welcomed from readers of POPULAR
WIRELESS. Copy should be as short and
If accepted for
concise as possible.

publication, articles will be paid for at
our usual rates.

Ordinary valves can be used, but a power -

taking the necessary high -plate current

THE USE OF INDOOR AERIALS.

JUDGING from the queries which are
being sent to the radio papers from
time to time regarding aerials, it
would appear that amateurs are concen-

can be very quickly made from a length of.
15 S.W.G. bare copper wire with the aid of

Coils mentioned here should be constructed to obtain a variable coupling

obtain. I was fortunate in possessing a
De Forest of that capacity. D.L. coils are

obtained such good results with a home -

1)iqure.2.

1s4,0 oL.

A.T.I., 40 turns with 8 tappings, with

rotor 60-70 turns for reaction.

to he preferred to those which I roughly
Oigurel.

,25 0 C,L.

shown in the diagram is more suitable.

that we have experimented successfully
with an indoor aerial. By the words
" indoor aerial " we do not mean a frame
We mean an aerial stretched several times
across a room and suspended some two or
three inches below the ceiling.

Those of us who are on upper

of high buildings

floors

large rooms the same good results
can be obtained with the aerial erected
no

in a passage, preferably near the roof.

Naturally, the higher the aerial from
the ground the better the result. On an

aerial similar to the one described and
erected in a top landing of a house in North

London-at a height of about 25 ft. above
the ground-excellent telephony was received from 5 C P at Ealing and 2 0 M at
Brentford, using two valves, with three
pairs of telephones in circuit. The receiving
instruments were one H.F. and one Detector
Unit. When using the detector by itself,

Marconi House came in quite loudly and
very clearly.

Usual Earth Required.

From these experiments it will be seen
that the amateur who is prohibited from

using an outdoor aerial can still get splendid

results by the exercise of a little ingenuity
and care. The usual earth will be requireda water pipe is the most suitable.

(blocks of flats, etc.),

where the rooms are
Fairly large, will find
this an excellent way
of obtaining splendid

4 INSULAroas

4 INS VLArORS

4,

No 20 gauge
results.
rubber -covered wire is
used. In experiment.
ing with other kinds of

wire we have noticed
that this wire (which,
by the; way is called

Pertinax) to be easily -

the most

efficient.

For those who have

12

is
k,wOOD
LATH

7'0
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52

for boxing
A T.M.C. Wireless Set will give
you the full account of the fight
as it proceeds, round by round.
Or you may be interested in foot.

ball, the latest news, Stock Ex

change quotations, the weather

forecast, delightful concerts, or
an evening of dancing.
You can have all these, enjoyably
and pleasurably, in the comfort of
your own home, with a T.M.C. Wireless Receiver.

There is no trouble to you--T.M.C. have engineers in every large town,
who will install and periodically inspect the apparatus.
T.M.C. Wireless is particularly simple to work, and gives every

satisfaction.
T.M.C. Wireless Receivers, which are fully approved by the Postmaster General, bear the seal of the British Broadcasting Company.
The wide variety of models are entirely British made.

From £4 : 5 : 0 upwards,

including all Royalties.
London, Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle are broadcasting now.

Come and listen to them any evening up to 10 p.m. at our showrooms in
London, Birmingham, Belfast, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds,

The "Everset"
Crystal.

No adjustment necessary. Fits any
crystal receiver.

10/- each.

Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield.

Write to us for our nearest address.

MakesWireless
Worth While
xmot,,,,7411w/xwA

7;;llim,v7w,,,,vii6v7,1fiv,

TELEPHONE MFG., O. LTD
HOLLIN6SWORTH 'WORKS, DUIWICILIONDON,S.E.21.
"1111

e Ye' NI Mli..WW/

,,,Ze/fA

\ \'/

,Z11111,7%.n\

w
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Listen -in to all the
British Broadcasting

Fy

THIS wonderfully selective 2 -valve receiver has the utmost
reactance a//owed by the G.P.O. It has two carefully
calibrated circuits which allows of the most minute tuning plus
the utmost simplicity in manipulating. Beautifully finished in lacquered or nickelled brass, mounted on matt
finished ebonite, all mounted in a polished walnut case.

Panel$13 14s. Od. M.O. Valves 17/6 each. Pair 4000 ohm
Ericsson 'Phones. 60 -volt H.T. Battery. 4 -volt 30 -ampere
hour Accumulator 100 ft. Aerial 7/22 Enamelled Copper and
Insulators.

Op.,

Price from Aerial to 'Phones,

3440

packing and delivery

g 20

- - Write lo -day for full particulars.

zZY

THE BRITISH L. M. ER ICSSON
MFG. CO., LTD.,
International Buildings, 67 73, Kingsway,
W.C.2.
Sel ins Agents.

2.LO.

SCOTLAND. -57
Robertson Street
Glasgow.

N.E. EN GL AN D:North British Engin-

WIRELESS
APPARATUS

eering Equipment Co:

We al3o make Crystal Sets-range 15,25
miles. With 'Phones £5 Os. Od.

Milburn House.
Newcastle -on -Tyne:

HULLO!!! C.Q.
WILL DAY CALLING

TO ANNOUNCE SOME RARE BARGAINS.
BRITISH MADE HEAD PHONES,
150 ohms

..

1 8 '6 per pair

SPLENDID QUALITY BRITISH

MADE HEAD PHONES, 4,000 ohms

BEST FRENCH HEAD PHONES,

.

BEST FRENCH HEAD PHONES,
8,000 ohms ..

Single Head Phones with cord,

150

100 feet 7 Stranded Copper Aerial Wire..
Trench Buzzer Sets, complete with

DESCRIPTION
Single Valve, mounted on

polished 1 -in. Ebonite Panel

with Variable
Condenser,
smooth acting
resistance, grid
leak and con-

21/- per pair

.. 27/6 per pair
6/- each
2/6 per coil

Morse Tapping Key and Head

Phone
10/6 each, postage 1/6
Best Quality Filament Resistance
.. 2/9 each, postage 3d.
3 -Way Coil Stand for Panel Mounting.. 15/- each, postage 6d.
Insulated Sleeving, all colours, l mm. 5d. per yard
Brass Terminals with Nut and Washer 1/6 doz.
Bobbin Type Insulators. ..
1/- doz., postage 9d.
Sheet Ebonite, Grade A, cut to any size.
Every Requisite in Stock for Wireleas.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
These are only a few of our bargains. Do not fail to send
for our Price List giving the lowest prices for the best
quality goods. Postage on all goods extra.

Write for our new January Catalogue, now ready. '7

We always Stock the Famous HERTZITE CRYSTAL
at 2/6 each,or mounted in Brass Cup 2/10, Postage 3d. extra.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
199 Lisle St.,Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
'Phone : Regent 4577.

One -Valve Set Complete for Working £7 :10 :0
Passed for
Eroadcasting
Licence
C.P.O.
No.

1038

REAL SOLID COMFORT, 4,000

ohms

23/- per pair

BROADCASTING RECEPTION SETS

Telegrams : Titles, Westrand, London.

twwwwlowiiiin-owwwwwwiiww4"""mb

denser and all
terminals clearly
engraved in white,
in a Mahogany

(4,

Polished Cabinet,

9 in. by 5 in. by
5 in.

a

ATA PPED COIL

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

for wave -lengths up to 90o metres with 2 terminals for
coils for any higher wave -lengths. The coil is enclosed
and the tappings are brought out to an 8 -way switch

mounted in the front of the cabinet.
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
Siemens' 54 -volt high-tension Battery with plugs for
altering the voltage ; 4 -volt 50 -amp. -hour low-tension
Accumulator in case with carrying strap ; One pair of
Sensitive Headphones of 4,000 ohms resistance ; One
Detecting Valve

£7-1 0-0

[Plus B.B.C. Royalties.

WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS LTD.
Dept. A. 81, Turnmill St,, London, E.C.
(Nearly opposite Farringdon Street Station, Metropolitan Rly.)
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AN EMERGENCY
RECEIVER

USEFUL ADAPTATIONS FOR
YOUR SET.
By S. V. HEAP, A.C.P.
HOLDERS of experimental licences who

contemplate building their own receiving sets, or modifying and im-

proving those already built, may appreciate
a few tips culled from practical experience
of the beginner's difficulties and limitations.
The over -ambitious tyro is apt to select
too large a former on which to wind his in-

A most

BY the aid of a crystal detector, a twoway switch and a length of ordinary

useful, cheap,

and efficient
variable condenser may be constructed froin
two similar glass cylinders of such a size that

one slides comfortably within the other.
The outer surfaces of each are to be covered
with tinfoil to .within three-quarters of an
inch of each end. The best adhesive is a
strong solution of gum arabic. Means of
ductance, with the result that he cannot mounting the same on a convenient base
readily tune down to broadcasting wave- with terminals, and of enclosing it within a
lengths. Moreover, he is likely to make or wooden box with open end, or glass cabinet
buy a frail cardboard cylinder-impreg-, as described in a previous article, will
nated with paraffin wax -or otherwise-liable readily suggest themselves to the interested
to get out of shape through pressure, of the reader.
slider and hygroscopic susceptibility to Handling Unit Sets.
weather changes.
The small glais cylinders used in certain
makes of drip -feed lubricators for motorCoil Winding Tip.
Should he try to avoid this by using an cycles make ideal dust and damp excluders
extra stout cylinder, he will not find much
improvement, as the continued pressure of

the slider will eventually cause a pro-

expensive, and ebonite tubes are not always
at hand when wanted by the man whodoes
not live in one of our large towns.
A remarkably good substitute, how-

thrust through the pair makes a serviceable
spindle for supporting the cylinder during
the process of winding. It is a good thing to
warm the glass and brush over it a coating
of paraffin wax to lessen the tendency of the
wire to spring off the former if the tension
is for any reason relaxed during the winding.
Cheap Variable Condenser.

The wire should be fastened at the beginning by being thrust through the cork
end twice in the form of a stitch. Additional
security is afforded by dipping it in shellac
varnish. On completion the wire is similarly

fastened off by being passed through the
other cork twice, a length of six inches or
more being left for making connection.
The best way of supporting such a cylin-

drical inductance is by cutting suitably
sized holes half -way through the wooden
end supports, using a centre -bit, or Clark's
expansion bit. Those who do not possess
these tools may mark out the position carefully with compasses, and cut out the wood
with gouge and chisel.

Glass being such a good insulator adds
greatly to the efficiency of the inductance,
which is further increased by placing narrow

strips of sheet ebonite under the wooden

end supports. Wireless apparatus is usually
handled with such care that the fragility, of
glass as compared with other materials is of
little account.

-

It

is, of course, well known that the
range of reliable reception when using

crystal detection is considerably less than
when a valve is employed. On the prin-

ciple, hoWever, that half a loaf is better
than no bread, the following circuit has
been evolved.

A lead is taken from one side of the crys-

tal to a point in the plate-telephone circuit between the negative terminal of the
high-tension battery and the telephones, the
lead from the other side of the crystal going
to side of the two-way switch. The grid
circuit of the valve -panel is then broken on
the aerial side, of the grid leak condenser.

Of these two ends, the one attached to
the tuning inductance is connected to the
base of the switch -arm, the lead going to

of the tube. An ebonite' tube, of course,
would avoid this difficulty, but ebonite is

accurately, and a stout knitting needle

that he is at all times in posseSsion of an

emergency receiver.

Switching Over.

nounced furrow or depression on the surface

ever, is found in the shape of a stout lamp
glass cylinder, or in one of the plain glass
cylinders so often',used with the upright
incandescent gas burner. With due care
no special difficulty is attached to the
winding of an inductance on such a former.
A couple of corks taken from pickle jars
may be selected or cut to fit the ends quite

connecting wire, the amateur who
rossesses a single -valve panel for the reception of broadcasting, can so arrange his set

t he gridleak and condenser being connected

to the other side of the switch. It will be

seen that by throwing the switch to the

right, the set will still continue to function
as a single -valve panel, the crystal being
out of circuit.

By- placing the switch in the left-hand
position, the valve together with its attend-'
Home-made set by Mr. W. George, Ambridge,
82, Edinburgh Road, Walthamstow, E.17.

for perikon and other types

ant batteries is completely cut out, leaving the ordinary form of simple crystal.
receiver.

This double detector circuit should prove
of crystal

detectors at a cost of a few pence, and they

can be used either in the horizontal or
vertical position.

useful

to the many amateurs who live

within a few. miles of a broadcasting station,

as should batteries run down or the valve
burn out, thus rendering the receiver as a

Experimenters who build or buy sets on

the

unit " system with panels 7 in. by

5 in., or larger, will find a baseboard large
enough, to accommodate all the panels a
great advantage. It is inviting trouble to
have several small connected panels loose
on a table or bench. An accidental tug at
a' connecting wire may occasion a broken
valve filament if nothing worse.
Baseboard Terminals.

A cheap drawing -board of three-ply wood

makes an excellent base for a set of these
small units. It is desirable to have the
L.T. and H.T. batteries connected to terminals conveniently fixed in the baseboard,

and these in turn connected to the appropriate terminals on the panel or panels. In
making connection direct from the batteries
to these small panels there is risk of shaking
or jarring the valve and breaking the
delicate filament.

The old terminals from exhausted dry
batteries, such as the " Ever Ready " and
" Hellesden " type, make excellent base-

board terminals, and the addition of a
suitable switch or set of jacks is a refinement

which materially assists towards comfortable and safe working.

valve -panel inoperative, a single throw of
the switch will still enable them to enjoy
their usual programme albeit in a modified
form.

It

should

be

remembered, however,

that when changing over from the valve
to the crystal, a slight tuning adjustment
will be necessary to compensate for the loss

of the capacity in the circuit contributed
by the valve and its connections. This
will affect both the primary and
secondary to a very slight extent.

the
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CORRESPONDENCE.

OUR SCHOOL SET.
By A HEADMASTER.

THE three -valve set illustrated in the

enclosed photos has been erected in
school from parts supplied by a local

To the Editor of POPULAR WIRELESS
Sir,-The invention of Radio -broad-

by hand, as both hands are at liberty and
the wire toukl be 'fed on evenly. In the
absence of a lathe this method served

dealer. There are two high -frequency valves
and one rectifying valve.

admirably.

Every Part Accessible.
The set has been assembled -in such a way

when not in use. The valves, transformers,
terminals, etc., are mounted on ebonite
strips.

that all connections can be clearly followed.
The tuning coil is open on one side and the

top, the condensers are open, and the resistances,valves, and transformer connections

can be followed quite easily. To be of use

The set is built on an oak base, with a
cover in oak so that all can be closed in

Practice Makes Perfect.
The first messages were received on

November 24th, since when we have heard

Marconi Rouse,

Birmingham Broadcasting Station, and
Manchester Broadcasting Station.
Manchester comes
in sufficiently strong
to work the loud
speaker.

The Boy Scouts'
Evening Class, which

is greatly interested

in wireless, have a
class

in signalling,

and can send

or

receive Morse fairly

A piece of wood with a threaded peg through

the centre was firmly fixed on the axle, the
transformers screwed on, then one stroke of

the pedal put on one turn of wire. This
method was a great improvement on winding

think broadcasting should be controlled
by an advisory board consisting of scholars
and men of science.

I am, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

t

AUGUSTUS E. dour;

To the Editor of POPULAR Wramriss.

Dear Sir,-I wonder whether it is known
by readers of POPULAR WIRELESS that it is

possible to run a pair of 'phones from 'a

receiving set to any part of the house ?
I made this discovery last Sunday, when,

for a special reason, I wanted my nextdoor neighbours to hear 2 L 0 without
leaving the comfort of their own fireside.

I conceived the idea of connecting two

wires to the 'phone terminals of the ,,set --

which is a crystal one-and attaching the
'phone leads to the other end of the wires.
I then fixed another pair of 'phones to the
terminals on the set in the ordinary way,
and awaited five o'clock. Prompt on the
tick came 2 L O's chimes, and what was
more, through the 'phones I heard a voice
remark, " I say, it is coming through well."

session to take down

The voice was that of the listener in the
house next door, and we then discovered

a good many of the
messages sent. At
present they find it

that it was possible to carry on the conversation both ways by using the headphones
as receivers and transmitters. In view of

excellent practice

the fact that there was no local battery,

taking

the

this seems rather queer to me. We carried

on through the whole programme, ex-

The wiring of the

changing comments on the various items,

down
slower Morse.

The School Three -valve Set.

exactly what took place each time a switch
was moved or a knob turned ; obviously the
only method was to leave all uncovered and
have the connections on the top of the panel.
I have 10 transformers giving wave -lengths
from 180 to 4,000 metres. These were
wound on the axle of a treadle grindstone.

falsehood, as well as refinements and truth.
To guard against the former possibility,

we hope before the end of the
well ;

from an educational standpoint it was
necessary to be able to show to a class

casting, like that of the alphabet, may be
a means of disseminating vulgarity and

set can be followed by reference to the
accompanying diagram.

and it came through so well at the other
end that they announced their decision to
wait up for the 11.50 call-up from 2 L O.

Since then, I have made several experi-

RUB OUT THOSE LINES
A not infrequent cause of failure is through
omitting to rub out pencil lines made on the
underneath side of a panel during conathiction. These lines are really thin films of

conductive substance, and are capable of
causing considerable leakage.

ments in this line, and can honestly say
that with a 40 ft. run of wire from the
terminals to the 'phones, the clarity and

loudness of the items seem unaffected.
Yours very truly,

FRED B. LIDSTONE.

To the Editor, POPULAR WrareEss.

Sir,-It will interest you to know that,
using a crystal set, I can distinctly hear
5 I T, the Birmingham B. station, trans-

mitting telephony. This station is over 85

miles from my home where the set is installed, and the reception is no " freak," as
I can hear it any evening.
The set is self-made, and consists of :
Twin aerial 60 ft. long by 8 ft. between

the two wires, the wire used being 20
H7

S.W.G. enamelled ; height, average 36 ft.
Two -slide tuning inductance, using 30
S.W.G. enamelled wound for 11 inches on a

former 31 in. by 12 in.
" Perikon detector, and 8,000 ohms
Sullivan 'phones purchased from the City
Accumulator Co. I have also accomplished
the same feat using a silicon detector with
brass contact.
Yours very truly,
LEONARD Sr

Diagram of connections for Three -valve set described in the article above.

Buntingford, Herts.

P.
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Two
Symbols
When these two symbols appear in conjunction on a
Broadcasting Receiver, no further recommendation is
necessary. The one signifies that the instrument has
been approved by the Postmaster -General The other
tells you that the greatest brains in Wireless have directed
its manufacture. Look for both signs always. You will
find them only on

The

The Triumph of the Master Mind.
Your local dealer can supply you.

In case of difficulty apply to :

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED
(MARCONIPHONE DEPARTMENT), MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 2.

BEST BY TEST
Embody " IGRANIC

THE " RELIANCE "
RECEIVING CABINET.
P.O. Reg. No. 277.

CRYSTAL

91

Intervalve Transformers
in your Radio Set and obtain
maximum pleasure,

Itl

INCREASE YOUR RANGE.

ELIMINATE HOWLING
AND DISTORTION.

RELIANCE RADIO
SERVICE CO.

'

Consisting of Ebonite Panel in Oak Case, with
lid, Tuning Coil, 900 metre wave -length. OIL
Condenser, Patent Crystal Detector, Silicon or

Hertzite Crystal, Spring in small chuck, ball
joint action with Variable Pressure, the whole
totally enclosed in glass tube, thus eliminating
dust and damp.
Accessories include l'Pair Fellows 4,000 ohms
Double Headphones, 100 feet Stranded Copper
Wire, and 4 Insulators.
No further outlay. A guaranteed range of 20

miles for broadcasted concerts and will take
2 Pairs of Double Headphones with perfect

.

-Each Set tested and
guaranteed and we confi.

clearness.
fully

dently assert that for the price it

BRING OUT CLARITY
OF TONE IN FULLEST

is the most reliable yet offered to
the Public and it is manufactured
by one of the oldest firms in the

VOLUME.
Constructed on sound

trade.

...

Mechanical Lines,

Patent apphed for.

Write for Leaflets 117.2.

2236-Z.

8.

-7-6

PRICE COMPLETE
POST PAID.

Plus B.B.C. Royalty, 7/6
We have also a complete range of

Valve Sets in stock from £7 to

£24.

Call and inspect the
famous Fellophone 2 and 4 Valve

.R.A1-----'\--\)W

Prices £10 10s. and
£17 10s. respectively. Also the
Sets.

MANCHESTERIGRAMIC
BRADFORD

ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd ,../

NEWCASTLE

CARDIFF

14.....tigt\V
149, Queen Victoria Street,

Works :

BEDFORD,LONDON..

Fellocryst

Super Crystal

Set.

Price £4 7s 6d Demonstrations

given daily. Call and get satisfac.

Lion, no fancy prices but honest
value for money. Hours 10 a.m.
to 7P.M.
Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE CO.,

283, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London, E,C.I
'PHONE; CLERKEN WELL, 4290.
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if your usual dealer

The Ideal Valve for Reception

is unable to supply
tf.rite to our
nearest Depot

IS THE

for Leaflet

EDISWAN

ii.

"AR"

Its silent working, robustness of constructicn, and
economy in current consumption, make the Ediswan
" A R the ideal Valve both for the serious

BATTERIES
H.T. and L.T.

experimenter and the ordinary Broadcast receptionist.

Ediswan Batteries are
always dependable for
efficiency and service.

With a

" Ediswan" products
when buying Accu-

Burnham -on -Sea, thus proving its high sensitivity.

Ediswan Valve, telephony from
W.J.Z. (Newark, N.J.), was recently received at

Always insist on

single

Price 15/- each.

mulators or Dry Batteries.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.,
123/5, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4.

Contractors to H. M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force, etc.
BRANCHES : Aberdeen, Belfast, Bristol, Birmingham, Brighton, Cardiff, Dublin, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Hull, Leeds,
Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle -on -Tyne. Nottingham, Sheffield, Southampton, twanseat

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE

oliiiis .1 2
,,htnA

SCIENTIFIC"

Double Headbands, adjustable Ear -pieces, 4,000 £ s. d.

Telephones,

.1

.

Telephones, Double

Double

Telephones,
ohms
..

Headbands,-

adjustable Ear -pieces,

8,000

Headbands,

" Western Electrii,"

8,0e0

0

0

LOUDSPEAKER

6
-

...
11
6
Single Ear -pieces, with Cords, etc., 4,000 ohms ...
Owing to the enormous demand for above four items we are compelled

to take Mail Orders for above in strict rotation.

BROADCASTING SETS, STAMPED B.B.C.
Set No. 1. Crystal Receiver, highly efficient and guaranteed ... 1 15
Set No. 2. Crystal Receiver, mounted in Cabinet, tapped

Inductance, coarse and fine
Detector ...

Adjustment

tuning,- Special

2

2 -Valve Receiver, gives wonderful results, and is
highly efficient with Loud Speaker ...
... 9

2

0

5

0

Set No. 4.

Gecophone Sets and Accessories always in stock.

0

ALL TILE ABOVE PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF ROYALTIES.

SAFEGUARD YOURSELVES BY INSTALLING
B.B.C. SETS

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

Unassembled

s. d.

.001

8
6

.0003

5

6
0
0

Panel -Mounting

s. d,

12
10

9

6
6
6

In Celluloid Case
a. d.
15 0
13 0
11 0

HighTension Batteries, 4.5 Pocket -Lamp Batteries, per doz.
Inter -valve Transformers, Ratio 5-1 ...
...

Coil -Holders, 2 -way, anti -capacity handles
Coil -Holders, 3 -way, anti -capacity handles

...

...

5

15

10 0

15

...

Basket Coils, " Oojah " Set of 7, 150-4,500 m.
Slab Coils, " Oojah " Set of 8, 150-30,000 111.
Crystal Detectors, mounted on Ebonite ...
Perikon Detectors, Special Screw Adjustment

...

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, per 100 feet
Aerial Wire, 7/22 Enamel copper, per 100 feet

...
...

...

Inductance Coils, 12 in. by 4 in., wound 22 and 24 Enamel

7

0
0
6

2
4
3

6
6

3

3
6

5

..
...
...

0
0

4

6

NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READY
Post free on application

MAIL ORDERS. Please include sufficient postage. Balance refunded

THE WATERLOO ELECTRIC CO.,

Electrical & Wireless Engineers, 129, Waterloo Rd., London, S.E.1.
rh-pboun

HOC 5545

Open all day Saturday

One Mill. 1Vatertoo Station.

120 ohms

£1 18 6

The Very Latest

4
2,ohms,000
000

LOUD SPEAKER,

giving perfect
reproduction of
the voice and
music without
mechanical noises.

A really efficient
instrument cost-

II,

£2 2 0
Postage, etc..

1;6 extra.

ing the same as a pair of phones; four or

six of these may be used on one panel and
placed in different rooms if desired, giving
maximum volume.

THE SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
126, Newington Causeway (4 doors from Elephant and Castle), AND
8, Newington Causeway (Opposite London Sessions),
LONDON. S.E.1.
'Phone. Hop 4177
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THE PERFECT BROADCASTING VOICE.
In

the

article, specially written for POPULAR WIRELESS, a Physician
discusses the secrets of good voice production for Wireless Broadcasting.

following

By a PHYSICIAN.
THE human voice, in one sense the
of all the bodily mechanisms to understand, is yet, perhaps, the most
Mysterious of them all.
After the marvellous delicacy of the eye
with its lenses and refractors, or the infinite
complications of the ear, those two pale vocal
cords, which, using the laryngoscope, seem
like threads stretched across the windpipe,

are surely the last word in simplicity. A
child can learn in a few seconds that the
voice is produced by their vibrations, just
as a sound is produced when a tense piece
of elastic is made to vibrate by the fingers.
But how little, after all, such an explanation tells !

For this device of Nature is the most
wonderful of all instruments alike in it

range, its tone, its powers of emotional and
intellectual expression. So wonderful is it.,
indeed, that a beautiful voice becomes, very
often, its owner's most valuable possession.

By means of it he or she may, literally,

bewitch the senses of all within earshot.
Not only so, but there are beautiful

speaking voices, beautiful singing voices,
and' voices beautiful especially when large
audiences are being addressed. The charming

tones which, in a small room, seem so adequate are, frequently, utterly weak and ineffective when used on the public platform.

The voice of the orator, again, so full of
" colour " and enthusiasm, may be unbearable across a dinner -table.

Finally, speaking

voices which attract may, if an attempt is
made to use them as singing voices, repel
and distress.
Value of Breathing.
Whence this extraordinary

tive speaker for broadcasting purposes. One
of these qualities, undoubtedly, is a voicezbox

on one or other of these structures. If they
function carelessly, the whole effect of the
,
voice is spoiled.

which do not depend solely on Nature, and
which are, perhaps, of greater importance.
The first of these is correct breathing.
The voice, after all, is a wind instrument.

in a public hall may often be made distinct
and clear by the simple procoss of careful

of a particular shape, but there are others

Like an Sian harp it is stretched for the
breath of life to play on it. As the breath
blows so the harp plays.
Thus, short, jerky breaths, which must
be renewed continuously, and which break
in on the flow of speech, are detrimental to
success. The power behind the words,"
as it has been called, is spasmodic, and con-

sequently the intensity of the voice varies
continually.
another soft.

One word may be

loud,
In a room we largely discount

this by watching the speaker, and, as it

were, nuking allowances for him. But over
the telephone or in broadcasting that is im-

possible; and consequently the speaker is
condemned.
Careful Enunciation Necessary.

Correct breathing, in this respect, means
the use of a " full chest," from which the
wind passes slowly and steadily out through
the larynx. The incoming air is drawn
through the nose, and is so regulated that
the pressure in the " bellow's " is not permitted to fall.
More important even than this constant
flow of air is the correct breaking up of the
sounds which the voice -box produces.

This operation is accomplished by the
mouth, the teeth, the tongue, and the lips.

Every consonant depends for its expression

Thus a voice which is quite inaudible

enunciation.

The greatest enemy- of all is " slurring."

For example, if the two syllables of the
word " water " are fused into one, as is
often done by bad speakers, the word
becoines indistinguishable. Or, again, if
the " t " sound is weakened, the identity

of this word may be lost,
No Good Shouting.

It is a cardinal rule of telephone, and so
of broadcasting, speech that every syllable
must be sounded and every consonant given
its full value.

than

his better to say

can -del "

mad/ " when pronouncing the word

candle. Close at hand that separation of
syllables may sound like affectation ; but to a

distant listener there is no such suggestion.

One of the advantages of this clear and

easeful enunciation is that, at once, the
necessity for shouting is got rid of. Shouting
in public speaking is always bad. It means
that an attempt is being made to compensate

by mere noise for lack of intelligence and
training.

It is not far removed from the

shouts of the uneducated Englishman into
the Frenchman's ear. And, as a rule, it is
not more effective.

This is the last rule of good speaking-

asca quiet vice, a low tone.

It is the -most

difficult of all rules to learn and observe,
because the moment the idea of distance

enters our minds the idea of loudness

arises. In broadcasting loudness is a fault.
The object of the broadcaster is to punctuate a current with words," not to speed
those words on their way. Punctuation in

range

Where the secret of this infinite variety

Let us admit at once that we scarcely
The laws of acoustics, even as

know.

this respect is but another name for pro-

applied to public buildings, are at present so

nunciation.

little understood that great halls are often
designed on mistaken theories, and found,

Even so, however, the broadcaster has
other lessons to learn. He may possess a

when built, to be almost " impossible " from
the point of view of speakers or singers.

fine voice, he may use it finely, and his
word -formation may be beyond reproach.
and yet he may fail.

Some men, as is well known, can speak
in a whisper in the largest building and be

For, in, truth, speaking is not alone a

heard by every other occupant of it, whereas
others, shouting their loudest, are inaudible.

matter of speech.

of the shape of the " voice -box," or larynx.
And, in so far as it depends on physical form,
it lies outside of any possibility of improve-

and badly by a great one are not the same
words at all. The great actor has it every

It is a matter also of emotion and thought.
The same words spoken well by a bad actor

This is a question, primarily, of timbre,

time, no matter what his voice may be like.
For his emotions are alive. He feels

ment or alteration. Just as there are pretty
girls or ugly ones, so there are " carrying '

what he says.
This is perhaps the secret of secrets. -

voices and voices which will not carry.

But when that has been said the subject
is. by no means disposed of. For there is

trained himself.

For, while there may be little scope for tone
of the emotional kind in a mere news reci.tation, the scope is greater than is generally
supposed. Some people instantly establish
contact" with their audiences whether
seen or hidden. Their voices respond ; the
horrible " parrot tones " of the indifferent
person are not heard.

effective gramophone speaker, and the effec-

quality of responsiveness. But all may cultie
vate that interest in, and enthusiasm or, their
work which is the essential of its success.

probably no faculty which can be so greatly
improved or educated as the human voice.

Let no one forget that the Greek orator
Demosthenes, the greatest orator of the
ancient world, was a halting, stammering

speaker until, by sheer force of will, he
The qualities ,of voice which make the
effective public speaker are those which
make the effective telephone speaker, the

It is not given to all men to possess the

Smashed insulators and aerial switch at the
Turkish station, Bagdad, 1917.

r
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GEARY'S FREAK.
By HIGHAM BURLAC.

CEARY was elected President of the

the institute-p'eaps affiliate us to the

Clapham and -Environs Electric Wave

National Physical Laboratory. D'you think
there's any chance of my going as a delegate
to the next Radio Convention ? "
" Well, you might walk there-and go as
a walking delegate," I replied.
" And, of course," continued Geary, " I

Institute, chiefly because he had a

spare sitting -room and a really good
Sphero-elliptical Non-skid 'Anti-capacita-

tive Warranted All -wire coil winder. The
" Clapham Free Advertiser " devoted ten
lines to. this momentous appointment, referring to Geary as " the popular wizard of
Chestnut Gardens, , to wit, Mr. Aloysius

shall have to get a degree of some sort.
Carries, weight. Looks well. I've got a

Second Class Society of Arts Certificate for
clay modelling.. Got it in '94. Any good,
d'ye think ? Member Royal Society of Arts ?
Could I be a B.Sc. now I'm married ? "
" I doubt it," I said sadly. " I've known
several fellows who got their Inter. and then
married. They never even smelt the Final
after that. Love and learning don't mix."
After that Geary appeared as the hero of a
series of smudgy photographs in the " Advertiser," the " Daily Delineator," and other
moulders of public opinion. Sometimes he

Geary."

The. paragraph in Whieh this gem scintillated was headed :
.LOCAL SCIENTIST FOUNDS IN.

STIT UTE.

SAYS WILL STARTLE EUROPE.

The editor must have been studying an
odd copy of the " Boston Bi-Weekly Bugle -

'Blast " in his barber's or the dentist's, for
the account of Geary's elevation was preceded by a human document entitled.
" Nonagenarian Beaver Bites Patrolman."
The " beaver " was poor old Sam Cock,
burn, who regularly every Saturday night
was collected' from the, steps of the Three
Bells

was depicted leaning ponderously against
" the largest receiver ever built " ; sometimes he posed in company with Dwarf

by

Wireless ; Radio get in a thimble." Once he
paid a local photographer seven -and -sixpence

Geary's ten lines

to produce a picture of a Geary tea -fight.
This atrocity Was reproduced in the
" Weekly Hobbyhorse," entitled " Clapham

in a highly. -glazed condition

Sergeant Mullins, the star of the Clapham
constabulary. Again,
were- followed by :

family goes the pace. Winkles and wireless."

MAYOR SMITH HORN SWOGGLES THE

One day Geary-don't think I dislike

MODS.

Geary-showed me a visiting card, inscribed

A. Geary, F.R.E.A.K.
" Why say so, Geary ? " I said.
" Wodger mean ? That's a degree. It
stands for Fellow of the Radio -Electrical
-

Academy, Kansas."
How much ? " I asked, feeling faint.
" Twenty. dollars. I've got a diploma."

" Good for you," I replie. " What are
you going to do 'about it ? "
"01i, it will look 'fine in print. Send the
membership up, too," he answered.
Oh, my friend," I Said, " unless a special
intervention occurs; I fear for you. Go Ironic
and light the copper fire With'your diploma,
and study the life of plain Michael Faraday."
*

There's a little cherub who sits up aloft
to keep an eye on us.' That's a fact. For
before a week had passed Geary's licenee
was

cancelled

because

he

intercepted

Leafield and blew fourteen Government
messages into the High Street so vocifer-

ously that the Boy Scouts sent out a general
rally call, and disorganised, the traffic. Then
Geary's landlord objected to the aerial, and

pulled it down at night. Lastly, young

Bill Geary contracted scarlet fever, and the
club left the premises hastily.
There's a highly moral story for. You.

LABS AND FROGS BEAT HIM TO IT.

This seems to refer to the Municipal
Election-but no matter.
In a month the Gearys were living in

STABILITY IN CRYSTAL
ADJUSTMENT.

three rooms: The club occupied the other
seven rooms and most of the garden. The
club manufactured a scraggy -looking crystal
receiver and about four hundred coils, after

which the coil winder had to be sent to
the makers, in Upper Silesia, for re -treading

and boiler overhaul. Then Geary printed
the second month's syllabus, which I have
great pleasure in reproducing :
Nov. 1. Lecture : How to make a Grid Leak.

A. Geary (Prey.).
Nov. 4. Coil-wineling and Morse practice.
Nov. 7. Lecture : Wireless in the W.A.A.C. in
the next war. Miss 0. Geary.

Nov. 12. Excursion to, gas. works.
Nov. 16. Coil -winding. Research work on a
Leclanch6.
Nov. 20. Lecture : The Asymmetry of Valve
- Legs : A Theory of Staggering. A. Geary (Pres. ).Nov. 24. Lecture : Defects of coil -winders ;
their causes and romedios. A. Geary (Pres.).
Nov. 27 : Morse practice (or) Buzzer repairs.
Nov. 30. Demonstration to Press.

The demonstrator was the. president ; the
derionstrated was the president's Armstrong
super -regenerative receiver, improved by

the president ; the demonstratee was a
pink -eyed youth from the " Advertiser,"
who, after drinking a quart of coffee, went

WHEN one has the good luck to become

possessed of a crystal of very high
sensitivity one's satisfaction is apt
to be qualified by the frequency with which

it requires readjustment to keep it on its
best performance. -The advice has even been
given that these supersensitive crystals

Fig. 2 shows the complete " fit up."

by permitting of firmer contact, can be
trusted to keep their adjustment for a considerable time.

A contributor has recently told us that
the sensitive spots on some crystals are less
in dimension than the point of a needle. It

97e7urc t.

can therefore be seen that a degree of

vibration hardly, or not at all, perceptible

to our senses may be relatively a pretty
considerable shaking up to these micro-

scopic areas, and we need not be surprised

and a general flavour of night -school
" composition."

Therefore I sought to improvise some
arrangement to combat this with such

The triumph swept Geary's head from

made.

efficiency accepted of those crystals which,

home and dished up half a column of

his shoulders.
" Burlae," he confided, " we are creeping
into the world's Press. Give me sufficient
publicity and the Government will endoW

so successfully that no alteration has been

should be avoided on account of their refractoriness in this respect and the lower

that it suffices -to disturb the light contact of
the catwhisker with the tiny sensitive
spot.

parodied Kipling with patches of Begbie

The rubber tubing was wound round the
box as in Fig. 1, snugly but without stretching, each turn overlapping the previous one

materials as were at hand.
A 'flat tobacco tin, dimensions 4i in. by

in. by 1 in. deep, and a length of discarded cycle inner tube were all the ap3

pliances used.

1..c.iirre 2.
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PART IV -WHAT IS ELECTRICITY ?
By MICHAEL EGAN.

THE question which the title of this
article expresses is one which must
present itself to the mind of every

wireless amateur the moment he begins to

get really interested in his new hobby.
Electricity is the vital thing that animates

all wireless instruments, both receivers and
transmitters, and no one can be content to
operate a wireless apparatus for long
without becoming obsessed with a desire to
know something of its mysterious character.
Simple enough as the question is, however,

the plain fact had better be stated at once

that it has never yet been satisfactorily
answered.

Many people, of course, have

attempted to describe how it acts, and what
it does, but no one has yet succeeded in
explaining what it is. Various theories
have been put forward from time to time.
It was thought at one period, for instance,
to be a " kind of fluid." But that has long
since gone the way of all theories, and
to -day we may well be as far from under

standing its real nature as were the early
Greeks who first " discovered " it.

An early Greek once observed that a

piece of amber, when rubbed on the hand,
became possessed of the power to lift small
pieces of paper.

This was the first electrical

experiment we know of, and it is from the
Greek word for amber (elektron) that our
term electricity is derived. Having said
which, I don't propose to waste any more

time on the dear old Greeks. I might
write reams on what they did, and what
they didn't, without helping in the least to
give the reader a clearer
nature of electricity.

general

tricity.

carrying wire the lower the resistance and
the greater the quantity of electricity that
will flow in a given time.
How It Is Produced.

Again, the pressure of the water at the

source that feeds the pipe has a direct effect

upon the quantity of water -that will flow
through the pipe in a minute. Suppose the
pipe is fitted to the bottom of a small tank,

and that it takes one minute to collect a

pint of water in a jug from the other end of
the pipe. If, now, you wanted to get a
much quicker supply of water you would
have to do either of two things.

You could either transfer the pipe to a

much larger tank, capable of holding more
water and, therefore, of exerting a greater
pressure ; or you could achieve the same

effect by employing a pipe with a larger
cross-section, whilst using the same tank.
You could also, of course, use a medium.
sized tank in conjunction with a mediumsized pipe. The point to notice in connection with this is that the rate of supply -

of water at the lower end of the pipe de

pends upon two things : (1) the pressure at

the source, and (2) the resistance of the
pipe. The greater the pressure, or the

smaller the resistance, the quicker -the rate
of flow from the mouth of the pipe.
In all important respects these same
factors are met with in dealing with electricity. Electricity must always flow from
some definite source, big or small ; and the

In spite of the fact that it is, scientifically,
incorrect to describe electricity as a " kind
of fluid," this may serve as a very useful
introductory definition for the beginner.
An intangible and invisible fluid would be
better. Anyhow, it behaves, in many

respects, similar to a fluid. It can flow
along a wire, as water flows along a pipe,
and it can be made to pour out of the end
of the wire, as water can be made to pour
out of a pipe. When it is poured out of
of

greater the pressure exerted by that source,

the greater the cross-section of the
carrying wire, the greater will be the amount
of current that will flow through the wire in
a given time.
or

There are two ways of " making " elec-

tricity ; one is chemical, the other physical.

When it is produced chemically it is con-

tained

in

lators " or

primary batteries, " accumu-

dry cells ; " when produced

physically or mechanically, it comes from a
revolving dynamo. In either case, the
above rules hold good.
The First Law.
In ordet to simplify electrical calcu-

lations, certain " units " of electricity have

been adopted, just as we have units of

measure, weight, time, etc. The electrical
unit of pressure is the " volt," the unit of
resistance

is the " ohm," and the unit of

current is the " ampere." Since the current
is directly proportional to the pressure and
inversely proportional to the resistance, we

may therefore formulate the first law of
electricity, namelyThe current or quantity of current- that
will flow per second
pressure

resistance

or amperes -

volts
ohms

A little reflection will soon make the
beginner familiar with the significance of

this law, after which he will be to no small
degree fitted for studying the application of
electricity to wireless.

idea of the

A GLOSSARY OF RADIO TERMS.

Something Like Water.

the end

The, thicker the cross-section of the

wire, however, it

visible-in the form of a " spark."

becomes

Similarly, the energy which the electricity

in the wire, and the water in the pipe,

possess can be utilised to perform some
useful work. The water can be made to
fill the bath, for instance ; and the electricity can be made to fill, or " charge -up," a
transmitting aerial. Moreover, they can

both be made to perform some special
mechanical operation. A water -stream can
be utilised for the purpose of turning a mill
wheel ; a stream of electricity can be used

for turning a wheel on an electric motor.
A pipe, of course, offers a certain amount
of resistance to the passage of water ; the

smaller the cross-section of the pipe the
gieater the resistance and the smaller the
quantity of water that can flow per second,
or per minute. It is the same with elec.

AERIAL.-A term used to define the

wire from which electric energy is radiated

into the ether and also the wire by which

the radiated energy is received.
ALTERNATING CURRENT.-A current
which flows first in one direction and then
in the opposite. A single alternation is called
a cycle. Commercial alternating currents
are composed of 60 cycles a second. The
number of cycles in the alternating currents
used in wireless is many thousands a second.
AMPLIFIER.-A term used to define the

means of amplifying the electrical effect
detected. The electron valve may be used
as an amplifier.

AMPLITUDE.-The crest of every wave
grows from zero to maximum value. The
latter value is the amplitude, and is ascertained by measuring the height of the wave
crest.

AUDIO FREQUENCY.-When vibrations are audible to the human ear, they
have audio frequency. Frequencies below
10,000 cycles per second are regarded as
audio frequencies.

CAPACITY.-A term chiefly used in

connection with condensers.

A condenser

stores up electrical current, the amount

depending en the capacity. Capacities are

measured in farads. The farad, however, is
far ter:, large for practical wireless work ; the
unit generally used is the microfarad
(mfd.), or one millionth of n farad.
CLOSE COUPLING.-When mutual
inductance is caused by amounting the

primary and the secondary of a tuning coil very close to each other, this arrangement
is known as " close coupling."
CONDENSER.-See Capacity."

The condenser stores up electricity. A
condenser is used in wireless for collecting
energy and putting circuits into resonance
so as to tune them.
CONTINUOUS WAVE.-A continuous

wave is a wave in the ether which has a
constant amplitude. It is an undamped

wave and travels far.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR.-A detector in
which a rectifying crystal is used to receive
electrical effects in such a manner that they
can be made audible in the 'phones.

DETECTOR.-Any contrivance which
transforms the electrical vibrations set up
in the receiving aerial into audible sounds.

DIRECT CURRENT.-An electric current'flowing constantly in one direction.
(To be continued next week.)
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BEGINNERS' SUPPLEMENT

HOW THE TELE-

HINTS ON AERIALS.
is as well to be very definite on all points

connected with wireless, because so
little can rest between excellent results
and complete failure. For instance, a
spider's web connecting the wires of an
aerial to the damp branches of a. tree has
-

-

PHONES WORK.

enters the house, the best plan is to employ
long telephone leads.

IT is perhaps not necessary to point out,

Make the Most Of It.
Because it is impossible to light lamps or

the rectified signals received, into sound.
The manner in which this is accomplished,
however, may not be so well known. The
functioning of the telephone earpiece depends primarily upon the action of an electro-magnet, and its influence upon a thin

even to the veriest novice, that the
receiving telephones are used to convert

make big sparks with- the current received
frequently caused complete loss of signals. on a wireless aerial, it is quite reasonable to
Having mentioned that, doubtless you will - presume that it cannot jump away through
the insulating material of, for instance, bell
see that none of the members of the " Arachnida " family spin their delicate curtains on wire or lighting flex. Therefore such mate- disc of soft iron known as the diaphragm.
rial is often employed for the lead-in, and is
It is an elementary fact that if a length
your aerial, but that is not sufficient.
run through a small hole in a window frame of wire is wound in the farm of a -spiral, and
The point is that the actual aerial wire and fastened to the wall with staples with- a current of electricity passed through them
should not be so close to the branches of a out further insulation. That is a mistake. wire, the coil will possess definite magnetic
tree, or the ivy on a wall, that it will be pos- It is not an ordinary small current of elec- properties, one end becoming a South Pole
sible for them to do so. That is one step tricity that is being dealt with.
- and the other end a North Pole.
towards efficiency. Suspend the aerial as
Although it is small it is what is known
This is because " lines of force " are set
far away. from trees, walls, etc., as possible, as a high -frequency current, and has the
and rather than employ the Utmost limits - power of escaping to earth through paths that up about the conductiag wire by the current
of electricity and create a magnetic field
of length available, and in so doing bringing
would be quite impossible for ordinary curit to within a foot or two of such energy -ab- rents to traverse. Therefore, if you want to similar to that surrounding an ordinary
sorbing obstructions, make up the length with make the most of your wireless outfit, care- " horseshoe " or bar magnet of the permastrong cord or rope-separated, of course, fully consider that, and employ, a lead-in nent type. The strength of this field
from the wire by the insulatorg. Remember tube of ebonite or glass. Rubber tubing can be considerably increased by, winding
spiral round a soft iron core which in
that height is the all-important factor-not can be used or even that thickly rubber - the
most telephone receivers is permanently,
length.
covered high-tension cable that is used on although weakly, magnetised.
motor -cars, but if permanency is required
it is not advisable to do so, because, unless
Points to Consider.
vulcanised, rubber will quickly deteriorate Undesirable but Unavoidable.
The most probable cause of " falling off ''
One end of the permanently magnetised
exposure to the elements.
during rainy weather is that moisture is with
Such a lot has been said about soldering core is always exerting a certain amount of
collecting on the insulators .and thus forming
the lead-in to the horizontal wires that the pull upon the diaphragm which tends to
a path over which the received current will new amateur is liable to wonder whether in draw the centre of the diaphragm nearer
tend to flow . to earth instead of going the case of a single -wire aerial he should cut to the electro-magnet and away from the
through the set. A good tip to prevent this the wire in order to be able to do so. He position that it would normally occupy.
happening is to smear a line of vaseline argues that the one single length can be
There is therefore a steady magnetic field
around the middle of the. insulator every employed by twisting it at the insulator,
existing between the magnet and the dianow and then.
binding it, and running the one continuous phragm. If a current is now passed through
Now take the lead-in, the wire that con- length straight down to the set.
the winding of the eleetro-magnet it will
Theoretically there arc arguments against either strengthen the existing polarity of the
nects the horizontal aerial wires to the set.
This should take the straightest line pos- doing so, but practically it has -not been core or have the reverse effect, according to
sible; should -1w free froni angles; clear of the - proved to cause any appreciable-deteriora-. the direction in which it flows round the
roof and walls, and should not be run round, tion of- signal strength. -Therefore, use one wire.
the house like electric lighting wires. If it continual length of wire by all, means, but
This means that a variation takes place
is desired to listen -in in a room any great where necessary solder all joints, because in the steady magnetic field between the
distance from -the point where- the lead-nr twisted joints are very liable to cause trouble'. diaphragm and the magnet, the pull upon
-

-

the diaphragm being either increased or
lessened. In the case of received signals
which continually vary in value, the dia

phragm is alternately attracted and repulsed

by the electro-magnet-in other words, it
vibrates according to the variation in the
magnetic field influencing it.

It is a succes-

sion of these vibrations that the human ear

registers as one note or buzz, commonly
referred to as a " signal."

The high resistance of some earpieces,
running into thousands of ohms, is due to
the fact that the core of the eleetro-magnet,
which of necessity is very small, is wound

with a very thin wire, because the more
turns that can be wound upon the bobbin,
the greater the resultant magneto -motive
force, which depends upon the amount of
current flowing in the coil in addition to the

number of turns of wire taken round the

An eighteen -valve modern wireless transmitter stied for telephony 27:d continuous wave work.

core. The resistance is an undesirable factor, but unfortunately is unavoidable in the
case of telephone windings.
The diaphragm- is usually supported by
the outer case or shell of the earpiece, and a
cover which keeps it firmly in position is
screwed on to a threaded turn on the outer

case.

.
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HOW A CRYSTAL SET WORKS.
In this article the beginner will find a simple explanation of how the crystal set works. Next week some valuable advice on tracing
"faults " on a crystal set will be given, and subsequently valve sets will be dealt with in the same way.

By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
previous article I presented an easy

IN amethod of grappling with the problem
of " How does it work ? " in connection

with a wireless receiving set, but only in

respect of tuning it to receive long or short
wave -lengths. I am now going to carry on

just a little way further and hope that by

the time you have read this second article,
the whole theory of how a crystal detector
receiving set receives wireless signals will be

clear to you.

When I say the " whole

theory," I mean all that you need to worry
about-leave the mathematics to the

scientists.
More work, longer wave -lengths, was the
essence of my previous article. The more

" area of spread," which is Primarily the
area of the plates of what is known as the
variable condenser, and the more turns of
wire on the tuning coil that that little

appointment takes place hundreds of
thousands of times in a second, and therefore

the current that we have diverted and

caused to flow through an alternative path
will be flowing backwards and forwards at
the same huge rate.
Now, supposing we put a valve in that
electrical " ditch ' so that the current can

flow through one way but not the other.
Picture the river and the imaginary diverting ditch ; if we put a valve in that latter,

then, when the river was flowing in one

direction, a little of the water would divert
and flow through the ditch ; but when the
liver was flowing in the opposite direction
no water would be'diverted and flow through
the alternative channel because of the valve

current of electricity induced by the wireless

which would only allow the water to flow
in one direction through the ditch. Therefore, we have water flowing through the
ditch, but only in one direction.

took to do so, and we had to give it just the
right amount of work to do, so that it could

Introducing the Detector.
Splendid ! We will then put a valve in -

run from the aerial through the set to the
earth and back again to the aerial just in
time to be pushed off again by the energy
supplied by the next one of the series of

our wire that is diverting some of the current
from the inductance. Now what is known as
a ystal detector, which is a small piece of

wave had to travel through, the longer it

waves.

Imagine yourself trying to push -a swing

more or less times per minute than the

swing was swinging, and after you'd hurt

your hands and the swing had stopped,
you'd realise that you were acting in the

mineral crystal pressing against a piece of
metal wire or another crystal, will act as a
valve, as it only allows a current of electricity to pass through 'it in one direction,
the reason why need not concern us.

Having put a valve in the diverting

electrical " ditch," we have a current
manner of a wireless wave that was trying. passing through it in one direction only
to " swing " a wireless set that wasn't

while the main " river," or current, is still
rapidly and comfortably rushing backwards
and forwards through the coil of wire known
as the inductance coil.
Through the 'Phones.
What happens if the wireless waves increase

or decrease in size but not length ? In
other words, if they increase to the corres-

ponding size of an Atlantic 40 ft. high wave,
or decrease .to the proportional height of an

ornamental pond ripple, or stop altogether
every now and then ? Why, simply that the
main current flowing backwards and
forwards through the coil will increase or

decrease in size and keep stopping and
starting.
So will our smaller diverted
current which is flowing in one direction

only through that other little channel which
contains that valve the crystal detector.
Supposing we make the diverted current
flow through not only a detector, but also a
pair cf telephone receivers, surely I haven't

taken you along so fast that you cannot
turn now to the article about telephone
receivers cn another page and say you
know how a crystal detector receiving set
works ?

In simple reasoning you have a current of
electricity flowing in one direction through
a pair of telephone receivers which increases

and decreases in strength, and at certain
intervals stops and starts, so there I will
leave you to connect up the two stories
yourself.

tuned .to the right .wave -length.
An Electrical "Ditch."

Anyway, we will presume that the little
current of electricity is finding its " push "
just at the right time and is rushing backwards and forwards through the set.
In other words, by adjusting condenser
knobs and inductance slides or knobs you
are tuned in. correctly to a certain station.
The small current of electricity will, during
its double journey, rush backwards and

forwards through the inductance coil just
like the water would rush up and .down a
river if the tide rose and fell very rapidly.
Well, supposing we take that analogy
another step further and dig a ditch by the
side of our imaginary river and run each end
of the ditch into the river. A certain amount

cqg tKf NsED
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of the water would divert into this ditch
and flow up and down it in time with tho
up and down flow in the river.
Back to our coil of wire.

We will connect

a wire to each end of the coil, that will then

divert a little of the flow of that small

current of electricity which will flow
backwards and forwards through this wire
in' time with that which flows through the
coil. Right ! Then we have diverted some
of the current and can do what we like with
it without 'putting that initial little current
out of its step. It is quite free to carry out
its journey and keep its regular appointment
.,
with the next wave.
So far so good. but its double journey and

The Lavender Hill " Pavilion " at which Cinema Theatre this station is installed, is run In conjunction

with the well-known " Pavilion " at Marble Arch; where is situated the very fine and completely

equipped installation belonging to and constructed by the Chief Engineer, Mr. Basil Davis. Both these
stations are Test Stations for Messrs: The Wireless Equipment Ltd., Radio Engineers, No, 90, Charing
Cross Rd., London, W.C.2. This station 2 X L, may often be heard working to 2 B Z and to 2 0 M at
Brentford, both too well known to need any further comment. The station at 2 X L has been built more
or less with the definite object in view of being, when finished, a complete and essentially up-to-datA
looking low power transmitting and receiving station.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR BEGINNERS.
NOTE. --On this page the beginner will find a selection of questions and answers which will concisely deal with many little
problems met within the erection of a wireless receiver. Readers are invited to send their queries to the Technical Dept., Room 138,
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, where they will be carefully and promptly dealt with. Replies are
sent by post free of any charge.

Q.

Will a bell battery work a valve set ?

A.

No.

This type of battery does not

give enough current to light a valve for any
length of time.
*

*

If wireless waves are ether waves,
why is it that we do not feel them ?
Q.

A.

This is rather a deep question to

answer here. The ether is a peculiar Undefmed substance which is said to permeate
everything. It exists and fills the space
between all the tiny atoms of which various
substances are composed: A wireless wave

sets the ether in .a state of vibration, each

particle of ether bumping into the next.
This forms ,a wave. Thus it is the wave
that travels along, not the ether 'itself.
Also, as it exists between the particles of
which we are made, it is not likely that we
should feel its motion, as we do that of the
wind, for instance.

What is meant by an oscillation ?
A. Theterm used to denote rapid surging backwards and forwards. In the case
of an eleCtric current, the current rushes
up and doWn the conductor at a very rapid
Q.

rate.

*

*

*

Why is it that some stations oan be
heard farther away ,than others ?
A. Because they use more power, .and
thus cause, more energy to be put into the
ether waves. This naturally causes them
to travel farther.
Q.

Q.

Should an aerial be cleaned periodi-

cally ?
A. This is not absolutely necessary,

but it will tend to keep the aerial working at
its maximum efficiency. In any case, the
insulators should be periodically overhauled
and cleaned, as accumulations of soot and
dirt cause leakage, and therefore .weakened
signals.
*

*

Q.. Must the aerial be of any particular

size or shape ?
A. No ; it should be as.long and as high
as,possible, taking into account the Government regulations. These, of course, limit,

the size to 100 feet combined height and
length. Thus an aerial 25 feet high at its
highest point above ground can only be
75 feet long. This length also includes
the length of wire used- for the lead-in.

accumulators. Unfortunately, it is rather
costly, each valve costing about £2 10s.

Q. What is meant by the " sensitive

point " of a crystal ?

A. The sensitive point on a crystal

*

crystal, or

A.

about three feet in the ground, or a water pipe ; both make very good earth connections.

Gas -pipes are not to be adVised.
*

Q.

*

*

Does it matter how long the earth

lead is ?

A. This should always be as short as
possible. If it has to be rather long-more

than 12 feet-several wires of thick gauge
should be employed.
*

silicon

*

*

are both very good

detectors. Hertzite is also a reliable crystal.
*

What is the beit earth to use ?
Either a large metal plate buried

*

Q. What are the best crystals to use ?
A. Probably the most sensitive is galena,
but this crystal requires careful adjustment
very frequently. Permanite, a " prepared "

*

Q.

is

that point where the contact must be made
in order that the received signals may be
bcst heard. Owing to the structure of
crystals, it is found that they conduct and
rectify better when contact is made at (Tr=
tarn spots than when it is made at others.
These spots are called " sensitive points."

*

*

Q. What is meant by saying an aerial

is " directional " ?

A. This means that the aerial

is so

placed that it will receive from one direction

better than from any other. To attain this

property, the lead-in end of the aerial
should point towards .the particular station

for which the aerial is desired to be directional.

Q. What
system ?

is

meant by the " unit"

A. This is an arrangement in the con-

struction of wireless sets whereby various

Why are crystal receivers not suit-

What size accumulator is needed for
a three -valve set ?

To ensure that the battery will :not

The crystal is not such a .sensitive
detector as the valve, and .needs -a --vom-

need charging too frequently, a.6volte60 or
80 ampere -hour accumulator shcadd be

connecting up -a few terminals, instead of
having to re -build. the whole set. It is very

*

Q.

*

*

able for ranges over 20 miles ?
A.

paratively large amount of energy to inmate

This means that it must be fairly near

it.

the transmitting station in order that it

may give satisfactory results. This eapetially applies to the reception of telephony.
Q.
A.

Can a crystal be used as areamplifier .?
No. It is merely useful as a detector.

Q.

A.

employed.

*

*

What is the L.T. valve that is
advertised ?
A. It is a fairly new type of valvewhich
Q.

requires a very small ..current to .wank it.
The:letters stand for Low Temperatureoand
tthe valve is designed so that a dry cell can
!be used to light it, thus doing away with

circuits can be added at will by simply

useful in the case of the amateur who wishes

to begin in a small way and then add
gradually to his set without having to
re -design his apparatus.

Q. What are atmospherics ?

A. This is the name given to stray
charges of electricity in the atmosphere
which when collected by the aerial cause a
peculiar crackle in the receiving telephones.

What are hertzite, permanite,asilicon,
and galena ?.
A. These are different forms of crystals.
Hertzite and permanite are specially prepared forms of the mineral galena. .4frlicon
also is another mineral used for the detection
of wireless signals.
Q.

*

What is a loud speaker ?
A. An adaptation of Ilse telephone which
enables the received signals or music to be
heard all over. a room or hall. it takes. the
place of the head telephone .reeeivers.
Q.

*-

What is a frame aerial?
A. An aerial which is used indoors or
where a .portable aerial as required. It
Q.

consists of a number of turns of wire wound
round a wooden:frame, and these wires -take

the place of _the usual outdoor aerial and
collect the incoming wireless waves.

Dlr. I. Polley's home-made receiver, Corporation Huts, Eastbourne.
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The constructional
Articles alone are
worth the shilling!
SOONER or later, every Wireless en-

those who want a more elaborate Set;

some components for one. Even if he -is
not generally ". handy " with . tools he
will find no difficulty in following out the
constructional articles contained in

show how to build up a Valve Panel, an
Amplifying Panel, a Winder for making

thusiast wants to try his hand at
building his own Set, or, at least,

MODERN WIRELESS because they
are so clearly explained and so well
illustrated.
8

In No. r, for instance, now on sale,
several designs are given for Broadcast
Receivers which may be built up at

full working instructions arc given for the
construction of a super -sensitive 5 -Valve
Receiver with a radius of 4,000 miles.
Besides these, other constructional articles
your own Coils, a Telephone Transformer,
a Vernier Condenser, and many others.

It is the excellence of such dependable
Articles as these whiCh has created such a
huge demand for Modern Wireless.
Reprints of No. r to date already 'amount

fo the amazing total of 100,000 copies
-surely a record for any Magazine.
You may be sure that every Article -either

home from the simplest of materials
and at ridiculously low cost. For

theoretical-, practical or constructional, appear-

ing in MODERN WIRELESS 'is thoroughly

dependable. - The -Editor, John Scott -Taggart

No. 2 Out

Feb. 26

F. Inst.' P.,--th6 well known authority on the

Thermionic Valve-is assisted by Paul D.
Tyers and E. Redpath and a fully qualified
staff.

Obtainable from all Booksellers and Newsagents, but in case of special difficulty send
1/3 direct to Publishers :

nadir( Totezz Ktd.

PUBLISHERS OF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.2.

01)ERN

IRELESS

THE GREAT NEW WIRELESS MONTHLY MAGAZINE
`''?SHALL AD
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but not an absolute ultimate,
since our whole body of experience rests
in it. It should be realised that our
visible world and the invisible world of
mate,

THE VIBRATION.

vibration are one and the same viewed from
different standpoints : the one of space and

Another brilliant article from the pen of Mr. John Hill. These articles are primarily
intended for the experimenter and serious student, but the general reader will find
much food for thought in the various problems connected with Radio which Mr. Hill
discusses in this journal' from time_to time.

It is not so realised
because we are in the habit of accepting
only the special seat of observation. Yet
the other of motion.

By JOHN HILL
HOW would the theory Of wireless stand

in the absence of any idea of the
vibration ?

There could hardly be a theory. We -are
told that the atoms everywhere are constantly
vibrating and generating waves in the ether,

by means of which wireless messages are
carried. The theory of wireless, then, has
its definite beginning with the vibration as
the primary unit. Properly speaking, the
theory does not begin with the ether. -The
ether is the assumed intermediary between
the vibration and the wave. As Sir Oliver
Lodge has pointed out in these pages, there
is no theory of the ether ; .it is pure, ,although
necessary, assumption. Hence the vi-

bration is little understood, and is also
called " oscillation " and " alternation,"
according to taste.
Indeed, interpretation - "-according to
taste " is not unknown these days ; much ex-

planation of facts, wireless and otherwise,
is of a surface character and liable to considerable modification. if we begin with

an assumption-the ether-we end more or
As a result, practice
advances beyond theory, but at the cost of
a deal of needless labour in experiments.
After all, theory is the.interpretation of that
less with assnmption.

invisible world which is the other side of our
world of .sensible experience. Still, it may
be argued that since the practical operation
of wireless is advancing we need not worry

about the lack of a truly theoretical basis.
But if Clerk Maxwell's philosophic inquiry
led to the actual discovery of free electric

waves, how much may the practice

of

wireless be further extended by rescuing the

vibration from the intermediation of the
unknowable ether in establishing vibratory
motion as constitutional of an omnipresent
and scientifically familiar medium in the

ab4ence of which wireless would be impossible ?

Eluding Our Grasp.

Some years have passed since I worked
out, on phfiosephic grounds, that there is
no difference in kind between planetary
process and the process of consciousness or
any other. Now comes the discovery of the
constitution of the atom being in the nature
of a planetary system built up of electrons.

But there is no unanimity with regard to

details, presumably becausenf a leaning on

the part of the physicists toward the old
notion of space and . motion as having

separate existence One opinion is that thee
electronic system is like our own planetary
system ; wrartther that it is more like Saturn.
Is it possible to come to closer -grips with the
problem ? Yes, if we supplement physical
research with philosophic inquiry. In

doing so we may find a substitute for the
ether, one within the bounds of -experience,

and therefore capable of providing a truly
theoretical basis of avireless.

Crookes said, " When we conic to hunt
matter down -to its ultimate it eludes our

grasp, and -floats away in a sea of vortices."

It should be put, ` floats away and eludes
the grasp of our senses." For Crookes did
not, and could not, reach the ultimate in an
absolute sense. We cannot transcend experience. We can only affirm that since
scientific knowledge is a co-ordination of the

facts of experience and is nothing more,

the physicists reached a point where matter

passes beyond the grasp of the physical
senses ; yet not, unless we indulge in
futile guessing, beyond the elements of which

the senses are built.
Mark this, top : Crookes' dictum, while

the .outcome of laboratory experiment,_
applies to matter as it exists apart from experimental conditions.
When Matter is Space.
Consider light, heat, sound, colour, solid-

ity, anything you like within the range of
the senses ; analyse the process in which
these receive -final shaping in the ant of
perceiving them ; the conclusion is irresist-

ible. We see that which appears to us
under various forms, and in degrees of tangibility, -floating- -away into the invisible ;

and-this is what Crookes did not say-back
again. We cannot conceive of any gap
between any of the stages from the most per-

ceptible to the utmost ethereal or invisible,
in either direction.

Indeed, we become aware, on due reflection, that in a universe in which it is

radically impossible for space to exist in the
absence of motion, or for motion to exist in

the absence of space, -nothing can have
being in the absence of an alternation between an apparently purely
material and an apparently

if it had not been for Clerk Maxwell, who,
from the motional standpoint, asserted the
existence of free electric waves, Hertz
would not have sought for and brought them
within the realm of experiment.
It is not difficult now to identify Crookes'
" sea of vortices" with the -electronic stage of

matter as seen in the constitution of the
minutest portion conceivable-the atom.
How can we arrive at unanimity regarding
the constitutional details ? By granting the
obvious-that in a unified existence, a conception of fundamental diversity in process

is unthinkable, by understanding that a

centre of force without extension is likewise

unthinkable, and that the extension must
be in every direction. Consider here that

sound waves and light waves are spherical
in their space -motion constitution. On
these grounds I predict that the atom will be
described eventually as spherical, with the
further view that the system of electrons it
embodies is the motional aspect arrived at
when matter "eludes our grasp."
Independently of Ether.

In other words, the constitution is based
on -a ceaseless alternation between an ap-

parently purely spacial and an apparently
purely motional condition. Thus it provides

that which is fundamentally necessary to
wireless-the vibration.
The latest view of energy is that it is " a
substance endowed in itself with existence."

The above confirms this, and amplifies it.
Amplification follows on a space -motion
consideration that the atom has its existence

not more in itself than in everything else.
Hence, without reference to the ether, we
have -a continuous medium making electro-

magnetic " events" possible.

purely motional state.
When what we call matter
" eludes our grasp," it is

not that it can be changed
fundamentally. It is- that
matter could not be matter

without the alternation.

Perceptible matter is space
and motion ; it remains space

and motion under whatever
conditions it eludes our
senses. And if, at a amperetive ultimate, we perceive

vibrations only, we can but
say that sun, 'earth, moon.
and stars vibrate wholly and
in every atom because they
are sun, earth, moon, and
stars.
Could we look into the
intangible side ;of things and
retain our perception of the
solid world, we would view a
ceaseless passing and repassing from one condition to the
other. We would be viewing
the -universal process.
Further back we

may

not go. Process is our ulti-

A

Telefunken quenched spark transmitter at Sierra Leone
Wireless Station,
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It speaks for itself in a loud, clear and perfectly
natural tone
With the highest amplification of all Wireless reception and particularly of Vocal

and Instrumental music, the clarity and tonal purity of the AMPLION is
unapproached in any other form of Loud Speaker.
The adjustment is simplicity itself and " Volume " may be regulated to a nicety.

AmpLoN

Table Type, 14" Bell
Mouth, with independent

from

receiver,

£5-2-6

SPLEAKUEDRS
TheWorkisndard

are supplied in a series of 10 models, suited to every service .. the Home, Laboratory and Concert Hall . . and the prices range from fifty shillings to fifteen guineas.

The registered Trade Mark AMPLION on a Loud Speaker is a guarantee of
efficiency and reliability and an assurance of Improved and Perfected Reception.

Ask for Folder "P.W.

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.,

DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS AT
THE GRAHAM SHOWROOMS :

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,

Row, Regent Street, W.1.

IRELAND-

Mr. Alex. R. Munday, 41, Chichester Street, Belfast.

'Phone : Regent 1075.

WIRELESS

Griffin's

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN THE TRADE.
Head 'Phones from 18 6 per pair.
Valve Holders, 1/- and 1 3 each. -

Leading -in Tubes, 1/-, 1 3, 1,6 each.

Single 'Phones, 11/- ea., 4,000 ohms
Switch Arms, 1/- and 13 each.
Egg Insulators, white, 3d. each,

26 per dozen.
Pocket Crystal Set, 17/6 each.
Inter -Valve Transformers, ratio, 5-r. Finest Manufacture, 12,6 each.
Extraordinary value. Velvet action, 2/-, 2 6 ea.
Filament Resistances.
Hertzite, 1/-, 1,3, 1/6
Slider Plunger, complete, 4d. ea., 3,6 doz.
Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in roo ft. lengths, 2,8
4 -Volt Batteries, 4d. each, 3,6 per dozen.

L. APPLE, LTD., Electrical Engineers,

13, BREWER STREET, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1
(Telephone 1581 Regent.)

20
30

6

20
40
60

6
6
6

40
60
80

80

10
15
20

30
40
10
20

30
40

E.P.R. Aecurim a tors 20 Years o z the market.

Filament Resist. .
Ebonite Panels, all sizes
Knobs ..

Enamelled

12/11
14/11
16/11
22/6
29/18/9

g

Established 1878.

I oz. Bobbins. 47 g. D.S.C. (for rewinding 'Phones) ..
1/Pkts of asstd. Crystal /Real Value) 2'6
QUALITY CRYSTAL DETECTORS 2/6
Do.
do.
4/-, 51-, 6/-, 7/6
4 x 12

..

.

..

Valve Holders, MId., 1/-; " A " 1/2
BASKET COILS, special line, shel-

4/ -

1/8

lacked, not waxed. Wound with
3 stranded wire ..
7/8

3/-

BASKET COIL HOLDERS, 3 -way,

Grid Leaks, 2 Megs.. 2/6

in Ebonite for Panel Mounting 7/6

1/- & 2/ -

SWITCH ARMS ..

4/6
1/6
10d.

)1-

27/6
33/9
39/6
List Free.

,

..

Wound Ind. Tubes, 3 x 12, 3/3 ;

2/9

..

6d.

Rubber -Covered 20 g. Copper,12 yds. 1/4

HEDGEHOG pattern, Ratio 5-1.

.001 to 4005.

1/8
7/6

..

.. 15/-

.
4/2/.6, 3/-, 3/6
per lb. 4/6

4/25 Bare, 100 ft,
Resistance Wire, 12 yds.
..

Guaranteed THE BEST, being Dietortionless, Noiseless. These are

Fixed
CONGRIFFIN"
1/6
DENSERS, -001
" DUMMER " .0001 to .0009 .. 2/6

PRICE

..

Sliders
..
9d. and 1/8
Aerial Wire, 7/22 Copper, 100 ft... 3/9

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS

ANCES

66V.

Poientiom'elers

(Postage 9d.)
QUALITY FILAMENT RESIST-

RICHFORD & CO., 153, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Telephone: Holborn 5126.

Valve Holder, .0005 Condenser,
Scale and 10 Stud Tapping Switch.
Eight Terminals.
POTENTIOMETERS in Pol, Teak
case with change -over switch .. 7/6
Ex-Governt, Bargain. Postage 1/-

TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS
As specifications of above PRICE 1'7/6

ACCUMULATORS
4
4
4
4
4

Ebonite Dials, 1 to 180°..
Siemens H.T. Batteries, 30V.

Wound with D.S.C. Wire ..
PRICE 20/ (Postage 9d.)

REDUCED PRICES

1310
1315
1320
1330
1340
1410
1420
1430
1440

EXPERIMENTERS'
GRIFFIN
(Postage 1-) 26/PANEL .
10 x 6 x in. 'Ebonite Panel.

Fitted with Filament Resistance,

THE HOUSE FOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL,
[supplied
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT

IGNITION ACT. A.H.
CAR. AMPS CAPACITY

IDEAL
GRIFPHONES 19 THE
HEADPHONES 24/-

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

Trade]

VOLTAGE

The Mail Order Stores
66

We Have a Large Stock of MULLARD and EDISWAN VALVES,
also All Voltages in WIRELESS BATTERIES.

NO.

S.E.4.

London,

Sydenham 952 & 1700.
°Phone
'Grams: Navalhada, Brock, London.
SCOTLAND Mr. F. M. Milligan, 25, Renfrew Street, Glasgow.

THE ALGRAPHONE SALON,
25-26, Savile

AMPLION JUNIOR, a perfect table
model loud speaker from 45 '-

u

9

GRIFFIN

Valve

Sets

E,

Z

°

MAGNUM

1, 2, 3 & 4

'4

Complete List of all

Parts sent Free.

GRIFFIN WIRELESS "SUPPLIES CO 9

82, Newington
Causeway, LONDON, S.E.1.
(3 minutes from Elephant & Castle Stations).
Hop r8o6.

strAdataft.$404,0

(The corner of Lancaster St.).

1
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YOU ARE WANTING First Quality
Goods for Building Your Own Sets

Insulators (egg type), each 3d. reel type ..
.. each ld.
Filament Resistances, finest quality ..
..
.. each 2/8
Oojah Basket Coils, 7 in. set ..
..
..
..
.. 5/H.T.Batteries, 30 volt, 6/-; 60 volt ..
..
..
.. 12/ ..
..
Ebonite, i in., cut any size
..
..
lb.
4/ Headphones (double receivers), Best British'make, 4000 ohms 21/,
French
251"
/*
//

Contact Studs, highly finished, with nut and washer
doz. 8d.
Aerial Wire, finest quality, 7/22 hard drawn copper, 100 ft.
3/- ; by post
4/ Terminals (large), 2 & 4 BA, doz. 2/- ; with nut & washer doz.
2/6

Terminals, W 0 pattern (large), 4 BA, doz. 1/8 ; with nut
and washer ..
doz.
Terminals, W 0 pattern (small), 4 BA, doz. 1/4; with nut
and washer ..
.. doz.
Terminals, Ordinary, doz. 1/6; 4 BA, with nut and
-

.

washer

doz.

.

Terminals, Telephone, 4 BA, doz. 1/10 ; with nut and
washer
.. doz.
Aluminium Vanes, extra quality
..
.. doz. pairs
Crystal Detector, complete, mounted ebonite, 2/6 ; special
quality dust proof ..
Lead in Tubes, beautiful finish, 6 in. 1/- ; 9 in.
..

;

2/ -

PI

1/8

/0

F'oderal

25/6

Best British Make.
Condenser Spindles, all sizes, 6d., 4d., 3d., and
..
Crystal Cups, with 4 screws
..
..
..
..
Crystal Cups, with 2 screws,
..
..
..
..
Ivorine Scales (engraved), 0-180, best quality
..
(Single)

2/ -

2/4

,

each
each
each

Variable Condensers, suitable for first-class panel work,

11-

12/6.

each 2)d.

3d.
2d.
6d.

mounted on ebonite, 001, 14/- ; 00075, 11/- ; 0005, 9/6 ;
0002, 8/6 ; 0001, 8/- ; 00005,
..
..
..
.. 6/Hertzite Crystal, per piece, 1/-, 1/6
..
..
..
.. 2/Brass Rods, screwed, 12 in., 2 BA, 5d. ; 4 BA
Mullard Valves, type R. 17/6 ; Ora, 15/- ; Cossor Valves each 15/Accumulators (British Make), highest quality,.4 vit. 20 amps,
16/- ; 4 vlt. 40 amps., 24/- ; 4 vlt. 60 amps., 32/6 ; 6 vlt.
20 amps., 24/- ; 6 vlt. 40 amps., 32/6 ; 6 vlt. GO amps. .. 42/ -

5! 116

Spacers (large), doz. 3d. ; (small) (for condensers) ..
doz.
2d.
Switch Arms, first quality only, complete ..
.. each 14
Knobs (Ebonite), first quality, tapped, 2 BA. brass nut each 4d.
Ebonite Dials, marvellous value, 0-180, bored in centre each 11 Ebonite Valve Holders, with 8 nuts, 1st quality only
114
Finest Quality L.F. Transformers
12 6
Slider, complete with Knob and Contact
1/ -

Coil Holders
..
Shell Insulators, (large)

Semi Ark.ple Postage.

..
..

..

THE LAST WORD IN CRYSTAL SETS

CEEBEE No. 3 (with partition.) APPROVED BY P.M.u. & B.B.O.,

This set, for which we are the London selling agents, is made by highly skilled labour, and consists of :
L Inductance tube made to G.P.O. regulations, with 20 tappings, wound with best Insulated copper -wire.
2. Detector 13 luxe drible Crystal with micrometer screw adjustment finished in lacquered brass to take two crystals.

..

2 -way,

..

8- ; 3 -way 12/6
each 6d,
..

(Reg. No. f-49.)

3. All joints to connections soldered and covered with best Insulating sleeving.

4. The complete set is brought to four terminals and a 20 -stud switch, mounted on ebonite of superfine quality and fitted
in light mahogany cabinet with receptacle at side for earphone. Complete with crystals fitted and Royalty tax paid.
This handsome instrument is thoroughly tested before leaving the works, and is guaranteed to be in working order.
With a broadcast receiving range of 25 miles.
Wonderful results can be obtained on an indoor aerial, and can be heard at this address any evening from 5 o'clock.

3

:3 :0

Price, complete with earphone, aerial wire, 100 ft, insulators, and lead-in tube

FOWLER & BRIGDEN,

Cross,

1110Ni117(1:1X,onNZI:i.King's
Tel.: Museum 4827.

114761) (1,

Amateur Metal -working.
Amateur Wood -working.
Useful Hobbies.

Home Repairs.
Painting & Decorating.
Plumbing.
- Sports & Pastimes.

Poultry & Pets.
Etc., Etc.
A Complete AJC.C. for the Ihmayman.

PART 1 NOW ON SALE.

Buy a Copy TO -DAY:.

No one can afford to be without this great NEW work-Harmsworth's
It will help you with your hobbies in
Household Encyclopedia.
every way. It explains, in a simple and practical manner, how to

make a thousand and one useful things and how to repair everything in your home, and is illustrated with many clear diagrams.
The completed work will contain io,000 pictures and many beautiful
COLOURED PLATES. To make reference easy, the contents are
arranged alphabetically.
FREE with Part I (Now op Sale)-a novel and useful LIGHTNING
CALCULATOR.

HARMSWORTH'S

HOUSEHOLD
ENCYCLOPEDIA
For the Handyman.
In Fortnightly Parts.

Price 1/3 each.
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tton. see., Mr. V. W. Russell, 14,
Park Row.
CARLISLE : Hon. see., Mr. Charles Crompton, 107, Warwick Road.
BRISTOL :

THE
RADIO ASSOCIATION
THE Executive Committee of the Radio
Association is

able to report

con-

siderable progress in the organisation

and consolidation of licence holders and

amateur experimenters of the United Kingdom, and set out below, in tabular form, is a
report of some of the work which has been
carried out by the Radio Association.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

(a) Vice Presidents
Low, D.Sc.,
C. L'Estrange Malone

Professor A. M.

ea

A. W. Sharman,

Esq. ; Col. Moore Brabazon, M.P. ; Lieut.-

Commander Hon. J. M. B. Kenworthy,
M.P. ; Neville 1VLstakel3rn, Esq.
(lb) Hon Treasurer ) Professor P.

M.

Baker, B.Sc., A.M.I.M.E., A.M.LE.E.
FORMATION OF BRANCHES.
The following branches

have

been

formed :
(a) London and Suburbs.

Hon. sec., Mr. C. R. Rice, III,
Upper Brockley Road, S.E. 4,

BROCRLEY :

Hon. sec., Mr. D. G. Fowler, 31,
Josephine Avenue, S.W.
So= NORWOOD : Hon. sec.,Mr. C. H. P.

BRIXTON :

Nutter, 243, Sclhurst Roa, S.E. 25.
Hon. sec., Mr. 0. C. Lay,

WANDSWORTH :

43; The Grove, S.W.
Woomvicn : Hon. sec.' Mr. H. W., Atkinson, 226, Plumstead Common Road.

Hon. sec., Mr. J. Treadwell, 4,
Shipton Street, S.E.
BLACKFRIARS : Hon. sec., A. E. Norris, c.o.
Smith's, Stamford Street, S.E.
SHEPHERD'S Bum' : Hon. sec., Mr. F. Gain,
8, Clematis Street, W. 12.
CENTRAL :

MERTON r Hon. see., Mr. J. A. Partridge, 22,

Park Road, Colliers Wood, Merton.
(b) Provinces.

Hon. see., Mr. H. A. Herd son, 103, Corniston Road.

EDINBURGH

BIRMINGHAM : Hon. see., 32, Coventry Road
ALTRINCHAM : Hgn. sec., Mr. Frank Kenyon,

Gaskell Road.
Hon. see.; Mr. John H. Harold,
11, Albert Grove.
LEans : Hon. see., Mr. A. Bull, 40, Bendy
Lane, Meanwood.
SOUTHSEA :

WHITEY

Mi. R. G. Oliver, 12, Waverley

Avenue, Monkseaton.
Mr. S. Frith, 6, Cambridge
Road, Gt. Crossby.
Manchester, Glasgow, Cardiff, Brighton,

LIVERPOOL :

Plymouth, Hull and Ireland will be announced shortly.

their aerials in a cordanee with the regula.
tions.
FELLOWSHIP.

The standards of the Degree of -Fellowship

have been drawn up and those members

desirous of becoming Fellows of the Radio

Association can have full particulars on
application.

This degree

of

Fellowship

should be of great value to the genuine
wireless experimenter, and in course of time
anyone holding the degree will -be recognised
as an expert in wireless.
BADGE.

The Badge of the Association is now
obtainable from the head office or from

local branches by members on application.
London branches have club rooms for the The executive committee are glad to note
members, where there are facilities for that the badge is much appreciated by
learning Morse, testing apparatus, receiving members, and a very large number have
technical information. Furthermore, lec- - already been applied for.
tures are being organised for those anxious
INSURANCE.
to acquire -A knowledge of radio science, and
A special R.A. Policy underwritten at
the weekly debates are of great assistance in
Lloyds, has been drawn up for members of
stimulating interest.
the Radio Association. The policy is on
BROADCASTING.

The Executive Committee of the Radio
Association has taken up with the Broadcasting Co. and the Postmaster General, on
behalf of members, the question of broadcasting during other hours than from five

One of the greatest difficulties which beset the would-be licence
until eleven.

holder is the fact that he is unable to hear a
demonstration of his instrument before he
buys it. The executive committee are glad

to be able to report that the Postmaster

General has replied stating that the matter
is under careful consideration.
ERECTION OF AERIALS.

The Postmaster General has given permission to the Radio Association to grant certificates to individuals who are competent to
erect aerials for amateurs. Many licence
holders who have no technical knowledge,
experience considerable difficulty in fixing

extremely advantageous terms and protects the receiving sets of members up to
the value of £50 for 5s. per annum. The

holder of such a policy is also protected up
to the amount of £500 in third party risks.
MEMBERSHIP.

The executive committee announce that
members of the Association are to be found
in South Africa, Uganda, Chile, Gibraltar,
Nova Scotia, Canada, Sweden, Belgium, and

Egypt, and these members will form the
foundation of the Colonial and Foreign
branches.
CO-OPERATION AMONG MEMBERS.

The executive committee urge all members of the Radio Association to co-operate

together and join the branch nearest their
homes. Application forms and literature will
be forwarded to anyone interested, and those
members willing to help, on application to

the organising secretary, Capt. G. Drury
Coleman, 44, Great Russell Street, W.C. 1

KING CANUTE AND THE " UNTUNED WAVES."

y, l'ebruary loth, .11123,

1'01)UP:ff. 0

590

WE GUARANTEE=N
That our 2 -VALVE R.F.H. REACTION SET
(as definitely approved by the Postmaster -General, will receive PARIS TELEPHONY,
THE HAGUE CONCERTS, and, as tested on our P.O. Aerials in our TEST ROOMS,
will cut out the BIRMINGHAM BROADCASTING STATION while operating,

and will enable "listeners -in" to hear clearly

LONDON (2 L 0) or MANCHESTER (2 Z Y)
The efficiency of the NEW R.F.H. RADIO SETS is WONDERFUL
and is such that a 2 -VALVE SET with reaction and the new circuit
gives results in range and volume equal to most 4 -Valve instruments.

Prices

We are
Exhibiting
at the
" Daily Mail "
IDEAL HOME

t.futte.Hva.r),RAfproT

5 to 100 Guineas.

Fall partiLutar, on application to :-

ROGERS, FOSTER & HOWELL, 1_14)
Edward Rd., Balsa!! Heath, Birmingham.

EXHIBITION

Ismommimmummummormi

,..-Iiiiiiimmumni111,111111111t111111111111111Immumintinummi1111111111Iiim111011111unite:

A GREAT DISCOVERY

TALUE

GUARANTEED

THE

Only by manufacturing these Wireless Accessories and Sets in very large
quantities arc we enabled to offer them at such attractive prices.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Post free, 214 each.
Assembled on Ebonite, and Finely Finished, Remarkable Value.
FIXED CAPACITY CONDENSERS, 0.0003 to 0.001. Very efflcient,

AVIERICAN ATMOSPHERICS ABSORBER"
FOR USE IN

Post free, 1 / 2 each.

the pair.
Complete Sets of Parts fur making Variable Condensers. Every.
thing ready to assemble; and consisting of the following: Accurate
Aluminium Fixed and Moving Vanes, Large and Small Spacer Washers,
Centre Square Spindle (screwed. ends, 2 B.A.), 3 Side Rods, Nuts.
and Brass Washers (2 B.A.), Pointer Scale, Terminals, Bushes,

111, HILTON ROAD, VICTORIA, S.11/.1.

17/6

=
=
=

GARQUARM SPECIALITIES,

I

VALVE SET COMPLETE

2
3

..

..

..

Rotary Switches, from 3 6
Filament Resistances, 3 6

£11
£14

£2 6

0
0
5

THE CHEAPEST
2 . VALVE SET
M9-0-0, complete with HEAD-

.

E

=

(Plus Royalties)

0
0

(

,.

0

(

..

)
)

" Brunet " Head Phones, 22/6
H.F. Transformers, from 6/-

Intervalve Transformers 17/6
INSULATORS, EGG. 3d.
SHELL, 5d.
Ebonite Panels cut to any size, 1/2 per square inch.
-

1 '-, 1, 3

Coils wound tc any Specification.

All Wireless Parts in stock.

E

E

AVERSROYD, GOLGAR, HUDDERSFIELD. a

FIXED FREE ANYWHERE IN LONDON E-.
invited to "Listen In" at our showroom
you are
ANY EVENING, 7-10 p.m.

Valve Holders

E
E

E.=

Telephone:
Victoria 1420

WIRELESS SETS

E

E

*

=
EACH ONE IS TESTED BY EXPERTS.
EACH
7=1
- Users declare this to be the most epoch-making discovery.
=
=
PRICE
Post free.
Trade enquiries solicited.
=
=

R E PUTAT ION !,..:

=,,,,,,,,,,,,,

=

Atmospheric Noises in the 'Phones,
Phones

E_

Ire always hold large stocks of everything Electrical. Write or call at:

The Belgravia Electrical Company,

A boon to all Wireless Amateurs. Can be attached
to any set, either crystal, single or multi -valve.

=

2/3

3

Prov. Pat.

=

Spring Coil 'Washers, Best Quality Knob, with 2 B.A. Nut.
App.Capacity
Complete Sets
Plates
Filament Rheostats for
iu Mierefarads
716 post tree.
57
1, 2. or 3 Valves, post
.001
free, 219 each.
19
3/6 ..
.0003
Switch
Arms. Splendid
13
3/0
.0002
Value. Post free, 1/6.
7
2/7
.0001
Vernier

E-

WIRELESS TELEPHONY AND TELEGRAPHY,

BRUNET FRENCH HEADPHONES (double). Post free, 21/6

PHONES. ACCUMULATOR, Etc.
B.B.C. surcharge extra £3-0-0,

=_

INTERVALVE

-7-

Cash returned t: not satisfivetory.

TRANSFORMERS
20i- each.

=
EE

=
=
77.4.

E

E
E
=
Tel.: Mus. 5134.
34-36, Oxford St., W.1 (Next Frascati's)
E
Terms: Cash with Order. E
Immediate Delivery by Return of Poet.

ROBERT WRIGHT & CO.

TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII7

21/ Co mplete

HEADPHONES
4,000
ohms.

British make thro 'ghoul.

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL CO., L D.,
6

& S, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1.

Policia.). Wirele8.3 Weektii, Pebrua4 10th, 1923.
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WIRELESS CLUB REPORTS.
The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving tid, right to curtail the report if necessary. lion. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent In as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An Asterisk
denotes affiliation with the Radio Society of Great Britain.

The Brynmawr and District Radio and Experimental Society.
At a recent meeting of the above society, Mr.
E. H. Williams took the chair, and the following
vice-presidents were unanimously elected :
T. L. Williams, B.A. ; A. Jenkins, Esq., M.P. ;
W. D. Lewis Evans, Esq., M.A. ; and H. Harris,

Esq., J.P. ; also Mr. J. D. Calloway, M.I.E.E.,
was unanimously elected as assistant secretary.
It was 'resolved that the secretary should give
full particulars to the ironmongers in the
district with a view to obtaining a wireless agent

for the society. A very pleasant evening was
spent in experimenting with a Morse buzzer
and headphones, in order that this could be
fixed permanently to give Morse practice to the
members.

The secretary will be pleased to . give full

information to anyone in the district who wishes

to join the society.
Hon. sec., 206, King Street, Brynmawr.

200, and new applications are being received
every week. A number of interesting lectures
have been held.

As the matter of fading in connection with
transmissions of telephony from the broadcast
stations has been causing club members a considerable amount of trouble, six members had
arranged to listen -in specially to the full pro
gramme of Manchester Broadcasting Station
on a particular night. These reports had just
come to hand at the last meeting, and are being
tabulated by Mr. Pick, one of the members of
the committee, who has kindly consented to

open a discussion on this subject, and it is
hoped that we may during the evening find
some suitable ground for further experiments
later. There is only one thing necessary now
in Glasgow to make wireless practically COM
local

broadcast station, after which there will no

doubt be a few more hundred members coming
along.

Hon. see., W. Yuill, 93, Holm Street, Glasgow.

Wolverhampton and District Wireless Society.*

The annual general meeting of the above
society was held on December 29th, at which
officers and committee were elected for the
ensuing year, Mr. D. P. Baker in the "chair.
Minor alterations in the rules were effected, and
the financial statement was presented by ,the
treasurer (Mr. F. G. Redhead). Improvements
where necessary were suggested, and an indi
vidual expression of opinion was given by most
of the members present. The business conducted
was most satisfactory.
Hon. sec.,' J. A. H. Devey, 232, Great Brick
kiln Street, Wolverhampton.
*

Ashton-under-Lyne and District Radio Society.
A most enthusiastic meeting of wireless
workers was recently held at Livosey's Cafe, and

it was decided to form a radio society, every
person present giving in his name for membership, so that, with the names of persons who
notified their intention of taking up membership

but were unable to be present at the meeting,
it is expected that the first membership will
total forty.
*

13'ft. Turret Colum-

bian pine unbreakable masts, 2 in. to
1
in. ..
7/9

and it was found that Hertzite crystals had

28 ft. Turret Colum-

gradually increasing in numbers; and now has

able masts, 21 in.

*

clamps and bolts.

yielded very good results. The society has been
twenty-five members.
.

bian pine unbreak-

baSe, 3 in.

top,
fitted with two steel

Stratford -on -Avon and District Radio Society.

Weight, 36 lb. 19/6

Captain H. C. G. A. R. West, R.N., has

Wire rope, galvanised strand, per 100

graciously accepted an invitation to act as

president of the society, also Mr. P. C. Foley as
vice-president.
A buzzer class has been held for the last three
meetings, and the members show a keen interest
in learning the code. Mr. S. Nicholls recently

Spare Mast clamps

for poles (steel) with
bolts ..
2/9

of

Galvanised

machine, and quite splendid results were
obtained in charging and discharging condensers,

At .a meeting of the society to elect officers

1/6 and 2/3

wood

Steel Mast clamp to
fix pole to wall 2/3

society.

Hon. sec., Mr. E. W. Knight, 17, Park Road,

Manilla Rope hal',

yard with galvan-

ised sister locks, per
100 ft.
.. 5;9

Redditch and District Radib Society.

At a recent meeting of the above society at
the Temperance Hall, Redditch, details of the
proposed installation of a two -valve receiver
were again discussed, and members anticipate
the reception of concerts, etc., in the course of
a week or so. The outside equipment has
already been erected, and is expected to give
very satisfactory results.
The society is at present composed of about
twenty-five members, and some valuable work
has already been carried out. With the aid of
receiving apparatus, which will be improved

Insulators, Pat. (1,
3d. ; Pat, E, 6d.
Pat. F, 10d.
Galvanised side
1/ blocks .. .
Galvanised Cleats

6d.

Copper aerial wire, 7/22, per
..
100 ft.
w 4/6

.

CZ

-

--

Double Steel 3 -way wall
'

bracket (2 cwt. strain),

upon in the near future, it is hoped to strengthen

any projection to 18 in.

many enthusiasts in the district.

Solid oak posts,' metal
shoe and ferrule, 2 ft.

13,9

the membership and attract the interest of the

Amateurs
especially will no doubt welcome an opportunity
to discuss their experiences with others similarly
engaged.

*

-

15 in. galvan-

Lectures are being arranged for future meet:

feature to many.
Particulars may be obtained from the secre
tary. . regarding membership, and all interested
in the science are cordially invited to the weekly
meetings of the society held in the Temperance
Hall each Friday at 7.30 p.m.
Hon. sec., Mr. A. W. Reeves, The Elms,
Alvechurch,nr, Redditch.

1/11

6 in by. .2i in.

ings, and Morse practice will prove a useful

--aiscass,ter)

ised straining
screws and
bolts 1.. 1/3
-

Rope Slings,
3 thimbles,1 /9

yy

*

The Chorleywood and District Wireless Society.

A very successful inaugural meeting of the
society was held recently. Mr. W. Blake was
elected chairman and Mr. A. G. S. Richards

was elected secretary.
A committpe has been formed, consisting of
the chairman and secretary, together with
Me:48ra. ,Craske and Watkins, for the purpose of
drawing up a programme. '
The society meets every Monday evening at
the secretary's residence, Hillbroiv, Haddon
Road, Chorleywood, and all interested are
invited to communicate with him as above.

Columbian pine Spars, aluminium ends,
5/9
21 lbs., strain 11 cwt. ..

SIMPSON & BLYTHE,
8 & 9, Sherwood St..Piceadilly,W.1
Telephone: GERRARD 2650

-

TO READERS OF "
Some valuable and interesting notes on Broad-

casting and the position of the amateur experimenter, made by Captain Round, Chief Research

Engineer of the Marconi Co., will shortly appear
in this paper.

THE BEGINNERS' -

*

President, J. K. Gale, instead of A. A. Lockhart secretary, A. A. Lockhart, instead of
J. K. Gale ; treasurer, Mr. A. D. Hayward ;
committee members, D. B. Collett and H. C.
Golder. The term's work was then discussed,

7 -in.

plates for wall or

lighting vacuum tubes, etc. The secretary will
welcome all applications for membership to the

The Bishop's Stortford College Wireless Society.
for the coming term, the following were elected :

3/6

It.

gave a demonstration with a fine Wimshurst

All particulars of membership can be obtained
from the hon. sec.; Mr. James Hy. Marshall, 22,
Warrington Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.
*

Designed by

Naval Experts

Stratford -on -Avon.

Glasgow and District Radio Club.*
The above club is having a highly successful
season,, the membership being now well over

plete-that is the starting up of the

MAKE YOUR OWN
TURRET WIRELESS MASTS

-

SUPPLEMENT

The articles appearing in the Beginners' Supplement will, week by week, deal in a comprehensive
way with the fundamental principles of Wireless.
Three special articles on the valve will shortly
appsar.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT THE BE OWNERS' SUPPLEMENT.

LUNCH HOUR RAMBLE
STROLL ROUND TO

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,
BASINGHALL STREET,

LONDON, E.O. :
CHEAPEST HOUSE IN _CITY
FOR WIRELESS PARTS & SETS
PRICE LISTS FREE.

EX -GOVERNMENT MORSE TAPPERS.

MADE OF BRASS, AND FITTED
WITH ALUMINIUM DUST COVER.
Supplied Complete with Flex.
Honestly Worth

15: Post free
Money refunded if not absolutely
Cash with order.
satisfied.
LICHTFOOT BROS., 5, St. George's Rd.. London, S. E.1.
OUR PRICE

31-
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RADIOTORIAL

escape and through which distilled water could he
inserted to compensate for dielectric evaporation.
*

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, 'The Fleetway HOUse, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

A.C. eurreltr can be used in the manner that you
that are arranged with two valves in opposition, so
that each direction of the alternating convent can be
used. If a sinusoidal A.C. Is applied directly to the
plate, however, the anode current and therefore the
radiated energy will undergo such variations that the
signals will be inaudible in an ordinary receiver. Therefore telephony is very difficult with such supply, lott
for C.W. work it is quite O.K. Of course, the note
will be accompanied with the well-known A.C. buns.
This latter, if there was no other reason, would prevent
its useful adaptation to reception.

length of a coil 31 in. by 51 in. wound with 26
S.W.C. enamelled ? (2) Would a 4 -volt 10 .amp. accumulator be suitable for a one -valve

suggest for transmission. Moreover, these are circuits

(3) Would this amplifier-L.P.work a loud speaker in conjunction with a
amplifier ?

crystal set ?

cover a very large ground, and will enable the novice
to gradually acquire a sound working knowledge of

CO The wave -length will be about 250 metres to
1.000 metres. (2) No; you would have to recharge it

radio.

very frequently. Use a 4 -volt 40 -amp. (3) Not unless
you were very near a broadcasting station. In your
case another L.F. amplifier will be necessary.

Beginners will notice that very little mention of
very important subject will be dealt with later on
in three special articles, and in such a manner thatI hope -the veriest tyro will not tail to clearly grasp
the working principles of the wonderful valve.
In the meantime, I feel sure my new readers are
finding much useful information in the weekly instalments by Mr. Egan, who has quite a reputation for
valves has so far been made in the Supplement. This

D. N. (Leith).-Why are such long wavelength coils used in the super -regenerative

A. B. C. (Birmingham).-I recently pur-

chased a B.B.C. licence, and find this does not

cover my home-made crystal set.

Can

change the licence for an experimental one ?

" simple explanations." Succeeding instalments will
continue to lead the novice gently by the hand along

Armstrong circuit when it is said that the

I

circuit is essentially for short-wave reception ?

In the first place amplification of lose wave -lengths
and high frequencies is considerably poorer than that
of the longer wave -lengths and lower frequencies with
cascaded valve amplifications. It is upon that fact

Your best plan Will be to write to the Secretary.
G.P.O., London, and explain that you have built
a crystal set and have already bought a licence
(broadcast type) in error. Ask for permission

the intricate paths of wireless, and any suggestions
from my readers will be most welcome.
THE EDITOR.

that Maier Armstrong based his experiments and
endeavoured to change the frequency of these low
wave -lengths to one more suitable for cascade
amplification. Therefore he Introduced an applied
heterodyne to the received signal in order that the

to use the set with the licence. Explain clearly the
details of your set, and state whether it is all homemade, and whether the materials used are of British
manufacture.

*

the enormous number of queries
received daily
from
readers of POPULAR
WIRELESS, I have decided to reply individually
by post. A weekly selection of questions will,

office.

resultant beat should be of low frequency. This gives a
new wave -length which may be of the order of 6,0(10

metres or so. To deal with this the coils of high
inductive value are necessary.
*

I find this licence does not cover my

Your best plan is to write to the Secretary, G.P.O.,
and explain the circumstances, also pointing out that
the set is of British manufacture, and give the details
of the set, when it was purchased, etc. Ask for
permission to use the set under the broadcast licence

benefit of readers of
in
general.
Questions

explicitly written, and
should be numbered and written on one side of
the paper only.
All questions to be addressed to: POPULAR

you possess.

*

*

Because in doing that the oscillations are quenched
and the cessation of current flow through the anode
circuit due to the self -heterodyning will in the some
way as the commencement of current flow cause a
click in the telephone receivers.

*

*

*

*

L B. C. (Wolverhampton).-Would it he
possible to employ a reaction coil with a
crystal set in such a way that there was a
current induced into the detector circuit in

The length of life of a valve is the length of life of
its filament, generally speaking, and this should with
the average valve approximate to 1,000 hours or more
light. The golden rule with valves is to operate them
'

*

terminal ?

R. W. (Cirencester).-What length of time
shoukl a valve last ?

WIRELESS, Queries Dept., Room 138, The Fleet way House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Readers
are requested to send necessary
postage for reply.

*

" AMATEUR" (Reading).-Why is it that
when a valve set is oscillating there is a click
when a damp finger is touched on to the aerial

What shall I do ?

set.

however, be printed on this page, together with

(1) The lead-in is better taken from the higher end of
the aerial. (2) If these are soldered, you should use
a low temperature solder, such as Wood's metal, in
order not to damage the crystals by the application of
too much heat.

*

crystal' set from a friend &fore the B.B.C. was
formed, and applied for a licence. I was told,
after sonic weeks, that I could get it at a post

Owing to

" AERIAL " (Alanehester).-(1) Which end
should I take my lead-in from; the high or the
low end of any aerial ? (2) Should bornite and
zincite crystals be soldered ?

*

(No address).-I bought a

ANNLOUs "

the answers, for the
POPULAR
WIRELESS
should be clearly and

A.C. current in the one direction.

E. A. (Southall).-(1) What is the wave-

I have received many letters from new readers
suggesting themes for articles for the Beginners'
Supplement, and I wish to thank them very cordially
for the many useful hints and very nice remarks
Perhaps my
concerning POPULAR WIRELESS.
new readers will be interested to know that the
Beginners' Supplement will continue for several
weeks. It will contain each week articles of general
information for the beginner which will eventually

*

D. (Okehampton).Why cannot A.C.
current be used for valve A.T. work direct,
because I understand that every valve will
permit of the passage of curretat in but the
one direction ? It would seem to me that it
would be only possible to make use of the
T.

the direction likely to render the crystal more
sensitive by the resultant applied potential ?

at their lowest possible filament temperature, and

beep them free Irons mechanical shocks or vibration.

Various methods of doing this have been attempted
without 'the success obtained by the introduction of
applied potential by means of a potentiometer and a
battery. The great difficulty lies in the varying
characteristics of various crystals and the fact that at
the most there is no great initial energy available.

T. P. 0. (Liverpool).-Could an accumulator
high-tension battery be constructed with the
mouths of the cells sealed with paraffin wax
like the dry H.T. batteries ?

(Continued on page 900.)

Not unless a small opening is left for the gas to

Our new 24 - page
illustrated catalogue, 4d. post free,

CARTWRIGHT'S SCIENTIFIC COMPONENTS

gives the price of
everything from a
transformer
contact

to

a

I

I

stud.

Made by experts in our own works.
You cannot afford to buy inferior apparatus.

HIGH - FREQUENCY INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS

J.L.CARTWRIGHT
MANCHESTER

PLUG -1N TYPE
The design and construction of these has been given the utmost consideration,
resulting in great selectivity and maximum results, valve for valve. They can
be tuned over a big margin without noticeable loss, and must not be confused
with the ordinary single -grooved type. A real scientific product.
6/6 each
No. 1 Optimum Wave -length, 350 metres
2

3

..

4
5

6

..

550
930
1,400
2,000
3,500

7/-

..

7/6
81-

,,

9/-

,

8/6

_.,

Or the complete set for £ 2 : 15 : 0
411111

See oar Stand at the
forthcoming All British Wireless El-

hibition, March 17th
-24tb, Burlington

Hall, Burlington
Street, Manchester.

1"114i

These Transformers must be tuned with '0003 Variable Condenser.
We are the cheapest firm on earth for stamped, turned, or moulded components.

COMPLETE RECEIVING SETS SHORTLY READY.

(Dept. P), 24, LONDON ROAD, MANCHESTER,
Works :

a 'Phone :

,-- -----

BERRY STREET.

'Grams : Pladuram, Manchester.
Central 4209.
Business Hours : 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., except Fridays, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

44.

Saturdays, 9 am to 1 p.m.

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE,
Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

d. CORSTON SINCLAIR & CO., 47, Waterloo Street, Glasgow.
a
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know you'll

keep it-

Because

The RADIONETTE offers the highest efficiency with a specification and
equipment second to none, and therefore we will send it to you for a-

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL IN YOUR OWN HOME
1f you are not satisvied, return it, and we will refund you your money.

IT IS RESULTS THAT MATTER
GUARANTEES MAXIMUM RESULTS
OF PRICE AT MINIMUM
The ilaid_iconelte COST AND INCLUDES
A PAIR OF SIEMENS
IRRESPECTIVE

4.000 OHM HEADPHONES, TWO CRYSTOR AERIAL INSULATORS, 100

ft.

Copper Aerial Wire.

YOU " LISTEN -IN " AT ONCE! NO EXTRAS.
PRICE £3 : 10 :0 inclusive of B.B.C. DUTY

STOCKED

by all leading Wireless Stores

EVERYWHERE

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

WIRELESS AGENCIES Ltd.
64 Mortimer St. London W.1.
'Phone : MUSEUM 2672

'Grams : Adragonax, Westo, London.

+.` \.`)

4czcs'.&
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

An

ABC

(Continued from page 898.)

of Prices that

will SAVE you Money !
ACCUMULATORS, 4.40 .. 22/6
COMPLETE CONDENSER PARTS:
Capacity. Price. Assembled. Top and
Bottom.
0015
9/oor
6/8
12/6 Drilled Circular
12!Plates
'00075
5/6
4/6
10/6
Not ends
'0005
'0003

3/-

7/8

2/ -

4/9

6/-

2/3

0002
t cOol
Vernier

1;9

31-

1/8 pair
Everything ready
for assembling
Postage 1/- set

extra.
BRITISH HEADPHONES, 4000
Ohms, light, very sensitive, beautifully constructed. Elsewhere 35!-..
19/6
" BRUNET" GENUINE FRENCH
HEADPHONES, 4000 Ohms
.. 22/6
" SIDEP " HEADPHONES, 4000
21/ALL guaranteed 'phones, double earpieces and complete with cords.

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 copper, in roo
ft. lengths
ALUMINIUM VANES, 22/24 gauge
per doz.

BASKET COILS, 7 in. set
..
BRASS NUTS, z to 6 B.A., 3d. doz.
Washers
BRASS ROD, screwed, 2 to 6 B.A., in
I2. in. lengths
..
each
COIL HOLDERS, on ebonite, mahogany base, two way
..

Three way, solid ebonite, with long
CONDENSERS (fixed), any capaci4
CONTACT STUDS, complete with nut
and washer, by
..
doz.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, solid brass

2/9

6d.
5/2d.
4d.
4/6
9/6
1/3

5d.

2/6
on ebonite
.
Ditto, dust proof, in glass case
4/6
CRYSTALS, Hertzite 1/3, Zincite Sd.
Galena, Silicon, Bornite, Pyrites,
3d.
'Chalcopyrite, Carborundum, each
EBONITE DIALS, engraved o ---18o
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, velvet
2/8 and 3.6
action
.. .
GRID LEAK AND CONDENSERS

..
.
.
..
ld., Shell.. ..
INSULATING SLEEVING, r mm.
..yard
41d. yard. 14 mm.

36

- '
INTERVALVE LOW FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS, finest manu-

3! -

5 to r
.
KNOBS, with brass nut insert, 2 B.A..

14/6

combined

INSULATORS. Egg 2d., 'Reel, z in.
INDUCTANCES, wound, 22/24 enamel
wire, 1 z by 4

facture, ratio 4 to I, 12/9; ,ratio
.

4d.

4d. and 3d.

.

plete

..

..

in. sq., 12 in. or r3
.

.

4d.
4d.

SPACER WASHERS, small 2d.,
large, doz.
..
.
SWITCH ARMS, laminated blades,
complete
..
1/6 and 1/ SWITCHES, S.P.S.T. 1/-, S.P.D.T.
1/6, D.P.S.T. 2/-, D.P.D.T... _
2/6
SCALES, Ivorine, engraved o -18o
41d.
TERMINALS, special large with nui
and washer 1d., W.O. type 2d.,
telephone 2d., pillar ..
.
2d.
sheet,
TIN FOIL
4d.
COPPER FOIL ..
.. sheet,
4d.
VALVE HOLDERS, turned ebonite,
with nuts
1/3 and 1/VALVE LEGS, with nut and washer
Id.
VALVE PINS, 1d. With nut and
washer
..
1.1d,
WANDER PLUGS,3d. Wood's metal
4d.
.

Kindly forward ample postage.

Balance fully refunded..

STOCKS,"

7-9, CRANBOURN ALLEY,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.1.

Dead opposite Daly's Theatre, Hippodrome,
Leicester Square Tube Station.

Telephone : Regent 4790.

(London, E.). -What is the

A frame aerial will have but from 5 to 10 per cent.
the efficiency of the ordinary elevated type, and for

that reason some considerable amplification
desired to obtain good results on the former.

is

How many turns on a three-foot frame
aerial should I wind. for the receiving of
broadcasting ?
inch with a
Seven turns of 24 S.W.G. spaced
'0005 mfd. variable condenser across its ends for
tuning, purposes.

*

*

T. M. (Willesden). -I am constructing a
four -valve set, and have only room on the

panel for two filament resistances. It is a
1 H.F. and 2 L.F. circuit. Should I have one
resistance for the H.F. and detecting valves,
and one for the L.F. valves, or what would
you advise ?
We should, in the first place, advise you to en
deavour to rearrange your apparatus so that such a

congestion of apparatus and consequent restriction
of space does not occur, otherwise we are afraid that

you will have trouble with interaction and its attendant " howling." Anyway, whatever else you
do, always allow the detector valve a separate
filament control, as this is the most critical of the
three stages. If you employ " hard " valves for
amplification, one filament control for the amplifying
stages will suffice, although, in point of both economy
and general efficiency in reception, separate filament
controls are extremely advisable.
*

*

*

" NOVICE " (Newcastle -on -Tyne). -What is

an average value of inductance and capacity
for an amateur aerial ?
'0002 to '0003 mfd. capacity and about 15 mils.

inductance.

Is it necessary to obtain these exactly in

order to work out with a coil the wavelength of a set ?

Take the average values as given above, a slight
error either way in these will not affect the result
to any great extent, as the whole scheme of finding

wave -length by mathematics is liable to a 10 per cent.
error, at least.

5d.

LEADING -IN TUBES, ebonite, with
terminals, 12 in., 1/4 ; o in., 1 /2 ; 6 in., 1 /LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, approved type
.
2/- and 5'SLIDER AND PLUNGER com-

SLIDER RODS,
in. drilled

" AERIAL "

efficiency of a frame aerial compared to that
of a good outdoor aerial ?

*

*

*

K. B. T. (Stepney). -Would you advise me
to employ an outdoor .aerial of only 20 ft. in
height and 20 ft. in length with a crystal set,
or an indoor aerial and a valve set ? I only
desire to hear Marconi House on telephones.
With careful adjustments and obtaining every
available inch of height, you should obtain quite
good results from Marconi House on a crystal set,
employing the outdoor aerial you mention.

W. A. R. (Stratford -on -Avon). -Why cannot

I receive messages from stations on my
crystal when I am within their stated range of
transmission ?
Probably because your receiver is not sufficiently

sensitive.

A stated range, nowadays, is generally

made where it is presumed that the receiving stations
possess a fairly sensitive valve set.

" No NAME" (Whitstable). -I have a
crystal set with a coil of 2i in. diameter and
161 in. long, wound with 26 S.W.G. (1) What
is its wave -length ?

(2) My aerial is 18 ft.

high and 80 ft. long, including the.lead-in. Is
this O.K. ? (3) Could I hear Writtle on this
set ? (4) What 'phones should I use ?
(1) About 250 to 1,800 metres.

You should use a

larger diameter -say, 4} in. and about 9 in. long 12) This
should act fairly well, but the aerial is on the low
side. Try and raise it four or five feet, taking off a
corresponding number of feet from the length. This
is necessary in order to keep within the regulations.
which would give more efficient results.

(3) This is not likely, as it is out of range for a crystal
set. (4) 4,000 ohms.

(Ooniznued on page 902.)

on this fascinating subject of Wireless Is
not difficult if you have the right Books.
Here are two non-technlcal Books by
John Scott -Taggart, editor of Modern
'tireless. explaining in simple language
the theory of Wireless. Not only do they
tell you the kind of Set you need and how
it works, but full details are given for the
construction Of an inexpeasive Set suitable
for receiving the Concerts.
From

all Booksellers and

Wirelessc:

forPOST
allTREE 7,'1°
V..)

Newsagents.

Simplifiedl/

Wireless
I:
POST TREE 1/i'i'

adio :fres% `ltd

Pl/BOOMERS OF sUlsIORiTATIVE wIRFL15.51iFtWvSE

DEvEREUx COURT. ST R AN D.W.C.2

eftell11011/110%efesf%/1"/%01"0110140111/10~101

To Broadcast the Price -List

of The Cheapest Firm in the Trade
We will forward to each applicant enclosing
P.O. for 1 /-, a generous sample of the
wonderful " WAVELITE " Crystal,
Complete in Crystal Cup.
Usual price for Crystal alone 1'6 and 2,- per piece.
" WAVELITE" is extremely sensitive, very lustrous,
and in all ways a super -Crystal.

DE -LUXE COMMODITIES,

151s, OXFORD STREET,LONDON, W.1

ACCUMULATOR
CHARGING SERVICE
Your Accumulator Collected, Properly Be'

Charged and Delivered to your Door by
20 years' actual experience.
Write, 'phone or call PRINCE, Malt Street, Old Kent Road, &E.1;
our Special Motor Service, from 2e. each,
inclusive ;

(Hop 2390 ; evenings, New Cross 1574.)

HOW TO MAK E Y OUR OWN

WIRELESS RECEIVING SET
No Marking out.

Full -sire Diagrams and all
wiring details accurately given. All Broadcasting
Stations received.

London Agents -

In 'two Ser es, 2/6 each

Messrs. W. & G. FOYLE, Ltd.,

121, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
Immediate
Delivery
from our Huge Stocks.
Everything from a Recorder to an
Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US.
9, Colonial Avenue is first opening on left

in the Minories, near Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO. Avenle,i160.
9, Colonial Avenue, London, E. 1.
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Can I help you ?

I will give you £50
if I fail to produce over 7,000 testi-

monials from others I have helped to

A Successful Career.
Yours to Success

We teach by POST,

Parts and accessories of all
kinds, including the famous
" Autoveyors " 3 -Elec-

ADVICE FREE
Most Moderate Charges
Payable Monthly.

trode Variable Condenser,

Learn a trade or Profession.

the most efficient precision
controller of oscillations in
Radio circuits.
Marconiphones and all leading
Broadcasting Sets in stock.
Catalogues on application. Ad-

Every man is the architect of his ow.i fortune ?

Write fur one of our FREE BOOKLET

vice and installations by
experts.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD

P.M.G., C.G.1., A.M.I.E.E., and B.C.D.

Radio Supplies and Service

If you are preparing for any exarn.ask our advice. All particulars free of charge.
Parents should seek our advice for
their sons. If you are interested

84 VICTORIA ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1
Phone :

on any of the following subjects :

Pattern Making
Architectural Drawing Engineering
Building Construction Foundry Work
Salesmanship
Clerk of Work's Duties Internal Comb. Engines Sanitation
Aviation
Shipbuilding
Marine Engineering
Structural Engineering
Boiler Engineering
Mathematics
Surveying & Levelling
Boiler Making
Matriculation
Telegraphy & TeleChemistry
Metallurgy
Mining
phony
Civil Engineering
Wireless Telegraphy
Concrete and Steel
Mine Surveying
Draughtsmanship
Special Course for
Motor Engineering
Electricity
Apprentices
Naval Architecture
WE SPECIALISE IN ALL EXAMS, WIRELESS, ELECTRICITY,

in any of the subjects mentioned
above, write, naming the subject,
and we will send you our FREE

Victoria 309

BOOKLET. Please state your age.

Courses specially combined

to meet all requirements.

WATES CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET
RECEIVES BROADCAST MUSIC FOR 30 MILES
WITH REMAFKABLE CLARITY AND STRENGTH
adjustment necessary to
receive any particular wave -length
is the movement of one switch arm.
The crystal is in a glass' container, one
adjustment being almost permanent.
THE only

It costs but

-0-0

complete with everything ready for fixing.

A I) Extras.

No Upkeep Costs.

You can add to this set, step by step, by
the Wates Unit System of Note
Magnifiers.

This system produces signals of remarkable strength and clarity of tone,
without atmospheric disturbance or dis-

tortion, and enables you to use a Loud
Speaker.

Not only do we supply complete Receiving Sets (Crystal or Valve}, but also
all component parts.
A visit to our Showrooms will interest
you.

" Ideal " Valve
mulator,
50 amp.

Accu-

volt,

4

per set 24/ ...
(Carriage, 2/-0

" Ideal " Valve
mulator,
6

Accu-

volt,
... per set 35/ 60 amp.
(Carriage, 3/..)

Filament Resistances ...
Variable Condensers (of
various capacities)
from

3/9
6/ -

..
2/6
Fixed Condensers
3 -Coil Bolder, complete

Unit

for

use

Standard Coils

with

26/ -

Valves.

Cossor-P.1
Osram-R. Type

Ora-R. Type

CLARITONE
LOUD SPEAKER

gesb sitaca
ic;,&V.17:12 Zzge wonici
"CLARITONE" LOUD SPEAKER.-For volume, clarity and purity of tone, the ' Claritone,'
Loud Speaker is unequalled. Used in, conjunction
with Valve Receiving Sets and Ashley Valve Sets
in particular, it gives improved reception more

than equivalent to an extra Valve without the

distortion inseparable from excessive valve
amplification. The " Claritone t. is of pleasing
design and high grade finish. A convenient lever

in the base facilitates fine adjustment to suit any class of reception
required.

.

...

The

17/6
13 -

PRICE -2,000 ohms £6 : 2 : 6 each. 120 ohms £6: 0: 0 each
THE ASHLEY 2 -STAGE LOW FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER.-Embodies two
low frequency amplifying Valves, and is
conveniently adapted for direct coupling
to the Ashley 2 -Valve and 3 -Valve Receiving Sets, thereby converting them respectively into 4- and 5 -Valve combinations and
facilitating the use of the " Claritone "
Loud Speaker, for both British and Continentat reception. High grade finish and

Demonstrations gladly given.

readily accessible interior.
PRICE - £10 : 0 : 0 (Valves Extra).

WATES BROS.,

ASHLEY WIRELESS

13-14, Great Queen Et., Kingsway,

LONDON, W.C.2

TELEPHONE CO., LTD.

69, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

HALL'

(Continued from page 900.)

(Kentish Town).-What
size fraMe should I use for 2 L 0 ? Could I
use wires slung up across the room near the
" FRAME AERIAL "

YOU NEED NOT PAY MORE !
YOU SHOULD NOT PAY LESS.

AN APOLOGY.
We regret that owing to the enormous
demands upon our stocks there has been
a little delay in executing some orders.
Will those who have been disappointed

please accept our apologies, with the
assurance that their orders will be despatched immediately fresh stocks are
available. New orders will be fulfilled
in strict rotation.

ceiling ?
A four -foot frame wound with five turns of 22
d.c.c., each turn being } in. from the next. The

aerial, slung across the room, would give you fair
results ; but in this case you need the usual earth
connection, and these aerials make it very difficult
to tune in successfully, as the slightest movement
of any person upsets the capacity of the aerial, and
,
thus the tuning.
_

*

*

M. P. D. (Highgate).-I am using a tapped
tuning coil on my crystal set, but find that
best tuning is obtained for 2 L 0 when the
switch arm rests on two studs instead of on one,
as is usual, I believe. Why is this ?
This should not be so.

You .haVe probably taken

the tappings so that the natural wave -lengths of
the sections of the coil do not quite coincide with
that of the station at any one tapping. Thus, when
using two, you are short-circuiting a section of the
coil, thus putting it In shunt. across the switch arm

----BARGAINS
Crystal Detectors .. . .
Valve Holders (ebonite)
Fixed Condensers .. ..
Reel Insulators
.. ..
Egg Insulators
.. ..
Laminated Switch Arms
Terminals
.. .
..

..
..
..

..
..
..

Aerial Wire, stranded, 150 it.
Contact Studs
.. .. ..
Valve Legs .. .. .. ..
Crystal Cups (3 screws)

Valve Pins
..
Spade Terminals

..
..

..
..

Assembled for
Panel Mounting
12/6

Capacity
CoFmanrtslete

6/6

001

'0075

..

48

..

70005

10/6

*0003

2..
.
4i6
..
'ip and Bottom Drilled Ebonite
Plates, 1/3 extra. Vernier, 3/-

Inlervalve Transformers, Ratio 4 to 1. finest
.. 12,9; 5 to 1, 14 6
.
manufacture
.

.

from 15/- to

" Royal Phone." Loud Speakers, 4,000 ohms
resistance, ebonite horn, giving clarity of
each 30/ tone and freedom from distortion.
Plus 2/- for packing and postage.

Aluminium Condenser Vanes. 1.1Xed and moving.
.. pair
22/24 gauge
Spacers, true to '001. Small, doz. 2d ; large, doz.

Ebonite Knobs, tapped 2 B.A. with brass nut 1st

quality, 4d ;

2nd quality 2d

Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in 100 ft.
lengths

1d
3d

..

.

Valve Legs, with nuts and washers, id each;.
doz.

Two Coil 'Holders, solid ebonite mounted on

..
.. '
mahogany
Three Coil Holders, solid ebonite, with long
arms to avoid capacity effects
Crystal Detectors, adjustable in every way

enclosed in glass case
do.
Do.
Engraved lvorine Scales, 0-180', round or
square ends
Filament Resistances, extraordinary vales.

2/6
9d

2/6
4;6

i'd

.. 2t6, 316 and 5/6
velvet action
Switch Arms, complete with knob,
washers, bush nuts, etc. 1st quality, 1/6;
2nd quality ..
Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete with

nuts, 1/3; 2nd quality
Crystal Cups. Plain 1d; one, two, or three
screw

Terminals. complete with nut and washer
Basket Coils, set Of 7
Contact Studs, in. by 1 in., complete with'nut
..
..
doz.
and washer

Insulators, 2 -in. reels 1c1 each ; white egg, 3d ; green egg, 4d ;

1/ -

lb.
each
each
each

Slider Rods, 12 -in. or 13 -in. }-in. square brass,

drilled both ends ..
Eertzite, 1/6. Bornite, Carborundum, Galena

necessitate the addition of one or more high -frequency
valve amplifiers to make up for the change in aerials.

You would. however, obtain the directional effect
that all frame aerials possess, and this would aid
greatly in cutting out the interference.
*

*

*

" ANODE " (Sheffield).-I want to use the
tuned anode type of -coupling. Can I use
reaction with this, instead of reacting on the
aerial ?

1/3
3/6
4d
4d
4d
3d

Yes ;

the reaction coil may take the form of a

'be hinged and the coupling varied by swinging it
nearer or farther away from the anode coil. A
useful method is to make both coils of the basket
type and use a small coil -holder, mounting the
coils in the same way as the aerial tuning and secondary
coils are mounted.

*

*

T. P. D. H. (Forfar).-Is there any way by

Which old H.T. batteries can be used again ?

and then pourihg a few drops of sulphuric acid

A. S.

D. (Hartlepool).-Is there a right

and a wrong .way to connect telephone
receivers to a set ?

There is a correct way, but it is not often that
amateurs take the trouble to find which it is. The
proper way is to connect the 'phones so that the
current flowing through them will increase the
strength of the magnets at each impulse. To find
which way this is, it is necessary to test the strength

of the magnets, first with the current flowing one
way and then the other. A small weight (of iron)

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

coils, the magnets will he strengthened or weakened,
as the case may be. If the 'phones are hung with
the diaphragms 'downwards, the weight will pull
the diaphragms off,if the current weakens the magnets,

TRADE

HALL'S

EUPPLIED

'PHONE: REGENT 1282

should be attached to the diaphragm of either earpiece then, with the current passing through the

and if it strengthens them, they will be fixed more
firmly. A little trouble will enable you to find a
weight of suitable size.
*

71, Beak St., Regent St., London, W.1
Hours: 8.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.; 1 p.m. Saturdays.
Between Piccadilly Circus and Oxford Circus
'Buses 3, 6, 12, 13, 15, 32, 51, 53, 59 and 88 pass

4/6
5d.

..

..

Condenser -Vanes ........dos. 1/ Filament Resistances ..
.. .. 240
..
..

Lead-in Tubes, S in. ..
12 in. ..
tli
1/
Slide Rods, with terminal
f9

Large Spacers
Saudi Spacers
Loud Speakers

..
..

..
..

.. ..
Intervalve Transformers

..
..

1/6
1/9

.. d,,z.
.. doz.

4d.
3d.

.

.. 10/6
.

'Phones, 4,000 ohms ..
Send Ample Postage.

.

13/6
21/ -

Illustrated Catalogue, including
List of Stations, Post Free, Gd.

EONS 115,

SUPPLY CO.,

FLEET ST., E.C.4.

(Next "Daily Express" Offices.)
'-'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Iffillil I 1111111111111111111::

MNIPHONE
Wireless Service
-EFRAME AERIALS.
Designed to clip on to an ordinary
door, without in any way damaging it.

By swinging the door, full advantage
can be taken of the directional proper.

ties of the frame, and interference

eliminated. Can be fitted or removed
in a few minutes. Extremely efficient

on account of its comparatively large
Tunes to all broadcast wave-

lengths.

smaller coil to slide inside the anode coil, or it may

Screwed Brass Lengths, 12 -in. 2 or 4 B.A. each
Inductances, wound 22/24 enamelled wire, each 3/3

Orders under 30/- kindly remit ample
postage. Balance refunded if excess sent,

..

.. doz.

size.

6d

2d
4/ -

..
..
Fixed Condensers, any capacity
Grid Leak and Condensers combined
..
..
Slider Plunger complete

plan is to use a frame aerial. This will, unfortunately,

into them. This will give life to old cells, and they
will sometimes last for several , weeks after this
treatment.

1d

doz.

.

would make it very difficult to tune in, your best

3d

4d

},

Without going to the trouble of adding numerous
and complicated rejector circuits to your set, which

There is no very successful way of repairing them.
They can be rejuvenated' to a certain extent by
piercing each cell through the top with a small hole,

each
green shell ..
Brass Nuts, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 B.A., doz. 3d. Washer3,

Ebonite Sheets,

Is there any cure ?

4/9
9/6

..

would stop this trouble and give you finer tuning.

J. A. M. (Brighton).-I am repeatedly
jammed by ships and coast stations when
listening to the broadcasting from London.

'0002
'0001

Crystal Sets

capacity and inductance, and these are added to
the total effect of the section of the coil used, and
thus bring the tuning somewhere near the correct
value for the reception of the required station. A
small variable condenser connected across the coil

.. .. 2/8
.. .. 1/6
.. .. 2d.
_ .. Bid.
.. .. 1/10

.

and studs. This shunt possesses a certain amount of

VARIABLE CONDENSERS:

1923.

.

*

R. E. A. C. (Bedford).-How do I know

when nay set is oscillating ?
It is very difficult to tell sometimes if the set is
only radiating slightly, but if the oscillation is at
(Continued on page 903).

Sent post free.

Price 10/- complete.

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS Co., E

E 24, Warwick St., Regent St.,
London, W.1.
'Phone: Regent 3335. 20 yards from Regent St., E between Morison Lewis and Robinson & Cieaver's. =
T111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

-Beginners Guide to Wireless
Ixplains, in plain everyday language, everything
teginners wish to know about wireless telegraphy.
HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT, AND MAKE

all the apparatus required for reception of
telephony or morse, and full instructions
and diagrams for making coils, tuners, and
complete valve and crystal sets. 112 pages,

price 1/, post free.-SAXON RADIO CO.

(Dept. 14), South Shore, Blackpool. 82 -page
cat. of wireless apparatus. 2d., post free.

TO THE TRADE.

Ebonite-Copper Wire, Bare (If
Covered-Aerials-Sleevings, &c
Wireless Supplies:

Prompt Delivery.

Cables & Electrical Supplies, Mica House, (Mord St.,
Caledonian ltd., Leaden, N.I. Te/ephos.i: Norm 805

CUT THIS OUT
"Popular

Wireless" PEN COUPON Value 2d.

Send 7 of these coupons with

only 2/9 direct to the

Fleet Pen Co., 119, Fleet St., E.C.4. You will

receive by return a splendid British -Made 14 -et. Gold
Nibbed Fleet Fountain Pen, value 10/6 (fine, medium,
or broad. nib). If only 1 coupon is sent the price is
3/9, 2d. being allowed for each extra coupon UP to U.
(racket Clip, 4d.) Satisfaction guaranteed or cask
returned. Special New Of/cr.-Your own name in
gilt letters on either nen for II- extra. Lever Solt -

Filling Model with Safety Cap, 21- extra.

Popular Win less Weekly, Febrnary 10th,- 1923.
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R-ADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 9(t2..)
all violent there will he a decided rtishinv sound in
t he 'phones. Very likely you will notice a click
when the set begins to oscillate. In any
'

soon as you near the oscillation point the signals
will become rather "smudgy," and will eventually
be very distorted.

X. Y. Z. (Reading).-I have often read- in
What

your columns refurerrees to harmonics.
are harmonics ?

When a station is sending outwireless waves, these
waves are not always -pure; .especially in- the case of
high -power continuous wave stations.

Smaller wages

whose wave -lengths are lees than that of the in .in or
fundamental wave are very often transmitted. These

waves- are called "harmonics;" and boar a direct
ratio to - one another. and to the fundamental wave.
Ther re usually of wave4engtteeoli , ori that of

the fandamental. So that it does --not infrequently
happen when you are listeningffir on 400 metres. or
thereabouts that you hear the signals or speech of a.
station operating. on about 880 metres. This is very

which
will pass the PMG

often noticeable with Croydon, whose signals can often

be heard cffiite distinctly and loudly on about. 600
metres, whereas the proper wave -length is 000 metres

G. A. P. (Southampton).-How does " beat "
reception function ?
It is a method whereby a high frequency oscillation
is generated in the aerial of a different frequency to
that' of continuous-wave-signaE corning in, These
two oseilliations -come ttrstinto step and then mit, of
stepiewitheone- another: Whiter they come into step
they, ambit; one another. mid' when. they arc out of
stetrtheroppisee earls? other; thmemulticing periodical
fluctuations causing signals in the telephones.

" QVERY "

-000---

CONTENTS

(Dover).-I noticed that on

charging. my- 6 -volt accumulator, one- of the
cella, the middle one, showed no sign of gassing
even though the other two had been doing so
for some time. Should this be so ?

1. Crystal

No ; in all probability there is some dirt causing a

short circuit internally. The- cell should be carefully
examined, and, if the bottom appears dirty, it should
lie emptied and washed out. Acid of 1.3 specific
gravity should be peered in and the charging of that
cell returned tmtit it gasses freely. You may find a
piece of the positive -plate has crumbled away and has

lodged between the positive- and negative plates,

causing an internal circuit. This should be removed,
when the cell can be charged again until it gasses.
*

*

*

T. D. (Reading).-Can I take it that in the

2

Aerial

:

Detector

Circuits
2. Single -Valve Circuits
3. Two -Valve Circuits
4. Three -Valve Circuits
5. Four -Valve Circuits
6. Five -Valve Circuits

7. Local Oscillators for
Re Heterodyne
caption of C.W.
8. Valve Transmitter
and Radio Phone

/I
2

Circuits

wave -length formula both, capacity,and induct-

ance play the same part; and therefore I can
increase the wave -length range of my set by
the addition of either ?
Yes, that is so, but in point of efficiency it is advisable to obtain the range by the addition or reduction
in inductance, keeping the capacity as low as possible
and using it only for -the fine variations of tuning.

-

T. use of Reaction gives almost the additional strength of another Valve, but
carelessly used it is a source of great
annoyance to all other receiving stations within
two or three miles. Therefore, the P.M.G.
has rightly banned all reaction coupled to

VALVE CIRCUITS
a new book by John Scott-Taggart-the Editor
of Modern Wireless-gives, however, full details
of several circuits which permit' the fullest use
of Reaction which cannot cause oscillation in
the Aerial circuit. If you are not now using
Reaetauce, get this Book and see how -easily you
can alter your wiring to obtain that maximum
of efficiency so essential if you- are to- pick
lip those long-distance Broadcasting Stations.
Every diagram is clearly drawn, typical condenser and resistance values are given. Further,
you have the assurance that every circuit has
been actually tested out and that it is not merely
a paper circuit."

i

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSAGENTS.

d ja

6........2
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With a crystal set and telephone receivers you will
be surprised, at the faithfulness of the reproduction.
" Might aswelt be in the room" is the type of comment snore often heard when telephone receivers are
used. It is the loud speaker that has caused so many
people to base their ideas of wireless music on distorted results. In any case loud speakers cannot be
used with crystal sets.
*

" CIssae " (Rugby).-(1) I read in a book that
the length of an aerial is limited by regulations
to 120 ft. of wire if used in one piece. Is this
correct ?

(2) Can I get a set, made at home

from parts, stamped by the B.B.C. ?
(1) No, this is certainly not coriect. The regulations state that the height (at highest point) of an

aerial plus its total length from the set to the farther
insulator or spreader must not exceed 100 ft. This
length includes the length of the lead-in. In the case
of a double aerial the length becomes the span from
insulator to insulator plus the length of the lead-in.
(2) No, the only C0111150 for you to adopt In this case

is to apply for an experimental licence. If all your
bought parts are stamped by the B.B.C. you may be
giyen-permiesion by the G.P.O. to use the set under a
broadcasting licence. In any- case; the experimental
licence form must be filled in.

(Continued on page 9011
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PUBLISHERS CF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.2.

o/cveRada.66

M. C. (Upper Tooting).-I ant thinking of

buying a crystal set, but am rather doubtful as
to result. I have never listened in and have
heard such a lot about the " nasty twang of a
cheap gramophone," that I would like an unprejudiced opinion on the point.

circuits on broadcast wave - lengths.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

paltailD27eat

MARSHALL

450.01,

-mmommiCRYSTAL SET.Sin

ACCUMULATORS, H.T. BATTERIES,
AND VALVES.
NEW AND GUARANTEED.

Assembled and unassembled.
And all component parts.
Write for illustrated catalogue. Post free, 3d.

VALVE PANELS ON THE UNIT SYSTEM
Unassembled
Simple to build. Full instructions sent with each
set. Ask for particulars.

P.

H. BOYS & CO.,

Electrical & Wireless Enaineers,

187, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 1.
'Phone Clerkenwell 4454.

AD
D.

4 -Volt, 25 -Amp., t'i , i I Illoid,
4 -Volt, 40 -Amp. 17/6
4
60
21/3
4
80
27/4
100
33/-

.

. 11/3: Post age l /40 -Amp. 25(6

6 -Volt;
6
6
6

60

80
100

31.36146/-

Packing 1/6 extra.
Peeking.2;- extra.
..15/-, Postage 6d.
MARCONI " It " VALVES -17/14 Postage Gd.
36-V., H.T. Battery, fie leaden,
with Plugs
..
.. R6. Postage 1/60-V. H.T. Battery, He jesden,
with Plugs
..14,'-. Postage 1/ ..

MULLARD ORA VALVES

.

Cash with order.

Goods despatched per return.

LOWKE & SONS, LTD., Northampton.

MATERIALS, TOOLS, &WORKSHOP SUNDRIES
OUR 1923 LIST of above (84 pages) is now ready.

afford to be without a copy.

Wireless experimenters cannot

SENT POST FREE on receipt of Post

GEORGE ADAMS (DpEP.wr:),

Card.

255-1.,.01-1!IgriN,12161.TRN,

l'opata t

lips

R ADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

HULLO!i
HULLO!

(Continued from page 903.)

J. C. B. (Glasgow). -(1) Would a 2-megolun

grid leak be better than a 4-megohm leak ?
(2)' When reaction is used, is touching the

aerial terminal and listening for a click a

reliable method of knowing if the set is
radiating ?
(1) Probably 2 megohms would be a more suitable
value for most valves than 4. You should experiment with different values of leaks until you find
the one that most suits the particular valve you are
using. (2) No ; we should not like to say it was an
infallible test. It wilt certainly give you -a guide as to
whether the set is oscillating violently or not, but

Look at our Prices and Compare with our Competitors !

VARIABLE

an aerial may be radiating gently without your
having the click on touching the aerial terminal.
There is no absolutely safe way of telling it your

CONDENSERS

aerial is radiating unless you have a milliammeter in
the aerial circuit.

Everything ready to assemble.
Consisting of accurate aluminium
fixed and moving Vanes, with all

all without causing distortion of speech and

inducing best

cause serious interference without causing a certain
amount of " smudgy " reception and distorting

A. P. D. (Ilkley). -Can my set radiate at

music ?

necessary Spacer Washers,
Spindles,

etc.,

It is not likely to be radiating badly enough to

quality Ebonite Dial, 0-180
and Knob, with continuous
Contact Coil.

speech somewhat. We would not like to say, however,

that the aerial is not radiating at all except when

l'4.

Spacer Washers, large, 3 doe. 9d. By post
Terminals, 4 B.A., with nut and washer,
8 for 1/-. By post 1/3.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS

All goods despatched

by return.

Subject to Seven Days' Approval
cr Money Returned,

Whiteside Bloomfield & Co,,
LTD.

2, Ham Yard, GreatWindmill
St.,PiccadillyCircus,London, W.1.
1&

(Two Minutes Piccadilly Tube.)

a

very full list of British Amateurs.
Keep a copy handy and know
who is sending -you'll get much

more enjoyment from your Set.

From all Booksellers and
Newsagents.

post free 2/8

Published by

1/4.

itadioVrezz

between electrical units of power and the
ordinary mechanical units of horse power ?

N000t.e.CNS ar AUDIJRINNTivE

I often hear people talking about a 1-h.p.

DEVER E U X COURT. &RAN D.W.C.2

eleCtric motor.
Yes ; it has been found that about 716 watts equal
1 -horse power.

I. M. J. (Manchester). -What is meant by
heterodyne reception ?'
Heterodyne reception is a method used for the
reception of continuous waves. A special generator usually a valve circuit -is coupled to the detector
circuits so that it causes high -frequency oscillations
to flow in the aerial. (In the case of a Valve and
reaction, the reaction does this.) - These oscillations
have a certain frequency, and also those of the C.W.

station which are coining in have a certain frequency.
.When these frequencies are different they form a beat

every now and then, and this beat is audible in the
'phones. The beat -note IS dependent on the differ-

Price per 100 ft, 31-. By post 41-:
Aluminium Vanes, 2 doz. lid. By post 1/3.
Per gross 4.'6. By post 5/3.
Basket Coils. Range 300-3,000 metres. Per
set of 7, 4/3. By post 4/9.
Brass Washers : 2, 3, 4, or 6 B.A. Dozen 20. ;

Spacer Washers, small, 6 doz. 1-. By post

and ship stations as well as

A. T. (Welwyn). -Is there any connection

Top and Bottom Drilled Ebonite Circular
Discs, 1/3 a set. Postage 3d. set. Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, stranded.

1'- each. By post 1/4.
Ebonite Valve Holders, complete with 8 nuts,
1/-. By post 1'4.
Egg Insulators, 4 for lid. By lost 1,'6. 1 clog.
2/6. By post 3/6.
Filament Resistance, 2/6 and 3/6. By post
3/- and 4/,
Knobs, tapped, 2 B.A. 414. By post 7d.

a subscriber. This book gives
over 12.000 Call Signs of all land

0

3 sets I/O.

Brass Nuts : 2, 3, 4, or 5 11.A. Dozen 33d.
gross 1/6. Postage 3d.
Brass Rod : 2 B.A. in 12 in. lengths, each
4id. Postage 3d.
Brass Rod : 4 B.A. in 12 in. lengths,- each 4d.
Postage 3d.
Ebonite Dial: 0-180 Bored in centre,

As indispensable to the listener -in
as the telephone directory is to

distortion of reception occurs.

Price for
complete
set of
parts unAssemassembled Unas- bled corn without sembled, plete for
No. of Ebonite including Panel
Capacity Plates End Discs Discs Mounting
.001
57
6/3
7/3
11/9
.00075
43
5/3
6/3
10/9
.0005
29
4/3
5/3
8/3
*0003
19
3/4/-.
6/6
.0002
13
2/3
3/3
5/6
7
2/3/4'9
'0001
Vernier
3
1/9
2/9
4, 6
Packing and Postage, I/- per set; 2 sets, 1/3;

gross 10d. Postage 3d.

traces Weeldg, l'ebruarg 10th, 1923.

II

ence between the. two frequencies.
*

*

.

speakers distort snore than others ?
The distortion that takes place in kind speakers k
mainly due to the fact that a small diaphragm is
vibrating and sending out sound waves. These

waves are then. expanded as much"as possible by the
horn -of the loudU-Speaker. Unless the waves expand
regularly they' become ragged and tend to be jumbled

up. This causes distortion, and- is mainly due to
the acoustic properties of the horn used. If the horn
also vibrates and has a metallic ring, it will cause
distortion by providing snore waves due to its own

Vibrations.

0

es

(Newhaven). -What is a re-

JAMMED "

jector circuit ? is it of any use for the elimination of jamming ?

The rejector circuit is atoned circuit composed of an
inductance and a variable condenser, which is shunted
across a portion of the receiving circuit. The rejector

circuit is so tuned that it will not respond to the
desired signal, but will form a by-pass to all other
signals of near wave -length which would be likely to
cause interference. Usually several rejector circuits are
included in the receiving circuit so as to cut out interference as completely as possible.

*

0

A PRACTICAL BOOK FOR EVERYBODY.

Edited by
ERICH HAUSMANN. 9/- net.
Nine prominent authorities present the
latest information on the radio phone in
an extremely simple and understandable

9/- net.

manner. As a guide to the proper selection of apparatus, as well as to the theory -

and practice of receiving messages of
varying wave -lengths, and transmitting,
it will prove of . great value to both
amateur and technical readers.
CONSTABLE AND COMPANY, LTD.
10 and 12, Orange Street, London, W.C.2:

*

D. T. M. (Hendon). -Why do some loud

'

RADIO PHONE RECEIVING.

*.

L. T. C. (York). -Can I use wood for a valve
panel, or slate 1

Neither of these materials is really as safe for use
as an insulator as ebonite, but both can be used if
treated well first. In the case of the wood you
should dry well in a warm oven for some days, and
then soak in melted paraffin wax for about 24 hours.
After this the wood should be cooled in a dry place.
The slate should also be well dried in a warm place,
and its surfaces covered with a thin coat of shellac.
This will help to prevent moisture from condensing
on the surfn,o of the slate.
WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks. Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free. -B. T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (0.B. & U.S.A.), 146a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone : Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

THE NtWTONIA WIRELESS FACT DRY
FOR ALL WIRELESS PARTS AT FACTORY PRICES

1 3 1 5, WHITCOMB ST., W.C.2
Regent 5469

-LIKE
HOT CAKES
ASHLEY'S SUPERPHONES

are selling, and no wonder. Read the specification :
ohms
self -adjustable,
easily
detachable
ear -pieces; 'leather covered headbands specialty
shaped for maximum of comfort and least disar-

Highly sensitised double receivers, heavily plated:
4,000

rangement of hair; over four feet best twin conduc-

tor tinsel cord. Best British make Throughout.
J.

EVERY PAIR TESTED AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
4,000 ohms.
21(6 postfree.
&
E. ASHLEY 5, New Oxford Street. W.C.1.

Trade supplied.

MIIFC11111 2691.

TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS.

PA I ENT YOUR

INVENTIONS.
They may prove very valuable. Particulars and consulta-

free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1. Established

tions
1810.

Telephone: Chancery 7547.

PORTLAND'S
Parts by Post.
"EBONITE."
5.

8x1

d.

7

7x5128
39
4x4

13

10 x 6
17 x 5

53

76
96

x 10 ..
17i x 81 ..
18 x 18 ..
36 x 18 ..

1

71bs

1

12

12 10

30
30

Quarter, Mat, British.
Postage Free. Any size cut.

JAMES PORTLAND,
39, Sinclair Road, Olympia, W.14.
Mr. Portland stocks
200 Wireless Parts
TIY
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Some items from our

SERIES -PARALLEL
SWITCH.
With brass bush,

two nuts and spring
washer

...

atr-4. all fadio

new 32 -page Catalogue

3/ -

RADIAL SWITCH.
.4 leaf laminated.
Complete with bush,
nuts and waste,' 2/.

Below are given some typical examples of
KNIFE SWITCH.
Single pole, single
base ...

2/3 each.

eboniteCIP°

through.
out.

Fitted
with

either
knobs
or long
handles.

Peto-Scott value. Each article carries our full
throw. On ebonite

3 -COIL HOLDER.

Best
solid

guarantee of complete satisfaction or money
willingly refunded. 32 - pp. Catalogue with
full list of Amateur Stations and Call Signs.

Price. 17 /6

d.

The PETO-SCOTT Standardised Unit System.

No.4. DETECTOR
UNIT.

KNIFE
SWITCH.

Full Set of parts

for home construction
... 17/6
Less Valve:
Mahogany Cabinet

Double pole,
single throw.
3/6

VD

et%

to Bt, extra

KNIFE
SWITCH.
Single
pole,
double throw.
2/9

EBONITE
SLIDER.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
Totally enclosed and mounted

As shown.
each 5d.

on polished Ebonite and all
fittings plated ...
8/6

KNIFE
SWITCH
Dbl. pole,
4/6

PETO-SCOTT CONDENSERS.
in
*0015
...

Complete

INSULATORS.

Polished Mahogany

/001
/00075.

use.

'0005
'0003
'0002

Cabinet, ready for

BARREL.
Very high breaking strain,
each 7d.

110005

SHELL.
Green Vitreous

EGG
Small size

China,
each 1/-.
Miniature size,

Full Set of parts

AERIAL WIRE.

...
...
...

18/3
16/9
14/9
13/6
12/3
11/-

,..

9/-

001
'00075 ...

0005
0003

*REEL.

2 in. diameter,.
good quality,

-0002
'0001

each 3d.

...
...
...
...

8/3
7 /-

6/3
5/6
4/9

ROTARY PLATES.
per doz. 6d.

FIXED PLATES.
per doz. 6d.
CONDENSER

WANDER
PLUGS.
each. 6d.

H.T. BATTERIES.

GRID LEAKS.
Guaranteed correct value under
test.

1, 2,

3,

4

or 5 megohms,
each 2/ -

410

Brass clips free.

GRID LEAK AND
CONDENSER.
Guaranteed accurate and
clips.
with
mounted
... 4/6
Any value ...

Large,

2/6 doz.

Divided pattern. Large,

L.F. AMPLIFYING
UNIT.

Telephone

Full Set of Parts

pattern.

3/6 per doz.
Small.
2/- per doz.

Small.
2/6 doz.

for home construction
..
33/6
Less Valve.
Mahogany Cabinet

to fit, extra ... 3/6

CO.30.
SWITCH STUDS.

SWITCH STOPS.
Brass,

¶ Booklet describing
tae whole sysl,m, 6d.

fitted with

fitted with

Brass,

THE MULTI -WAVE
AMPLIFIER.

two nuts.
per doz. 9d.

two nuts.

per doz. I/.

For H.F. Amplification on all

2/-

with two Wander Plugs
15 volts
...
7/6
36

MR III.pat-

tern. Small,
2/3 doz.

wave
lengths
above 1000
metres. No. 1 fOr,coupling be-

IONew5XDft

per

Very silent and thoroughly reliable. Fitted

No. 5.

BRASS TERMINALS.

For Panel mounting.
'0015 ...
12/6

weight,
each 4d.

7/22 stranded hard
drawn Copper,
per 100 ft. coil... 3/6
per 1511 ft. coil... 5/7/25 stranded hard
drawn Copper,
per 150 ft. coil... 4V18 SWO
Silicon
Bronze,
per
150 ft. coil
3i.
10 SWG Enamelled

...

Mahogany Cabinet
3/6

to tit, extra

24/9

SETS OF PARTS.

and light

each 5d.

t50 ft. coil

No. 3.
H.F. AMPLIFYING
UNIT.

for home construc13/8
tion
Lees Valve.

dbl.throw

Copper,

3/6

ACCUMULATORS.
4 volts, 10 amp.
hrs. continuous, 14/6
4 volts, 20 amp.
firs. continuous, 17/6
4 volts, 40 amp.
hrs. continuous, 27/6
6 volts, 10 amp.
hrs. continuous, 20,
6 volts, 20 amp.
hrs. continuous. 27/6
6 volts, 40 amp.
hrs. continuous, 42

WASHERS.
per doz.
Small size ... 2d.
Large size ... 3d.

POSTAGE :

No. 2 for use where more than
one stage of H.F. Amplification
is used.

No. 1 ... 8/6

THE " PETO-PAN,"
LOUD SPEAKER.
A superlative Loud Speaker.

Broadcast

Co.'s

a tuned anode coil with ex-

ceptionally good results. Simply

plug in H.F. Holder and add

Seal,

THE MAX -AMP.
Finest quality intervalve
Transfortner.
Fully
guaranteed. Tested to
500 volts between windings.
Very silent in
action and free from all
distortion
each 21/ .

L25
L35
L50
L75
L100
L150
1,200

L250

.

5 /-

5/2
5/6

7-

.
.

-

7//10

8/8

9/-

L400
L500
L800
L750
L1000
L1250
L1500

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

10/3
10/6
111-

11/10
12/8

14/15/ -

.

CRYSTAL
RECEIVER.
(De Luxe
pattern).

EBONITE DIAL
Superior pattern in
solid Ebonite,
each 2/ American
pattern.
Engraved 0.180
eaoh 2/6

Complete with
best
quality
phones,

aerial

wire and insulators. Nothing

more to buy.
ORDERS

Price, 86 68.0d.

£2

A\ _w\,,A
HEAD OFFICE & SHOWROOMS

suitable honeycomb coil.
each 9/6
IGRANIC COILS.
5/.
L300
.
9/5

extra 3/.

NrirtflEA LL

No. 2 ... 12/6

THE " TUNODE " PLUG.
Permits the usual type of
honeycomb coil to be used as

Fitted with adjustable
diaphragm which controls
pitch of note. Pried 50/.

All Accumulators add
I/. for packing.

RESISTANCE
SLAB COIL PLUG.
UNIT.
50,000 ohms, '10 take Slab Coils.
2/6 Solid ebonite through... each 2/6
'80,000 ohms, out
2/6

tween H.F. and Detector and

VALVE SOCKETS.
Brass, fitted with two
... each 141.
...
nuts
per doz. 1/4

THEpETHconto

A

64, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1.
//4i
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YOU ARE INVITED TO HEAR
THE B.B.C. CONCERT

a

ABSOLUTELY FREE
as received by
THE

any evening from 5-10 p.m.
Detailed instructions and demonstrations gladly given without any
obligation to purchase.

feELLOCRYsT
SUPER

By the special construction of the

LATTIKONE TUNER
an exclusive feature of every Crystophone,
signals are improved by

5070 INCREASE

in Strength

Read what a satisfied user says about the
HIS is

a

pecially designed for
receiving broadcastand

ing,

complies

with all regulations.
Beautifully pure clear
speech and music are
received, and as many
as three pairs
of

Fellows 4,000 ohms
double headphones
can be simultaneously
used.

The " FELLOCRYST SUPER -

is

mounted in a

highly polished oak cabinet and is sent out complete
with 100 ft. coil of 7/22 stranded copper aerial wire,
two shell insulators, and one pair 4,000 ohms
double headphones, and is British Made Throughout.
Made under Marconi Licence and fully
approved by the Postmaster -General and the British
Broadcasting Company.

PRICE COMPLETE inclusive of all taxes.

-

- £4 15 6
POSTAGE 27- EACH.

Additional Double Headphones (4,000 ohms) inclusive of all taxes.

-

21 / 6

POSTAGE 1/-.

FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd.
LONDON, N.W.10.
Telephone :
WILLESDEN 1560-1

"QUIXMAG," 'PHONE, LONDON

jo-eey yoact
..ammonminm.

Telegrams :

CRYSTOPHONE
Type 34.

high -

1 grade Crystal
Detector es-

This is truly a wonderful Set, as l receive clear telephony from Paris. Brussels, Ostend, Le Bourget, Birmingham, and many other Stations, although my aerial
is only 26 ft. high one end and 18 ft. the other, and 1 am
situated rather low.
You have my congratulations, and 1 wish your
business the best of luck, which 1 am sure you will have

immediately the public have once listened -in on your
production.
Ewell.

J. L. S.

2/1/23.

REVISED PRTE LIST.
" The Scout " Crystal Receiver
3 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d.
21. Crystal Receiver

Royalty included -7s. 6d.

20. Crystal Receiver

Royalty included -7s. 6d.

30. Crystal and One Valve L.F.A.
Royalty included -12 os. od.

31. Crystal and One Valve (Detector)
Royalty included-L2 os. od.
33. Crystal and 2 Valves (1 Detector)
Royalty included-L3 7s. 6d.
..
34. Crystal and 3 Valves (1 Detector)
Royalty included-L4 los. od.

4 15 0
5 10 0
12 10 0
10 10 0

15 00
23

00

SOLD BY ALL LEADING STORES
AND WIRELESS AGENTS

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

THE CRYSTOPHONE
MANUFACTURING CO., LD.
16, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.1.
TELEPHONE :

MUSEUM 1664.

I

l'rinted and published every Friday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Advertisement Offices: Messrs. J. H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Calladian Magazine
Post. Subscription rat -ea: Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum, 8/8 for six months. Sole agents far South Africa: The Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents
for Australia and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon & Gatch, Ltd.; and for Canada: The Imperial News Co., Ltd. Saturday, February 10, 1021_
R/Y
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WIRELESS IN
THE HOSPITAL

.........

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE,
The Berne Wireless Station,
Constructional Notes for Amateurs,
The Range of Reception.
Wireless and Telepathy.
By E. H. Shaughnessy, O.B.E.,
A Few Notes on Broadcasting.
Another Four -Page Beginners' Supplement.

,
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Tested
and
Guaranteed

BROWN'S

G.P.O. Regd. No. 151.

RECEIVING
TELEPHONY
25 MILES FROM
BROADCASTING STATIONS

HEADPHONES
BRITISH
AND BEST

FINEST
HEADPHONES
THE

PROCURABLE

A

for

30/ -

This price is for one

The No. 1

pair of either 120 or

HOME WIRELESS SET
FOR

4000 ohm phones including cords of good
quality.

Catalogue, post free,

gives you details

LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, & MANCHESTER

PRICE
g4 : 10 : 0
COMPLETE WITH AERIAL WIRE, INSULATORS,

including
B.B.C.

Royalty.

ONE PAIR OF MITCHELL 'PHONES,.

and BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS for use.
ELECTRICALLtd
188, Rye Lane,
MITCHELLS WIRELESS
.3 Peckham, S.E.15
SHOWROOMS at No. 2, Gerrard Place, London, W.1.

of our Wireless
Headphones, Loud
Speakers, and

Type F "Featherweight."

Actual

- Amplifiers - weight. including cords, is 6 or. only.
Obtainable from All Wireless Dealers.

S. G. BROWN, LTD.
London Showrooms (Retail only):

19, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Head Office & Works (Trade Only) : Victoria Road, North Acton, W.8.

(Next to Shaftesbury Theatre).

HULLO ! ! ! C.Q.

THE

WILL DAY CALLING

TINGEY

TO ANNOUNCE SOME RARE BARGAINS.

3 -VALVE

BRITISH MADE HEAD PHONES,

Broadcast

150 ohms ..
15/- per pair
SPLENDID QUALITY BRITISH
MADE HEAD PHONES, 4,000 ohms .. 26/- per pair

Receiver

Stamped B.B.C.

Single Head Phones with cord,

150

ohms

100 feet 7 Stranded Copper Aerial Wire..

Trench Buzzer Sets, complete with

6/- each
2/6 per coil

Morse Tapping Key and Head

Phone
10/6 each, postage 1/6
Best Quality Filament Resistance .. 2/9 each, postage 3d.
3 -Way Coil Stand for Panel Mounting.. 15/- each, postage 6d.
Insulated Sleeving, all colours, 12 mm. 5d. per yard
Brass Terminals with Nut and Washer 1/6 doz.
Bobbin Type Insulators
1,/- doz., postage 9d.
Sheet Ebonite, Grade A, cut to any size.
Every Requisite in Stock for Wireless.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
These are only a few of our bargains. Do not fail to send
for our Price List giving the lowest prices for the best
quality goods. Postage on all goods extra.
Write for our new January Catalogue, now ready.

We always Stock the Famous HERTZITE CRYSTAL
at 2/6 each, or mounted in Brass Cup 2/10, Postage 3d. extra.

WILL DAY, LTD.,

This splendidly finished instrument
is distinguished by its uniform efficiency, its simplic-

ity of operation, and the clarity and strength of the
reception it gives. In addition it is readily adaptable
for further amplification when required.
The wave -length range -300-3,00o metres-embraces

the wave -lengths of all the British and Continental
Broadcasting Stations. The set comprises r H.F.,
H.F. and Rect., and i L.F Amplifying Valve.

PRICE as illustrated (less valves)

including Broadcasting Fee,

ALL TINGEY Valve Apparatus is duly licensed under
Marconi Patents for Amateur use in Great Britain and
all Broadcast Receivers bear the B.B.C. Stamp,
Illustrated Catalogue of I, 2, 3, 4, 6-, 5 Valve Broadcast Receivers and Experimental Unit System with all
accessories, Post Free, 6d.
Telephone :
Hammersmith 1916.
Telegrams : Tingoidar,
London."

Telegrams: Titles, Westrand, London.

40%""AsvwsPtioWwWtowWwwwes000tow^.4")

92, QUEEN STREET,
HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON,
W. 6.

19, Lisle St.,Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
1 'Phone : Regent 4577.

£2550

4

TINGEY WIRELESS LTD.

p
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NEXT WEEK.

NEXT WEEK,

WIRELESS FOR THE

THE CONSTRUCTION

OF COIL HOLDERS

AMATEUR.
A special exclusive

MAKING A

article written for
" Popular Wireless "

POTENTIOMETER

by

THE RECEPTION OF

CAPTAIN H. J. ROUND,

AMERICAN AMATEUR
STATIONS.

11°01
S
'TOPICAL NEWS AND NOTES.

(Chief Research Engineer
to the Marconi Co.)

No Amateur should miss

this long and intensely
interesting article.

A Deal in Valves.

The ex -Premier's Set.

MR. LLOYD GEORGE, on his return
from Spain, found his four -valve

cabinet set instilled in his new home.
The other evening he listened to the results
of the Lausanne Conference, and was deeply
impressed with the usefulness of the B.B.C's
news service. From what I can hear of it,
the ex -Premier is on the high road to
becoming what our American friends call a
" Radio Fan."

I

have bought up a store of SiemensHalske and A.E.G. valves.

These will

be very useful to many amateurs, as they

only take 3 volts on the filament and .5 amp -

very good amplifiers, though if a soft one is
obtained it serves well as a detector also.
0

Opera For Glasgow.

GLASGOW listenets-in will be delighted

5 N 0 is to be congratulated on its transmission. The station is clearly audible in
London on one valve and comes in nearly as
well as Birmingham.
*

delights of opera and other such
broadcast transmissions -locally. I hear on

very good authority that a " landline " will
be laid between the Glasgow Coliseum and
the Glasgow Broadcasting Station, and that

FOR AMATEURS, Etc.
And 11 Another

Four -Page

Beginners' Supplement.

POPULAR WIRELESS will also have a stall,

and experts will be in attendance to answer
questions.
*
*
"Uncle Arthur Speaking."
THAT the " Uncles " . and "Aunties,"

that delight the kiddies during the

With 60-80 volts on the plate, they make

to learn that they are to share the

Newcastle's Record.

*

f HEAR that the Grafton Electric Co.

A PAGE OF IDEAS

transmissions devOted to " juvenility"

-and enjoyed by thousands of grown ups,
it must be added-are ordinary and kindly
people has now been proved to the satisfaction of everybody. -When a little girl
lying in hospital very dangerously ill was
allowed to listeriAri,- afid heard Uncle
Arthur of the. London Broadcasting
Station actually speaking to her, calling

her by her, pet name, and telling her to
hurry up and get well, she was so delighted that-she very quickly did get well.
*

Writtle's Announcer.

CAPTAIN PETER PENDLETON ECKERSLEY'S much -loved humour and
always cheerful voice will no longer
tickle the ether from Writtle. That enterprising little station has followed its more
staid companion, Poidhu, into temporary

derella.".

manent cable
has been laid
down

retirement-at least, as far as amateur

drome to the Lon-

Toe Emma Toc " has retired full -of
honours. The first British concerts were
"

don Broadcasting
Station, listeners -in
Rill be able' to look
lorWard
to the
pleasing prospect of

started there, thanks to the efforts made by
the Radio Society of Great Britain. Captain
Eckersley has now been appointed engineerin-ohief to the B.B.C. Congratulations
and good lucic to him !

be.ing able to bring
the country's lead.:
ingimusical variety
"turns" right to the

Cafe_ Wireless.

ilOPING to enjoy a brief. respite. from
the eternal wireless, I treated myself

fireside.

to a solo slipper the Witr evening

That growling seemed strangely familiar
Sure enough, there was a great, big, black
." back chatter "-commonly known as . a

"loud speaker "-surrounded - by a perspiring high priest armed with a four -inch
spanner.

The speech was horrible.
*

Bad Effect.

Qi:.:RIOUISLY, though, this sort of thing
LJ is going to do a lot of harm to wire-

The people in the cafe were
disgusted with the results-and well they
might be. The man in charge of the set
hadn't the faintest idea of what he was
doing, and . though 2 L 0 could hardly
less.

have been a couple of miles away, the results
were atrocious.

I am -told -

by one who should
know that the present transmissions
from the Hippo-

at a well-known cafe in the West End.
I had just made a few.judicious selections

.

connecting

the London Hippo-

transmissions go.

;.,
out -just. behind me.
With a sinking heart I turned in my seat.

"Cin-

NOW that a per-

.

from the menu, and had almost forgotten
that such a thing -as broadcasting existed,
when suddenly it horrible growling broke -

*

Broadcasting

drome will continue
until Easter. After,

that it is expected
that from time to

An American operator and the latest type of Telefunken Wireless Set.

when the British Opera Company reaches
that city, preliminary experiments will be
carried out. However, it is not expected that

permanent arrangements will be made for
extended transmissions of that nature until
October in this year. In Manchester and
Birmingham it is hoped to transfer the
actual broadcasting stations nearer to the
centres of those cities in order that similar
transmissions will be possible from these
points.
*
Wireless at the Ideal Home Exhibition.

IHEAR that the wireless section of the
1 " Daily Mail " Ideal Home Exhibition,'
which opens at Olympia on March 1st,

is going to be a first-class representative
gathering. Some forty well-known firms
have booked stalls.

time selections from
the programmes of that hall will be
broadcast in turn with other such

interesting items yet to be arranged.
The manager of the Lender' Hippodrome
is of the opinion that by. enabling all the
thousands of listeners -in to hear the choicest
items from his programmes, an incentive to

greater attendance at the actual " chow ".
will be provided. I am sure his optimism
will be very ably supported.
*

*

A Change of Name.

' Uncle Fred, of 2 L 0, is to change
name.

I believe he has certain objections tee

that name, and prefers to be called by his'
correct nomenclature. He will in future'
be Uncle Rex.

.
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For the Hospitals.

NOTES AND NEWS.

FREE wireless demonstrations in aid of a

(Continued from previous page.)
A New Invention. -

AN instrument known as the cathode
oscillograph

has

hospital are being given in
Kettering Market Place by a- local enthusiast, The aerial is suspended between
the tops of two of the market stalls.
local

been made by

M. "Dufour, a professor of physics
at the Faculty of Sciences, Paris, which is
capable of recording the millionth part of a
second. It is possible, with this wonderful
appliance, to register minute currents of
high -frequency electricity, and it is pro-

To Be or Not To Be ?

posed to apply the invention to the reception
of high-speed wireless messages.

to a public -house, but one was refused by the
justices at West Hartlepool.

An Original View.

The Exhibition.

1 day from an amateur who had rather
original views about the B.B.C.

2 L 0's Orchestra.

T WAS thinking the other evening that
1 2 L 0 is rather too fond of its orchestra.

Less band and more lectures and talks

IT is expected that the question as to

whether music licences are necessary for
the use of loud speakers in public -houses
will soon be settled in a test case. Recently

DON'T forget that on March 1st the
Ideal Home Exhibition opens at
Olympia, and that there will be a

seem to be the general desire of listeners -in.

first-class representative wireless section.

not inspiring ; they are not classical nor are
they frankly " popular." They hit a
medium which is only third rate. There is
room for improvement here.

and propound your questions. I am told
that this wireless section will have some

Further, the items chosen by the band are

Mr. W. Morrison's set, 103, Loughborough Park,

the justices at Hartlepool granted a licence

Experts will be in attendance at the
" Popular Wireless " stall, so roll up

very interesting novelties to show, so

don't forget to pay a visit to Olympia.

Stockwell, S.W.9.

T SAW a letter in the Press the other

He stated, rightly enough, that r.aEnglishman's home was his castle, and

that even the air above and about his

house was, by law, his. And he wanted
to know whether the B.B.C. should not
pay him, for, by using a home-made set,

he can hear their concerts in his house,
and consequently accuses the B.B.C. of
trespassing ! Rather original !
ARIEL.

What you can hear
every evening of the week on your set.
TELEPHONY AND MUSIC TRANSMISSIONS.
Call sign.

Station.

Broadcasting
.. 2 L 0
Station, Strand

London
Sr. George Robey and Miss Alma Adair in
2 L 0's studio.

Radio for Railways.

ANUMBER of railway experts recently
studied the experiment of receiving
wireless messages during the journey
of an express from Liverpool to London. On
arriving at Euston Mr. Billington, a leading

entertainments during their journey.
*

*

*

opened last Tuesday by the Lord

Mayor of the city (Dr. J. J. E. Biggs).
Lord Gainford, chairman of the B.B.C., and
Mr. J. C. W. Reith, the general manager of
the company, were present.

It is too . early in the day to give an

opinion on the Cardiff transmissions; but
as the gear installed is similar to that at the

Newcastle station, and as the aerial

is

suspended in a particularly happy fashion,
there is no reason why 5 W A (the Cardiff
station) should not prove quite O.K.

8.25 to 10.30 Music.

Every evening, usually from 4.30 to

Birmingham (Witten)
Broadcasting Station

5IT

425

Every evening, usually from 6.30,to 10
p.m. (News, Concerts, etc.).

5SC

415

Commencing shortly.

10 p.m.

Broadcasting

Glasgow

Station

Broadcasting

5WA

Station

..

Konigswusterhausen

.

The Hague
Haren
Radio-Electrique, Paris

Cardiff a Broadcaster.

THE Cardiff broadcasting station was

7 and 9.30 News; 7.15 Orchestra ;

As a rule from 7 to I0 p.m.

Croydon
Paris

He added that probably very soon loud -

Usually every evening, 5 to 5.45 p.m. ;

400

in going further into the question of train
speaking wireless sets would be fitted to dining -cars so that passengers could enjoy the

369

385

Cardiff

control by wireless.

.

Reniarka.

Newcastle Broadcasting
5N0
Station
Manchester Broadcasting
2
ZY
Station

official of the London, 14Tidland, and Scottish

Railway, said that the tests had been so surprisingly satisfactory that they were justified

Wave -length
in metres.

Posts and
Telegraphs, Paris ..

School of

GED
FL

395
900
2,600

LP

2,800

PCGG ..
..

1,085
MOO

-

0 P V 11

1,565

.

450

6.30 to 10 p.m.

-

Throughout day to aeroplanes.
11.15 a.m. Weather report ; 6.20-7 p.m.
Weather report and Concert ; 10.10
Weather report.
Between 6 and 7 a.m., between 11 and
12.30, and between 4 and 5.30 p.m.
Sundays. 3 to 5 p.m. (Concert.)
12 o'c. and 16.50 o'c. Telephony.
5.5 p.m. News Items ; 5.15 to 6.10 Concert ; 8.45 p.m. News Items ; 9 to 10
p.m. Concert.

Every Tuesday and Thursday, 7.4510 p.m.

Saturdays, 4.30-7.30 p.m.

Note.-See announcements in daily Press for last minute alterations in times of Broad,
casting Programmes.

No Broadcasting during hours of public worship on Sundays.

Norm.-The Bar Lightship, Liverpool,

sends telephony at 7 a.m., 9 a.m., I1 a.nr.,
12 noon, 1 p.m., and every two hours until
9 p.m. Calls " Dock Office." Liverpool
answers " Bar Ship."

in addition to the regular transmissions

carried on between the British amateur

stations, much telephone conversation may-

be heard from

St.

Inglevert (AM), Le

Bourget (Z M), and Brussels (B A V). These

stations are quite powerful, but they call for

a little extra care in tuning. Wave -length,
900 metres.
All times given are G.M.T.
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circuit is only extended to applicsnts of

A FEW NOTES ON BROADCASTING.
Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS will find much to interest them in the article
given below. Mr. Shaughnessy has always been sympathetic to the cause of the
amateur, and the suggestions he makes below are helpful and valuable.

By E. H. SHAUGHNESSY, O.B.E.,

Engineer -in -Chief,

Wireless Dept., G.P.O.'

-broad-

rTHE rapid progress made, by.
IL
casting in this country is, in my

opinion, most' 'remarkable. - It is :all

the mom wonderful to anyone acquainted
with the technical diffidulties, that must
be overcome to render such a feat of
scientific engineering

possible,

and the

greatest credit is due to all who have contributed towards its successful accomplishment.

If there Irs been one " fly in the ointment," it is in tho continual misuse of
reaction. It should be realised by all

possessors of experimental valve sets that
the introduction of reaction within, say,
10 miles of a broadcasting station, is

quite unnecessary. Further, in order to
obtain sufficient coupling to cause .eelfoscillation it is quite a common practice

to employ coils of greater value than is

out on both the 100 ft. and a 30 ft. aerial.
The object of this is not to confine the
adjustments of a set to a certain limited
range of wave -lengths, but to see that the
set is capable of tuning between 300 and
500 metres, and is therefore quite suitable
for. the

reception of the broadcasting

stations.

proved experience in valve regenerative

work, and even then the antenna must

not exceed in value that of a frame of one
square foot in size. The necessity for
these restrictions will be realised when it
is remembered that the " super " will

oscillate even when being tuned in by .

an expert. As a matter of fact; it is
necessary to the efficient tuning of this
circuit that it should do so.
Broadcasting Musk -halls..

In connection with the hsoadeaeting of
opera by wireless I am asked to give my view::

regarding the possibility of microphonically
reproduced transmission from the Queen's

Hall. This would be quite possible, and
presents no technical difficulties what.

ever, but, on the other hand, the laying of
the special cable in a very expensive under.

Issue of Licences.

taking, and it depends upon the resources

A significant fact in connection with

that before the inception of
broadcasting there were roughly thirty
licences is

experimental licences issued per week ;
now the number could be multiplied many
times. Surely all these people do not
intend to devote themselves to the
purely experimental side of wireless.
For a short time subsequent to

the commencement of broadcasting there

of the B.B.C.%, and whether that enterprising

company consider that such a step would
meet with the approval of their clientele,

as to whether it will be attempted.

As

a matter
places of

link up all the
entertainment in London for

possible.

But' in order to do this the

of fact,

broadcasting

to

purposes

would be quite

Company must obtain a good income

from the sale of broadcast sets.

required for efficient short wave reception.

it would not,

This means that what is gained .by 'the

in

use of -reactionis lost in general inefficiency.

my opinion; affect
the attendance of

Examination of Sets.

themselves any more

the actual halls

I have wondered why a greater number
of reporte of interference are not received
from more distant areas. It may he due

to the fact that a

than it would en-

croach on the
ground of the Flee-

trophone system

call is

necessary in order to get through to the
transmitting

station.

Anyway,

( whereby a possessor

hetero-

dyning becomes a very serious *matter

tole -

phone line can be

indeed where the strength of such interference becomes as strong, or even stronger,
than the signals of the broadcasting
station. Where this latter is but a few
miles away, its signals would be suffi-

switched through to

a theatre or music
ball), simply for the

reason that in the

one ease you must

accept what is

ciently poweeful to drown most heterodyning by valve receivers, but for more

distant reception every stage of amplifications introduced, whether it he of high or
low -frequency, will tend to magnify the
interference to the same degree that it
would the signals of the station from which
it is desired to receive.
Needless to say, the strictest examination of the sets submitted to the department

a private

of

offered, but in the
other you are able

to choose for ycur-

self.

Then, in .connec-

Mr. C. Tye, of 10, Evrilley Road, Seveaoaka, Kent

an invalid wbo 5053 Radio

a boon.

tion with such a a
Wireless Broadcasting scheme, there him

been expressed the
idea that the more

to be passed for B. B.C. stamping is necessary
to provide that this nuisance will not
extend. The test for reaction and aerial
oscillation is carried out very carefully

were no broadcasting licences available,

distant halls would suffer in reproduction

them.

desire to join

the ranks

mentioned, and introducing devices well
known to radio and " land -line" experts,
there need be no fear of trouble from that
source. Of course, there would always

on a 100 ft; aerial with a sensitive receiver
connected to a similar aerial running
parallel with about . 100 ft. separating
It does not seem to be generally realised
that a set may be capable of self -oscillation,

even although it is not provided with a
reaction coil. The principle is similar to
the original Armstrong regenerative effect,

and is caused by an anode capacity due
to the capacity that exists between the
plate and the grid. About 1,000 different
pieces of apparatus, submitted by some

300 different wireless firms, have" been
carefully tested for this, or any other
tendency to oscillate the aerial, and emit
interfering waves.
Also, a wave -length range test is carried
-

and to a certain extent the issue of experimental licences was generously extended
in the favour of the increasing number of
applicants. Now, however, that broadcast licences arc fully, available for all who

of listeners -in

with the one point in view, that of receiving

the programmes broadcast by the B.I3.C.,
the department intend to exercise care in
respect of the issue of experimental licences.

I have been asked whether permission
is granted for the use of the Armstrong
super -regenerative circuit by bona fide
experimenters, and the answer is " Yes."
There are, however, certain restrictions,
and it will be agreed by all who are acquainted with the " super " and its potentialities as a " reaction jammer " that
they are absolutely necessary.
In the first case permission to use this

from the effects of inductive interference, but

by employing the special cables previously

.be heard that slight

iarshins, noise well
known to all who have enjoyed the recent

Covent Garden transmissions, but net is
due to the general noises of the building
and vibration caused by traffic.
The whole future of broadcasting lies in

the hands of the great British Public ; if
the innovation is well supported, then
much may be expected ; but on the other
hand, if insufficient support is forthcoming,
then it will not survive. The best way to

support it is to buy a broadcast receiving
licence and a B.B.C. broadcast receiver.

* In an interview.
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AN ADJUSTABLE 'PHONE

AN AERIAL WRINKLE.

RECEIVER.

ADEVICE is shown in the accompany-

ing diagram which eliminates any

THERE are at present on the market

Cut off a piece which is P, in. longer than
the distance between the centres of the two
screws holding the magnet in position.
This will be about the diameter of the back
of the case.

these may readily be converted into very

Two holes should now be drilled and

many ex -Government 'phones of a
type similar to that shown in the
diagram, which may be purchased for
about 2s. 6d. each. With a li.ttle trouble
sensitive, adjustable wireless 'phones.

Unless they are intended for use with

a transformer, they should first be re -wound

ad/us-ling
Screw.

tapped in the ends to take these two screws,
the distance between these two holes coinciding with those in the back of the case. Now
drill and tap a hole in the centre of this bar
to take a milled head adjusting screw. This
should preferably have a micrometer thread.
I used a screw from an old camera.

The next thing to be done is-cut a piece
of brass in. square by s in. thick. Fasten
this to centre of back of case with shellac,

necessity to solder or splice the down
lead of the aerial to the horizontal span. It
also possesses an added advantage in so far
that the length of the aerial may be easily
adjusted before it is finally fixed into
position.

The down lead is connected to the horizontal span by means of two pieces of sheet
brass which are cut to the dimensions shown

in the diagram (Fig. 1), four small equidistant holes are drilled as indicated to
take I in. screws, a fifth hole being drilled
in the remaining corner as shown. The

plates are then loosely clamped together as
in Fig. 3, and are then ready for use.

gum, glue, or any available adhesive. This
takes the pressure from the adjusting screw
and prevents it from 'breaking the back of
the case.

Cost Practically Nil.

The whole should now be assembled

according to the illustration. A washer or
two of paper should be gummed to the edge

of the diaphragm, to raise it just clear of
the tops of the pole -pieces if it is necessary.
It depends, naturally, upon the thickness of
the piece of rubber inside the case.
By turning the adjusting screw the
REAR. VIEW

9iqure.1
to about two or three thousand ohms each.
For instructions on re -winding I would refer

the reader to the excellent article on the
subject which appeared in No. 36 of

magnet and coils can be adjusted until the

tips of the pole -pieces are just clear of the dia-

phragm-this is the most sensitive positidn.
The measurements given may vary with
different receivers and the materials available. That is the reason why only approximate measurements are given. The cost is

practically nil, and the results well repay
the time expended.

2

FIG.I.

,!.."4 SCREWS

FIG 3.

A length of aerial wire is then cut, depending upon the type and position of the
aerial which is to be erected, one end of the
wire being fixed to the insulator, of the
mast or other support,
permanently connected to the brass clamp as
illustrated (Fig. 2). The remainder of the
aerial wire is then connected to the second

mast and threaded through the screws
between the two plates in the manner
shown in the diagram, until the correct
clamping position has been ascertained.

The screws are then tightened up until
the wire is firmly gripped in the desired

Pole Piece',ips

The. Adjusting Screw.

position.

Before the magnet and coils are replaced
in the case, a piece of thin sheet rubber, say

If the aerial is not controlled by a pulley,
and is, therefore, difficult to hoist or lower,

about * in. thick, should be cut and fitted
in the bottom of the case, so as to make a
cushion for the magnet to rest upon.
It will be found that the magnet is held

the plate must be fixed before elevating

the wire.
It is, of course, easier to place the wire
in position before affixing the second plate

in position by two screws projecting through

the back of the case. These should be
replaced by two more,

in. or so longer.

Next obtain a piece ofs1-in. brass plate

REVIEW

about in. wide.

A SWITCH CONTACT

some cases for- the variable inductance,
trouble is often experienced in maintaining

DEVICE.

of the pivot which is apt to loosen or break

a good connection, owing to the nature
the wire connection with the action

IN connecting a lead to the base of any
1 of the variable knobs used on valve receiving apparatus, such as that
employed for the filament rheostat, or in

111111W11111111

of

adjustment.

The need for a wire between the actual
base of the pivot and the connecting terminal can be eliminated by making use of a
metal strip of any good conducting material,
preferably of copper, bent as shown in the
illustration, so that the spring thus formed
ensures a good connection being maintained.

The strip is held in place by lock nuts,
and the device is a practical method of
Overcoming a difficulty often experienced
by amateurs when constructing their own
sets.

" Diagrams of Non -radiating Circuits

is

a booklet that has long been needed, and
should find a home on every serious

amateur's bookshelf. Published by the
Halifax Wireless Club and Radio Scientific
Society, it contains a very useful set of diagrams setting forth very clearly how various
valve and valve -crystal sets can be efficiently operated without the risk of causing

The hook is prefaced by a
few concise paragraphs dealing with the
interference.

oscillation trouble and its solution.
All amateurs should get this book as it
is, besides being very useful in itself, the
effort of one of the largest wireless clubs in

the country to finally put a stop to the

that occurs so frequently
through the careless and selfish use, or
interference

rather misuse, of reaction.
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by' the minimum amctnt of current slid:
must be induced in the receiving aerial
before audible signals can be heard in the

THE RANGE OF RECEPTION.

'phones.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

This quantity -(Cr) will obviously

vary inversely with the distance D.
Its absolute" value will also clearly

depend upon the nature of the detecting
THERE are so many varying factors in
the problem of estimating the range

passage over the surface of the earth than do
the shorter wave -lengths.
over which a given strength of
Leaving aside such special considerations,
radiated signals can be successfully received _ it may safely be taken for granted that the

that the

amateur is tempted to cut
out all idea of purely theoretical considera-

maximum range for a given energy input
is attained by using the shortest possible

consistent with the given
He is satisfied to know in actual practice, dimensions of the aerial system. In the case
that he can get 2 L 0 with varying degrees of of a " plain " aerial, this would correspond to
loudness upon a simple crystal set if he is a wave -length of four and a half times the
within 20 miles of Charing Cross, or that by ,length of the aerial.
using a combination of two or three
valves he can increase his range so as to The Ultimate Factor.
include Birmingham, Manchester, Paris or
If such an aerial is " loaded " to increase
the Hague, as the case may be.
its wave -length, the energy input must also
At the same time, apart from directional be increased in order to maintain a given
effects, fading, and other " freak " phenom- range. The point is perhaps simplified by
ena, and independently of whether a crystal realising that the shorter wave -length
or one or more valves are employed, there is corresponds to a higher frequency, and in
a definite relationship between the power' consequence there are a greater number of
emitted from a transmitting station, the oscillations impacting per second upon the
height of the two aerials concerned, the receiving aerial.
resistance of the receiving aerial, and the
The ultimate factor of range is determined
tions.

wave -length

wave -length employed, = which

fixes the

amount of current that should be picked up
at the receiving end under ideal conditions
over any given range.
This relation can be written :
Cr is proportional to Cs x Hs x Hr where
is

the

current

in

the

-receiving aerial is sufficient to give good

audible telephony- signals. This, of course,

is the mean square value or the direct current equivalent, of the actual oscillations
received.

Assuming that the resistance of the
receiving aerial is, say, 5 ohms, such la
current represents an energy input of C2B
or approximately 1.5 watts.
109

The transmitter at 2 L O is a 1i kilowatt
set, i.e., it is supplied with 1500 or 1.5 x 103
watts.

It will therefore be seen that in order to
obtain good reception of the ordinary

broadcast programme upon a simple crystal
set, it is sufficient if only the one -billionth

part of the total radiated energy is caught
up on the receiving aerial.

TIPS FOR AMATEURS.
By "MODULATOR."

RxLxD.
Cr

device employed, i.e., whether high frequency amplifiers are .used or not.
For an ordinary crystal detector, a
current of about 60 mieroamps. in the

receiving

aerial, Cs the current in the transmitting
aerial, Hs and Hr the heights of the sending

and receiving aerials respectively, It the
resistance of . the receiving aerial, L the
wave -length of the signal energy, and D the
distance or range.
Points Worth Noting.

Set out in this manner, the expression

emphasises several points of practical
importance, which it is well to bear in mind.

In the first place, it is clear that the

higher the two aerials are, the greater will be
the received current. Obviously the same is
true if the value of Cs is increased.

On the other hand, the received energy

diminishes as the resistance of the receiving
aerial is increased. Hence the advantage in

using as short an earth -lead as possible.
Incidentally, it shows the undesirability of

using very fine and therefore high -resistance

wire in winding inductances and vario-

oieters included directly in the aerial
circuit.
It will be observed that the signal strength
also diminishes as the wave -length is
increased. This appears somewhat paradoxical at first sight, as all long-range work
is at present carried out with wave -lengths
of 10,000 metres and over.
It must, however, be remembered that the
huge wave -lengths employed in trans Continental transmission are determined by

ALL apparatus and the operating table
itself should be kept spotlessly clean.
Do not allow dust to accumulate, or
the terminals or switch contacts to become
corroded or dirty. Accumulator terminals
in particular become quickly corroded if
neglected. A thin coat of ordinary vaseline
helps to keep them from corroding.
Arrange the circuits as far as possible so
that the coupling between circuits is con-

For reception of undamped waves, the

condenser valves should be relatively small

compared with those which would ordinarily be used for spark reception.
Some Accumulator Hints.
Correct polarity of both

batteries

is

other considerations. In the first place, in

must have large capacity and inductance.
This to a largo extent fixes the physical
dimensions, length, etc.,

the action after one lot of valves have been
burnt out.
A good plan, after you have decided on a
particular circuit, is to work out on a piece

length. Also, it is found that, long wavelengths suffer less absorption losses in their

draw to scale all parts that are to be

which in turn
affects the tuning and hence the wave-

find that when the real

assemb-

ling is done it is quite a simple matter.

Much may be said about accumulators
and their care, but the main points are :
Keep the battery clean ; watch for acid
creeping and corrosion ; keep the plates
covered with solution. Many amateurs
have discovered that it is easier ancDquicker

to bring the . solution up to the proper

fined to the coils designed for this purpose. specific gravity by adding acid than by
Very often poor results are obtained as a charging. This is a tremendously clever
result of a system of wiring which resembles idea and a great saver Of time, but such is
the goods yard of a railway station. the perversity of accumulators that they
Especially in circuits designed for un- 'persistently refuse to accept this innovadamped reception, cleanliness and -arrange- tion. Wise men prefer the old -established
ment of wires plays an important role. A methods and keep off this method of raising
little resistance may make the whole the specific gravity.,
difference between success and failure.
Make soldered connections wherever Blaming the Detector.
possible. See that all terminals are kept clean
Do not discharge beyond the poine
and tight. Keep switches clean and making
by the maker, and do not allow the
good contact, and a great many troubles given
battery to stand idle when low.
will disappear.

necessary also, as well as the proper amount
of voltage. Don't by mistake connect the

order to take up the tremendous power
supplied to them, the transmitting aerials

assembled, with the best wiring, etc. You
will

H.T. battery to the filament, and repeat

of paper the exact dimensions you have
determined for your ebonite panel and

Place it on charge as soon as possible.
Contrary to opinion in some quarters, 100
A.H. stamped on a cell does not mean that

it may be left on short circuit for one

hundred actual hours !
No one has ever yet succeeded in making
the ground lead too short. Keep the aerial
resistance as low as possible.

Due to the slow rate of progress made
by our inventors and manufacturers, the
elastic telephone cord has not yet arrived,
and it is better to remove the headphones

when wandering from the set. Such cords,
as we are offered have a disagreeable habit

of breaking when we attempt to stretch

them more than a yard, and this causes the
receiver to function poorly, due, of course,
to the unmentionable detector.
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Listen -in to all the
British Broadcasting

THIS wonderfully selective 2 -valve receiver has the utmost
reactance allowed by the G.P.O. It has two carefully
calibrated circuits which allows of the most minute tuning plus
the utmost simplicity in manipulating.
Beautifully finished in lacquered or nickelled brass, mounted on mart finished ebonite, all mounted in a polished walnut case.

Panel £13 14s. Od. M.O. Valves 17;6 each. Pair 4000 ohm
Ericsson 'Phones. 60 -volt H.T. Battery. 4 -volt 30 -ampere
hour Accumulator. 100 ft. Aerial 7j22 Enamelled Copper and
Insulators:

Price from Aerial to 'Phones,
packing and delivery - - -

g20

Write to -clay for full particulars.

Oc3

THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON
MFG. CO., LTD.,
International Buildings, 67/73, Kingsway,
W.C.2.

I 5 -IT

Sellitte

SCOTLAND. -57

Robertson Street

Glasgow.

N.E. EN CLAN D.-

North British Engin-

WIRELESS
APPARATUS

eering Equipment Co:

We also make Crystal Sets-range 15/25
Os. Od.
miles. With 'Phones

If your manl dealer

Milburn House.
Newcastle -on -Tyne:

The Ideal Valve for Reception

is nnaLle to supply
write to our
nearest Depot
for Leaflet

IS THE

EDISWAN

I V,

BATTERIES
H.T. and L.T.

Its silent working, robustness of constroction, and
economy in current consumption, make the Ediswan
A R the ideal Valve both for the serious
experimenter and the ordinary Broadcast receptionist.

Ediswan Batteries are
always dependable for
efficiency and service.

With a single Ediswan Valve, telephony from

" Ediswan " products

Burnham -on -Sea, thus proving its high sensitivity.

mulators or Dry Bat"

Price 151- each.

Always insist on
when buying Accuteries.

W.J.Z. (Newark, N.J.), was recently received at

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.,
123/5, Queen Victoria Sfreet, E.C. 4.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force, etc.
BRANCHES : Aberdeen, Beliast, Bristol; Birmingham, Brighton, Cardiff, Dublin, Dundee, Edinburgh. Glasgow, Hull, Leeds,
Newcastle -on -Tyne, Nottingharn, Sheffield, Southampton, Swansea.
Leicester. Liverpool M
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MAKING A SUPER -CRYSTAL SET.
The following article describes in detail the construction of a very efficient crystal receiver for broadcasting wave -lengths.
standard G.P.O. aerial, good telephony can be picked up on this set from a distance of 100 miles, and even more.

THE crystal receiver described below was
designed specially for the reception of
" broadcasting " on a wave -length of
360 metres, and should therefore prove of
great interest to those readers of POPULAR
WIRELESS who are fortunate enough to be
so situated that they can receive good -signals from one or other of the Broadcasting
Stations, without needing to use valve
apparatus.
Particulars relating to the construction of a
similar receiver were given in the December

issue of the " Wireless Age," and we are

indebted to Mr. Carl Dreher for a most exhaustive description of the instrument.

amount of coupling between the primary
and secondary coils.

The variable condenser, shown in the

wiring diagram in the closed detector circuit,

is shown on the right of the panel, and the
by which the closed circuit may be tuned.
In the right hand top corner is shown the
detector, the crystal being of galena.

The primary coil, which is wound with
No. 24 D.C.C., has a maximum inductance
value of 450 microhenries and is designed
to cover a wave -length range of from 200 to
700 metres apprdximately, if used with the
ordinary type of amateur aerial having a capacity of about .0003 microfarads. A certain

within the compass of the receiver.
The secondary coil, which consists of 40

(heYSTA

GALENA)

10'

-I

7_7

s-

.00/
41424a4

.-4--N.

turns of No. 24 D.C.C. has an inductance
value of 200 microhenries, and if used in
conjunction with a condenser having capacity value of 0.0005 microfarads will tune
the circuit up to a maximum wave -length
of 600 metres.

40TURNS

A

60 TURNS

f/CL

Good reception on this set is claimed over
instance 400 miles, although the latter was
admittedly a case of freak reception.
These instances are of course exceptional,
but a receiver capable of picking up signals
over such a distance should undoubtedly
give results above the average when used
to receive telegraphy or telephony over a

Wave -length Range Covered.

The use of a larger capacity condenser 0 -001 microfarads, will increase the wavelength range over which the receiver will
operate to 800 metres, or alternatively the

addition of ten turns to the inductance,

control, in steps of two turns : B, primary

inductance control, in steps of ten turns ;
and C, the control knob for varying the

/

rc.2.

making 50 turns in all, will give an inductance
value of 310 microhenries, which if used with

a variable condenser of 0.0005 microfarads
capacity, will allow of signals on 740
metres being received.
It will be noted that the wave -length range
given includes 600 metres, -which is the wave-

to each other and to the shore, and there

000

sumed that the condenser will be purchased

ready made and calibrated and therefore

3

should be driven into the wooden cylinder,
firmly fastening one end of the wire. Fifty
turns of wire are then wound round the nails

in the usual manner, a tap being taken at
every ten turns. The " tapping " point is

formed by giving a single twist to the wire,

thus forming a small loop about

in. in

diameter.

The insulation is later cleaned off of this
loop and a wire attached which is taken to
one of the studs controlled by the inductance switch. It is advisable to use the
same gauge wire for this connection as that
employed for winding the coil, namely 24
D.C.C.

After 50 turns have been com-

pleted a tap is taken from every second turn,
to permit of finer adjustments when tuning
the instillment to any desired wave -length.

Having completed the winding, fix .the
end firmly with a thin strip of insulating

precaution against any tendency to unravel.
The secondary coil, as can be seen from
Fig. 1, has no taps, but is wound in a similar
manner to the primary coil already described.
Fig. 4 shows the lay -out " of the panel,

which can be of ebonite, bakelite, or any
other suitable material. Particular care

should be paid to two points in the mechanical design : The spacing distance shown as
Al in. between the switch studs is for
studs of in. diameter, and if larger studs
are used the distance between them must be
correspondingly increased. Fig. 5, which
shows the connection block, will not satisfactorily hold the six terminals indicated if
their diameter is over in.

The construction of the supports for the

3 and 3A, over nine nails driven into a

two coils is shown in detail in Fig. -4. Two
thin wooden uprights of the :dimensions given
are let into a wooden base and glued together.
To ensure a good firm joint clamp the whole

cylindrical piece of wood 21 in. in diameter,
such as a portion of a curtain pole. To con-

hOurs, giving the glue time to set.

need not be discussed.

The inductances are of the spider -web

spiral type and are wound as shown in Figs.

VARIABLE CONOEN4Ell

tg 10,34 44 SO
urns.

wound with insulating tape as an added

should therefore be no' lack of signals either
for " tuning " purposes, or for obtaining the
critical point on the crystal.

COUPE/AU

.0A9r01.SO,

turns of the coil, which are liable to unwind if

In constructing the receiver, it is pre-

14

k

60 Turns No 24 D C C

not handled carefully. When the coil has
been removed from the former it should be

00

08

circle.

51.54, 56,55 &

moved from the wooden former. During
the latter operation do not disturb the inner

length on which ships at sea work " traffic "

VARIABLE INDUCTANCE IN STEPS 05 2 TURNS
INSTEPS Or IO TURNS
CRYSTAL

,

Diameter of ceramscaed
To" from I

Secondary
Cod.
Diameter of arcumscnki
vrcie 4" approx
10 Turns No29 D CC.

dry
when it will be found that with care the
nails may be drawn out, and the coil re-

aerial tuning circuit, and a closed detector
circuit, arranged in the usual manner. The
two -circuit design was adopted so that full
use could be made of the greater selectivity
obtainable by this method.

side of the panel are : A, primary inductance

Cod.

tency.
The Panel " Lay -out."
Allow the shellac 24 hours to

accepted range for this type of detector.
Fig. 1 shows a theoretical diagram of the
set, which it will be seen consists of an open

Fig. 2 illustrates the front of the panel.
The three control knobs on the left hand

Primary

tape, and give the complete coil a thorough
coat of shellac, mixed to a medium consis-

distance of 10 to 15 miles - the usually

The Tuning Coils.

2-

variation of this condenser is the only means

amount of margin is allowed, however, as
reception on SOO metres is stated to be

L.

Using a

struct the primary winding, a small nail

arrangement in a vice and leave it for 24
(Continued on next page.)
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close coupling stop. A stiff copper wire
about an inch long beaten flat at one end

MAKING A SUPER CRYSTAL SET I

and fastened under the nearest of the three

(Continued fro -in previous page.)

nuts compressing the stator plates of the
variable condenser forms an easily made
loose coupling stop. The free end of the

The support for. the secondary coil and
for the coupling control device makes use of
the same principle excepting that the horizontal piece is not screwed to the base of the

wire should be so bent that the wooden support of the secondary winding will touch it
when the two coils form an angle of about
50°.
Ample variation of the coupling
is thus obtained.

set, but is fixed to a flat rotating arm between- two collars.

This design might be modified if other
metal pieces of suitable construction are
availdble. In the model instrument above

Ready for Use.

Fig. 4 shows the assembly of the set,

described, the flat rotating portion was con-

together with the necessary connections.
It must be mentioned that in the diagram

structed from copper " bus bar " 1 in. by.
7; in.' and approximately 3:1- in. long.

The

ends were set into brass collars to a depth
of * in., and soldered. The'same material

showing the lay -out of the- panel the' holes
for fastening the variable condenser are not
indicated, as ready-made condensers usually
have holes already tapped, -and the correct

was employed in constructing the rear bearing piece for the shaft.

individual

telephones.' When
all t h e connections

I

18
48.CrelL40/1 '

AT:;")

have been made,

44- "/3,2 ARC ON
rizAmuS CfRCLE
/OS SWITCH.

Rear Clectrixq
Couplinc

Piece

having a capacity value
of 0.001 rnicrofarads
is connected across the

-gt---17/8

0

b9 -no

discretion.

A fixed condenser

s"

0 el° 0

Roles for'ily
big to lc

Ashen-

position of the condenser is a matter for

The horizontal wooden piece is used to

SWITCH

,Esila ft fo.
rear bearing

including the taps from

Control

r.

Sec. Spiral

support and

coupling control

the primary coil, the

52shaft
fp,

9igure 6.

set is ready for use.

K

couplmq

00 00
HOLE

0

2 Y2

COUPLING conmoe
4F-

BROADCASTING v. THEATRES.

2t1

HOLES fOR FASTENING

PANEL

71171t

CO N STERNATION
among the theatre'

2 3/4- -*i- I

managers has

FIG.4.

D

been brought about by

fond of the theatre could possibly enjoy
hearing a great artiste by wireleas."

connection it is as well to reflect
on the thousands who enjoyed the Covent
Garden

4tTarate. the flat metal. bar from the coil in

order that any eddy. current losses in the

winding which would occur if the metal were

placed in close proximity to the outside

emir bearin

found it absolutely

Phones

sxlsovr)

ofeopalInq

K.- IF-H1

turns of the. coil, may be avoided. The coifs
are fastened to their respective supports by
r: filling small holes in the wood and attach-

impossible to have

9hickness
°Once t"

been present at the
Opera: House.

But many of the

ing the coils with strong twine or heavy

theatre managers are
not so pessimistic
about broadcasting,

thread.

If the thread is then shellacked, it will,
when drying, contract and hold the coil
tightly to the support. The rn position at
which the holes should be bored will of

Primary

and though they do

Coil

not welcome the idea
of whole plays being
broadcasted, the y
have no objection to
parts being transmitted.

course vary with the size of the coils.
Variation of Coupling

After the panel has been drilled, the next
step is to assemble the receiver, fixing the
panel to the base with suitable brass wood
screws.

: %arm

The coupling device should then be

wof 2%sswikh

put together, the rear bearing mounted and

Variable coupling
con>nit

the priMary coil so placed that it is flush

';',s'?.;1'

vc n-rro6

*

,

4).

5/,6' thickness
4!).

Connection titock

gigare 5.

docryshzt.

the recent success of opera broadcasting.
According to the " Star ' there is a divided
opinion among them as to whether or not
broadcasting will eventually have the result of emptying the theatres altogether.
Among those who believe that wireless
will have a bad effect on the stage world

is Mr. C. B. Cochran, who says that it
will do more harm than good in this
respect.

I think," he said, " that anything that
keeps people at home in the evening pre-

vents them from going to the theatre. I

don't believe in the wireless. No person

Mr.

Cecil

Barth

takes a far more

cheerful view.

Z

against the secondary winding in its upright
position. It should then be fastened down.

The contact of the two coils acts as the

season by

- this means, mbst of
_whom would _ have

" We need to be

liberal -minded," he
said ; " it's no good
saying broadcasting is going to ruin us.

Let us see how it will help us.

I do not

think it will cut the ground from under

the feet of the producers."
Free Advertisement.

But why should there be all this unrest

and consternation ?

Broadcasting is never

likely to empty the theatres, and however
good the transmission and the play, it
cannot be the same to listeners -in as it is

to those present in the theatre.

Surely

those who hear a play by wireless and like
it, will want to go and see it.
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More Good Things for Our Readers from

GAMAGES of HOLBORN

In Wireless equipment, the all-important thing to -day is reliability. Wireless is over -run with goods of irresponsible
makers. Your only protection is the standard brand of an established manufacturer. GAMAGES were making and
selling Amateur Wireless Apparatus in 1908 : to -day their goods are unrivalled for reliability, design, and value for money.

IN WIRELESS SUNDRIES

VALUE

Single -Valve Amplifiers for in-

creasing the volume of sound

Improved

Model A.1

" Son us"

type,

" Permanite

42/-

Silicon
Zincite

50/..

Crystal per piece
/,

/

/

Copper Pyrites

Amplifier for increasing the

1 /.-

2/6
1/ 1/ -

Bornite

Single - Valve High - Frequency

1 /6

70/intervalve Transformers (low frequency), maximum efficiency 25/15/" Ora " Valves ..
15/" Ediswan " Valves ..
17/6
" Marconi Osram " Valves
11/6
Valve Holders
3/Filament Resistances

Woods' Metal
..
..1 /- and 2/ Ebonite Panels, cut to size, per lb. 5/ Shellac Varnish, per tin
..11- and 1;6

Fixed Condensers, '002, '0003,

Shell
1 /Superior types 1/9 & 1/6
Aerial Wire 7/22 Enamelled, 100
ft. coils ..
51.-

'0004, Best Quality

Contact Studs

Per dozen

..

On -Off Switches, high class

Earthing Switches on porcelain

High-class Dust -proof Crystal

Detectors, complete with

Crystal, ..
Aluminium Pulleys, 2 in.

..
Aerial Insulators, Reel Type ..
Barrel
II
9/

3/1/6
3/9
4/6

150 ft. coils

7/ -

1/4

3d.
6d.

7, 6

1 Visit Our Stand

CAMAGES CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET

IDEAL HOME

EXHIBITION
I at OLYMPIA
land see the latest and
I

best broadcast receivers

Fully licensed by Postmaster -General. -Read. No. 226. Tuning

coil wound with best quality wire, and tapped in four places.

This, when used in conjunct -ion with the Variable Condenser,_
which is of the best possible workmanship, gives a good variation
of tuning. The crystal detector, designed to prevent dust from
NEW HALL I deteriorating the sensitivity of the crystal, contains our famous
GALLERY I " Permanite 7 Crystal, which has given such excellent results.
The task of finding a sensitive spot on the crystal is minimised
by means of a buzzer-. Will receive Telephony for 30 miles,
and signals from Spark stations using a wavelength of 300-500
metres for 150 to 200 miles. Complete in polished mahogany
cabinet, with instruments mounted
on polished Ebonite ; 'Phones,

Aerial Wire, and insulators ready
for use.

Prii:e

THE

The. "SONUS" Two -Valve BROADCAST RECEIVER
Consisting of one High -Frequency and Detecting

Valve. Telephony from Broadcasting Stations
up to 100 miles distant can be satisfactorily re-

ceived on telephones and Low -Frequency Ampli-

fying Valves can be added, to increase the
volume of music for purposes of operating a loud
speaker or several pairs of 'phones. The number

of Low - Frequency Valves required depends
upon the distance from the Transmitting
Station. Music and speech are exceptionally
clear on this Broadcast Receiver. The Set has

...GE IIIIROADCAT/

been designed to work on the average aerial,
and has a wave range of 300 to 3,000 metres,
which enables the owner to receive the well-

known Time Signals from Paris. The range of
reception of Spark Signals is approximately 150
to 2,000 miles. This set is in accordance with

the requirements of Postmaster -General, and

has been passed
by him. Price,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -0 -

DAMAGE,

c oin pie t e as

shown,

SETS OF WIRELESS TOOLS
SET 1, comprising 1 set of B.A. Stocks and Dies, I
'with taps Nos. 2 and 4 ; 1 set carbon steel Twist
Drills, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16; set of I
6 Engineers' Files ; pair of polished Combination
Pliers; combination Drill Chuck,Tap Wrench and I
Tool Holder; Soldering Iron; Solder; Bradawl;
box 70 lengths hard Brass Wire ; Centre Punch ; I
Jewellers' Turnscrew, with three

extra blades ; forged steel Metal

Snips; nickel -plated fixed Turn screw. Price complete in wooden box
I
SET 2, comprising 1 set B.A. Stocks and Dies, I
Taps ; 1 set of Twist Drills ; 1 set of 6 Engineers'Needle
Files ; 1 set of 3/ in. Files ; 1 combination I

Drill Chuck, Tap Wrench and Tool Holder ;

1

Lancashire Brooch ; Solder Iron ; Solder ; 2 ft.
Rule ; Electricians' Turnscrew; Pliers ; Long -nose 1
Pliers ; Bradawl ; 1 box of 70 lengths hard Brass 1
Wire ; Pattern -makers' Hammer: Pin Tongs ; Pin
Vice; Jewellers' Turnscrew with
3 extra blades ; Nickel -plated
Fixed Turnscrew ; Tweezers,
quo 1
etc. Price, complete in Teak box
I

1

i ,i4.41.--.
I
1

,,d,-

=.1T1 Mi

knr.l's

.................--

..........
(Were rWilikt.1-6-"___1401..

,

.....

,

SINGLE -VALVE RECEIVING SET
A most efficient and compact set; comprising tuning unit and
valve detector. Wave -length 300-500 metres, but any wave-

length may be -obtained by the addition of ordinary Honeycomb
coil.

Note the position of the Marconi " R " Valve-the

filament, being held vertical, cannot touch grid when sagging
takes place. The tuning coil entirely eliminates self-induction
and self -capacity effects.

TELEPHONY can be received up to 40 miles, and spark

considerable distance. This complete set,
licensed and passed by the P.M.G. and the Marconi Company,
signals over a

comprising the " Broadcaster " H.T. Battery, L.T. Battery,
Wire,
'Phones,
Aerial
Insulators, Switch and
Lead-in tube. Price

Write for CATALOGUE Free!

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C. 1.
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" LISSEN" ANODE REACTANCE
(PROVISIONAL PATENT)

Use this Radio Frequency Amplicomponent to increase the
range of your set. Largely eliminates static and other disturbances.
Strengthens weak signals, brings in
distant stations. Allows use of indoor aerial where otherwise not
fying

1111111

dam=

possible.

Has a "Lissen" Rotary

Switch all

"LISSEN"
COMPONENTS
WELL THOUGHT OUT-

complete. Can
be fixed in two
tes. Only one
hole to be drilled in

4*.mmitituninumuumil,"""

THEN WELL MADE

Panel, and two soldered

connections

made to tinned tags

" Let's LISSEN in "

Provided. In two
ranges. One gives
maximum efficiency
on
Broadcasting
band
of
wave-

-tha Slogan of the Future.

lengths, 15o to too
metres, 6 tappings,
complete with melswitch

The other covers 15o to T0,000 metres, 32/6
so tappings, and multiple switch,
Only thing of its kind on the market.
protected.

Provisionally

Saves hours of work. Sent out with wiring
diagram and simple instructions.

" LISSEN " ROTARY SWITCH
(PROVISIONAL PATENT)

An if -point switch iii one unit, with knob and
engraved dial. Mounted by drilling only one
hole to take threaded. shaft bushing. Smooth
wiping contact. Tinned soldering tags fixed,
to make; soldering. simple: Does away with
drilling, contact studs, nuts, washers, makes
assembling absurdly easy. A 'boon to makers,

and amateurs in' a hurry to get a
set going.
Price

LISSEN"
MULTIPLE TELEPHONE BOARD

o5/..

LISSEN
COMPANY,
WOODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

STEVENS'S

AUCTION ROOMS Ltd.

' LISSEN " LOW -FREQUENCY
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

.0.

Note new works address:

That illustrated takes four pairs of telephones in serie4,

with switch to cut in and but any desired number
up to the limit of hoard. A useful accessory to any
equipment. Beautifully made and finished. Has the
usual smooth, wiping contact always associated with " Lissen " switches.
Price ct

1 0/

Type T2
Ratio 4 to r. It is entirely distortionless. A
scientific instrument in every way. Tested
between winding and winding and frame at
i,000 volts. The design and heavy' windings
e-impletely eliminates any possibility of break down. Gives great amplification 05/
with perfect purity of tone. Price dr."

EITOTIEDir

COWL INSULATORS
(PROV. PATENT)

THE ABSOLUTE ESSENTIAL. OF

Established 1 760

A PERFECT AERIAL

38, King St. Covent Garden, London, W.C.2

9

A Great Sale by Auction of
Ex -Government Wireless Apparatus

11

including

C. W. Mark III 3 -valve Amplifiers, Mark III

AERIAL
INSULATORS
Price 1/9 each.

Short Wave Tuners, B. Mark II 2 -valve Receiving

Sets, B. Mark I 2 -valve Detector Amplifiers, 50
Watt Transmitting and Receiving Sets, 60 Watt
Transmitters, Loud Speakers, Wave Meters,
Variable Condensers.
Brown's Reed Type Telephones, 120, 1,500 and
8,000 ohms.
Buzzers, Voltmeters,

15

ft. Mast and

a

.

Crystor Aerial Outfit

-

large

on

WEDNESDAY, 21st FEB., 1923
at 1.2.30 o'clock.

Catatognes'free on application.
Telephone: Gerrard 1824:

Telegram,: Auks, Rand. London.

containing

2 Crystor Cowl Aerial Insulators, 1 Crystor
Cowl Lead -In (vertical or horizontal), 100 It,
Best Quality stranded copper Aerial Wire,
100 ft. Beat lle.inp Rope, and one pulley
block, packed in box. Price complete,10/6
Postage 116 extra.

quantity of Miscellaneous Wireless Apparatus..
Specially catalogued in lots to appeal to amateur,.

Will be held at the above address

AERIAL,

SINGLE- WIRE

Horizontal. Wall or
Window

-

1-

I

LEAD-IN 6/6 I

I

I
I

----

Vortical Roof

LEAD-IN
6/-_
--

STOCKED BY ALL LEADING STORES
AND WIRELESS AGENTS EVERYWHERE
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

WIRELESS AGENCIES, LTD.,
64,

Mortimer Street,

'Phone : Museum 2672.

London, WA.

'Grams : `Adragonax, Wesdo, London.'
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A VISIT TO
THE BERNE WIRELESS STATION.
By DAVID MASTERS.
WHILE engaged on a special mission
to Switzerland quite recently, I
seized the opportunity to visit
Berne on behalf of POPULAR WIRELESS for

which ,controls the compressed air, and this

Melted Like Wax.

the keys.

Normally the electrical energy for, working the station is carried across the country-

in turn works the piston whicli operates

the express purpose of going over the new
Marconi wireless station which was opened
a few months ago. The transmitting
station is some distance from the city, and
I journeyed through the snow -clad countryside for about twenty minutes before alighting at Munchenbuchsee, where the wireless
station -is situated.

When Steel " Tires."
I watched the needle of the sinker oscil-

village street, guided by the mighty wire-

High speed work for a period of three
months sometimes renders the steel arm
of the transmitting key so brittle that it
breaks and needs replacing. The metal

I trudged through the snow up the

less masts that towered in the distance,

until I came out into the open and saw the
red -roofed Marconi station set in the snowy

expanse a quarter of a mile ahead. In a
little while I was being welcomed by Mr.
Anselmi, the thief engineer, who most
courteously showed me over the station
and pointed out its wonders.
Working to London.

The station is beautifully situated on a
little plateau overlooking the village, with
a road to Berne passing the front gate. In
the distance the snow -clad Alps loom up to
delight the eye. The self-supporting towers
carrying the aerials reach up in a delicate

tracery of metal for 300 feet into the

heavens, and at regular intervals around
are some twenty other towers. These
seem insignificant beside the two central
towers, yet they are thirty feet high.

The station does not earth its wires in

the ordinary way. Instead, it is using an

earth screen, formed of wires stretched

between the twenty towers. This arrange-

ment has the advantage of reducing the
resistance in the aerial and increasing the

lating along the tape on the side table,

every movement perfectly synchronised
with the sound of the transmitter. As I

watched the needle inking the tape, a

similar needle in London was making an
identical mark simultaneously-not an
appreciable fraction of a second later !

gets " tired " and loses its elasticity.

My gaze wandered from the giant leading -

in tubes in the" side of the station to the
huge condenser a dozen feet away. The
condenser is 16 feet high, and it is composed of 42 plates of zinc, each 10 feet high,
each armature consisting of 21 plates. This

air condenser is remarkably efficient and
its loss is considerably less than that of
most other types.

Just inside the rails which guard the

side on overhead cables from the Berne

Power Supply Company. Sudden storms
have a habit of interfering with most means
of communication, including wireless, and
if lightning should'. strike the overhead

cables it would not only stop the supply,
but do considerable damage. On one
occasion the power. line 'from. Berne was

struck in this way, and the heavy current
burned out the integrating meter on the
switchboard. The stout steel walls of the

meter, an eighth of an inch thick, just

melted away like Wax under they terrific
heat and left the walls honeycombed" with
holes.
Such

.

things,

however,

are

compressed air,

with a pressure of 840

pounds to the square inch, and in 4,
minutes it is in full operation.

Practically every-

unwary from danger is a bank of 24 thermionic valves for generating the necessary
high -frequency current required by the
transmitter. The valves are almost the

in proper working order.

size of footballs, and, although compressed
air plays about the necks of them in order

There is a fine, well-equipped workshop,
to enable the engineer to cope successfully
with all emergencies, and as I bade goodbye to Mr. Anselmi and trudged through
the snow to the, train I was much impressed
by the efficiency -of this latest Marconi
station, the controlling interest in which is
owned by the Swiss Government.

to cool those parts liable to deterioration
through excessive temperature, they give
out enough heat to keep the place cosily
warm. Standing in the doorway twenty
feet away, Ii felt the heat from the valves
just as though I stood in front of the fire.

thing else on the station is duplicated in order to ensure the continuity of ' the
service,

The entrance to the station leads into

the office, where were blue prints and tracings and various small pieces of electrical
apparatus. Through the glass screen of
the office I could see the power -house, and

1 stepped inside to examine the switch-

board by the door. The switchboard is of
white marble, dotted with the dials of the
instruments for measuring the current, and

mounted with the various switches for
controlling the machinery.
There was comparative quiet as I glanced

at the switchboard, but suddenly transmission began, and as the transmitting keys

came into action it was like a battery of
shouted

I queried the speed. " Forty
words a minute," he explained.
Five minutes later the noise ceased for a
moment, then it broke out with redoubled
fury. The engineer cupped a hand to his
mouth and shouted in my ear :
" They're on high speed now, talking to
London at ninety words a minute." The
Mr. Anselmi.

transmitting contacts emitted a roar of

sound as they sped to and fro, every ordered
series of movements indicating some letter
or word. The current actuates the -valve

The engine

is tested out once a week to see that it is

radiation for a given input of power.

machine guns wakening to life.
" It's working with Spain,"

carefully

guarded against, and, they dp not interfere
in any way with the transmission. z If the
power from Berne fails; a reserve power
plant worked by a 60-h.p. Diesel engine is
brought into use. It is started up by

The Valve -Transmitting Plant at the Berne Wireless Station, Switzerlanl,

Popular 'Fireless Weekly, February 17th, 1923.
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WEATHER REPORTS BY WIRELESS.
MAN Y. of those who have recently joined

the ranks of wireless amateurs had
their interest aroused, in the first instance, by the idea of hearing music,
speeches,

news,

etc.,

by wireless.

But

the fascination of wireless does not rest

With a little practice, decoding weather

reports becomes as easy as A B C. These
synoptic messages, moreover, contain data

necessary for the preparation of weather
charts. Instructions in this very interest-

interest to the amateur at all times. As
those who are " old hands " at the game

ing subject of preparing weather charts are
also contained in M.O. Publication 255.
At 0915 and 2000 G.M.T., " General Inference Reports " are sent out from the Air
Ministry on the same wave -length, but in
plain language. These reports are based on
data collected by the meteorological stations
about two hours earlier. They summarise
the main characteristics of the weather in

The mind of the amateur

the immediate future.
" Aviation Reports " and forecasts for the
London -Continental Aerial Route are sent

with these things alone, as is evidenced by
the thousands of enthusiasts who have
begun to learn the Morse code during the
last few months.
The telephony broadcasting programmes
will, no doubt, constitute a feature of special

know, however, once the spirit of wireless
has cast its subtle spell over the imagination
there are few who can remain content with
broadcasting programmes however attractive these may be.
is

lured ever farther and farther afield,

until, eventually, lie finds he can only satisfy

his enthusiasm by trying to keep an eye on
the whole domain of ether.
Perhaps his first temptation comes when
he reads some reference to aircraft wireless
in his morning's paper. He wonders to
himself what these aircraft chaps can have
to talk about. It should be rather good fun
to hear an aeroplane yapping to a ground
station ! On investigation he finds that he
can easily tune in the aircraft wave on his

this part of the world and give a general
inference with regard to its behaviour in

out at one -hour intervals from 0335 to
1635 G.M.T. These messages contain forecasts of weather over the Channel and along

the stretch of south-east coast over which
the Continental air traffic passes. At the
times 0835, 1135, 1435 the forecasts are
sent in a special code, which will be found

in M.O. Publication 244. These reports are
sent on a 1680 metre continuous wave.
Very Latest Information,

The west interesting of all are the " Coded
Forecasts for various districts in the British
Isles," which are sent out on a 1,300 metres
continuous wave. The times of transmission are liable to vary slightly, but they are
usually 0900, 1500 and 2000 G.M.T. The

forecasts are sent in groups, each group
representing the weather fora particular
area of England or Scotland.
With regard to these latter forecasts, the
Meteorological Office report states that the
" reception and decoding would probably

only take a quarter of an hour, and the

result would be a forecast in plain language

drawn up a few minutes earlier by a professional forecaster with full information at
his disposal." The code can be obtained
from the Meteorological Office for one
shilling : postage three -halfpence.

A plain language weather report is also
sent from Clifden at 0950 and 2150 G.M.T.
on a 5,750 " spark " wave. The forecast
begins with the word " Western," and gives

an estimate of the weather that may be
expected during the next 24 hours on the

western and south-western seaboard of the
British Isles.

receiver, and so-next day he intercepts
his first aircraft message.

Then, one day, about a month later per-

haps, he hears an aeroplane report that.
there is a ship in trouble in the Channel.
Immediately his imagination is fired. Ship !

Wonder if there are anv S 0 S calls flying
about ? Probably that's the chap who has
been doing such an extraordinary amount
of croaking for the last half hour ! Wonder
what he's saying -! 'Jingo, must learn the
Morse code
How to Decode.

It may happen that way, or it may happen

in a hundred other ways. The important
thing is that it does happen somehow or
other, some clay or other. Inevitably, the
novice is induced, sooner or later, to learn
the Morse code. Once he has taken that
step there is scarcely any limit to the variety

of sources of wireless entertainment at his
command : new worlds of ethereal warblogs are revealed to him for the first time.

It is to be regretted that amateurs at e

inclined to be " frightened off " weather
reports. The argument is that they are
usually sent on rather long waves, and,

moreover, there is the difficulty of decoding
them. For those who are not deterred by
these considerations, however, the following
information will be of interest.

Most weather reports are sent from the

Air Ministry, sonic being in code and some
in plain language. Transmission is sometimes carried out on 4,100 metres continuous
wave.

" Synoptic Reports" are sent on

this wave -length at 0200, 0600, 0800, 1400,
1900 G.M.T. The special code used in

connection with these messages can be
found in M.O. Publication 252, which is
obtainable from

Stationery Office,
Imperial House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Many amateurs in this country have heard the conoerts from this American station-W G Y, at Schenectady,
New York, The photo shows the G.E,C, Broadcasting Studio
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On ani

after Lnuary

1st,

923, Mul and Patent resistances will be greatly reduced
in

price,
TYPS.

Grid A
Grid B
Anode B
Anode A

Grid B ccmbined

as

shown in the

OLD PRICE.

5/- each
5/- each
5/- each
5/- each

with .0002 mfd.
Ccndcnser B.A.

Particulars and prim of other
Mallard productions on app.'icatio.

MULLARD PATENT RESISTANCES
are

practically

indestructible,

perfectly

" silent,- steady and permanent.
Like all MULLARD products they are
thoroughly dependable and the best of
their class.

At the new 1923 price, these Resistance3
are remarkably good value.
A big increase in demand will undoubtedly
follow this important reduction in price.

To secure early delivery, order NOW.

THE. MULLARD RADIO
VALVE COMPANYDep,

LIMITED

P. vv.)

45, Nightinga1e Lane, Balham, S. W.12
.alty, War Office,
Royal Air Force and Post Office.

Cetatrectors to 11.111, Aft
Telephone :

holtro9ea
1054

Telegrams :
Rocha:o'er
A B C (010 £d.)
Wandsco.n, London
Ben tl,y's

MULL ARD
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It achieved
Hand this to

I Success in a day!
100,000 so Id.
Judging from the congratulatory letters which we. are
receiving, it would appear that MODERN WIRELESS
has been successful in satisfying everyone's needs.
The absolute novice is finding many elementary articles
which will instruct him in the groundwork of Wirelessthe more advanced amateur is given useful information

your Newsagent
T O -D A Y.
1

o

deliver
reserve
No.2 of MODERN WIRELESS,

which will enable him to build and improve his own Setand the experimenter can rely on finding in MODERN
WIRELESS details of every development taking place
in the research field. So that everyone will find many
articles of absorbing interest in its 128 pages.

a

.
.

MODERN WIRELESS

the new Monthly published by
Radio Press, Ltd, at 3, Bolt

After you have read No. 1, be sure to place your
order right away for No. 2. Don't risk disappointment, there is sure to be a big demand and we are
unfortunately compelled to limit the edition to

Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,
OR February 26th., 1923.

m

100,000 copies.

Name

N®

Address

m

special_constructNumber.
Tonal

nadir( rress tict

e

PUBLISHERS OF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.25
MARSHALL AD.
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AN AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER.
By A. HARLEY REEVES, A.C.G.I., D.I.0
PROBABLY a good -many readers of
this journal have read the story by

H. 0._ Wells in which a transatlantic
air -ship of the future is described ; those
who have done so will have been interested
by the chart on which the air -liner's position

was automatically and continuously registered. Could not this be done in practice ?

aerial are vertical, and the magnetic forces
horizontal. It is well known that an electric
current is set up in any closed coil of wire

when the magnetic " field " through the

coil is altered ; it is obvious, then, that the
rapidly changing, horizontal magnetic forces
contained in a beam of wireless waves should

also be able to produce electric currents in

plates act together, the -band will be neither

vertical nor horizontal, but oblique, but
will remain a straight line as long as the

charges on A and B, and C, are " in step "i.e.,

as long as these charges are simul-

taneously at, zero. (As long as the phase
difference is zero-or lar.) The amount by

which 'the band is tilted away from the

vertical depends on the relative strengths of
By placing the the electric charges on the two pairs of plates
coil so that these horizontal forces can go -and therefore on the relative current
through it i.e., the plane. of the coil must - strengths in the two receiving coils; (Let
be vertical, and in line with the trans.
be the " angle of tilt" . away from the
mitting station. If the coil is now turned vertical ;- then ten 0 =radio of current
round through 90'., no wireless signals can strengths.)
be received by it ; the direction of the transNow consider Fig. 2. M and N represent
mitter can be determined by finding this the two receiving coils of a ship picking up
position.
signals from the coastal station A ; these
Now consider two coils, exactly similar, coils, which may be quite small, must be
fixed on one spindle with their planes at carried by a compass- (preferably a gyroright angles to each other. If one coil does scopic type). so that -one coil_ always points
not exactly face the transmitting station, north (coil N in this case). The relative
this station will produce currents in both current strength in the coils then depends
on the compass bearing Of the station. - It
coils. Let each of these currents then be
magnified by exactly the same amount, can be shown by a little geometry that the
with the aid of valve amplifiers, and angle of tilt of the band of light on the screen
magnified sufficiently to work the apparatus away from the vertical is now always the
the coil.

Fig-

How .can this be done ?

1.

O

GLOWING
FILAMENT.

+ -VEIN

471

CHARGED PLATE

SCREEN.

0

I shall describe below the outline of a
scheme by which this result could almost
certainly be accomplished, with the aid of
The apparatus needed
is comparatively simple, although some of
the principles involved are not very widely
known at the present time.
Wireless position finding is now used to
quite a considerable extent, employing,
almost entirely, one of two methods. Bah
these systems depend on a wireless receiver
wireless telegraphy.

same as this compass bearing; this takes

place quite automatically wherever the ship
may be. (Current strength in coil M ( Fig.
2)=Im=I sin oe. where I is the current

which will indicate the direction of the
received signals;

Consider a ship approach.

through any coil when in line with A. Current

ing a coast in a fog; if the ship does not

in coil N= ix = I cos

possess a direction -finding apparatus, it can '
call up two or more coastal wireless stations,

But)lits;= ten

which will observe the directions of the

oc.

0 (see above).

Hence ten oc1
Hence z = 0.

ship's signals, and give these directions to the

ship by the Morse code. If the ship has a

directive receiver, the operator can find

Registering Positions

The act -ion of the
ordinary wireless valve depends on a stream
of minute negatively charged particles,

these " bearings " by merely listening -in to
the coast stations.

next to be described.

find

called " electrons," emitted by the incan-

In either case, the navigator can then
his position by " plotting " these

bearings on his chart .(on which the coastal
stations will have been marked) ; the point
of intersection will show him his ship's
position.
The Principles Involved.

Before describing an automatic system

( which would have certain obvious advantages over the above method), the principles
of ordinary modern wireless direction finding
will be explained.

descent filament. A positively electrified
disc of metal, with a small central hole, is
placed in a vacuum tube containing such a
filament (see Fig. 1) ; this plate will attract
the electrons to it, giving them such a high
speed that the particles entering the central
hole will continue in a straight line, forming

a beam of rays, and producing a glowing
spot when they strike a screen coated with
calcium tungstate.

Wireless waves seem to consist of vibrations in a medium called the" ether," taking

Compass Bearing Colt.

vibrations appear to be of two kinds, which
cannot exist separately, producing electric

right angles to the first pair. Let the plates
at C be connected to the amplifier of one of

place at right angles to the direction in
which the waves are travelling. These
and magnetic forces respectively in the

The electric
forces produced by an ordinary transmitting

directions of the vibrations.

Suppose now that two metal plates, A
and B, are inserted inside such a vacuum
tube ; and another pair inserted at C, at

the receiving coils previously considered,
while A ana B are joined to 'the amplifier
of the other coil. The currents due to the
received wireless waves, magnified by the
valves, will produce rapidly changing electric
charges on the plates A, B, and.C. When

A is positive, it will attract the stream of
electrons towards it B, being then negative, will assist this movement by repelling
the particles. When A is negative and B
positive, a reverse deflection takes place.

The result, as seen by the -eye, is a vertical

band of light on the screen, when A and B
are acting alone ; with the C pair alone, a
horizontal band is seen. If both pairs of

The next step is to automatically transfer
this bearing to the ship's chart.. If a lens is
placed behind the partly transparent screen
(Fig. 1), an image of the band of light can be
projected on to the back of the ship's chart

in such a way that the centre point of this

image coincides on the map with the position

on the map of the wireless station that is

producing this light band ; and also so that

a vertical band on the screen represents a
(Continued on next' pile.)
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THE SUCCESS OF BROADCASTING.

A NEW USE FOR CYCLE
VALVES.

By SIR WILLIAM NOBLE, Chairman of the B.B.C.

the limp, stranded
rubber -covered copper wire and flex

MOST who use

SIX months ago the subject of wireless
broadcasting had only just begun to
attract public interest in this country.
To -day, there are four big broadcasting

for the wiring of a set find some

difficulty in .making. a connection with that
kind of terminal that has a hole through the
side with a vertical clamping Screw. This
difficulty can be eliminated by the following.
Take a- bicycle valve (the part over which

stations in regular operation, and the number

of listeners -in throughout the country is
rapidly increasing by thousands.
In spite of the rapidity with which
these stations have been installed, their

the tyre valve ralaber goes) and cut it off
about j in. from where the thread begins

efficiency has already been fully demonstrated by the results achieved. Not only
have the northern stations been heard satisfactorily throughout the areas, which they
were primarily intended to cover, but they
have been received clearly at various points

on the south coast, while the London

station has been heard as far north. as the'
Shetland Islands. These -are not mere
" freak " occurrences. The Shetlands are
a long way off, of course, and it is not probable that regular reception from the

London station could be maintained over

such a distance in the ordinary course.

Nevertheless, excellent reports have been
received from various parts of the British
Isles an the -quality of the signals picked up
from the existing stations.

at A in the diagram). Polish it up and
after baring the rubber -covered wire for
I in., solder it to the point A.

Matter of Taste.
Apart from the technical efficiency of the

The whole thing can then be bound round
from B to C with silk to hide the solder and
the thread. If the wire represents positive
bind With red silk, or if negative with black
or genie other colour., This gives a neat
and smart finish to the job.

stations themselves, the broadcasted pm grammes have gained a wide public appreciation. Needless to. say, the task of ar-

ranging these programmes is far from.being
an easy one. In the first place, the taste of
every class in the community has to be considered. There would be little advantage
in wireless being within the financial reach of

AN AUTOMATIC

the broadcasted programmes were
intended, to cater for certain tastes only.
all if

DIRECTION FINDER.

This is a problem which is not encountered

to the dame extent in connection with any
other form of entertainment. In the
dramatic world, for instance, there is never
any attempt made to cater for all tastes in a

(Continued front precious page.)

north -south line on the map. This band of
light on the map will then always represent

Light comedy may
be enjoyed at one theatre, melodrama at
single performance.

a ray" from the station to the ship, in
direction. and position. The receiving unit

another, variety turns at a third, and soon.

(not including the map, or necessarily. the
coils and compass) must then be duplicated,

The solution, therefore, must lie in
arranging the times of daily transmission, and the character of the various

broadcasted items, in such a manner that
every section of the community shall have

an opportunity of enjoying ' this new
development of -science in its own way. It

will take some time, of course, to achieve
this. The British Broadcasting Company
has only been in existence for a few weeks,
and no one could expect such an ambition
to be realised in so short a time.
Only the Beginning,

Up to the present broadcasting has been
confined mainly to the evening hours, the
programmes being

instrumental music, children's bed -time
stories, weather reports, news bulletins,

short addresses on subjects of general interest, etc. Tire choice of these items, of
course, represents a purely tentative effort

to provide the greatest variety of entertainment in the course of a single programme.
Neither

the times of transmission
nor the character of the programmes are to
be regarded as permanent. As time goes
on, and more and more experience is gained,

new features will be introduced, and fresh
enterprises will he embarked upon. The
conditions under which the transmission of
some of these programmes is carried out are

in many respects, of a temporary
nature, the studios in particular being unalso,

satisfactory for efficient transmission. The
new studios will be specially designed and
equipped for broadcasting purposes.

Quite recently a novel and daring inno-

vation has been effected at the London
station. The operas of the British National

Opera Company, at Covent Garden, have
been broadcasted from the London Broadcasting Station. This involved the laying
of a special underground cable from Covent

Garden Theatre to the station, in addition
to which numerous minor technical difficulties

and the apparatus " tuned " to a second

Arrangement of Programmes.
One's tastes may vary, of course,
making one want to see a serious drama this

this second station to the ship is then projected on to the chart in exactly the same
way as before. The bright sp©t where the

week and a good farce next week. But that
is a matter for the individual. It does not
concern the theatrical manager, who just
chooses one special play in the hope that it

success.

Similarly in the musical world, no one would

duced.

station working on a -different wave -length.
A band of light corresponding to.a ray from

resulting pair of bright lines cut each other is
the. ship's position on the chart.

will appeal to a great number of people.
dream of attempting to appeal to all tastes

A Source of Error.

in the same concert hall.

due to the fact that no flat map can be

People who want

to hear opera go to Covent Garden, and

The problem thug seems. to be solved, in
outline. There is, however, one important
source of error not yet considered.; this is

people who want to hear light music go to
a musical comedy.
-

These facts serve to indicate the main

drawn of. the earth's curved surface which
will give the ship's true position in this way,
when long distances are dealt with. This
difficulty can be got over by using a map
drawn on a spherical surface instead of on a

difficulty that is met with in trying to arrange
broadcast programmes. It would, obviously,

flat one, and suitably placing the screens and
lenses (see Fig. 3). (8c, that the projectign of

a play or concert.

the light bands shall be parts of " great circles.")

Fig. 4 is intended to give an idea of the

scheme as a whole ; the deck of a ship is
represented, with the apparatus installed on
it..

be quite impossible to provide facilities
which would enable one to choose one's
wireless programme as one would choose
Apart

from

the

technical difficulties involved in such an

undertaking, the cost of erecting and maintaining. a sufficiently large number of

stations would have the effect of making
broadcasting one of the most expensive farms

of entertainment.

varied as much as

possible by the introduction of vocal and

had to be overcome before the project was
rendered practicable.

This experiment was an instantaneous
People

were

thrilled

by

the

experience of listening to grand opera by
wireless, and hundreds of letters have been
received testifying to the wonderful clarity
with which the smallest detail was repro-

The preliminary " tuning up of
the orchestra, and the low buzz of conversation among the audience could be
heard distinctly ; then Caine the sharp
rapping of the conductor's baton, asmoment

of silence, and the opening strains of the
overture. The solos, duets, and chorusses
" carried over " splendidly, whilst such incidental sounds as the clash of swords in
the dual scene in " Faust " were reproduced
with startling vividness.

The undoubted success of this first big

broadcasting experiment augurs well for the
future. If grand opera can be broadcasted
so successfully, so can public speeches,
plays, musical recitals, debates, etc. We aro
only at the , beginning of things. Co-

operation and perseveranbe
wonders.

will achieve
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COIL PLUGS AND
SOCKETS
Price
Gross pair
..
7 Gross pair

tkRy
%OkkekONN

20;16' -

%\111\\100°9
No. 2 FILAMENT RESISTANCES
for Panel Mounting, 3,6

No. 1 FILAMENT RESISTANCES for Panel Mounting, 3/6

&Mai urrinia
talMabo 1111111111K

\Atv,._/

1I

COIL
HOLDERS

No. 2

.. 18/ Per gross .. 180/ Per doz.

TERMINALS

No. 3

per gross 24/.

..

No. 3
No .4

24/-

20/ -

.

18/ -

No.

CONTACT
STUDS
I gross .. 6/-

SLIDER KNOBS

5/.

7 gross

Complete, 8/- doz.

gat:

(7.111"41"1":f
-

-

-

-

VALVE LEGS
With nuts and washers

Per gross, 15/-; 7 gross, 12/ -

CONDENSERS

SWITCH
ARMS

'001

..

'00075

Per doz. .. 18! Per gross .. 180/ Second quality.
Per doz. ..
Per gross ..
66/-

1 IR

'0003
'0002
0001

00005

SPACERS
Large
Small

..

gross

..

2/- gross

..
..
..

unassembled

Assembled

10!6

76

..

.
.

.

6/6
5/3

.. 3/.
6/6
6/- .. .. 2/6
5/6
.. 2/3
4/6 .. .. 2/.
.

f or the UNASSEMBLED CONDENSER

TURNED EBONITE PLATES
1/6 per pair extra

DETECTORS
Complete.

Polished and lacquered.

Per 'doz., 30/-; per gross, 324/-

199, PentOnville Rd.
N I.
ORMOND
ENGINEERING
CO
Telephone
:
HOLBORN
1812.
Telegrams : "ORMONDENGI, KINCROSS."
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It is Results That Matter.
..
And includes a pair of Siemens 4,000 -ohm

YOU "LISTEN -IN" AT UNCE:

PRICE g3 . 10

The ,3).ationette
ClUARANTEES MAXIMUM

I NCL S1 VE OF
013B.CU DUTY.

SEVEN DAYS'
FRT-E TRIAL
IN YOUR OWN
HON E --If you are not
satisfied return it

within seven days

Two Crystor Aerial Insulators,
100 ft. Copper Aerial Wire.
Headphones,

RESULTS

1923.

and we wilt re-

fund your money.

41111.11111111011110kmn xlaaunnP......
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

WIRELESS AGENCIES LTD.,

'Phone: MUSEUM 2672.
'Grams : Adragonax,

64, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1.
HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE
Telephones,

lleadimuds, adjustable.

Double

Telephones, Dpuhle

Lai. pieces, 4,000

Headbands, adjustable Ear -pieces,

ohms
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
Single Ear -pieces, with Cords, etc., 4,000 ohms
-

.

...
...

...

42'

s d.

8,000
'

...

...

1

...

2
11

6
6

Owing to theenormous demand for above four items we are compelled
to take Mail Orders tor above in strict rotation.

BROADCASTING SETS, STAMPED B.B.C.
Crystal Receiver, highly ellieient and guaranteed ... 1 15 0
Set No.2. -Crystal Receiver, mounted in cabinet, tapped
Inductance, coarse and tine' tuning, Special Adjustment
2 -Valve Receiver, gives wonderful results, and is
highly ellivient with Loud Speaker ...
...
...
...
... 9
Decophone Sets and Accessories always in stock.

KNOWLEDGE

WIRELESS

OF

FOR

EVERYONE AT AN INSIGNIFICANT COST
To gain the fullest enjoyment from his hobby every amateur
ought to have the scientific principles of wireless at his finger
tips. You can do this easily and quickly by taking a course
of our

PLEASANT LESSONS BY POST AT YOUR LEISURE.
Our system of Individual Tuition cannot fail to bring you great

Set No.1.

Set No. O.

A THOROUGH

Wesdo, London.

2

0

5

0

benefit. Among our students we number Highly Trained Scientists,
Doctors, Magistrates, etc., as well as those with no scientific

training whatever.

Special Fee for the Course CI- upon enrolment, and five monthly payments of 51-, or 30:- in one payment. This is of great educational value
and interest.

Also Popular Courses in Automobile Engineering, Mind Training, etc., at

ALL TILE ABOVE PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF ROYALTIES.

the same fee.

SAFEGUARD YOURSELVES BY INSTALLING
B.B.C. SETS

The National Institute of Applied Science,

BEGIN NOW by sending for full particulars from
3, 5, & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET, LONDON, S.W.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
Unassembled

Panel -Mounting

In Celluloid Case
s. d.
not
8 G
12 6
15 0
.0005
6 0
10 6
13 0
.0003
9 6
......
5 0
11
0
High -Tension Batteries, 4.5 Pocket -Lamp 11atterics, per doz.
5 0
Inter -valve Transformers, Ratio 5-1 ...
15 O
Coil Holders, 2 -way, anti -capacity handles
10 O
Coil -Holders, 3 -way, anti -capacity handles
...
15 O

s. d.

s. d.

Basket Coils, " Oojah " Oct of 7, 150-4.500 m.
Slab Celts, " Oojah " Set of 3, 150-20,0110 m.
Crystal Detectors, mounted on Ebonite ...
Perikon Detectors, Special Screw Adjustment

Inductance Coils, 12 in. by 4 in., wound 22 and 24 Enamel
Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, per 100 feet
...
Aerial Wire, 7/22 Enamel copper, per 100 feet ...
'

5
7
2
4
3
3

4

O

6

6
6
3

NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READY
Post free on applicreion

MAIL ORDERS. Please include sufficient postage. Balance refunded

THE WATERLOO ELECTRIC CO.,

Electrical & Wireless Engineers, 129, Waterloo Rd., London, S.S.1.
leirylione : Hop 5549.

01,11 all day Saturday

Unc mina Waterloo Station,

YOU WANT THE BEST SETS
WE HAVE THEM
Aerial to earth. r pair
phones (Tax paid)
£15 0 0
3 Valve Cabinet complete as above. 2 pairs
Headphones (Tax paid) - - .2 -Valve Set complete:

- £25 0 0

No further expense.

Installed anywhere within 25 miles radius
free of charge.
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

ANY EVENING AFTER
Headphones, 4000 ohms

5

O'CLOCK.

22/6

Best Make Accumulators 4 v. 30 amps. - 18/6 v. 40 ,, - - 27/3
/I
11
/
6 v. 60
- - 35/11
/1
'All accessories.
Wireless
JAMES MACINTYRE & CO., ElectWr

aee sikti

Premier House, 150, Southampton Row, London,'
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PART V. -HOW WIRELESS WAVES ARE SENT AND RECEIVED.
By MICHAEL EGAN.

HOW is a wireless wave sent out from a
1111 transmitting aerial ? The answer to
this question is : the aerial is vibrated.

A current of electricity is 'made to flow up

and dawn the aerial at a terrific rate, the

result being that the aerial vibrates electriCalla-. The process is in many respects
Similar to that which occurs when a violin
string is vibrated. There is one jmportant
difference, however. The vibrating violin
string sends out an audible note, which can
be heard distinctly by anyone in the vicinity,

whereas the vibrating aerial produces no
round whateVer.

The audible note which results from the
vibrations of the violin string is due to the
fact that the'latter sends out waves through
the surrounding air. You cannot see
these waves, 'but you can hear them. The
vibrating aerial also sends out waves, but
these are of a variety which can neither be
Seen nor heard. They can, nevertheless,
produce another effect. They can travel
through space and set up electrical vibra.
Lions in a distant aerial, and these vibrations
Can then be converted into sound.
The whole theory of wireless arises from
one simple fact, namely : when a varying
current of electricity flows in a wire it produces a disturbance in the space surround.

Crystal and Valves.

human ear is incapable of sensing waves of

This process is repeated at an extremely
high speed, the effect being that waves of

such frequency.

force are sent out through the space stua
rounding the aerial. The stronger the
current used, of course, the stronger the
resulting force and the greater the distance
over which the waves will travel.

The same

effect is experienced with a violin string.
The greater the force with which it is struck,

the greater the distance over which the
resulting note can be heard.

I have said that these variations in current

take place at an extremely rapid rate.

Their " frequency " (to use a technical

term) is, in fact, so high, that one is quite
powerless to grasp its significance in any

.practical sense. An average frequency for
wireless waves is 1,000,000 per second !

(

ever, the valve can also strengthen received
signals, and the more valves employed the

louder will be the resulting signals. This
is a characteristic which the crystal does not
possess, its sole function being to reduce the
high -frequency currents set up in a receiving
aerial to a frequency that will permit of their
conversion into sound waves.

miles from a broadcasting station,
signals would probably be just intelligibly
loud in a pair of head telephones. It might
even be necessary to press the telephones
tightly over one's ears in order to catch the
message. Three valves, on the other hand
(connected to the same receiving aerial at
the same distance from' the transmitter),

would produce signals which could be heard
throughout a small room on a loud speaker.

A ship's operator in his cabin. Mr. 1W. Robson, of
the s.s. Pelton.

and stronger-all the time acting in a certain

other words, 1,000,000 waves of force roll
away from the aerial every second.
When these multitudes of waves strike a

direction.

same operation.. In addition to this, how-

Using a crystal at a distance of, say,

This means, literally, that the current

which it was previously travelling, and the
force likewise begins to act in the opposite

constructed device for carrying out the

20

space a " force " which changes its strength
and direction in sympathy with the current
which causes it.
When the current first begins to flow in

The current now flows along the
wire in the direction opposite to that in

hibit about the same degree of efficiency.
The valve, on the other hand, is a specially

example.

Now a wireless transmitter really con-

tion.

Crystals vary somewhat

in quality, though, on the whole, they ex-

same signals could be increased to any
desired degree of loudness. This will be
snore easily understood from a practical

stitutes an elaborate mechanism for passing
a varying current through a wire. A

process is repeated-in the opposite direc-

producing sound.

strength as it moves away from its source
of origin. By using valves, however, these

even changing its direction as the direction
of the current is changed.

does likewise.
When the zero point is reached (i.e., when
the current has died down to zero}, the whole

electric

since the transmitted wave decreases in

Moreover, this force is also, a varying
It varies with the current that
produces it, growing stronger or weaker as
flu! latter is increased or decreased, and

reached a definite strength, it suddenly
begins to die down again, and the force

frequency '

crystal receiver will be proportionately weak,

thing.

Then, when the current has

" high

currents into currents that are suitable for

If, therefore, the transmitting and receiv-

Producing Wireless Waves.

direction.

convert

to

ing stations are at a great distance apart,
the signals resulting from an ordinary

the surrounding space whets a varying current of electricity is passed through a wire:

the aerial, the force is small, and, as the
current increases, the force gets stronger

have been devised for this purpose, two of
which are in constant use among amateurs
to-day-the crystal and the valve.
Crystals are obtained in the earth, and are
so constituted by nature that they are able

Transmitting Music.

ing that wire. The actual nature of that
disturbance is something that the beginner
need not worry about. Let it suffice that
some kind of " force " is exerted on

special apparatus is used for producing a
current which varies in strength at a
uniform rate, and reverses its direction at
regular intervals. Tins current is made to
flow into the transmitting aerial, with the
result that it produces in the surrounding

It is therefore necessary to reduce this
frequency considerably, before sound -waves
can be produced. A number of instruments

changes its direction and strength in the
aerial 1,000,000 times every second. Or, in

receiving aerial, they set up an electric
current similar to the one which produced

The problem now arises : How is
this received current to be converted into
sound ? Or, put in another form : How
are these electrical vibrations to be converted into sound vibrations ? Obviously,
them.

it would be quite impossible to make a
mechanical instrument capable of vibrating

a million times per second. And even if
such an instrument could be evolved, the

When wireless' waves are received and
converted into sound in the way we have
just been considering, they produce a -note

of a definite pitch in the receiving telephones, or loud speaker. This is exactly
analagous to what takes place when a

violin string is " tuned." The greater the
tension of the stringb the more rapidly will
it vibrate and -the higher will be the resulting

note' that it emits.

By varying the quality

of

the wave

that is sent out from a transmitting station,
the quality of the received note will
In effect, this
be varied accordingly.
is what is done in practice. By means of a

special mechanism the character of the

transmitted wave varies in response to the
variations that occur in the speech or song
or instrumental selection that is being
broadcasted. These variations are reproduced identically at the receiving station.
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BEGINNERS' SUPPLEMENT

GENERAL ADVICE FOR THE BEGINNER.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.
" Bill " at the - local bicycle, shop does
them no good and infinite harm, because

jai 7 HILST the installation of an amateur
wireless receiver is fairly simple, and
not what-McTodd would call
lar engineerin'," some small difficulties
VV

may spring up in the path of the novice.

he attends to them by .rule
- thumb.

and our accumulators do not agree, we
must flee from ." Bill "-or it may be

Let us smooth them away.

" Alf " down your way. As a rule, " Alf "
is more disastrous than " Bill."

The first matter requiring attention is

the all-important aerial. Though I blush
to -think of the aerial which, as I write, is.
assisting to squirt " Aida " into my morn,

-

Eliminating the Accumulator.
Flight from " Bill " means

I know how an aerial should be put up,
- and, for my sins (and my bread and butter); have erected more than one. But as
I cannot divine the various circumstances
under which my numerous readers must

and if our house is unconnected with a
power station this is unthinkable. Hence,
we must necessarily eliminate the accumu-

lator. Can this be done, and Valves still
be used ? 'Yes!. If we can find a valve

whew filament is not greedy of current,
and requires only a fraction Of an ampere
we are delivered. Such a valve is avail-

the best kind of aerial for general purposes
is an " open circuit : thin means a wire
as long and high as. possible (within

able and is vulgarly called a " dull emitter."

limits),extended as much as possible.

This kind of valve is made after the wellknown and popular " R " type ; it works
with less than half an ampere and may be
run off. two dry cells ; plate voltage,

It's a poen heart that never rejoices.

Similarly, it's a queer dwelling -place that
cannot accommodate some sort of an

If you cannot stretch 30 ft.

that we

must ourselves charge our accumulators,

hoist their antennae, I can deal only in
generalities. It is known, however, that

aerial.

of (dirty)

Therefore, brothers, since " Bill "

of

wire at a height of 20 ft. or so from a top
hack bedroom window to a tree, pole,

30 to 50.

the garden-well, you must investigate

you. If, however, you insist -4.pon accumulators, you may acquire one of these

This valve has solved the accumulator
problem for me, and will do the same for

house, chimney -stack, -or clothes -prop in

elsewhere.
.

cunning motors which run by water power

.-

Dodging the "Bill."

supplied by your domestic tap.- Such a
one coupled to a dynamo will charge your
accumulators-in time. -But you will need

Suppose you live in a :block of flats.
Try the effect Of a wire stretChed.verttcally,
and parallel with the outside wall, between
two horizontal projections, say, a couple of
broomsticks. Again, if you live within 10

patience and watchfulness.
Some
people believe that a receiver- being a receiver - will receive

miles of a broadcasting station, an insulated wire led from the receiver on the
ground -floor, :upstairs, as vertically as
possible, to the ceiling of the topmost

- landing, will give you good . results. But
you will need. two valves, at least. Captain
Round, of the Marconi Company, got
Schenectady, U.S.A., working his
loud

speaker " at Muswell Hill,- on a two foot.
frame aerial. - You might try a frame

everything. The usual " broadcasting "
receiver is designed to receive signals from

British broadcasting stations and perhaps
the Eiffel Tower time signals ; this means

that they cover a wave -length band (or
range) of from 300 metres to 2,600 metres.
Therefore it is waste of -time for the amateur
.

to listen for the big transatlantic stations.
He will, however, be able to listen to Morse

signals from ships and, the coast stations

serving them. A knowledge -of the wavelengths for which his receiver is designed,
plus an examination of a list of Wavelengths of the world's wireless stations,
will save many a man hours of time. If

you wish to roam at large through the

ether, you must purchase or make a -re-

capable of dealing with wavelengths ranging from 200 metres to 25,000
metres-and learn to -use a wave -meter.
ceiver

Cause of "Crackling."

Another difficulty is the choice of a set
or a circuit. For telephony at mcderate
distances, a crystal detector plus one or
more " note magnifiers " (low -frequency
or audio -frequency amplifiers) is a very
good combination, especially for short
wave -lengths. For very short ranges, say

two to five miles, a simple crystal detector
used with a good aerial gives clear signals

free from distortion clue to the receiver.

High -frequency amplification is useful,
followed by crystal rectification and a
" note magnifier." This is a good all-round
combination. If you don't like crystals-

and they are apt to be a nuisance-then a

two -valve set employing reaction is excellent ; but be sure the' Post Office has

approved it. It should bear the trade mark
of the British Brcadcasting Company and
the G.P.O. Registered Number.
High-tension batteries, sometimes called

" plate " or " anode " batteries, are prolific, sources of annoyance. More often
than otherwise that crackling noise in the

telephones, or those squeaks like a pussycat in extremis, are due to the high-tension
battery. I recommend' the installation of
a set of large dry cells, connected in series
by soldered metal- strips, insulated from
each other by air, and from the earth by a
layer of paraffin was. The battery can be
covered by a sheet of brown paper soaped
in wax. This arrangement is somewhat
fonderoOs" but it should last for a year or
more under favourable circumstances. I
have tried it.

aerial and. a- four -valve set at a distance of

20 miles, with reasonable hopes, if you
cannot stretch 30 ft. of wire in the back-

yard.

If your house or flat has electric light,
you can -try the neat contrivance known
as- the " Ducon " aerial. A flexible wire
from the aerial terminal of your receiver
leads, through a condenser, to a plug which
fits into an electric light socket and makes
- connection, therefore, with the -electric
light wiring of the building. This is a good
substitute, under certain conditions, for
an aerial.

From the aerial we will proceed to the

earth. If' you cannot arrange for a wire
1 rom the " earth " terminal of your receiver to a discarded tin bath or some other

metallic " junk " buried in the earth, try
a soldered connection to a water pipe.
Next there is the difficulty of the oxen'

mulators for lighting valve filaments.
Brothers, I also have suffered here. Accu-

mulators arc unduly heavy and expensive

They give up the ghost in the
very middle of one's choicest concerts.
insects.

Two famonz French artistes --Mlle. Sore! and M. Lamber, of the Comtdie Francaise, broa casting from a
Canadian station.
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HOW THE ELECTRICAL POWER IS TRANSMITTED THROUGH SPACE
The illustrations depict the various processes involvel
in high speed transatlantic wireless communication.
Of course, no attempt is made to show the actual
wiring of the apparatus, although this latter is shown
connected in the order that it is used. Note the directional effect of the aerial ; it can be compared to that
of the inverted " L " type used by amateurs for reception.

Message operated

perforator

Perforated tape
placed on"Creed"
automat:,

--

By land wire
to Towyn.

Hot.

'Creed" receiver
automatically
punches tape.

Handed in
at London

Marconi Office

By land wire
Carnarvan

transmit -hit

station.

ftetIroif:'
Ojr:Zre6inilfe2r

This section deal; entirely with the " landline " pro-

cesses that are necessary to transmit the messages from

the London Office to the great wireless station that is
situated on the coast at Carnarvon.

flieB fenShOn

Switch worked
by small relay
an end &Vine
ham Towyn,

The sparking

Through coils e_

discs

condensers to

Through Condensers a. Coils
controthng
ve lengths i`o

T?rzi.denials" whew? .135re

-11

On /and wire
to New York
Through

=taus
Dicirobormi

rectullOvr Mae:Ina
at so to tool
(Aiken
warn'
monde

Message read'
,on Dictaphone

of slow speed

at delivery

ofilbe,New York

In this last section the Ens! stage of the journey of 3,003
miles, covered by the wireless message, is shown. A
most striking comparison is provided between the simplicity of the receiving apparatus and the complicated
apparatus employed for transmission. As a matter of

fact, however, only the essentials of both are shown
pictorially in this illustration, and " Tuning Apparatus "
covers such instruments as a sensitive valve detector
and delicate relays.

message -..1s "dialed

)30
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR BEGINNERS.
NOTE.-On this page the beginner will find a selection of questions and answers which will concisely deal with many little
problems met with in the erection of a wireless receiver.

Readers are invited to send their queries to the Technical Dept., Room 138,
Replies are

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, where they will be carefully and promptly dealt with.
sent by post free of any charge.

Q. Are telephone wires detrimental in any
way to reception if they are near the aerial ?

A. Provided they are not parallel to, or
nearly so, the aerial, they should have no
effect on reception. If they are parallel to

come across quite a different state of affairs
than is the case with ordinary electric
currents. The currents in the aerial are
rushing up and down thousands of times per
second. If a condenser is inserted in their

Q. What is the use of having wireless

path, as soon as the voltage or pressure in
one direction reaches the condenser, it
causes an electric pressure on the opposite
side of the condenser. Then, as the first
pressure changes, as it does thousands of
times per second, the second pressure on
the opposite side of the condenser air gap
also changes. These rapid changes on the

waves of different lengths ?
A. If all wireless waves were of the same

rents that operate the receiving gear, and

the receiving aerial, and are very close, the
current flowing through the telephone wires
will induce a similar current into the aerial,
and thus cause noise inthe recei ving set. Keep

your aerial as far away from the parallel
to telephone or telegraph wires as possible.

length, you would not be able to listen -in
without hearing all the stations within
range transmitting at once. This would
render the required message quite unreadable, just in the same way that conversations
are impossible when everybody is talking at

the same time.

The difference in wave-

length of various transmitting stations

enables us to so tune our apparatus so that
only the station we require is received.
*

*

*

Q. What is jamming ?
A. This is the name- given to the inter-

ference caused by two or more stations
transmitting at the same time and using the
same wave -length. The Various Messages

become muddled up, and are Sometimes
quite undecipherable one from the other.
*

Q.

*

*

Why must a telephone transformer

be used with low -resistance 'phones ?

A. Low -resistance 'phones are wound
with a comparatively few number of turns
of wire capable of carrying a fair amount of
current. When dealing with wireless, however, there is very little current available,
though there is considerable voltage sometimes. This voltage and small current is
transformed into smaller voltage and snore
current by the telephone transformer. Thus
sufficient current is obtained to operate the

both sides give rise to the voltages and cur-

thus form signals audible in the telephones.
*

*

*

What causes a wireless wave to be
sent out ?
A. To understand this you must understand the action of a condenser. If two
plates are separated by air or other insulator, and an electric pressure is applied to
one plate, then an opposite pressure is produced, by an electric strain, on the other
plate. In a transmitting station the aerial
Q.

and earth provide two plates of a condenser
with air in between.
High -frequency currents of electricity
are made to rush up and down the
aerial and thus cause an ever -varying
pressure on the two plates-aerial and
earth. This varying pressure causes a

spark -coil, and the other ball is so connected

that there

is

a great lack of electrons,

eventually, if the pressure due to the
accumulation of electrons on one side of the

gap is increased, there is such a strain
exerted on the air that it no longer acts as

an insulator. The electrons on the one side
rush across to the other, at the same time

heating the particles

of

air and other

matter and causing a luminous spark.

Q. Why do I only hear a click when I

connect a battery to my 'phones ?
A.

Because to operate telephones the

magnetic attraction between the diaphragm
and the magnets must be always changing,
in order to make the diaphragm vibrate and
give out sounds. To cause the change in the
magnetic field between the magnets and the
diaphragm a varying current is passed
through wire round the magneto. This has

the property of either increasing or decreasing the strength of the magnets,

according to the current flowing and its

direction. Thus a varying current will vary
the magnetic field and cause the diaphragm
to vibrate. When you connect a battery to
the 'phones the first flow of current changes
the magnetism and thus causes a click, but

after this the current flows steadily, and
thus no change in the magnetic field, and
no vibration of the diaphragm, occurs, and
you hear nothing.

varying strain across the intervening air,

and ether, between the aerial and earth, and

it is this strain that causes the ether to be
set into vibration. These vibrations cause
wireless waves, radiating from the space
around the transmitting aerial.
*

*

*

What causes an electric spark ?
A. When you have an accumulation of
electricity-or, to be more correct, electrons
Q.

-on a small space such as one ball of a

Q. Why cannot the telephones be placed
in the aerial without a detector ?
A. Because the high -frequency currents

are flowing so fast up and down that the
telephone magnets and diaphragm could

not operate at that speed. After the detector
or rectifier has been employed the variation

in -the current is much slower, and the
telephones are able to operate under its
influence.

low -resistance 'phones. In the case of high -

resistance telephones there are so many
turns of wire round the magnets that the
tiny currents flowing in the circuit are
capable of operating them without further
change being necessary.
*

Q.

*

*

What is meant by " interference " ?

A. With regard to reception, the
word interference is used when one receiving station is jammed by anotheralso receiving. This is only possible when

valve sets are used, and when certain circuits are handled carelessly If this is the
case, the aerial is set into a state of oscillation and a weak wireless wave is transmitted
continuously. This wave produces a howl

in the 'phones of receiving sets for some
distance round.

*

Q.

*

Does not a condenser in the aerial

break the connection and thus make reception impossible ?
A. No.
When dealing with wireless
currents - high -frequency currents - you

Mr. Cecil B. Bulloss, of 27, Withins Avenee, Hillsboro', Sheffield, and his home-made set
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WIRELESS AND TELEPATHY.
The following article is not to be regarded as a forecast of the manner in which problems connected with thought transmission will be
solved, but should be taken rather as an indication of a poss;ble basis upon which wireless experimenters and ethers might work.

By P. J. RISDON, F.R.S.A.

SeTHICTLY
a subject as this' should be prefaced

in unison. It is far more likely that the
human mind possesses the power of varying

of what is meant by telepathy, and a descrip-

transmission and reception of thought, and

speakin, an article on such

by a somewhat lengthy explanation

tion of certain definite results that have
been secured by means of systematic
investigation and experiment, many of
which there is not the slightest occasion
to doubt, especially because they are
really not much more surprising than
involuntary thought transmission, which
probably the majority of persons have
experienced.

Lack of

space,

however,

renders this impracticable, and we must
assume, either that the reader possesses

elementary knowledge of the subject or that

he will be sufficiently interested to seek
such explanation in an authentic work of
reference.

There are some who believe that tele-

pathic phenomena can only be explained as
the result of activity of the sub -conscious

mind-as distinct from the waking or

conscious mind that governs our reasoning

powers and acts. There is quite good
grounds for this belief, since practically

telepathic communications, whether
deliberately undertaken or whether involunall

tary, appear to be dependent upon the

suppression of the conscious mind to a condition, mo:e or less, of subservience. It is
possible, 1 o vever, that ultimately the

waking or conscious mind will be found

controlling the
transmission and reception of thought waves.

capable

of deliberately

Recording Emotion.

It is believed by others that the ether is

the medium for such waves, although,

curiously enough, some authenticated instances indicate time periods apparently at
variance with the notion of a uniform speed
of ether waves.
It is conceivable that there may be some

other and far more delicate medium-an
ether within an ether, as it were-which

However
that may be, it is a sine quit nonnon, that the -

serves the purpose of telepathy.

minds of two persons between whom telepathic communication is to be established

must be attuned to vibrate in unison, in

much the same way that wireless receivers
are tuned to respond to transmitting.

apparatus, or that a tuning fork, when

its period of vibration, both as regards

In 'endeavouring to fathom the secret of

telegraphed and wireless messages are
amplified. It has been shown that thoughts
arc capable of indieating, visibly, that they

do produce effects upott the body through
the nervous syStem, and these effects could
be- mag,nitied, transmitted e by wireless.

a person to the extent of_producing insanity.
It is conceivable that this interdependence
of mind and body may constitute a means of
detecting thought -waves and enabling them
to be transmitted and receieed..
This. suggestion is made partly in conse-

received,
distance.

and recorded

at any

des'ile d

Transmitting Thought.

It goes almost without saying that Dr.

quence of a series of tests made by the
writer in conjunction with the late Dr.
Waller, by means of a special apparatus
devised by him for recording emotional

It is unnecessary to describe here

Waller's apparatus, in so far as telepathy is
concerned, is a primitive and crude appliance. Nevertheless, although it does not
discriminate between Afferent emotions, it

complicated electrical circuit, are included
batteries and a galvanometer, to the needle
of which a tiny mirror is secured.
A pair of small electrodes is attached to

excited by sensation or thought, and, what
is also of importance, the temperamental
differences between different subjects both
in states of mental composure awl excitement. In these respecteeit should prove of
value to research workers in telepathy, for

changes.

the technical details of the apparatus in
question ; it is sufficient for our present
purpose to mention that, in a somewhat

indicates the extent or depth of emotion

the hand by an elastic band, so that one

it would afford a useful means of comparing
the. mental attributes of different pergolas.

electrode is against the palm and the other

The problem, that remains is, of course,
a difficult one-to distinguish one emotion
from another: I suggested this to Dr:
Waller, but unfortunately his death, soon
afterwards, put an end to his investigations,

against the back of the hand, damp blotting paper being inserted between the electrodes

and the skin in order to ensure proper
contact. In this way the -hand of the
subject closes the electrical circuit.. A
light concentrated on the galvanometer

mirror is reflected by it on to a graduated
scale, so that any movement of the needle
and mirror causes a bead -of light -to move
up or down the scale. A means is provided
for calibrating the apparatus, .o that,

although the resistance in the circuit may

vary, the bead of light can always be
brought to zero.

'

duces upon a person, the electrical resistance

of the

body - varies. with

and it remains kir others to pursue the
subject on the' lines on which he started.
.

When this problem has been solved the
'eat should be plain sailing. At present

there is no technical reason why the extent

of one's varying emotions should hot be

wirelesscd to the ends of the earth, received,
converted, and indicated by a bead of light
on a scale such as the subject himself may
witness before him.

And, if one's emotions and thoughts are
thus capable of expressing themselves-or

-

one's emotional

condition.

Seated in a chair with the electredes in
contact with his hand, as described, the

of wireless messages.

.possible, to think of nothing.

extreme that any two minds vibrate always

by different' incidents, in much the same
way that, by means of relays and valves,

being of one is largely dependent upon the
condition of the other. Thus prolonged
anxiety,, such as financial worry, or sudden
grief or anger, will produce in many a most
serious state of health ; whilst, on the other
hand, physical pain or a grievous disease or
other infirmity may prey upon the mind of

same effect that atmospherics and other
Another important point is that, since
Nature abhors exact duplication in any
shape or form, it is improbable in the

It may be asked : " What has this to do
with thought -waves and wireless ? " But
a little reflection will supply the =ewer.
Clearly, there should be no difficulty in
magnifying the electrically indicated extent
of emotion produced by thought or excited

telepathy it is essential to remember the
important fact that the mind and body
react on one another, and that the well-

Now, besides the effects, already mentioned,' which an emotional condition pro-

disturbing factors have upon the reception

recording the effects of thought.

thought -communication.

vibrate in sympathy.

seeking to effect telepathic communication
be kept free from extraneous thoughts and
distractions, which appear to have much the

will travel a long way up, the scale, thus

and especially in India, firmly believe that
certain of the natives possess this power of

Effect of Pain.

In the present state of knowledge it is
imperative that the minds of two persons

something is going to be done of which he
knows nothing. But, most surprising of all,
if he is told to think of something that has
been causing him -worry, the bead of light

that only practice is required in order to
develop -the ability to effect this at will.
Many persons who have lived in the East,

struck, will cause another tuning fork

having thq, same pericd of vibration to

Even a condition of suspense has the same

effect.-if, for instance, he is told that

subject is -told to compose himself and, if

Then a

sudden pain or threat of pain, a loud and
unexpected noise, or an unpleasant smell
affects his electrical resistance so as tia cause

the bead of light to travel up the scale.

of being expresseclin a material sense, why
should it be impossible for such indications,

wirelessed to a distance, to reverse the
procedure, and, through the body, to reconvert messages back to the realms of

thought ?

NEXT WEEK.
A Special article by Captain Round,
Chief Research Engineer of the
Marconi Co.
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ADDITIONS TO " POPULAR
WIRELESS " DIRECTORY.
Call Sign

5AA

5AF
5AG

5A0
5AV

SAW
5BB
5BB
5BM

5BW

Name

Remarks

Address.

" Leicester Daily Mer- Leicester.
cury "
J. A. H. Devey
232, Great Brickkiln St., WolverR/T
hampton.
C.W., R/T, & Spark.. A. G. Gregory
77, Khedive Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.
H. H. Elson
142, Birehfield Road, Birmingham.
C.W. & R/T
R. W. J. Harvey ..
Various systems
25, Shakespeare Avenue, Portewood,
Southampton.
F. Hough (Southport)
60, Sussex Road, Southport.
C.W. & R/T . .
Ltd.
..
Vickers, Ltd.
Vickers House, Broadway; S. W.1.
SirTrevotDawson,Bart., Elstree, Herts.
R.N.
J. T. Quick ..
.
164, Portland -Road, Egbaston, BirC.W. & R/T
mingham.
Wireless -controlled 'air- 79, St. George's Road, S.E.
C.W. & R/T
ship ; 10 w. portabk
telephony set and fixed
10 w. stn. (Capt. A. de
C.W. & R/T

.

Villiers).

5CD
5CF

5C U"
5CX
5DA

Wisbech.

F. G. S. Wise
. J. A. Walshaw
A. Higson
.
G. Gore

C.W. & R/T
C.W., R/T, & Spark
C.W., R/T, & Spark
10 w.

7, Vernon Road, Hornsey, N. 8.
Garnett Villa, Otley, Leeds.
161, Cotton Tree Lane, Colne, Lanes.
24, Brucegate, Berwick -on -Tweed.

.

C. H. P. Nutter

5DP

C.W., R/T, Tonic
Train, and Spark
Spark

C.W., R/T, & Tonic

F. L. Stollery
H. E. A. Squelch

2XA

C.W., R/T, Spark

Rev. Q. H. Townson

2XC

C.W. & R/T.

H. Johnson

5DB
2WS

2XL
2XL

TonicTrain

..

.

..

Capt. S. Davis

2XM

C.W., R/T, & Spark

2XP

C.W., R/T, & Spark..

2XX
2YF

C.W. & R/T
C. W. & 'VP

2YI
2YK

W. J. Hewitt
C.W. & R/T .
T. M. Ovenden
C.W. & R/T
C.W., R/T, & Spark.. R. W. Piper .

2YM

2YU
2ZL
2ZM

2ZP

2ZT
2BN
2CA

2CM

2DY
2GA

I
2JB
2JC
2JD
2JN
2JQ

Downside Wireless Soc.

D. F. Young
J. R. Clay

.

C.W.,R/T4Tonictrain G. W. Hale & R. Lyle .
..
H. W. Gee ..
Spark only
Duplex Telephony. .. T. H. Isted
C.W. Only
C. W. & R/T

Downside School, Stratton -on -

.

.

.

.

G. F. Forwood
Benham
..

23, Holcombe Road, Ilford.
Upper Longbottom, Luddendenfoot, Yorks.
83, Riddings Road, Moseley.
12a, Elgin Court, W.9.
Elmhurst. Chiltern View Road, Uxbridge, Middlesex.
36,Dagnall Park St., Norwood,S.E,5.
44, Gordon St., Gainsboro', Lincs.
Terling, Witham, Essex.
West Chart, Limpsfield.
Woodbury Road, New Malden.
Orchardleigh, Golder's Green,
N.W.11

C.W. & R/T
C.W. & Spark

N. D. B. Hyd- e

. .

..

Spark only

F. H. Haynes
..
Rev. J. A. Gibson..

C.W., R/T, 8.6 Spark..

Downside School

C. W. & R/T

H. B. Burdek- in
M. C. Ellison

- Johnston

I. H. Storey

..

69, Station Road, Chingford.
92, Littledale Rd., Egremont, Ches.
5, Regent Square, W.C.1.
18, Daniel Street, Bath.
Hind House., La., Sheffield.
Stratton -on -Fosse, Bath.
Escowbeck, Caton, Lancs.
Bilton, Rugby.

Hutton's Ambo. Hall, York. (Port-

ALL that is required is a set of metal

punches of letters and figures, and a
small amount of red lead, putty, or
white lead. These latter can be purchased
at any oil or colour shop, and two pennyworth .will be more than sufficient for the
purpose.

In order to mark ebonite, warm it in front
of a fire-no hotter than can be comfortably
borne on the back of the hand-place it on a
table or bench, and immediately place the
punch in position and press hard ; this will
make a good impression. If the reader
prefers the letters or figures made in white,
red or bronze, scratch the impression carefully with a hat pin, needle, or the like to
give a key to the filling to be put in. But

before the scratching, which needs to be
carefully done, it should be ascertained that

the work is good and up to expectations.
If it is not, all that need be done is to place
the ebonite once more in front of the fire
and it will resume its original surface.

Also

in marking, say, .a valve panel, the completed marking should be covered over so
that the fire does not draw it out again.
Applying the Colour

To colour the marks made, fill in with red
lead or white lead by using an old knife or
chisel, wiping off the superfluous with a
clean piece of rag, leaving the impression

clean and showing up well. A coat of
shellac may now be applied to protect the
marking.

In the case of hardwood, apply the metal

punch to the required position, and tap
smartly with a hammer, then, using a knife

or chisel, work a little of the red or white
lead into the mark, and wipe off superfluous,
and, as before, varnish to protect and prevent

filling, drying, and falling out. Red lead
marking shellacked shows up extremely well
on hardwood.

The red or white lead when purchased
should be of the consistency of ordinary
glazier's putty or dough. The red lead is as

used by gasfitters, and white lead is the
ordinary white lead paint.
In marking either ebonite or hardwood,
the steel punches are used cold, it being un-

wise to heat them for fear of destroying

their temper.
The writer tried punching ebonite with a
punch and hammer, but without success, as
the ebonite breaks. Red sealing wax was
tried on hardwood marks, but it is not to be
recommended on account of its liability to
become smoky or dirty during the process
of being melted. The writer also tried
heating the steel punches in boiling water,
but this also was not a success.

able).

2.L T

C.W & R/T
C.W. & R/T

20Z
2PD
2PL
2P

.

.

C.W. & R/T

2NJ
20H
20Q
20U

Chestnut Walk, Worcester.
Chalk Farm, N.4.
222, Lavender Hill, Clapham June
tion, S.W.11.
Fosse, Bath.
22. Shakespeare Cres., Manor Park,

.

2KR
2MC

wood, S.E.25.
Fairmead, Vista Rd., Cl'ct'n-on-Sea.
35, Crown Lane, Bromley Common,
Kent.
Wilts Farm School, Warminster.

E.12.

2 (.4

BLJ

243a, Selhurst Road, South Nor-

MARKING EBONITE AND
HARDWOOD,

.

.

. .

F. Edmonds junr.
Wore. Cadets Sig. Co.
..
A. F. Bartle
H. B. Dent ..

2, Yew Tree Rd., Birmingham
Sansome Walk, Worcester.

5, Ulundi Rd., Blackheath, S.E. 3
Albion, Fleetwood Avenue, West cliff -on -Sea.

0. S. Goode
C.W. & R/T
D. P. Baker ..
C.W., R/T, & Spark.. Ilford and Dis. Radio Soc.
(Portable)
Wore. Cadets Sig. Co. ..
C.W. & R/T
C.W. & R/T
.
W. Harvey -Marston ..
C.W., R/T, & Tonic
Major Stephens
,
C.W. & R/T
G. E. Mortlev
..
.

S.E.12.
Abbotsford, Hinckley.

-

Cleveland Road, Wolverhampton.
Worcester.
The Manor, Willenhall.
Haddon House, Bridport.
23, Forest Road, Tunbridge Wells.

BOOK REVIEW.
" Pitman's Radio Year Book, 1923 "
(Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd.).-This is
a very compact and useful little volume.
It is full of information, containing sections

on all the most important branches of
wireless telephony. The book has one
failing, however : it does not provide a full

list of amateur transmitting stations. We

feel that a more complete list would be
greatly appreciated.
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A T.M.C. Wireless Set will enable you to follow
your favourite team and hear the results of each
match practically as soon as the game is over.
Or, you may .be interested in boxing, the latest
news, stock exchange quotations, the weather forecast, delightful concerts or an evening of dancing.
You can have all these, enjoyably and pleasurabiv,
in the comfort of your own home with a T.M.C.

Wireless Receive'.
There is no trouble to you. T.M.C. have engineers in every large town
.to advise you, free of cost and without obligation, as to the best apparatus
to use.

Your choice having been made, T.M.C. engineers
apparatus and periodically inspect it.

will install the

T.M.C. Wireless Receivers, which are fully approved by the Postmaster -

General, bear the seal of the British Broadcasting Company.
The wide variety of models are entirely British Made.

From £4 : 5: 0 upwards,
including all Royalties.

London, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle and Cardiff
are broadcasting now :
Come and listen to them any evening up to ro p.m. at our showrooms in
London, Birmingham, Belfast, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield.
Write to us for our nearest address.

IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION : \larch 1st -24th,
Stand 11, Row D, Main Hall and Stand 18, New Gallery Hall.

The " Everset " Crystal.
IsZo adjustment necessary.

1140

Fits any crystal receiver.

101 -each.

MakesWireless
Worth While
51
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WITHIN 24 HOURS!
We have a competent Dispatch Dept. and ample stocks. There is not a customer exists who can
state having been kept waiting more than the above time- a proud record and one we shall keep !

SEND FOR FREE LIST
4.40
22/6.
4.60 - 29/11, 6.40 - 29/11.
Accumulators,
CONDENSER
PARTS.
COMPLETE
Assembled. Capacity.
Price.
Assembled.
( apao

6.60 - 35/11.
Top and Bottom.

y.

.001
.00075

..

12/6

66
5;6

HEADPHONEs.
BRITISH
4,000 ohms, light, very s(.0,i-

tive, beautifully constri
Elsewhere 35,-

.

!` BRUNET "
GEMINI.
FRENCH
HEADPHONE
4,000 ohms ..
" SIDEP "
HEADPHONES.
..
4,000 ohms ..

25:25/-

21 'ALL guaranteed phones, double earpieces and complete with cords.
AERIAL WIRE, 7,'22 copper,
.. 2 9
in 100 ft. lengths ..
ALUMINIUM VANES, 22 2 I,
6d.
doe.
..
gauge
BASKET COILS, 7 in. set .. 5. BRASS NUTS, 2 to 6 B.A., 31d.
doz.; Washers
.. .. doz. 2d.
BASS
R
ROD, screwed, 2 to It
4d.
RA. in 12 in. lengths ..each
CONDENSERS
capacity

(fixed)

ally

1.3

Drilled Circular

12/.0001
10/6
Vernier
COIL HOLDERS, on ebonite,
mahogany base, two-wayThree-way, solid ebonite, with
long arms
CONTACT STUDS, complete

with nut and washer, 4 by l doz.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, solid
brass on ebonite
Ditto, dustproof, in glass case CRYSTALS, Hertzite, 1'3
Zincite, 9d. ; Balena,

Bornite, Pyrites, Chalcoprite,
Carborundum each

EBONITE DIALS,

engraved

4/6
9/6

5d.
2;6
4:6

3d.

FILAMENT RESISTANCES,
velvet action
2/6 and 3/6

GRID LEAK AND CONDENSERS combined

..

INSULATORS, Egi 2d., Reel,
2 in, 2d. ; Shell .

"

Tel. No.:
4790 Regent
Trade
Supplied

Everything ready
Plates, not endS,
for assembling.
1/6 pair.
Postage 1/- set -extra.
SWITCH ARMS, laminated
5d.
blades, complete
.. 1/6 and 1 /-

.0003

SLEEVING,
INSULATING
1 mm., 44(1. yard ; 14 mni. yard
INDUCTANCES, wound, -22/24
enamel wire, 12 by 4
..

SWITCHES, S.P.S.T.. 1/3

S.P.D.T., 1/9 ; D.P.S.T., 21- ;

3/3

INT ERVALVE LOW FRE-

QUENCY TRANSFORMERS
finest manufacture, ratio 4 to 1,
14/6
12/9 ; ratio 5 to 1

KNOBS, with brass nut insert,
4cI. and 3d.
2 B.A. ..
LEADING -IN TUBES, ebonite,
with terminals, 12 in., 1/4 ; 9

4d.

36
4d.

SPACER WASHERS, small 2d.
. doz.
large

,

4d.

STOCKS"

nut and washer, 1d. ; W.O.
type, 2d.; telephone, 2d. ;

2d.
4d.
4d.
VALVE HOLDERS, turned
ebonite with nuts..
1/3 and 1 (VALVE LEGS, with nut and
washer
..
.. 1 d.
VALVE PINS, 7d. ; with nut
and washer
..
14d.
WANDER PLUGS, 3d. ; Wood's
metal
..
4d.
pillar

TIN FOIL ..

COPPER FOIL

1/ ..
in., 1/2; 6 in.
ARRESTERS,
LIGHTNING
2/- and S/ approved type
.
SLIDER PLUNGER
SLIDER RODS, 4 in. sq., 12 in.
or 13 in. drilled

SCALES, Ivorine, engraved 0-180 41d.
TERMINALS, special large with

3d.

..

..

sheet
sheet

-

Kindly forward ample postage,
Balance fully refunded.

'Grams.: "Socks "

Regent 4790t London.

43a CRANBOURN .2)T., Leicester Sci.,W.1.
Deal opposite Daly's Theatre and Hippodrome, Leicester Si, Tubs.

The

"CLARITONE"
LOUD SPEAKER

Buses Nos. I, 24, 24a, 29, 29a. 44. 48, etc., pass by.

Charing Cross, one minute.

2

RELIANCE RADIO
SERVICE CO.
THE "RELIANCE"

CRYSTAL

RECEIVING CABINET.
P.O. Reg. No. 277.

Consisting of Ebonite Panel in Oak Case, with
lid. Tuning Coil, 900 metre wave -length. '001
Condenser, Patent Crystal Detector, Silicon or

7&, ges
C.CrOdi
For volume. clarity and purity of tone, the" Claritone " Loud Speaker is unequalled. Used
in conjunction with Valve Receiving Sets and
Ashley Valve Sets in particular, it gives improved
reception more than equivalent to an extra Valve
without the distortion inseparable from excessive
valve amplification. The " Claritone " is of pleasing design and high grade finish. A convenient
lever in the base facilitates fine adjustment to suit
ally class of reception required.

PRICE -2,000 ohms £6 : 2 : 6 each. 120 ohms £6: 0: 0 each.
THE ASHLEY 2 -STAGE LOW FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER. -Embodies two
low frequency amplifying Valves, and is
conveniently adapted for direct coupling
to the Ashley 2 -Valve and 3 -Valve Receiving Sets, thereby converting them respectively into 4- and 5 -Valve combinations and
facilitating the use of the " Claritone "
loud Speaker, for both British and Continental reception. High grade finish and
readily accessible interior.
PRICE - £10 : 0 : 0 (Valves Extra).

ASHLEY WIRELESS
TELEPHONE CO., LTD.
69, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.

Hertzite Crystal, Spring in small chuck, ball
joint action with Variable Pressure, the whole

totally enclosed in glass tube, thus eliminating
dust and damp.
Accessories include 1 Pair Fellows 4,000 ohms
Double Headphones, 100 feet Stranded Copper

Wire, and 4 Insulators.
No further outlay. A guaranteed range of 20
miles for broadcasted concerts and will take
2 Pairs of Double Headphones with perfect
clearness. Each Set tested and
fully guaranteed and we confidently assert that for the price it

is the most reliable yet offered to
the Public and it is manufactured
by one of the oldest hems in the
trade.

PRICE COMPLETE

-7-6

POST PAID.

Plus B.B.C. Royalty, 7/6
We have also a complete range of

Valve Sets in stock from £7 to
£ 24. Call and inspect the

famous Fellophone 2 and 4 Valve

Prices £10 10s. and
£17 105. respectively. Also the
Sets,

Fellocryst

Super Crystal

Set.

Price £4 78.6d. Demonstrations

given daily. Call and get satisfac..

tion, no fancy prices but honest
value for money.
to 7 p.m.

Hours 10 a.m.

Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE CO.,

233, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1
'PHONE. CLERKENWELL, 4290.
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A USEFUL BUZZER WAVE -METER.
TICIS wave -meter will operate efficiently

between 280 and 3,850 metres if the
measurements given below are complied with. With a view to economy, it is as
well to make up most of the components
from the raw materials, in which case the
.

following details will be necessary.

The inductance consists of a former
of wood, or ebonite tube having a diameter
of 21,in. and length 2 in., on which is closely

wound 53 turns of No. 22 S.W.G. single

silk -covered copper wire. A tapping is
taken in the usual way, from the 33rd turn.
The condenser has a maximum capacity
of

-003 microfarads,

59 plates,

1.2

in.

thick by 31 in. diameter (moving Plates),
using 1 in. spacing washers will give this
value approximately. An old electric bell
movement with the knob removed will do
quite well for the buzzer.
Action of Circuits.

It is important to note that there must
be a non -inductively wound shunt connected across the windings and not across
the contacts as is usually the case in small
shunted buzzers. Ten feet of insulated
German silver wire No. 36 S.W.G. wound

back on itself will be sufficient for the
shunt. Two pocket lamp batteries con-

nected in parallel will be found enough to
last for several months, with daily use.
The cabinet is of mahogany, satin walnut,

or any other wood that looks well, I in.
thick throughout.

One side is fitted with

hinges and fastener to allow access to th-3,

interior, for buzzer adjustments, replacement of batteries, etc. A small battery
switch of some kind and two terminals provided with a brass strap-drilled It one end
and slotted at the other-completes the list.
Suitable dimensions for the cabinet and
to arrangement of the various parts therein, are shown in Fig. 1. The inductance is

secured from the outside by three 1 in.
screws, and the battery is held firmly in

place by constructing a small compartment
into which it exactly fits. A diagram of connections is given in Fig.. 2. When wiring up

care must be taken that the two short

circuiting terminals are connected across the

smaller part c-i the coil that is, the partconsisting of 20 turns.

Referring to Fig. 2, the action of such a
circuit is as follows : When the switch is
closed, Current flows from the positive of the
battery, through the buzzer windings,
through the inductance (L) and back to the
negative. When current is flowing through
the buzzer windings, the iron core is
magnetised, the armature attracted, and the
circuit broken.
Calibration.

Therefore the magnetic field set up round
L by the current flowing through it,
collapses, and the lines of force cutting its
own turns, induce an E.M.F. tending to keep
the current flowing (Lenz's law), but this is
impossible because the circuit is broken.
The E.M.F. induced is therefore utilised to

The results obtained can be roughly
checked by using the formula for wave-

length -1,885
C is in micro farads, and L in microhenries. The approximate values of capacity can be judged from*
the condenser scale.
For example, at positions of 45°, 90',
135°, and 180', the values of capacity are
about .00075 mfd., -0015 mfd., 00225
mfd., and .003 mfd. respectively.
For the first range, iL =325 microhenries
approx.), and for the
second range
L =1,390

transmitter, and if placed near a receiver
that is tuned to the same frequency. will

induce oscillations in that receiver, which,
when rectified, will be audible in the telephones as the note frequency of the buzzer.

When the strap is in place, the parallel
zircuit thus formed has negligible inductance, therefore the coil of 63 turns is virtu-

ally reduced to 33 turns and-tuning by
condenser-has an approximate range of
280-1,860 metres. With the strap disconnected and the whole coil in use, the range

is approximately 690-3,850 metres. Rather
than calibrate the condenser scale in wavelengths, it is preferable to have it in degrees,
and plot two curves on a piece of squared
paper, marking wave -length in metres from

End Elevation

280-3,850 along one axis and condenser
readings in degrees along the other.

To do this, the instrument is calibrated
against a standard wave -meter, or alter-

natively known signals are tuned in to
maximum strength on the receiver, the

and the
condenser adjusted until a maximum buzz
is heard in the telephones.
wave -meter then placed near

The position on the condenser scale is
noted, and the point plotted on the curvy.

Plan

9i1urel.

As many of these -readings should be taken
as possible ; the more there are, the greats:
the accuracy of the curves.

(approx.).

Al-

professionally made instrument, if
carefully constructed this wave- meter
a

should

prove a very useful

piece of

apparatus to the amateur.

A DEMONSTRATION AT

" THE TIMES."

charge the variable condenser (C) which
discharges itself through L in the form of
oscillations, at a frequency depending upon
the values of C and L.
Thus several cycles of radio -frequency
current will take place during the time the
circuit remains . broken by the buzzer
armature.
The wave -meter is really a short distance

microhenries

though perhaps not up to the standard of

By ARIEL.
THE other evening I had the pleasure of
demonstrating a six -valve portable

Marconi Receiver to the Editor and

staff of " The Times."
The set used has already been described

It is completely
self-contained in a suit -case, with a fixed
frame aerial wound to 2 L O's wave -length
round the inside of the lid. The Editor of
" The Times," Mr. Geoffrey Dawson, listened -in to part of the opera being broad-,
cast from Covent. Garden, via Marconi
in POPULAR WIRELESS.

House, and confessed himself highly pleased

with the clarity and general excellence of

the transmission.
And as I adjusted the set for Mr. Dawson,
I could not help glancing round the famous
news room (where the demonstration

took place) and wondering what -Delane

have thought of this modern
miracle-wireless : and whether George
Meredith, when he conceived the dramatic
scene in the room of the Editor of ii" The
Thunderer " (" The Times ") would have
made Diana sell her information by wireless, had that famous lady lived to -day.
would

Several other members of the editorial

staff of " The Times " listened -in, and

were greatly struck by the fact that the set
required n.o aerial, and that the ubiquitous
wireless waves managed to penetrate walls
and windows, and even the bodies of the
listeners -in themselves.
In fact, many of them, I feel sure, were so

interested that before long they will be keen
amateurs themselves.

Popular Wireless ileekt', February 17M, 1923
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WIRELESS CLUB REPORTS.
The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot: appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An Asterisk
denotes affiliation with the Radio Saciety of Great Britain.

The entrance foe, returnable, is Os., and th
subscription Is. per month.
The club meots on Thursdays, at 8 p.m., in
the St. Barnabas' Parish Room, Hook Road.
Epsom, Surrey.
Hon. sec., B. H. Hardy.
Hackney and District Radio Sbelety.*

The weekly meeting of the above society
took place on Thursday, January 18th, at the
headquarters, Y.M.C.A., Maro Street, Hackney,

Sutton and District Wheless Society.*
Meetingfilare now held on the second and
fourth Wednesdays" in the month at, the usual

time and place. namely 8.0-10.0 p.m., at the
Adult School,' Renhill Avenue, Sutton. All
interested

write to the

should

hon. sec.

E. A. Pyd'ell, Stanley' Lodge, Rosebery Road,

Chenrn.

Wireless and Experimental Association.

The meeting of the Wireless and Experimental Association, at the Central Hall, Peckham; on Wednesday, January- 17 t h, was -mostly

occupied with the consideration of the forth-

coming -meeting of the Radio Society of Great
Britain, and the election of delegates to attend
that Meeting .' to represent the association.
- As in past years, -the difficulty in agenda matters
was less what questitins to raise than what, of
all the matters which reijuire immediate attention, we might leave for the present.
Messrs. Knight, Joughin, VOigt, and Webb
were unanimously elected to attend the meeting.
and the other 'members felt that their interests
and the interests of other amateurs. in the
vicinity were -safe in their keeping.

It was hoped that some means would be
devised for making use of the amateur radio
associations- in eliminating some of the ignorant
or selfishly caused valve noises which militate
against the more complete enjoyment of the free-

dom of the ether.
Hon.. assistant -see.. G. H. Horwood, 557,
Lordship Lane, S.E.22.

present.

Business over, the meeting settled down to
enjoy en unusually capable lecture by Mr.
L. E. It. Boxwell, of Bradford -on -Avon (Wilts).
This lecture was the first of a series of six
lectures which Mr. Boxwell will give to the

Although the society -has a good membership,
there: are many Hackney residents with receiving

was carried.

club, and which are intended to tell enthusiasts

all they. wish to know about their pet hobby
in such a manner as to be -perfectly comprehensible to the merest beginners. The ground
covered in Wednesday's lecture dealt with
electrons, oscillations and waves in ether, and
the simple. yet convincing way in which Mr.
Boxwell dealt with these subjects met with the
warm appreciation of all present. Questions
testifying to the interest taken in the lecture

ahowered upon the lecturer when he concluded,
and he was given a hearty vote of thanks,
A question -box was installed during the

evening, by means of which the committee
guarantee to deal with, any questions relating
to radio which members may wish to be enlightened upon.

Messrs. Taylor, the proprietors of the Old
Red House (the venue of the meeting), having
placed their set at the disposal of the club for
the evening, broadcasting from Birmingham
was also enjoyed, the reception being remarkably clear and strong.
The meeting terminated with every promise
of an interesting session.
Hon. sec., Geo. J. Barron Curtis,
Pierrepont. Street, Bath.

6,

St. Barnabas' Wireless Club.
The above club gave a wireless demonstraold, already possesses over seventy members,
and is beginning to show signs of becoming one tion at the St. Barnabas' Parish Room, Epsom,
on Wednesday, January 10th, at 8 p.m., in aid
of the leading radio clubs in the West.
of the proposed new parish hall.
At the first meeting of the" year, held at the
Reception. from 2 L 0 (including the opera
Old Red House; New Bond Street, Bath, on
Wednesday, January 17th, members spent a " Pagliacei ") was particularly loud and clear,
and special thanks are due to one of the momvery interesting and instructive two hours.
Following, the- election of new members, a - hers, Mr. H. Penfold, whose four -valve receiving
discussion ensued as to the advisability of set (1 H.F. 2 L.F.) was used on this occasion.
adopting, the committee's proposal to hold a
The hall was filled to overflowing, and a
special
night in the near future to which collection at the door yielded a generous sum
ladies would bo welcomed. The chairman felt
for the object mentioned. The demonstration
that the ..atmosphere. of happy informality was so successful that another was given on
January 31st, at the same time and place.
which would necessarily attend such a function
There are vacancies for a few keen members,
would do much towards promoting that spirit
of fellOwship which the committee aro so
ladies or gentlemen, whether they possess any
technical knowledge or not.
anxious shall preVail at club meetings, After

contact stud.

I

sets who have hitherto remained outside the

fold, and these are cordially invited to visit the
society.. The new subscription came into force
at the beginning of the year, an appreciable
reduction on the previous subscription. Full
details will be supplied by rho secretary.
The society is greatly in need of outside lecturers on any subject directly or indirectly con
cerned with radio ; up to now they have relied an
members of the society for this purpose. Any
person who is able and willing to give a lecture
is requested to be so good as to communicate
with the secretary. Expenses will bo willingly
paid.

Hon. sec.,

N.16.

C.

Phillips, 247, F.vering Road,

The Word and District Radio Society.*
On Thursday, January 18th, a very successful
concert and demonstration of wireless telephony
was held.

Both portion; of the programme were very

well appreciated. Mr. L. L. Wizard operated
his five -valve receiving set, arid signals wore

made audible to the whole of the audience

by means of a loud speaker, kindly loaned by
Messrs. Radio Instruments Ltd.
The Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental
Society.*

Bath Radio Club.
The above club, although- only a few months

Our new 24 -page
catalogue, 4d. post
tree, gives the price
of everything from
a Transformer to a

E.8, when a good number of members wero
A most interesting lecture on the
11Iorso God° was given by Mr. J. Wilson, an
expert in telegraphy.

a certain amount of oppositien, the proposal

At a meeting of the -Stoke-on-Trent Wireless
and -Experimental Society, held at the Y.M.C.A.,

Hanley, on Thursday, January 18th, when
Mr. L. F. Fogarty, A:WEE:E. (treasurer.of -the
Radio Society of Great Britain), gave a lecture
on ", Rectifiers."
Mr. Fogarty described

the

principles of

rectification, and illustrated various types of
rectifiers. -The Nodon valve, the Ferranti
commutator rectifier,- the " Acdic " rectifier.

the " Tungar " rectifier, and several- other
rectifiers, were explained at 'length, and cornparisons drawn between them.
A I" Tungar " rectifier and an " Acdic "
rectifier wore demonstrated with under working

conditions, while a rectifier of the vibrating
typo was on view.

Hon. sec., F. T. Jones, 300, Cc bridge Road,

Hanley.

CART WRIGHT'S SCIENTIFIC COMPONENTS
Made by experts in our own works.
You cannot afford to buy inferior apparatus.

LOW
-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
In designing our Low -Frequency Transformers we have endeavoured to
combine efficiency with a high rate of production enabling. them to be sold at
a reasonable price.
The core is of laminated stalloy iron, each lamination being insulated with a
special material-not paper-and is of correct weight.
The windings are in correct ohmic proportions. They arc moisture proof and
no reliance whatever is placed on the insulation of the wire itself, as each turn
is separated from its neighbour with silk. The windings are all subjected to
a flash test and other tests prove that they are practically immune,from break clown, heavy wire being employed in winding.
.

By using our L.F. Transformers you are assured of obtaining maximum

amplification without distortion.

PRICE 22/6 EACH.

We arc the CHEAPEST FIR3I ON EARTH for stamped,
turned, or moulded components.
COMPLETE SETS SHORTLY READY.

(Dept. P), 24, LONDON ROAD, MANCHESTER.
Works : BERRY STREET.
'Grams : Fladuram, Manchester.
'none : Central 4209.
Business Hours : 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., except Fridays, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays, 9 a.m to 1 p.m.

See our stand at the
All.
forthcoming

British Wireless
Exhibition,

SPECIAL TERMS TO 7'HE TRADE.

Bur-

lington Hall, Bur-

lington Street,
Manchester. March
17th to 24th.

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER3.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

.7. CORSTON SINCLAIR & CO., 47. Waterlao Street. Glasgow.
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Don't buy a " White
Elephant"!
The "Deskophone" is all that can be desired in a Wireless
Set. It is handsome in appearance, and is a fitting asset
to the finest room. Added to this, it is guaranteed efficient.
It gives the finest results every time and everywhere. And

-the price is beyond reproach.

The fact of being a " Deskophone " user entitles you
to our expert advice and assistance at all times free of
charge. This ensures the best results, and will avoid
the disappointments that come to so many amateurs
through either insufficient knowledge or the use of accessories of indifferent capabilities.
The DESKOPHONE, which is built
by us to our own registered design,
is manufactured under Marconi
patents, is authorised by the British

THE DESKOPHONE TWO -VALVE SET

Broadcasting Co., and has been
tested and passed by the P.M.G.

(P.O. No. 2020.)

Two -Valve Set, Tuner, High Frequency Amplifier
and Detector, complete with accessories, including
Headphones, H,T. Battery, Accumulator, Aerial,
Lead -in -Wire, Insulators and Coil.
PRICE COMPLETE

£12 - 17 - 6

PRICE without ACCESSORIES : £9 17 R Type Valves, 17 6 each Ex' ra.

Royalties, £3 0 0.

AMPLIFIER
(P.O. No. 3012.)

Low Frequency Amplifier for use with
Single ar Two -Valve Set.

Considerably

This
increases the volume of sound.
amplifying unit is of the utmost value
for use with any of our instruments.
PRICE

£3- 17-6
Royalties, 2 2 '6.

R Type Valve, 1 7, 6 Extra

"Write for

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
of Wireless Instruments
and Accessories..

3d. POST FREE.

Reg. Design
No. 594025

THE DESKOPHONE SINGLE -VALVE SET
(P.O. No. 1010.)

THE

including Headphones, H.T. Battery,
Accumulator,

Aerial,

Lead-in Wire,

HOLBORN RADIO CO., LTD.

Insulators and Coil.
PRICE COMPLETE

£7 - 15 - 0
FR/CE without ACCESSORIES .£ 4-1 5-9.
Royalties, 32 6

R Type Valve, 17.6 Extra.

267 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
L.=

E

Telephone:
HOLBORN 2368

THE TRADE
SUPPLIED.

Late of

8 HIGH HOLBORN.
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At last!

1=

=

A PERFECT LOUD SPEAKER
At a Moderate Price.
THIS loud

speaker is manufactured for us

by Siemens Bros., whose name appears on
a guarantee of efficiency.

every instrument as

It is made throughout from a specially prepared and tested

alloy-hence there is no resonance or gramophone effect, the sound
reproduced being of pure tonal quality and in no way distorted.
Diameter of trumpet at base, 51 ins.
Height

-

-

181 ins.

Every loud speaker fitted with diaphragm regulator.
COMPLETE PRICES

4,000 ohms
2,000 ohms

Recognised as THE
perfect loud speaker.

-

-

-

-

- £3 5 0
- £3 2 6

We stock Siemens Phones, Ediswan Valves, etc. Makers full discounts.

WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS LTD
Dept. A. 81 TURNMILL STREET, LONDON, E.C. (Note new address.)
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WIRELESS
,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN THE TRADE.
Single 'Phdric,11;- ea.. 4,000 ohms
Head 'Phones from 18;6 per pair.
Switch Arms, 1/- and 1/3 each.
Valve Holders, 1/- and 1/3 each.
Leading -in Tubes, 1/-, 1/3, 1/6 each. Egg Insulators, white, 3d. each,
2/6 per dozen.
Pocket Crystal Set, 17/6 each.
Inter -Valve Transformers, ratio 5-r. Finest Manufacture, 14 6 each.
Filament Resistances. Extraordinary value. Velvet action, 2 -, 2 6 ea.
1 3, 1.6
-Hertzite,
Slider Plunger, complete, 4d. ea., 3/6 doz.
Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in roo ft. lengths, 2 8
4 -Volt Batteries, 4d. each, 3 6 per dozen.
We Have a Large Stock of MULLARD and EDISWAN VALVES,

also All Voltages in WIRELESS BATTERIES.

THE HOUSE FOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL,
tsuppiied
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT

Trade]

L. APPLE, LTD., Electrical Engineers,

I

Type BA.
Owing to the demand for these batteries,

.0(l I

.

6/6; .00075, 5/6; .0005, 4;6; -.0003, 3/-; .0002, 2/3; .0001, 2,-;
Vernier, 1 / 9.

FILAMENT RESISTANCES.-Specially good line, 2/6.
FIXED CONDENSERS, 1/3; Grid Leaks, - 1/-; Grid Leak and Condenser, 3 / 6.
SWITCHES.-Good quality, mounted on ebonite base.' S.P.S.T., 1 / ;

S.P.D.T., 1 /6 ; D.P.S.T., 2,-; D.P.D.T., 2/6.
HEADPHONES. -French or Brit ish. make. Clear as a bell. -21/ a pair.
STOP THAT HOWL!-Eliminate Distortion and Gramophonics
by using the F/LTRON Variable Grid Leak. Price, complete with terminals, 5/-.
EBONITE SHEET.-Any size cut at 3 ;6 per pound. Approx. 70 square
inches to 1 M.
SWITCH ARMS.-lot cml., 2 / 6 ; 2nd qual., 1 / 6 ; 3rd qua]., 1/-

all orders will be dealt with in strict rotation.
Prices

approximately

on.:

VALVE-HOLDERS.-tat coat., 1 / 3; 2nd goal., 1/-;
gnat.. 9d.
TRANSFORMERS.-Telephone, 13/6; L.F. Inter -valve, 15 /- each.
COMPLETE LISTS OF ALL RADIO ESSENTIALS POST FREE.
"

Please add ample for postage.

AND 13RiENARI:),

Distributors of Radio Essentials,

Croyden 775

shilling

a

volt.

Ask for Leaflet 4030

0,0.1:11kirib

ELECTRICAL STORAGE

COMPANY LIMITED.

-

Dept. P. 10, Manor Gardens, PURLEY, SURREY.Tel.

I

-

for

24v. 28v. 32v.

ping., 7/-; 60 -volt, with tappings, -14/
BASKET COILS.-Set of seven, 150-4,500 m.. 51.
SLAB COILSSet
.- of eight, 300-30,000 m., 7/6.
COILHOLDERS.-Sperial quality. 2 -way 91-; 3 -way, 136.
VARIABLE CONDENSER PARTS.-.Complete set of parts for

from U.S.A

I

Batteries

BARGAINS BY POST

113!; 4 -volt
value. 4 -volt
60 -amp., 26 / -; 6 -volt 40-amp.. 30/-; 6 -volt 60 -amp., 40/.
AERIAL WIRE.-Enanklted, 4/9 per 100 feet; bare copper, 219. Both
7 / 22 stranded.
H.T. BATTERIES. -16.5 -volt, with tappings, 3 / 6; 36 -volt, with tap-

received

-

H.T.

Valve Sets

ACCUMULATORS.-Magnificent

---

BATTERIES

13, BREWER STREET, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1
(Telephone :1581 Regent.

77,-;- - -"I

Batteries were
used in connection with
the recent demonstration at New Southgate.
when
wireless telephony was successfully

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
Nr. MANCHESTER.

I
1

219-229, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, W.C.2

58, DALE END, BIRMINGHAM.
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.
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THE

v"

THE " PERFECTO "

ORPHEUS "

,

VALVE SET

RECEIVING SET

2 -VALVE

Designed for Broadcasting only

Comprises one D.T. vale and cne L.F.
valve. Functions alternatively to ,the

=Complete
This Set has a patent coupling and will not radiatt,.

Orpheus, this Set giving VOlume where
the other gives Range.
A Powerful Set for local Broadcasting.,
Phones, Batteries, Accumulator,Valves, Aerial Wire, and Insulators

The High Tension Battery is enclosed, and there
are only six external terminals, aerial, earth,
,.
phones, and low tension.
...
to manipulate on the market.
Price complete, all accessories for workingIncluding Phones, Batteries, H.T. and L.T., Aerial
Wire, Insulators-Total, £10 15 0.
B.B.C. Royalty Stamp, £1 16 0 extra,

--

,

_

_

.

..

V

-==
-=

THE " ALDERSGATE "

Set, complete (with all Accesconies; including Phones, Accumulators, ILT.
Single -Valve

=
=
==
=
=
__
=
=
==
=
=
==

Battery and Valve-

10 0
B.B.C. Royalty Stamp, £1

11

Wire

Aerial

5s. extra.

We claim that this Set is the easiest 2 -Valve SetHundreds
Working.
torg 10 15 0
B.B.C. Royalty Stamp; £1 15 0

of

Insulator

and

Testimonials

0

-

0
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THE "COMPACT"

,

,

" UNIQUE "

CRYSTAL SET.
Tested and Guaranteed

CRYSTAL SET

a
Tuning is done with a tapped coil
Vernier condenser. Complete with Aerial

The most perfect Broadcasting Crystal Set on
the market. Finished black; plated parts,
Detached Hinged Lid, Lock and Key, Enclosed
Recess for Phones. Splendid Workmanship.
Complete with Aerial, Wire, and Insulators-

In a self -enclosed hinged cabinet, thus
keeping it free from dust. A compartment
the back for Phones.
i5 provided at

and Insulator.
Set
Phones
Aerial

£2 0 0 Insulators .. 6
B.B.C. Royalty 7 6
1 1 0
£3 13 6
46
Total

'

I

,

CRYSTAL SET

Although this Set is one of the cheapest on the market,

the design and finish is equal, if not better, to the
more expensive crystal sets now being sold.
It will tune up, to 90o metres, bringing in ship
messages up to 25o miles and any telephony within

25 miles.
Set .. ..
Phones ..
Aerial \\'ire

INSTALLATIONS

'WIRELESS

81

£4 10 0

B.B.C. Royalty, 7s. 6d.

i

(DEPT. A.)

'

1HE " POPULAR "

v

.

£1
1

0
0
1
4 6
5

Insulators (a)
Complete Set £2 11
. ,

I

B.B.C. Royalty ..

7

6
0
6

LIMITED

TURNMILL STREET, LONDON,
E.C.
3 minutes Holborn Viaduct.

(Nearly opposite Farringdon Street Station, Metropolitan Railway.)

=
==
=
-=
=
=
=

=
=

=-
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HE CEE BEE No.

3.

The Neatest and the Most Efficient Double Crystal
Set on the market is yours for 3 GUINEAS, complete
Not an amatear's toy, but a skilfully designed, expensively built Receiver, fully

approved by P.M.G. and B.B.C.
It includes a finely made Inductance Tube with 20 Tappings ; Detector De Luxe
with Micrometer Attachment and Twin Crystals ; all joints are soldered and fully

insulated.
It is mounted on superfine Ebonite and housed in a light mahogany cabinet, with neat
receptacle at side for phones.

This highly efficient instrument is given a most thorough test before dispatch, and is
guaranteed to give perfect reception over a broadcasting range of 25 miles. Wonderful
results can be heard at our Showrooms on this identical set attached to an "indoor

Other Wonderful Values.

aerial.

No H.T. or L.T. Batteries are -needed, just connect your lead-in and earth wire and
enjoy the Broadcast Concerts every night.
So simple is it to operate, that you can be receiving signals ten minutes after it is

The Fellophone-Two-valve Set, complete with
Aerial, High-tension Battery, Accumulators,
£10 10 0
Headphones, Valves, etc. ..
The Fellocyst-Super-receiving Cabinet, complete in Oak Cabinet, with Aerial Insulators
£4 7 6
and Instructions ..
The Cee Bee-Junior Double Crystal Cabinet.
The most wonderful machine on the market.

delivered at your door.

PRICE 3 GUINEAS.

Postage 2/6 extra.

Includes 100 feet of best stranded copper wire, two porcelain insulators, insulated leadin tube, complete Receiver and all Taxes.

Mounted in polished Mahogany Cabinet, very
compact. Results from inside aerials won£1 12 6
derful ..

THERE ARE NO EXTRAS.
Most cheap sets, when investigated, require extra for Taxes, Batteries, etc.
Send for your Set to -day and enjoy the concert to -morrow night.

The Cee Bee 1-Very fine Crystal Set, Ebony

Panel, mounted on highly polished Mahogany
Cabinet. Complete with Aerial Insulators,
£4 10 0
Headphones. Wonderful value

Send for Complete Price List To -day.

FOWLER & BRIGDEN,

130, Euston Rd., King's Cross,

LONDON, N.W.1.

Tel.: Museum 4827.

.111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111H IL=

ALUM INIUM TRUMPETS,
with base fitting for telephone earpiece.
Straight
Curved

-

-

-

0

10 6

2 -SLIDER CRYSTAL SETS,
B.B.C.

Stamped, in

Polished

Oak, with CrystalDetector and

Hear them at Home

Phone Condenser

-

very sensitive, per pair -

The Bower No. I Crystal Set is
probably th finest value on the

AERIAL WIRE,

market to -day.

DITTO,

It

is

fitted with double slider

Tuner, Crystal .Detector,
Condenser,

mounted

on

Blocking
polished

cak baseboard and complete s'it'u
aerial equipment, Insulators, and pair
of Headphones.

Price £3 : 1 0 : 0

Tested and Guaranteed.

(Stamped B.B.C. Reg. No.12a)

Write for revised full range list No. 12 of coniponrn'
and Radio Accessories.

BOWER ELECTRIC L
1 5, GRAPE STREET,

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. W.2
Bork of Princes' Theatre.

Phone : REGENT 2636

-

£ 1 15 0

4,000 Ohm FRENCH PHONES,
£1

5 0

3 6
5 0

7/22 Copper, 100 ft. coils
150 ft. coils -

HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS,
to Plug in. Range 300-500, silk

3 9

windings

H.T. Batteries, with Plugs, 60 volts
ditto
Ditto
36 volts

11

0

6 0

Demonstrations each evening (Saturdays excepted)
at 5P.m. of Marconiphones and many other types
of receivers.
All parts and accessories -stocked.
New Catalogue in preparation.

H. V. AL BROW

56, GEORGE STREET, BAKER STREET, W.1
12 minute, from Selfridges.)

'Phone : Mayfair 5812.
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RADIOTORIAL

mission of a new French station That you Nara.
See Page 2 of POPULAR WIRELESS each week. Thera
is a new station working on 450 metres and this is
probably what you heard.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

my inductance coil, will it help me to increase
the distance from which I can receive ?

lengths. For a crystal set it may also be better
connected that way for telephony if you can get down

to 360 metres easily.

*

2. Y. (Liverpool).-If I increase the size of
Not directly ; it will increase the wave -length range

over which you can receive, and by doing this you
will be able to hear the stations that work on longer
wave -lengths. These stations usually employ more
power than those that are to be heard on low wavelengths, and thus you will be able to hear station;
working at a greater distance than those you new
hear.

" No NAME " (Bishop Auckland).-What is

the difference between a B.B.C. licence and
experimental licence, and one for which you will
have
apply to the P.M.G?
You are getting a little mixed up. There are two
kinds of receiving licences, not three. The B.B.C.
licence (so called) is one which can be obtained at the
post office for 10s., and which allows the use of

Owing to the enormous number of queries
POPULAR
received
daily from readers of
WIRELESS, I have temporarily decided to limit

the number of questions sent in by one reader to
three. Readers are asked to keep their questions
as short and as concise as possible in order that
the minimum of delay can he exercised in answering queries. Until further notice three questions

from one reader will be the limit for one letter.
All questions should he addressed to POPULAR
WIRELESS, Queries Department, Room 138, Fleet -

way House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Readers are requested to send the necessary
postage for reply..

F. M. (Newcastle).-I intend to employ an

indoor aerial, and am not sure whether a frame
aerial will be better than winding a few turns of

wire round the frame of a

window.?_

We presume in the former case you would.employ

a movable frame aerial, and this, providing that a
suitable set is employed, would prove the more
efficient owing to the fact that it would be possible
to take advantage of the very marked directional
qualities of a frame aerial.

*

sets stamped B.B.C. and no others. The experimental
licence is one Which allows of the nse of almost any

type of sets, home-made or otherwise, and for which.
application must be made to the Secretary, G.P.O.
This licence also costs 103.
*
*
*
"

A. B. C. (Nottingham).-Can I so arrange
my aerial and earth that I could plug in the
set in different tooms ?

We do not advise this, as it would be a very unsatis.
factory arrangenient. Your earth lead should be as

short as possible, and the lead taken from the aerial
should come as directly to the set as you can manage
it.
*

*

*

T. N. (Petersfield).---I was listening on a
3 -valve set on Tuesday and I heard a French
station on about 440- metres. Is this a harmonic of some station working on a higher
wave -length ?

This is possible, but most likely it is the trans-

*

*

M. J. (Plymouth). --,-I have a 2 -valve set,
and I wish to increase my wave -length range.
What size former must, I use ta,cover a range
of 150 to 20,000 metres ?
One coil will not be able to cope with this range.
The dead-end turns mot -in use wilt prevent the coil
from tuning down to anywhere near 150 metres. For
such a range a set of honeycomb or basket coils will
be far more efficient, as you can then insert separate
coils to suit the wave -length required.
*

*

*

(Southend).-I am putting
up a double aerial. How long should the
(2) What should they be
spreaders be ?
" BEGINNER

made' of ? (3) -How many insulators -should
I have ?
There is no fixed length for the stsseatlers, -hut
to obtain..satiSfactory- results you should-, not -have
the two wires nearer to one 'another than. four feet.

This means that the sprefulers will haVe to. be about
four to five feet long, at leaSf . (2) lise.bamboo;

the spreaders should be as light as possible. -Ash
will do quite well, but avoid heavier weod if you can.
(3) You need an insulator at the end of each wire.
That will be four 'altogether, and,..also, you should.
have the ropes supporting the spreaders insulated.,
Two at each end should, be sufficient. This brings:
the total'to eight. Remember that a double acrid
has mere chance to leak than a single one, and also
that no aerial can be too highly insulated.

BRUCE AND THE "SPIDER WEB" COIL.

N. H. (Chorlton-c.-Hardy).-I applied for

an experimental licence some few weeks ago

but have not heard anything since. In the
meantime, can I erect my aerial
No, you must wait until you receive the formal

licence before proceeding with the erection of your
station.
*

*

C. R. C. (No address).-(1) I live 7 miles

from 2 L 0, and should like to get that station
on a loud speaker, and would like to hear the
Hague on 'phones. What set should I want ?

(2) What stations (broadcasting) should I
hear ? (3) Do you adyise a unit set ? (4) Are

valves interchangeable from holder to holder ?
(5) Ought I to have a stamped set ?
Three valves would be sufficient. You should have
I ILI% valve, 1 detector, and 1 L.F. If possible get a
set stamped by the B.B.C., and also using reaction
on the R.F. transformer. This will then give you all
the British broadcasting stations now working, and
The Hague and Paris telephony as well. A unit set
would be useful, as then you could add to it. In -any
case, if possible buy such a set, then you can have either

H.F. or L.F. valves added to it, without necessitating
rewiring the panels. Yes; valves:are interchangeable.

" QUERIE" (Eastbourne) asks if two sets
can be attached to one aerial, one set at each
end ?
We do not advise the practice, as very unsatisfactory results would be obtained. You thus give
the aerial two earths, and every time one set was
used the other would have its adjustments upset

owing to the first changing its wave -length and so on.
*

" IGNORANT AT PRESENT " (Preston).-I am

troubled by the dynamo of a nearby picture theatre. Can I cut out the' noise ? I am
19 miles from Manchester; should I hear itmy set being a crystal set ?
You will probably find a capacity earth will reduce
the trouble. This is a wire stretched under the aerial
for its wholg length and about 2 feet above ground.
It must be well insulated all the way, and is used as
the earth instead of the usual type employed. You
should hear Manchester, but it will be rather faint.

By the way, you will find that your variable condenser will probably give better results in parallel
vlicn dealing with spark stations and higher ware -

PP -N NZ.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

HULLO! HULLO!

FORT HE EXPERIMENTER
Microphones,ittir W.E. Solid Back, for Trans.151-

(Continued front page 937.)

Look at our Prices and Compare with our
Competitors !

StYE SYPECI.A.L. I ME TM
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

A. T. N. (Cambridge). -With regard to the
Dual -Amplification Circuit recently published
in POPULAR WIRELESS, are the variable condensers of any special value ? What size
coils should be used ?

Photograph of one of our '0002 Type.

(1) The condensers are of the usual size, '0001 for
reaction if that form is used, and '001 for secondary
circuit.
(2) The coils can be of any size, provided they are
suitable for the wave -length required. You will find
basket or honeycombs quite O.K. The transformer

is naturally e ither aperiodic-when it has not to be
timed to the wave -length required -or of the tuned
primary type. This latter is more efficient. A plugin transformer is quite suitable.

J. 'P. T. (Reading). -Can you tell me if

basket coils can be used as H.F. transformers ?
Yes; they are quite suitable for this purpose.

A

nsef id way is to wind them on thin cardboard formers

with about 9 slots and an inch diameter centre.

We consider that our Condenser is
the very best on the market.
Note our Special Features:
1. EBONITE DIAL, 0-180, and Knob (much
CIRCULAR

Top

and

Bottom
End Plates,
for assembling and panel mounting, includ-

NECTION. and nut.

assemble, toEverything
ready toKnob,
all the
gether
with Ebonite
necessary aluminium vanes (fixed and

spacers,
washers, etc.
moving),

Ca paci t y.

.001

No. of
Plates,

57
43
29
19
13

spindles,

Unassembled

end plates

end plates.

6/3
5/3
4/3
2/9
2/3

its

Plates. 1/6 extra

per dpaKiL,;b,

COTE. -State whet her required Bottom. Plate ff
Circle or Half -circle, as shows inphoto.
0.18b. Best quality. Bored
in centre, I / 3 each. By post 116.

Ebonite Dial,

Ebonite Dial, 8-180, and Knob combined, 1/9. By post, 2 / 3.
Ebonite Knob: Tapped 2 B.A., 41d. each.
By post 7d.
Ebonite Valve Holders, (best quality), complete with 8 nuts, 1/3 each. By post, 1/8.
Superior Fixed Condensers: .10003, .0005.
.001, .002, 1/3 each. By post 116. Above
.002-.006, 1/6 each. By post 1/9.
Laminated
Switch Arms, with Knob.
(best quality), 2/- each. By post, 2!6.
Filament Resistances, Inc. Knob, FIRST
QUALITY, 3/0 each. By post, 3/6.
Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, stranded.
Price per 100 feet, 3 / -. By post 4/,
Brunet Headphones, 4,000
ohms, 25/- a
pair (complete).. By post, 26/3.
Econ
Aerial Insulators, 1/6 cad:, By
post, 2/3.
Basket Coils. Range 300 to 3,000 metres.
Per set of 7, 4/3. By post 4/9.
COLOURED Sleeving, 11 m /in, 6d. a
yard. By post. 9d.
Egg Insulators. 4 for ltd. By post 1/6.
doz. 2/6.. By post 3;6.
LARGE
OF Vanes,
Washers,STOCK
Brass Washers,
Nuts, Spacer
Rods,
Terminals (4 B.A.), Valve Legs,

Complete with Knob.
Ebonite Scale, and
T urn e d Circular
Plates.

d &16
h9ead*,

lid.

use with a reaction

ebonite Knobs, Turned and Hand -Polished,

coil.

The reactance can be

(Tulsa

Hill). -I have

a

nee

Q. P. T. (Swanage).-Can I use bichromate

cells for lighting valve filaments?
No; these cells would light the valve for a very

Filament Resistances
Intervalve Transformers

*

sensitive

25/ -

EBONITE "A" QUALITY
Matt. Finish, 1 -sheet, per square in.,
post free, Id.

Drilling and Engraving, and Oak, Teak.
and Mahogany Cabinets to Order.

Send Stamp for List.

W.
H. AGAR,
WALROND STREET WORKS,

258,Mitcham Lane, Streatham ,S.W.16.

Beginners Guide to Wireless
Explains in plain everyday language everything
beginners wish to know about wireless telegraphy
HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT, AND s AKE

This valve is very costly, however.
*

2/-, 2/9 & 3/3

Ebonite Valve -Holders, with 16 nuts, 1/-/ 8'
2 /-8,153
Double Headphones, 4,000 ohms, by
" Brunet," French Manufacture; very

short time, but owing to the fact that the potential
drops very rapidly they would be useless for serious
use. I am afraid you will have to stick to the accumulator, unless you use the L.T.3 valve, which works
from a dry cell.

9d.
6d.
4d.

Solid _Topped, 2 B.A.

Cheaper Moulded

It

1 sets r /6.

Full details how to erect enclosed with
each unassembled Set.
Top and Bottom Ebonite Circular
End
Plates, 1/6 per pair. By post I / 9

xtiteeSreaa.le

2Ebo/n.

Bod, Drilled

12/6

11/6
10/7/6
6/6
5/9
2/.0001
7
VERNIER 3
5/3
1/9
Packing and Postage,* per set; 2 sets, 5/3;
.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002

,

Switch Arms
Contact Studs, with 2 nuts, 1 x a

telephone on which is the loud -speaking trumpet.
You will probably find it easier to use a couple of
amplifying valves. The microphone arraugament is
inclined to be noisy, " frying " noises being often
emitted from the loud speaker.

for panel
Parts of
above iticlud- mounting,
ing knob lout incl. knob,
without dial & dial, and

Wires

wave -lengths. This forms an easy transformer for

This is possible, but you will find it rather difficult,
to arrange matters correctly. The button will have
to be fixed to the telephone diaphragm and then
leads taken from it to a battery and to a low -resistance

nuts,

Assembled
Complete

2I6

Resistance Wire, Silk Covered Eurekdal
9
& 11'
in 22-30 yards
1.).
The above are ex-W.D., and in good condition. They are also limited to quantity.
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE IN
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
Unassembled :
Assemb-led:
.001
6/6
0005
4f 9/6
Yernier
2/6/6
Turned and Drilled Ebon-

former will give a good transformer for broadcasting

crystal set and would like to use a loud speaker.
Could I use one of those microphone buttons ?

ing centre bush and nut.
3. CONTINUOUS CONTACT COIL CON-

2/'

0 B.A
of S. Covered Wire, and Bundle of fine Iron

P.O. Induction Coils, containing 2r
pe size,

Crystal Detectors, Complete, Polished and
lacquered
2;6
Slider Knobs, Complete with 13 -in. Brass

" MICROPHONE "

accurately drilled

W.D. Terminals, Brass, with 2 nuts,
4 B.1
dot.
W.D. Terminals, for Aerial andPeEarth.

The primary and secondary can he fixed together
by means of a bolt, the two coils being separated by
a thin sheet of waxed paper. Using 38 d.s.e. wire
you will find that about 95 to 100 turns on each
another basket coil of about 120 turns, which can be
loosely coupled to the secondary of the transformer.

superior to Brass Pointer and Ivorine Scale).

2. EBONITE

5I
Microphones, Inset Pattern
Receivers, 150 ohms, P.O. Watch Pattern,
5Iwith cords and hooks complete
1/3
Condensers, 2 M.P. Hansbridge
2d.
Mica Sheets, Best Ruby, 4 x 2i ins
Buzzers
Morse Tapping Keys
&6
Telephone Jacks, Switchboard patte2r/n166
3 ..8:3116/:
2/.
Telephone Plugs, Switchboard Pattern
3!9
Telephone 4 -way Plug and Jack
Solid Ebonite Knobs, with 4 B.A. spindle 3d.
Solid Ebonite Knobs, with Bush and Slot 3d.

-

all the apparatus required fur reeeptiou of
telephony or morse, and full instructions
and diagrams for making coils, tuners, and
complete valve and crystal sets. 112 pages,
price 1/-, post- free. -SAXON RADIO CO.
(Dept. 14), South Shore, Blackpool. 32 -page
cat. of wireless apparatus, 2d., post free.

*

" HOME-MADE " (Penrith).-What size coils

should I use for A.T.I. and secondary for
short wave -lengths ? I ' do not want to use
basket or honeycomb coils.

Use an A.T.I. of about 80 turns of 22 d.c.e. on a
This will be about 5 inches
The secondary should be about '100 to 110
turns of 26 d.c.c., wound on a 3 -inch by 5-ineh
former. These should be tapped two or three times
and the fine tuning done by means of two variable
condensers. The primary condenser should be in
series and of about 11005 mid. The secondary

They may prow very valuable. Particulars and consulta
t ions free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents.
It, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1. Established

(Continued on page 940,)

Your Accumulator Collected, Properly lte-

4 -inch diameter former.
long.

TO WIRELiSS EXPERIMENTERS.

PATENT YOUR
INVENTIONS.

1540.

Telephone: Chancery 7547.

ACCUMULATOR
CHARGING SERVICE

should have a '001 mfd. condenser across it for tuning
purposes.

WIRELESS INSURANCE AGENCIES granted
in 'Wireless Apparatus and Electricians
Apply Wireless Dept. "B," LIVERPOOL MARINE
to Dealers

& GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd., 7, Angel

Court,
London, E.C.2. THE PIONEERS OF
WIRELESS POLICIES.

'

Charged and Delivered to your Door by
our Special Motor Service, from 2s. each,
inclusive ; 20 years' actual, experience.
Write, 'phone or call -

PRINCE, Malt Street, Old Kent Road, S. E. 1 (Hop 2390 ; evenings, New Cross 1574.)

1

Ebonite Sheets, etc., at current prices.

1

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
TO MAIL ORDERS.
All Goods Despatched by Return.
Subject to Seven Days' Approval or
Money Returned.

SEE OUR SHOW WINDOW 59, Great Windmill Street, W.1
Whiteside,Bloodield & Co.,Ltd.
1 & 2, Ham Yard, Great Windmill
St.,PiceadillyCircus,London, W.1.
if

Telephone: Regent 3749.
Open 8 to 8.
(Two minutes Piccadilly el 1'018 .)

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
Immediate
Delivery
from our Huge Stocks.
Everything from a Recorder to an
Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US.
9, Colonial Avenue is first opening on left

in the Minories, near Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO. AveZ4166.
9, Colonial Avenue, London, E. 1.

PORTLAND'S
Parts by Post.
"EBONITE."
s.

d.

7

1

13

4x4

28
39

7x
10 x 6

53

I7 x 5

12

s.

76

x 10 ..

17/ x 8/ ..
18 x 18 ..
36 x 18 ..

1

7Ibs

1

9 6

12 10

3
0
3

Quarter, Mat, British.
Postage Free. Any size cut.

JAMES PORTLAND,

.-L9, Sinclair Road, Olympia, W.14.

Mr. Portland stocks
ll'ireless Parts
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Two
Symbols
When these two symbols appear in conjunction on a
-Broadcasting Receiver, no further recommendation is
necessary. The one signifies that the instrument has

been approved by the Postmaster -General. The other
tells you that the greatest brains in Wireless have directed
its manufacture. Look for both signs always. You will
find them only on

The

0

The Triumph of the Master Mind.
Your local dealer can supply you.

In case of difficulty apply to :

IvIARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED
(MARCONIPHONE DEPARTMENT), MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 2.

Mast and Aerial Crystal Receivers
Construction for
for Broadcast
Amateurs
Reception
BY

A user of one of these sets writes:-

"Your little set is a marvel for simplicity and for the clearness
with vt iii li it brings in the Broadcasting from Marconi House.''

APOLLO

88

Pates.

Crown 8v),

70 diagrams and illustrations.

treme simplicity yet
perfect in every way.

It is complete down to

80 Pages.

the

Over 70 photographs and diagrams

1 /6 net

Price

(Postage 2d.)

1/6

Net

"POPULAR WIRELESS " says :-

-the erection of the aerial.

Price

world-is carefully en-

the larger spark stations (giving
useful data, as wave -length, time
and nature of transmission, etc.)
will be greatly appreciated.

6d.

Net.

The Wireless Press, Ltd

rept. P.W.,

THE PIONEER HOUSE FOR WIRELESS PUBLICATIONS,

12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

glass

closed

in

fore
dust.

impervious
Although

a

cylinder, and is there-

tents, and the appended list of

THE WIRELESS WORLD & RADIO REVIEW

detail.

acknowledged to be the
finest crystal in the

" Crystal Receivers for Broadcast
Reception " is misleading in its
modesty; " Crystal Receivers for
all Possible Reception " would
more adequately describe its con-

Read the Oldest Wireless Weekly,

minutest

Tuning is effected by
means of a varinmeter.
which has been proved
by constant tests to be
the best system. 1 ho
" Pericon " Crystal -

(Postage 2d.)

" Mast and Aerial Construction "
will fill a very long -felt want. It
ably places the reader in full possession of alt the necessary detail
in connection with antenna in
a manner that will be appreciated
by beginners grappling with the
first problem Of practical wireless

SET.

The Apollo is of ex-

BY

Crown 8vo,

RECEIVIN G

Passed by ,P.M.G. Marked " B.E.C."

PERCY W. HARRIS

F. J. AINSLEY, A.v.I C.F.

Price

"A marufl for simplicity and clearness."

to

the

" Apollo " is very sensitive it will withstand
a good amount of misuse without getting out
of order.

DESCRIPTION :
Receiving Set in handsome Solid Mahogany Case,
COMPLETE comprising
specially sensitive " Pericon " Detector,
Variometer Tuner and Terminals for earth, Aerial
and Telephones, 100 feet Aerial Wire, Four IFIRIlators, and one pair Sensitive Double Heat phones
I.E.C. (4,000 ohms). Up to 5 extra headphones may
Including Royalty.
be used. (Range 20 miles.) " Apollo" Valve Sets
ready shortly.
Catalogue of APOLLO Wireless bets and Accessories and address of
nearest dealer sent on applicatiOn.

14:19:6

CRAVES & STAVRID1, 4, Bunhill Row, LONDON,E.C.1
AGENTS WANTED.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

HALL'

(Continued from page 93S.)

L. N. P. (Walton-on-Thames).-Is S.W.G.

the same as A.W.G. or RW.G. ?

YOU NEED NOT PAY MORE!
-YOU SHOULD NOT PAY LESS.
We regret that owing to the enormous
demands upon our stocks there has been
a little delay in executing some orders.
Will those who have been disappointed

please accept our apologies, with the
assurance that their orders will be despatched immediately fresh stocks are
available. New orders will be fulfilled
in strict rotation.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

'001
'0075

00a5

'0003
'0002

'00J1

.

..

.

..

Parts
Complete
6/6

Assembled for
Panel Mounting
.. 12/6

7/6

21-

Top and Bottom Drilled Ebonite
Plates, 1/3 extra, Vernier, 3/-

4, 6

.

Intervalve Transformers, Ratio 4 to 1, finest
.. 12/9 ; 5 to 1,14/6
manufacture
Crystal Sets in Cabinets from ..
22/6 to £3 10s.
" Royal Phone " Lond Speakers, 4,000 ohms
resistance, ebonite born, giving clarity of
tone and freedom from distortion. each
Plus 2/- for packing and postage.

Aluminium Condenser Vanes, fixed and moving,
22/24 gauge
.. pair
Spacers, true to '001. Small, cloz. 2d; large, doz.

Ebonite Knobs, tapped, 2 B.A. with brassnut1st quality, 4d ; 2nd quality
Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in 100 ft.
lengths
..
Valve Legs, with nuts and washers, Id each;

Two Coil Holders, solid ebonite mounted on
mahogany

*-

..

Three Coil Holders, solid ebonite, with long
arms to avoid capacity effects ..
Crystal Detectors, adjustable in every way
Do.
do.
enclosed in glass case
..
-

30/ -

1d
3d
2d
219

9d
4/9

9/6
2/6
4/6

Engraved Ivorine Scales, 0-180', round or
square ends
..
Filament ReSistanees, extraordinary value,
velvet action
2/6, 3/6 and 5/6

t

Switch Arms, complete with , knob, collar,
washers, bush nuts, etc. 1st quality, 1/6 ;
2nd quality
Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete with
nuts, 1/3 ; 2nd quality
Crystal Cups. Plain 1d ;- one, two, or three
-

screw
..
Terminals, complete with nut and Washer ..
Basket Coils, set of 7
Contact Studs,1 in. by I in., complete with nut

and am told that a potentiometer control on
the grid will assist matters. Would it be
advisable to have this on the detecting valve
grid, and if so, do I retain the grid leak ,and
condenser?
It -would be advisable first of all to experiment

Is a grid leak More useful when it is connected in parallel with the grid condenser, or
when it is connected to the L.T. negative or
earth direct ?

*

unwary amateur as being perfectly feasible, but the
Point thatis overlooked is that although the received
current can be " chopped " up to the correct number

of impulses per second to provide a series of impulses
of audible frequency, each impulse will still consist of

some considerable number of cycles of alternating
current of high frequency. That means to say that
the current will oscillate backwards add forwards
many times during each impulse, and thus will not
actuate the telephone receivers, for which unidirectional impulses are required.
*

*

This is possible when the power of the transmitting

station is very great and the aerial of the receiving

LUNCH HOUR RAMBLE
STROLL ROUND TO

SPENCER'S STORES

2d
4/6
1/3
3/6
4d

CHEAPEST HOUSE IN CITY
FOR WIRELESS PARTS & SETS

drilled both ends ..
Hertzite, 1/6. Bornite, Carborundum, Galena
Screwed Brass Lengths, 12 -in. 2 or 4 B.A. each
Inductances, wound 22/24 enamelled wire, each

Orders under 30/- kindly remit ample
postage. Balance refunded if excess sent.

4d
4d
3d
3/3

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

T

D

RA

HALL'S

SUPPLIED

'PHONE:'REGENT 1282
71, Beak St., Regent St., London, W.1
Hours: 8.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.; 1 p.m, Saturdays.
Be men Piccadilly
es and Oxford Circus
'Buses 3, 6, 12, 13,.15, 32, al, 53, 59 and 88 pass

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAN D WC 2

4-5. MASON'S AVENUE,
BASINGHALL STREET,
LONDON, E.G.

:

:

PRICE LISTS FREE.

mommORYSTAL

SETS

Assembled and unassembled.
And all component parts.
Write for illustrated catalogue. Post free,

VALVE PANELS ON THE UNIT SYSTEM
Unassembled
Simple to build. Full instructions sent with each
set. Ask for particulars.

P.

H. BOYS & CO.,

Electrical & Wireless Engineers,

187, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 1.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 4434.

H.T.

ACCUMULATORS,
ANO

VALVE SBATTERIES,
.

NEW AND GUARANTEED:

4 -Volt, 25 -Amp., Celluloid,
4 -Volt,
4
4

17/6
21/3

40 -Amp.
60
80
100

27/-

Packing445/-

3311/6 extra.
MULLARD ORA VALV S
MARCONI " B. " VALVES
4

..11/3. Postage 1/25/6
31/80
36/6
100
packing 2/- extra.
6 -Volt, 40 -Amp.
60

6
6

..15/- Postage 6d.
-1716, Postage 6d.
8/6. Postage 1/..
with Plugs
00-V. H.T. Battery, Itellesden,
36-V., H.T. Battery, He lesclen,
with Plugs

Cash with order.

.
Postage 1/Goods despatched per return.

-

FRE15.M,17 Blue Print of the Morse Code to all applicants

nclosing stamp for list of engineers' BLUE
PRINTS of best circuits, working drawings. etc.., from
6d. each. Suitable for mounting above apparatus.

C. w. 'WILLIAMS, RADIO ENGINEERS,
15,

FALICNER STREET, LIVERPOOL.

BARGAINS

(CO/din/led On page 942.)

and washer ..
Insulators, white egg, 3d ; green egg, 4d ;
green shell ..
.. each 4d
Stop Pins ..
.
9d. doz., each Id
Brass Nuts, 2, 3, 4, .5, 6, B.A., doz. 3d. Washers,
doz.
Ebonite Sheets,
1 (cut to any sin)
lb.
Fixed Condensers, any capacity
.. each
Grid Leak and Condensers Combined .. each
Slider Plunger complete..
..
.. each
Slider Rods, 12 -hi. or 13 -in. I -in. square brass,

f

PUBLISMERs of AlrrliORITATIVE WIRELESS Wit,

LOWHE & SONS, LTD., Northampton.

*

" BEGINNER" (Perthshire) .-Some advertisements guarantee crystal sets to receive
telegraphy at 600 miles. Is this possible ?

9d

Id

Radio

*

me to allow the full energy of the received

11 -

3d

POST FRIM

K. R. (St. Albans).-Would it be possible to
work a crystal set without a crystal detector,
but just using a rapid make -and -break to cut
up the waves ? Such a scheme would seem to

current to flow through the telephone receivers,
as I believe a crystal detector has an enormous
resistance,
At first glance your scheme 'would appear to the

Newsagents.

WirelessaD I Simplified1/...
for
all
Wireless
POST ...se 7h'

Where the detector valve is preceded by stages of
H.F. amplification it is in most, cases advantageous
to connect the grid leak straight to the earthed L.T.
*

Booksellers and

From all

That is much a matter of opinion and circumstances.

station is very efficient.

5/doz.. 6d

on this fascinating subject of Wireless Is
not difficult if you have the right Books.
Here are two non -technical Books by
John Scott -Taggart, editor of Modern
Wireless, explaining in simple language
the theory of Wireless. Not only do they
tell you the kind of Set you need and how
It Works, but full details arc given for the
construction of an inexpensive Set suitable
for receiving the Concerts.

-

with a grid potentiometer control on the grid of the
H.F. valves. If a grid control- is employed on the
grid of the detector valve, the grid leak and condenser
should be cut out.

circuit.

10/6

..

..

*

B. B. (Deal).-I have a four -valve set,
2 H.F., one detecting, and one L.F. I am
experiencing considerable trouble with howling

AN APOLOGY.

Capacity

No; there is a very slight difference between them.
A.W.G. or -American Wire Gauge is more:frequently
referred to as B. and S. (Broq'n and Sharpe's).

Crystal Detectors .. ..
Valve Holders (ebonite)
..
Fixed Condensers .. .. ..
Reel Insulators
.. .. ..
Egg Insulators
..
Laminated Switch Arms
..
Terminals.. .. .. .. ..
Aerial Wire, stranded, 150 ft.
Contact Studs
.. ... ..
Valve Legs
.. .. .
Crystal Cups (3 screws)
..
Valve Pins
.. .. .. ..
Spade Terminals .. .. ..
Condenser Vanes
.. ..
Filament Resistances .. ..
Lead-in Tubes, 8 in.
.. ..

2/8

.

12 in.

..

Slide Rods, with terminal

1/ -

1 /6

2d.

.. .. 3'd.
110

.. doz.

::

1d.
4/6
Sd.
1d.
4d.
Id.
1d.
I/ -

2/10

1 /6
1/9

6d.

Large Spacers
.. .. .. ..doz: 4d.
Small Spacers .. .. .. .. -doz. 3d.
Loud Speakers
.. .. .. .. .. 10/6
Intervalve Transformers
.. .. .. 13/6
Cabinet B.B.C. Crystal Set complete £2-2-0

Send Ample Postage.
Illustrated Catalogue, including
List of Stations, Post Free, 6d.
R
WIELESS
SUPPLY Co.,
FLEET ST., E.C.4.

EONS115,

(Next " Daily Express " Offices.)
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CA..zre3

tiker&i -00-°,4d
Your

the wireless

electric light catches

exactly as an aerial does.

Plug' a " Ducon " into any lamp holder or
wall socket, connect it to your wireless receiver and you will receive the broadcastin;
perfectly. Use a " Ducon " and you don't
need an aerial. " Ducons " are perfectly
safe-each one is tested to 2,500 volts, they
consume no current and do not affect the
electric light in, any way.
on

is obtainable
obtaina:ble from leadinu° wireless dealers,
electrical contractors and stores, or direct
from the makers.
Dealers not yet stocking are invited to write for trade terms.

Over 50,000 in use.
THE DUBILIER CONDENSER Co. (1921) Ltd.,
Duccn Works, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London.
Telegrams:
Hivolteon, Phon:, London.

Telephone:
Hammersmith 1004.
1

Can I help you?

KEEP YOUR BOYS AT HOME

I will glue you .)50

INSTALL A WIRELESS SET

if I fail to produce over 7,000 testi-

Before doing so

A Successful Career.

READ THIS
Gentlemen,

monials from others I have helped to

Yours to Success

WALTHAMSTOW, E.I 7.
20 123.

Allow me to congratulate you on

the production of so successful a " Listening -in

set " as the Crystal Cabinet set I purchased
from you.

We teach by POST.
ADVICE FREE

The price charged was so low that
I thought it could be nothing more than a toy,

Most Moderate Charges
Payable Monthly.

consider that the " Melba " nights I listened -in
quite compensated me for the outlay."

Learn a trade or Profession.

but to my surprise it is quite otherwise and I
(Original can be seen)

CABINET CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
(as above)

£2-10-0

TAX PAID

2 VALVE BROADCASTING RECEIVERS

£9-0-0

TAX PAID

3 VALVE BROADCASTING RECEIVERS

S. 12-5-0

TAX .PAID

LET US HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES

THE LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, ELDON ST, LONDON, E.C.2.
Phone: LONDON kV ALL 2475.

Every man is the architect of his own fortune ?

Write for one of our FREE BOOKLETS on any of the following subjects :
Engineering
Pattern Making

Architectural
Building Construction
Clerk of Work's Duties
Aviation
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity

Foundry Work
Internal Comb. Engines
Marine Engineering
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying

Salesmanship
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying & Levelling

Telegraphy & Tele -

phony
Wireless Telegraphy
Motor Engineering
Special Course for
Naval Architecture
Apprentices
WE SPECIALISE IN ALL EXAMS. WIRELESS, ELECTRICITY,

p.m.G., C,O,L, A.M.I.E.E., and B.C.D.

If you are preparing for any exam.ask our advice. All particulars free of charge.
Parents should seek our advice for
their sons. If you are interested

in any of the subjects mentioned
above, *rite, naming the subject,
and we will send you our FREE
BOOKLET. Please state your ago.
Courses specially combined

to meet all requirements.

1) Cu

r 511 e 01106

-

U 12
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"HELLO
EVERYBODY !"
BROWN & CO.,
MANCHESTER, CALLING

We are now broadcasting our List of
Wireless Accessories and Sets for our
distantlriends. Our Manchester friends
know us.
" EASIER;"

DOUBLE

If EA DPW/NI-1S

imitation tortoiseshell headbands, beautiful Musit, 4,000 :shins
French Type)
HEADPIION14..$
4,000 ohms, 21; 8,000 ohms(Brown's
HEAD1-PHONES
1)1/CBLE
Featherweight) 4,000 ohms
Do WILE HEADPHONES (Sterling) manufactured under Brown's Patent, 4,000
ohms, 50 / - 8,000 ohms
DOUBLE HE'ADPHONES (Sterling) tine
quality, 4,000 ohms, 321- 8,000 2,Mons
Do 1 '11LE

SECI:LE EARPIECES (Frencfi type)
ohms

27/6
2216
301 -

57/0

401000
8 I-

71:11tknrell.

ACCUMULATORS (It .A.C. type)

-

4 v:21kamp. hour, 16 j-; 4 v. 40 amp. hour, 22 /
4 v. 60 nine. hour, 28 / 6 v. 40 amp. hour, 31 /-; 6 v. 60 amp. hour, 41 / AERIAL WIRE, 7 / 22's, Copper (enamelper 100 fret 5 /
led)
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22's Copper (bare) 319
per 100 feet
2111,
AERIAL INSULATORS, Reel type
Egg type
AERIAL LEADING - I.S TUBES, Ebonite
with Terminals
AERIAL LEADING -IN TUBES, Porcelain 1 i AERIAL PULLEYS, .21", Galvanised Iron
Bid
BATTERIES, H.T. (Sietnen's) 15 -volt
per foot 4d.
BRASS- ROD, I" square,.
BRASS 110D, 12" x 4 B.A., sere, ed.
Per foot 5d.
4d. to foot.; 12"'a 2 B.A
BRASS NUTS, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 B.A.
5d.
per dozen
per doz. 2,1.
BRASS WASIIIRS
BRASS SCREWS, B.A. (Cheese Head). All
sixes in stock.
CONDENSER VANES, Aluminium (fixed
per dos. Out.
and movable
CONDENSER .SPACING WASHERS, large
per doz. 4d.
811. per doz.; small CONDENSER CENTRE RODS, screwed
eardi end; all niece in stock.
2 /CONDENSERS, fixed, 0.002 mfd
coNDENSERS fixed Dubilicr, 0.001 to
earli 3 /0.005
co N DENS ERS, fixed Dulnlier, with god
each
/a Cx DENSERs, variable. 0.000.3, each

5112)6

-atilt
10)8; 0.0005
Bornite, 1)-; Galena: 1/-: %incite, 21-;
Carborundunt, 11- (per tin).
each 3d.
CRYSTAL CUPS

CRYSTALS: Herl vite. 2 / -; Siliron. 1/6:

each 31 per sheet. 0d.
EBONITE SHEET, 2". 2". & r", per th. 51E
EBONITE ENGRAVD
DIALS, 0 to 180
each
eacU 5d.
EBONITE KNOBS (t axiom' , 1"

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
COPPER. FOIL

excli Ott.
16"
ault 4 / FILAMENT .ITHEOSTATS
each nil.
INDUCTANCE SLIDERS
each 1II VORINE SCALES (engraved)
aeu 211. '
IVOltINE TABLETS
INSULATED SLEEVINI1 i2 sixes), per yard 6d.
each 21 / F. TRANSFORMERS
pet 11i. 9d.
PARAFFIN WAX

SWITCHES (Farthing), S.P.D.T. ebonite,

se

2, porcelain

sWI/-TCHES, D.P.D.T. poreelaib
s w ITCH. ARMS (laminated)
'1' EliklINALS

TIN FOIL, 24"

cash 2

thea. front

W. D.' M. (Rochester). --Having bent and
put out Of commission -the diaphragm of one

of my Brown's Reed Type 'Phones, I was
wondering whether it was any good attaching

the reed by means of a small brass pillar to
the centre of an ordinary flat diaphragm, -

which could be slipped in quite easily.
Such an adaptation is not likely to ptove very
successful. However, the' makers, S. G. Broivm -Ltd.,
would doubtless be able to supply you with a new
diaphragm shotffil you care to write to them.
C

on my loose coupler I have no difficulty in
hearing' stations on the primary, but cannot
tune them ill at all on the secondary when I
change -over. Why is this ?
That is hard to say. If you are sure that, the
secondary circuit is not broken by a faulty circuit

As indispensable to the listener -in

as the telephone directory
a subscriber. This book

2

-

All gauges in stink.
TOOLS, etc.
ran 7. 6
SOLDERINil IRON (petrol)
STOCKS & DIES, L.A., Nos. 1, 2, & 3,
per
8/
STOCKSt 8; DIES, B.A., Nes. 4, 5; & 6,
8/ per act
STOCKS & DIES, B.A., Nos. 2, 3, 4,
per Oct 9 / 6
&5
18 yards 3( ROPE, 4/Strand
HAND MULL, take up to 3-16" wrist
each 11;drills
,
NETTLEFOf.D'Siron and brass - Tvnod
Here,WS. ltd. Head and ll'stank. All at,os
in st lick.
RECEIVING St:TS by well known makers.

PoStago Free on Orders of 30s. and over.

FIRST CLASS QOODS DESPATCHED
ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

BROWN & CO.9
Electrical & Radio Engineers,

17, Newton Street, Piccadilly & 32,
Long Mitigate, Manchester.

'/'/.0//,: City 6912.
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is t3

gives

and is of suitable value to tune in the desired wavebingths, then we can only suggest that it is a question
of adjustment.
Possibly you overlook the fact that
when you vary the coupling between the two coils by

over 12,000 Call Signs of all land
and ship stations as well as a
very full list of British Amateurs.

change over the detector circuit from the primary
roil, you .are altering the tuning of this latter to a
Might extent. Therefore, should the signals be fairly
weak and the tuning.critical: this slight alteration in
values might be quite sufficient tojose the signal in the
primary and therefore render tuning it in on the
secondary an impossibility. Try a Flight adjustment
of the primary -circuit after you have changed over

more enjoyment from your Sel.

*

FEri-Up ".

Keep a cony handy and know
who is sencin;-you'll get much
From all Booksellers and

2/6

1'ubli8hed by

post free 2/8

Newiagents.

3R...ad Lei frezz -iota
Pl,,tiplEaS OE morsokeinvE WIRFlton L.SERATURE

and are adjusting the secondary.

DEVER EUX COURT. 5TRAND.W.C.2.'

*

(Brockley).-Is it any good

trying to make a crystal set work when no
:ignals are heard at all ?

WIRELESS INVENTORS

I've tried and failed.

Patentsand Trade Marks. Advice Hand book
and Cons. free. -B. T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.), 146a, Queen Victoria

A little patience Will prove the most satisfactory

remedy, That, careful 'adjustments, and only a fair
outdoor aerial shorted suffice to bring in signals from
the London broadcasting station.
*

A. K. H. (Willesden). -I am thinking of

We do not, advise you to attempt the formation of
accumulator plates as it is a very difficult business to

get the paste to stay in the holes for any length of
time owing to the tendency of the materials to
(-ratable away. The paste is made of oxide of lead,
usually red lead or litharge, and some extra substance
such as potassium silicate and sulphuric acid. The
plates are tilled carefully with this paste and then
dried.

They are then placed in a bath of dilute

sulphuric acid with some pure lead plates as negative
electrodes and a very slow current of about one half
:impure is passedthrough. After several days the paste
in tile positive plates should have undergone a change,
he lead Oxide having been still further oxidised to
lead peroxide. They will then have a dark brown or
chocolate colour.

(Continued on page 944).
lei-

s

....VELOPHONE

0

hearing the B.B.C. Seal.
ness of reception, finish, and all.round value,
is unrivalled. Teloplione No. 1 Station -)t.
Cry sl al florets er in Polished Mahogany Case.
tuning .to 1,1(10 metres by a variable condenser.

O

a

0

L.F. Amplifiers,

Accessories for above, complete
0
O.

O

a
11

a

STORES

CATALOGUE
JUST PUBLISHED

FREE
GRIFFIN WIRELESS SUPPLIES Co.,
80, Newington Causeway,
London, S.E. 1.

with
insulators and
strainers, base plate and peg, 4
ground anchors. - Painted ready for

£15103. 60.
£6 9s. Oct.

ft. 311,13 ft. 50I-, 10 ft. 70/-.

Trade Supplied.

Abbey Engineering Works, Watton, Noriort

for use

For those who wish.to receive EVERY
British Broadcasting Station we offer
I

THE MAIL ORDER

List Free.

PEAT

valve set, £3 Os. Oct.
O
Two of these amplifiers with any good detector
will work a loud speaker. Accessories for all u0
Valve Panels. 6.voit Mr -atop. Accumulators. oa
;£1 103.
1111..volt HT. Batteries, with plugs,
165. Millard Ora Valves, 15s.
" Marconi co

a 3 -valve set:
WI'. Detector & 1 L.F

GRIFFIN'S

erection.

INSUIA-1025, AND TALC 01'
HEADPHONES L1 13a. 6d.

A EXIAL,

(Mirada," 17s..6d.
54

36 yrs. refs.

guy -lines,

O

with above, or any good crystal or

(.0)

'Phone : Central 682.

Light, strong and easily transported
and erected in 10 ft. sections complete with halyard and pully, steel

Pram £3 7s. 6d.
velophOrte

St.. E.C.4.

STE.L TUBULAR Nt ASTS

This is all.

which has stood the test of time. For dear-

0
0

1

*

making a high tension battery of small accumulator cells. What is the paste on the positive
plates composed of ?

-

EottaliOlied Orr, 30 /),,o -s.

W.lien I am tuning in

P. A. N. (Colchester).

31 -

per sheet. 411.
per doz. 2
V A LVE SOCKETS
VA LYE HOLDERS, complete with tints, ea. 1
'
MU LEAR!) ORA,"
15 / -;
V .11.V ES:
each 17
MARCONI-OSI1.11I
1VIRE, galvanised st Gimlel si ay, 50 ft roll 113
WIRES, enamelled. cotton, and silk...covered.

12"

(Continued from page 940.)

varying the distance between them, or even when you

Repoirs is ne11(101.11CS (11111 nif plot intents tty
Cola pet en

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

It
0
0

All prices include royalties.
0
A call on us. / r emintrles by post, involve no
obligation. Any parts suppLed at remarkably 0
low cost.
' Phone: hIa3fair 3349. Next Philharmonic Hall. 0
00

DALYS,
95, Cleat Portland Street, W.I.

Zeoezooeozacoaoaaca:aaatoeaaaorsio:

KING'S FOR VALUE
THE " KING" WIRELESS SETS
Only
Only
17/6 MAKE YOUR OWN. 17/6
King's No. 1 for Broadcasting.
Parts consist
of -No. 1, 12 z 4 Inductance Coil, wound 24
enamelled wire. No. 2, Base and Ends polished
mahogany", ends grooved to fit coil.
No. 3, Crystal
Detectcr, fitted with Crystal. No. 4, Two Brass
Reds, one with terminal cut and drilled.

No. 5,

Two Sliders and Plungels. No. '6, Ivorine. Tablets,
Aerial, Earth and Phone. No. 7, Blocking Condenser,
ebonite. Same assembled and tested, 4/- extra.

Post 1/6. Cash with order. Silk wound Basket
Coils (set of 7), including 3 Concert Coils. Price
5/- Post Free.

HAMMOND & KING,

51, BERWICK STREET, W.1.

Popular IF irelesd Weekly, February 17th, 1923.

oCerdegmane aeiciatmetle ttellieilm
Use a stage or two of H.F. with
a Frame Aerial and you'll get the
long-distance Stations just as well.
The man who cannot erect an outside Aerial or who wants to move
his Set from room to room need not despair. A good Frame Aerial
of the type illustrated will give loud and clear telephony when used
with sufficient H.F. amplification from all Stations within a wide
area. Further, because it is directional, it cuts out a lot of interference
from near -by Stations together with_nadst of the atmospherics.
The Peto-Scott standardised Unit System provides the only sensible
way of adding just as many stages of H.F. as you need
at the least possible expense. Our illustrated Booklet.
"Radio," describes the whole System and shows how
each Unit is built up-price 6d., post free.

PRICE LIST

of Sets of Parts
27/6
No,. I. Tuner Unit
No. 2. Condenser Unit 42/ No. 3. H.F. Amp. Unit 13/6
No. 4. Detector Unit 17/6
No. 3. L.P. Amp. Unit 33/6
Mahogany Cabinet to fit
Nos. r, 3, 4 and 5, 3;6
To fit No. 2,
7/ Postage 9d. per unit extra, but
paid on all orders over

2.

The PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
64, HIGH HOLBORN,
W.C.I.

GUARANTEED VALUE
Only by manufacturing these Wireless Accessories and Sets in very la:
quantities are NV, enabled to offer them at such attractive prices.

Write for this Great Guide
without delay

e

Every earnest experimenter needs
" Wireless Without Waste ."

CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Post free, 2/4 earl,
Assembled on Ebonite, and Finely Finished. Remarkable Value. FIXED CAPACITY CONDENSERS, 0.0003 to 0.001. Very ell( lent.
l'ost free, 1/2 each BRUNET FRENCH HEADPHONES (double). Post free, 21/6 the pair.
Complete Sets of Parts for making Variable Condensers. Everytiling ready to assemble, and consisting of the following:

Accurate

Aluminium Fixed and Moving Vanes, Large and Small Spacer Washers,
Centre Square Spindle (screwed ends, 2 B.A.), 3 Side Rods, Nuts;
and Brass Washers (2 B.A.), Pointer Scale, Terminals, Bushes.
Spring Coil Washers, Best Quality Knob, with 2 B.A. Nut.
Price for
App. Capacity
Filament Rheostats for
Complete Sets
Plates
in ldierofarads
7/6 post free.1, 2, or 3 Valves, post
57
.001
free, 2 9 each.
.0005
29
5 /3

.0001/0

7

/1.1,

ponents, and helpful money -saving

Send

-

Telephone:
Victoria 1420,

diagrams.

Clear and interesting detailed descriptions of scores of radio com-

Paid

.

IFF/LTON It0.10, VICTORIA, S.

constants, and many useful circuit

Post

93
.0003
Switch Arms. Splendiq
.0002
3316
Value. Post free, 1/6.
2/7
Vernier
3
2/3
We almalis bold /aerie ,locks of ererythino Electrical. Write or call at:

The Belgravia Electrical Company,

Besides practical articles on general
principles of radio, aerials, tuning,
valveS, amplification, etc., etc., it
gives tables, symbols, formulx and

advice.
If radio is a serious hobby with you,

NOW

send P.O. or stamps 7d. NOW to :-Dept. A.

UNIT RADIO EQUIPMENT Co., 15/16, Rydon Crescent, London, E.C.1
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"MAGNIPHONE'

When replying

LOUD SPEAKER

to Advertisers

Is not a receiver with a horn, but a

mention

be sure to

specially made

"POPULAR

LOUD SPEAKER, 15 inches high,
and adjustable

WIRELESS

£3 10 0 each.

WEEKLY"

SOLE MAKER :

to ensure

J. W. GREENWOOD,

prompt atten-

Electrical Instrument Maker, SKIRCOAT GREEN, HALIFAX.

HIGHEST QUALITY _

LOWEST PRICES AT ASHLEY'S

=:-

tion.

.

Send inquiries; rock -bottom quotations by return.
Money -back guarantee on everything. Crystal Detectors, British -made 2/-. Crystal Sets from
15/-. B.B.C. Crystal Set, Royalties paid, 2,400
metres, 30 miles range for telephony; the best in
the market; with aerial and insulators, 47;6.
Parts of last-named, all complete, with instrucASHLEY HEADtions for assembling, 32/6.
PuctmEs ,British, and better than tile best French,
4,000 ohms, 2116. Carr. paid on 101- or over.
J. & E. Ashley, 5, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1

-CRYSTALS for CRYSTAL SETSZineite, Copper Pyrites, Bornite, Silicon Galena,
Etc., 6s. and ls. Postage 2d.
Hertzite, Carborundum, ls. and 11.61.
Postage 21.
Tested and Guaranteed.
Liberal Terms.
Trade Supplied.

J. W.CRYSTAL
COX,
M.P.S.
SPECIALIST,

732, STRATFORD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
.1-t111111111hIliii1H11111111!1111,1-r:
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tux nal. ay./Root rAL.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

4111

rytul to that Mutul

(Continued from page 942.)

I. M.. F. (Doncaster).-What is the best substenoe to use for sticking celluloid ? Could

st

celluloid be used as a former for basket coils ?

uallaioonduotar high !coquet, or
"Men . g,rtd 0 u t1+.0

pa.

.4 nvl
buOarale el ...Wag
.11 mces

rma

Elnun

potecaulmly lute clu.ng
wins Inag. ev eroo me

gateatiI

You will find that a substance called celluloid putty
will be very good as a cement for that material. It is
formed by dissolving pieces of celluloid in a solution

P...

of ether and denaturated alcohol. After a day or
so the " glue " is ready for use. (2) Celluloid can
be used as a former for coils, but you will probably
find that two sheets stuck together will be necessary
in order to make the former stiff enough.

gml
malw
but num eo eke

Ma
penoel

.

rue.. the gne.t.41

A. P. D. C. (Hertford).-I have a Gecophone
crystal set and I want to add a L.F. amplifier.
Can this be done easily ?
This addition can be made very simply. You need
a complete valve amplifier panel. The input or lino

terminals are then connected to the phone plug
sockets on the crystal set. The phones now go on
the amplifier and II.T. and L.T. are connected to
their respective terminals. No alteration of the
crystal set is necessary and the amplifier can be
removed at any time. The same method applies to
all such additions to crystal sets. The input ter -

with

mines on the amplifier go to the primary of the L.F.
transformer of course.

-do you know how
it really works ?
how your leaky Grid Condenser works, for

and its applications.

Simply explained

Valve Transmitters.
Telephone
Wireless
Transmitters
Using
Valves.
Broadcast Receivers.

-2/6
or 2,8 post free
front pobfishers.

size aerial should I use ?

mitting station. If you do use one, the frame should
be 4 in. square, with 5 turns of 28 D.C.C. spaced in'.,

whole subject in a' particularly interesting
rdariner. There is not a chapter in it you
cannot understand. Get 'a copy to-dayyou'll need it often foi reference --it will
help you to understand your Set better.

resistance telephones on a low resistance

" IGNORANT " (Leicester).-Do I need low

amplifier and high on a high resistance amplifier ?

We are afraid you are getting rather mixed up

between resistance and frequency. The two stages
of amplification before and after the signals are rectified on a detecting panel are known as high and low
This, hOwever, has no
bearing on the value'of the telephone receivers, which
should be of high resistance,ptherwise it is necessary in
the ease of low resistance telephone receivers to employ a telephone transformer.
frequency. respectively.

xis s,

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.2.

STOP,-UYING INFERIOR MATERIAL

LET US SUPPLY- YOUT WITH

EBONITE Sheets, Rods, Tubing, Knobs, etc.

Sheets matted.

EBONITE PARTS SUPPLIES,

92, BETCHWORTH ROAD. SEVEN. KINGS, ESSEX.

WIRELESS' DEALERS throughout the
Country should stock .. StraTyboard
Inductance Tubes,(Formers). The right
quality at the right prices. Layge stocks

all diameters, sin. to 6 in.. Trade. only.
(I min. Carman St. Stn.)

(3) The double aerial.

station on, a plain crystal set.

PUBLISHERS OF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE

A. EATON LEE .8r CO:

(3)

Which is best, a single 40 ft. aerial or a double
80 ft. aerial ?

the Book you require.
It consists of 130 pages and deals with the

Titadior

4, Little College Street, London, E.O. 4.

(2) Is it possible to

hear Birmingham with a crystal set ?

tuning being accomplished by a '001 variable condenser. (2) No, Birmingham is rather out of range,
and we don't think it likely that you will hear that

-editor of Modern Wireless-is just

'

(Manchester). --Could

We do not advise you to use an indoor aerial for a
crystal set if you are three miles from the trans-

Written by John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

Continuous Wave Re-

Central 4330.

" INDOOR AERIAL"

an indoor aerial be used with a crystal set,
using two basket tuning coils ? I am three
miles from the broadcasting station. What

WirelessValves

Wireless Signals.

Panels cut to size.

use it.

instruct you in its elementary principles in
language you can understand.

Cascade Valve Amplifiers.
Principles of Reaction
Amplification
and
Self -oscillation.
Reaction reception of

ceiving 'Circuits.

If you wish to buy an unstamped set you
must obtain an experimental licence before you
present..

If your knowledge of Wireless is slight, you
will need an authoritative Book which will

mionic Valve,
The 3 -Electrode Valve

Yes, for long distance work it is decidedly useful
and also if you wish to change your valve. You will
find that different valves require different leaks.

No, unfortunately there is no such arrangement at

instance, you will know whether you are
using the most suitable value for your Set.

The Theory of the Thor-

K. (Southampton).-Is there any

C. M. B. (London).-I have' been offered a
three -valve wireless set, but it is not stamped
by the B.B.C. Could I pay the royalty and
have it stamped ?

knowledge will make your Set

EXPERT
twice as sensitive. If you understand

Some of Its
Contents.

R. T.

advantage in having a variable grid leak ?

THE NEWTONIA WIRELESS FACTORY
FOR ALL WIRELESS PARTS AT FACTORY PRICES

13 15, WHITCOMB ST.,' W.C.2
Regent 5469

LONDON.

" VALVE " (London, N.).-Can a variable

condenser be used to any advantage instead of
a small fixed condenser for the grid ?

Yes, when a fair amount of experimenting is contemplated both a variable grid condenser and leak
will prove very useful.

MATERIALS, TOOLS, &WORKSHOPSUNDRIES
OUR i923 LIST of, above (64 pages) is now ready.,. Wireless experimenters cannot
rifford to be without, a .copy. SENT POST FREE on receipt of 'Post Card.

GEORGE ADAIVIS

P.W.j

255-6, HIGHON, HOLBORNW ,

LOND.C.1.

POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.
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The Perfect Loud Speaker at last
We have acquired the sole manufacturing rights for the United Kingdom of a Wonderful New Loud Speaker, in principle entirely
different to any yet placed upon the market. Instead of the unsightly horn, which causes distortion of the music and speech,
this instrument comprises a handsome cabinet, the top of which is designed and manufactured from specially tested timber
which is attacked by a volume of air. The principle can be incorporated into any cabinet wireless set, the lid of the cabinet
forming the Loud Speaker. It can also be used as a separate instrument, as illustrated.

The

"VIOLINA"
Loud Speaker de Luxe

(Patented in all Countries throughout the World)

Price

£5

Complete

ow

(Packing and Carriage in U.K 5/- extra.)

When

once you have heard this instrument you will not tolerate any other make
Ask Your Wireless Dealer for a Demonstration.

IT IS NOT LIKE A TROMBONE!
IT IS NOT LIKE A KLAXON!!
IT IS AS DELIGHTFUL AS A VIOLIN ! !
!

With this instrument you can hear the voice of the artist, the notes of any instrument, and the words of the speaker faithfully
and perfectly reproduced. In addition it is an elegant piece of furniture, handsomely French polished, mahogany finish.
Before buying your Loud Speaker, make a point of hearing this instrument. Agents wanted in all parts. Inquiries from
Manufacturers desirous of incorporating the " Violin " into existing Wireless Sets cordially invited.

If Early Delivery is desired place your order AT ONCE

Important Notice to all Wireless Manufacturers,
Retailers, Experimenters and Amateurs
EX -GOVERNMENT WIRELESS APPARATUS.
AFEW WEEKS AGO we advertised the purchase of a complete Government Wireless Depot and offered the same for re -sale at
astonishingly low prices in accordance with our invariable business rule to

SHARE OUR BARGAINS WITH OUR CUSTOMERS.
The immediate response to our advertisement resulted in our being " snowed under " with inquiries and orders from all over the country,
and it was only through despatch staffs working night and day at full pressure that we were able to keep faith with our customers in

respect of our promise to execute all orders

WITHIN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT.
It was impossible to deal with the thousands of inquiries as expeditiously as we should have wished, and we again take the opportunity
of tendering our apologies to all those who were, unfortunately, kept waiting.
WE have now purchased outright for spot cash the whole of
A STARTLING OFFER
the Wireless Material recently offered for sale at
Complete 5 -Valve Set, 2 H.F., 1 Detector and 2 L.F.
The
Famous R.A.F. 10, made by The General Electric Co., U.S.A., for
WOOLWICH DOCKYARD AND KIDBROOKE, R.A.F.
the Royal Air Force.
Ideal for Broadcasting. Can be used with Loud Speaker with
DEPOT.
indoor aerial within 20 miles of the Broadcasting Station.
We guarantee this instrument to be as effective as any instrumen;
The work entailed in compiling price -lists of the multitudinous
costing up to £75.
variety is colossal, and it will be two or three weeks before
Brand New, exactly as received from the Manufacturers.
these are available. You can help us considerably by FILLING
IN THE FORM AT THE FOOT OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
OUR PRICE (limited quantity only) g 15
You will then receive temple e lists as soon as available.

FILL

Valves and Accessories extra.

-Fuller particulars on application. -

Messrs. THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO.

Mail Order Department, 79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.3.

UP THIS

Please include my name on your Mailing List.

FORM

NOW

(Signed)

and post to us
immediately.

P.W.

id. stamp
only required.

Date

Full Postal Address
19.

I am particularly interested in

POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.
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February 1Wi, 1923.
maizzlonnzamilmi

THE

"MAGNAVOX"

YOU ARE INVITED TO HEAR
THE B.B.C. CONCERT

ABSOLUTELY FREE
as received by

LOUD SPEAKER

THE

For Broadcast Reception
ttNtl3

any evening from 5-6, 7-10 p.m.
Detailed instructions and demonstrations gladly given without any
obligation to purchase.

By the special construction of the

LATTIKONE TUNER
an exclusive feature of every Crystophone,
signals are improved by

5070 INCREASE
RADIO BRINGS IT
MAGNAVOX TELLS IT

Read what a satisfied user says about the

CRYSTOPHONE
Type 34.
This is truly a wonderful Set, as I receive clear telephony from Paris. Brussels, Ostend, Lc Bourget. Birmingham, and many other Stations, although my aerial
is only 26 ft. high one end and 18 ft. the other, and I ant
situated rather IOW.
You have my congratulations, and I wish your
business the best of luck, which I am sure you will have
immediately the public have once listened -in on your

Every user of a
Receiving Set likes
his friends to
listen -in with him.

Enjoy broadcasting
reception in comfort
with a Magnavox.

production.
Ewell.
u I 23.

UNSURPASSED FOR

CLARITY OF VOICE
REPRODUCTION

THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUD SPEAKER

Royalty included-L4 ios. od.

Manufacturers and Sole Licencees :
TELEF HONE HOUSE,

Cucunus. Wesdo. London.

Works: DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
BRANCHES : MANCHESTER : 14, St. Peter's Square.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE ; 9, Clavering Place.

CARDIFF : 8, Park Place.
We guarantee that all Broadcast Radio Apparatus sold by us
conform with the conditions of the Broadcaster's Licence issued by
the Postmaster -General.
1

O

0
C/7

A
=
=
A

0
G.

Ca

.. fail

a

SOLD BY ALL LEADING STORES
AND WIRELESS AGENTS

Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.
210/212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

J. L. S.

REVISED PRICE LIST.
" The Scout " Crystal Receiver
3 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d. ..
21. Crystal Receiver
4 15 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d. ..
20. Crystal Receiver
5 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d. ..
30. Crystal and One Valve L.F.A.
12 10 0
Royalty included-t2 os. od.
31. Crystal and One Valve (Detector)
10 10 0
Royalty included -2 os. od.
33. Crystal and 2 Valves (1 Detector)
00
Royalty included-,0 7s. 6d.
.. 15
34. Crystal and 3 Valves (1 Detector) 9.1 0 0

To be obtained from all Dealers or direct from the

Telephone No : 4144 Museum (7 Imes). Ttlegrems.

in Strength

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

THE CRYSTOPHONE

0

MANUFACTURING

0

CO., LD.
16, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

L

,1

LONDON, W.1.
TELEPHONE :

MUSEUM 1664.

4
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Mr. W. N. Lambert and his
home - made experimental
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The Newcastle Station.
The Construction of Coil Holders.
Making a Potentiometer.
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Listen -in to all the
British Broadcasting

THIS wonderfully selective 2 -valve receiver has the utmost
reactance allowed by the G.P.O. It has two carefully
calibrated circuits which allows of the most minute tuning plus
the utmost simplicity in manipulating.
Beautifully finished in lacquered or nickelled brass, mounted on matt finished ebonite, all mounted in a polished walnut case.

Panel £13 14s. Od. M.O. Valves 17/6 each. Pair 4000 ohm
Ericsson 'Phones. 60 -volt H.T. Battery. 4 -volt 30 -ampere
hour Accumulator. 100 ft. Aerial 7/22 Enamelled Copper and
Insulators.

CAT. NA °toad

Price from Aerial to 'Phones,

rer2,

packing and delivery

£ 20

- Write to -day for full particulars.

6'7

THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON
MFG. CO., LTD.,
International Buildings, 67/73, Kingsway,
W.C.2.
Selling Agents.

SCOTLAND: -57

Robertson Street,

Glasgow,

N.E.ENGLAND:-

North British Engineering Equipment Co.

WIRELESS
APPARATUS

Milburn House.

We also make Crystal Sets-range 15/25
miles. With 'Phones £5 Os. Od.

Newcastle -on -Tyne:

"LOUD SPEAKERS

--The " BROWN

with new improved
Curved Horns

Tested

G.P.O. Regd. No. 151.

and
Guaranteed
RECEIVING
TELEPHONY
25 MILES FROM
BROADCASTING STATIONS

THE requisites of a Loud Speaker
are pure tone, clear articulation,

and good volume of sound.

The

BROWN Loud Speaker possesses all

these qualities in a marked degree.
Type H. 2 has been designed to meet.
home requirements, both as to volume
of sound and price.

PRICES
H.

(small
size).

H. 2 (Small), Low Resistance.
120 ohms, height 12 in. £3 0 0

H. 1 (Large), Low Resistance. 12
£6 5 0
ohms, height 21 in.

Height High Resistances for either size, 2/6 to 5/ -extra..
12 in.

THE BROWN MICROPHONE
AMPLIFIER.
This amplifier gives a magnification much greater

than that obtained from a two -valve amplifiar
Prices
Illustrated Catalogue of Head- Low Resistance (120 ohms input) £6 0 0

phones,

Loud Speakers and High Resistance (2,00o ohms input) £6 2 6

Amplifiers, post free.

Obtainable from All Wireless Dealers.

Sole Manufacturers :

S. G. BROWN, .Ltd.,
London Showrooms (Retail only):

19, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Head Office and Works (Trade Only), Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3.

The No. I

HOME WIRELESS SET
FOR

LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, & MANCHESTER

PRICE £4 : 10 :0

including
B.B.C.

Royalty.

COMPLETE WITH AERIAL WIRE, INSULATORS,
ONE PAIR OF MITCHELL 'PHONES,

and BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS for use.
ELECTRICALLtd
188, Rye Lane,

MITHELLS WIRELESS
.. Peckham, S.E.15
SHOWROOMS at No. 2, Gerrard Place, London. W.I.
(Next to Shaftesbury Theatre).
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NEXT WEEK.

NEXT - WEEK.

A New Cover Scheme

"Some Wireless Observations " is the title

will commence with next
week's " Popular W ire less." Look out for the

of a series of articles
specially

New Cover.

A Special Review of the

to all Amateurs.
The Cardiff Broadcast-,
ing Station.

which appears in Next

An interesting illustrated

Week's
" Popular Wireless."
ORDER A COPY NOW.

TOPICAL NEWS AND NOTES.

article.

decision rested with the Cabinet and also

A Broadcasting Conference.

in all its details was

BROADCASTING
recently discussed at a conference,
which included the Postmaster General, Mr. Neville. Chamberlain, and Mr.
Reith, manager of, the British Broadcasting

Company, at the General Post Office.

with the Dominions.
As traffic increased the wireless control
system would have to be developed, and it
should be very useful for night flying.

Then as this wireless organisation im-

Future policy in regard to the regula-

proved they should be able to find their way
through fog.

tion and development of broadcasting was

He anticipated that we should abandon

considered, and helpful suggestions were put

forward by both sides, but no definite decisions have so far been arrived at.

the fixed routes marked on the ground, and
fly entirely by compass and wireless navigation, certain zones in height and area being
allotted for each stream of traffic.

MR. T. A. ROBINS, manager of Wireless Telephones, Ltd., of Leicester,
recently gave a lecture and practical
demonstration at the Leicester prison. There
were about 180 prisoners present, and they
all thoroughly enjoyed the demonstration.
The ltecturer explained the principles of

telegraphy and telephony, and
the prisoners " listened -in" to a concert
broadcast from Birmingham and made
audible to the entire audience by a loud
wireless

speaker.

into a microphone.

ex_

Furthermore, I think that people who
are listening to wireless do not want any-

thing very long-winded. If the matter is
written out beforehand it can be delivered
more concisely,

but my experience

*

Obviously, the invention has marvellous
possibilities."

*

2 L 0's Microphones.t

the microphone, which is " getting bigger
and bigger." In fact, the "Heath Robinson"
contraption now commands a large portion
of the centre of the room. I hear this is
shortly to be put into a box, where from the
microphone cylinders will project like guns
from .a series of portholes. At present it is a
picturesque tangle of wires and boxes and
switches.

*

I the new

by Mr. Jones, B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E.,

at the British School of Telegraphy, 179,
Clapham Road;
March 7th.

on February 28th and

studio of
the London

Broadcasting
Station is

to

have soundproof

curtains,

so that a41

chances of echo
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry B. Jackson. who
recently broadcast a lecture from 2 L 0.

A matter which is being specially dealt
with is the 'official attitude towards those

wireless amateurs who make, their own apparatus.
At the present moment that is not clearly
defined. It is probable that special broadcasting licences will be issued to the owners
of home-made " apparatus.
*

*

Air Ministry and Wireless.

AT the first session of the .Air Ministry
conference, at which Sir Samuel Hoare

recently presided in the Guildhall,
London, Sir Sefton Brancker, Director of

Civil Aviation, gave an interesting and

optimistic forecast of the future of aircraft.
It was stated that General Brancker was
considering in detail the question of various
cross -Channel services, but that the final

Lord Riddell on Broadcasting.

will be elimin-

I HAD a talk with Lord Riddell the other

ated.

and is very interested in broadcasting.
" The other night I listened to one of the
wireless entertainments," he said. " The
singing and instrumental music were very
good-clear and distinct. Of course, the
selections might not have appealed to some

Amateur Rivals

day. He has just had a set fitted up,

It is a question of taste. Some
prefer classical music, and others comic
people.

*

*

THE amateurs
are staying
up very late

main. Quite a
burst of music
followed 2 L O's
(mail on next patio)

I suppose
that in, the course of
time the Broadcastsongs.

ing

Company

will

devise some method
of catering for all
I listened
tastes.

also to ailecture by

some gentleman. It
struck me as longwinded, and that

he would have done
better to have writ-

ten out beforehand

"

has firmly got hold of all that appertains to tha station. Especially

T HEAR that

WO lectures on Rectification of
Alternating Currents will , be given

is

meagre. , No doubt the Americans have
worked out these things in practice.

The New Studio.

*
B. S. T. Lectures.

T

what he had to say. Without a lot of
practice, it must be difficult to speak

2L 0 is not satisfied yet, and "

Radio for Convicts.

*

for

Sir Oliver Lodge.
Experimenters should on
no account - miss Sir
Oliver Lodges first article

Wireless Section of the
Ideal Home Exhibition
at Olympia. Invaluable

t

written

" Popular Wireless " by

The Aerials at the Berne Wireless Station, Switzerland.
(Photo by Marconi's.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continited from previous page.)

" close down " the other evening. I eventually traced it to 5 C P singing the " Floral
Dance " and playing ragtime ; but at first

I was startled into believing that another
broadcasting

station

had

commenced.

2 L 0 will have to look to its laurels.
" Tea -time " Music.

JUST on the edge of the Epping Forest
there are some tea-rooms lavishly
decorated both inside and out with
large posters proclaiming that wireless

The Bogota Wireless Station, Colombia.

music is on tap." Attracted by this, I have

several times visited the place in order to
observe the effects, both audible and psychological, evinced by the patrons of this
up-to-date " rendezvous." So far I have
been unfortunate. I cannot help thinking
that if the B.B.C. were to arrange for short
transmissions, say on Thursday and Saturday afternoons, the advent of broadcast
" tea -time " music from such establishments would prove a considerable incentive
to the erection of private installations, and

Honeycomb Coils.

Sir Oliver Lodge.

READERS of PoruLAB, WIRELESS are
informed that before constructing

the honeycomb coils 'described in
a recent issue of POPULAR WIRELESS
by Mr. Dransfield, they must first obtain
the permission of the licencees of the patent

-the Western Electric Co. and the Igranio
Electric Co., Ltd.

SIR

OLIVER
lecture last

LODGE'S

broadcast

Tuesday must have

keenly interested thousands of listenNext week Sir Oliver commences
a series of special articles in POPULAR
WIRELESS-and the Editor will also have
ers -in.

a very important announcement to make
concerning Sir Oliver.

ARIEL.

thus further the interests of the British
Broadcasting Company.
**

*

The B.B.C's. Programme.

IT was announced from 2 L 0 the other
night that the Newspaper Proprietors'
Association had decided that papers

What you can hear
evening of the week on your set.

could not continue to insert the B.B.C. programmes free of charge.

As the B.B.C. cannot afford the very

heavy advertisement cost necessary if the
programmes are to be daily published in
the papers, they are now busy working out
an alternative scheme. Meanwhile, the
programmes for the following concert are
announced each evening by .the B.B.C.

TELEPHONY AND MUSIC TRANSMISSIONS.
Call sign.
Wave -length
Remarks.
in metres.
Broadcasting
London
369
Station, Strand
.. 2 L 0
,.. Usually every evening, 5 to 5.45 p.m. ;

Station.

7 and 9.30 News ; 7.15 Orchestra ;

stations.
Lectures. by Wireless.

I QUITE enjoyed Mr. J. C. Squire's talk
1 on Charles Dickens, which he broad-

cast from 2 L 0 the other evening.

Lectures are wanted badly from 2 L 0, and
the more the better.
*

*

*

A New Encyclopedia.

THAT wireless is in rapid process of
becoming a household word is shown

by nothing more clearly than the

long and carefully detailed description of
how to fit and make a home receiving set,
which is given in the first part of " Harms worth's Household Encyclopedia."
Part 2 of this very successful publication
is now on sale. Part 1 has been reprinted,
and copies of this also are available.
Quite apart from its interest to wireless
enthusiasts, " Harmsworth's Household Encyclopedia " is a work which should be in
every home. Arranged in alphabetical
form for easy reference, it gives the clearest
and fullest instructions on how to perform

every variety of home repair and renovation. The work is superbly illustrated, and
when complete will contain no fewer than
10,000 pictures, many in colour and photogravure. It is being issued in fortnightly

parts at ls. 3d. per part, and when completed will form not more than 6 handy
and invaluable volumes.

8.25 to 10.30 Music.

Newcastle Broadcasting
Station
5N0
Manchester Broadcasting
Station
.. .. 2 Z Y
Birmingham
(Witten)
Broadcasting Station 5I T
Glasgow

Broadcasting

Cardiff

Broadcasting

Station

Station

Croydon
Paris

..

400
385

10 p.m.

..

5SC

..

5WA

.

GED
FL

.
PCGG ..

425

Every evening, usually from 6.30 to 10
p.m. (News, Concerts, etc.).

415

Commencing shortly.

395
900
2,600

Konigswusterhausen

LP

2,800

The Hague
..
Haren
Radio-Electrique, Paris

OPVH ..

1,085
1,100
1,565

Posts and
Telegraphs, Paris ..

As a rule from 7 to 10 p.m.

.. Every evening, usually from 4.30 to

School of

450

-

6.30 to 10 p.m.
Throughout day to aeroplanes.
11.15 a.m. Weather report ; 6.20-7 Rm.
Weather report and Concert ; 10.10
Weather report.
Between 6 and 7 a.m., between 11 and
12.30, and between 4 and 5.30 p.m.
Sundays, 3 to 5 p.m. (Concert.)
12 o'c. and 16.50 o'c. Telephony.
5.5 p.m. News Items ; 5.15 to 6.10 Concert ; 8.45 p.m. News Items ; 9 to 10
p.m. Concert.

.. Every Tuesday and Thursday, 7.4510 p.m.

Saturdays, 4.30-7.30 p.m.

Note.-See announcements in daily Press for last minute alterations in times of Broadcasting Programmes. No Broadcasting during hours of public worship on Sundays.
Norm-The Bar Lightship, Liverpool, stations, much telephone conversation may
sends telephony at 7 a.m., 9 a.m., 11 a.m., be heard from St. Inglevert (A M), Le
12 noon, 1 p.m., and every two hours until Bourget (Z M), and Brussels (B A V). These_
9 p.m. Calls " Dock Office." Liverpool stations are quite powerful, but they call for
answers " Bar Ship."
a little extra care in tuning. Wave -length,
In addition to the regular transmissions 900 metres.
carried on between the British amateur
All times given are G.M.T.
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WIRELESS FOR THE AMATEUR.
By CAPTAIN H. J. ROUND
(Chief Research Engineer of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.)

The following article has been specially written for "POPULAR WIRELESS " by Captain Round, who, as Chief Research Engineer of
the Marconi Co is one of the best-known scientific research workers in the Radio world. Captain Round is one of the pioneers of valve
work, the " Round valve " patent being well known to every wireless amateur. The advice and suggestions he offers will prove of
great interest to readers of " POPULAR WIRELESS."

associated with it adjustments which enable

quaint confusion of .dots and dashes, it mama
possible to send wireless meSsages from

aerials " all over the.country ; and hundreds
Of thousands of people are becoming quite
accustomed to the joys of "
After serving for a number of -yearn as a
very valuable asset in. he modern industrial
and cornmercial world, wireless has at last

been adapted to serve the social require-

compare with the wireless telephone in the
variety of free entertainment that it affords.

for some reason or other, the dots and

ments of our age: This is as it should be, of
course. Nothing could add greater glory to

An Unlimited Scope.

science than 'its ever-increasing power to
ameliorate the conditions of human existence. There is a tendency, however, to
treat this new development of science as a

ment, there is no limit to the variety of

MANY thousanda-pf:people are beginniug

to ta,kn a real inteavat in wireless to-

day for the first time. -previously,
they knew in a vague way that, by using a
place to place, even from ship to ship, over
quite long distances. They now know that,
dashes aro no longer essential, and that one

can sit in one's own drawing -room and

listen to a speech, or a song, or a violin solo
by wireless.

There is one curious aspect of this new

interest which the public has begun to evince
towards wireless. A few years ago, When
practically all wireless communication was

carried out on the _telegraphic system-

toy rather than as a vluable gift of
science. There are signs to -day which suggest that the modern wireless telephone, so

highly efficient and yet se comparatively

one tat modify strength and tone in a way
which is not possible with any kind of gramophone.
Moreover, no other instrument can

Once you have installed' a good instru-

excellent musical and - intellectual fare to

which you have free access. It is not
necessary to go on spending pound after
pound on the purchase of new records when

you are tired to death with hearing the
old ones over and over again. This is a

that is, by means of these dots and dashes
-people were wont to regard this branch of
science with a. feeling akin to reverence. It
was something mysterious and -incomprehen-

sible, and they had a real 'respect for the
progress it symbolised of man's gradual

triumph over the physical conditions of his
existence. Other -developments of science
had also accomplished marvellous things, of
course. The steamship, the motor car, the

electric train-even the aeroplane-had all

been regarded as belonging to the familiar
paraphernalia of civilisation for some little
time.

Losing the " Gilt."
But these inventions, wonderful as they
,

were, exhibited no outstanding characteristic which really baffled the alert imagina
tion of ordinary _people. They were com
_ mordy regarded, even by those who were
most appreoiative of their worth, more or
less as . clever-astoundingly clever-There- was
mechanical contrivances.
nothing about them:which appealed,to the
p-opular mindas.being actually phenomenal.
They were.. just difficult problenia solved ;
brilliant ideas put into practice.

But with wireless it was different. From
the outset, wireless was something, which
completely baulked the unscientific mind,
at once fascinating and defying the imagina
tion.

It was all very well to send a message

along a wire ; that could be understood
quite easily once the idea. of an electric
current bad been grasped. When it came to
sending a message from place to place with-

out using any material substance whatever
for its conveyance, it seemed almost as if
some occult power, capable of transcending

nature, must be involved. And to this'

was added the minor mystery of the Morse
code, the combined effect of both being to
inspire the uninitiated with a vague feeling
of awe.
To -day this feeling of genuine respect for

wireless is not 80 apparent. Wireless is no
longer shrouded in the mystery of the Morse
code ; broadcasting stations are dispensing

all kind of good things to the community
each evening ; enthusiasts are " running up

A view

of

the receiving room at the Radio Station at Chatham, U.S.A. This station sends special
news bulletins to ships at sea.

simple to operate, is regarded as a much
less wonderful thing than the clumsy and
rather complex apparatus of former days.
Not a Toy.

This, to say the least, is a pity. The

wireless telephone is not a toy. It is an
instrument that is capable of affording the

keenest intellectual and aesthetic enjoyment
to those who are prepared to bestow upon it
at least as much serious care and attention

as they would bestow upon a good piano
or a really first-rate gramophone. No one
would think of regarding these instruments
as toys, and the wireless telephone possesses
far more scope for enjoyment than either of
them. Pianoforte music, for instance, is

reproduced perfectly by a good wireless
telephone, which is something that could
scarcely be claimed for the best gramophone.
The wireless

telephone receiver

also

possesses the distinct advantage that it has

factor which every sensible person will beat

in mind when considering what outlay he,
Or she, can afford for a wireless telephone
receiver.
To get good results you must have a good
instrument, and you must, moreover,
always continue to treat it as such-seriously,
carefully, and with due respect for its

wonderful powers. This does not mean
that you need allow it to beconie a source

of worry or labour, devoid of all enjoyment. It just means that you should treat
it as you would treat any other instrument
that yielded you really deep pleasure, and
not merely a little superficial " fun."
Apart from its entertainment value during

leisure hours, thousands of amateurs have
already been attracted to the purely
mechanical side of wireless, and have made
and' erected their own apparatus. For the
practical mechanic it would be difficult to
(Continued on next page.
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parts of the British Isles. It would seem
almost as if their energy was focused into

WIRELESS FOR THE

a beam which widened only just sufficiently

AMATEUR.

at this end to include the whole length of
the British Isles.
At any rate, considering that the distance
involved is in the neighbourhood of 3,000

(Continued from previMis page,)

miles, and that the transmitting power is
only one or two kilowatts, it is obvious

find a more interesting hobby than wireless.
Even the simplest form of receiver calls for
a high degree of mechanical skill in its con-

that there is some influence at work which
has the effect of giving these signals an easy
path across the Atlantic. This, of course, is
only an example. There are other instances
on record of phenomenal. reception from
different parts of the globe, and it is in the
collation of information bearing upon this

struction if it is to give the best results,
whilst there is scarcely any limit to the

variety of designs that can be embodied in
the Construction of multi -valve receivers.

All the high-pdwer transmitting stations

subject that the wireless amateur could be of
real use.

in the world are at the disposal' of the

amateur, as it were. There are always
signals to be heard from some part of the
globe at every moment of the day. and
night-a circumstance which gives the
wireless amateur a unique opportunity to
indulge his hi:II:thy.

Limit Your Ambitions.

There must be some general law underlying the variations that occur in reception,
but it is only by accumulating all the
evidence possible, and subjecting it to the

there
is
however,
The
the matter.
amateur who does not

Unfortunately,

another aspect
experimenting

closest scrutiny, that we can ever hope to
formulate it. It is not necessary that the
amateur should possess an elaborate and
costly apparatus in order. to render useful

of

exercise the strictest control in the operation of valve sets is liable to cause a great

assistance in this connection.

deal of inconvenience to the many thousands

The simplest receiving equipment, in
conjunction with a keen observation and a

of people who are solely interested in the
reception of broadcast programmes. Since
broadcasting began, numerous complaints

capacity for patient application, will
suffice. He should note and record as many
characteristics as possible of received
signals, making a particular point of getting
the correct call -sign. Whatever information
can be gleaned with respect to the nature of
signals is always of interest, and sometimes
of great importance, to science-besides

have been made concerning the interference
caused by amateurs using reaction directly
coupled to the aerial circuit.
America on Two Valves.

In many cases, no doubt, the interference

is unintentional and may be attributed to

affording useful practice in observation to

carelessness on the part of the amateur

the experimenter.

responsible, though this does not alter the
fact that one offender may be the cause of
spoiling the evening's entertainment for a

Perhaps a few notes on the choice of

terms of his licence and refrain from using

broadcasting receivers would be of interest
to those who are now turning their attention
to wireless for the first time. The first words
of advice I would give to the beginner are :
Don't be too ambitious. In the first rush of
enthusiasm you will probably be tempted
by the possibility of being able to receive
from a number of broadcasting stations.
There is something very fascinating in the
idea of switching off from a song in Man-

the band of wave -lengths ranging from 300

instance. If you are wise, however, you will

hundred people.

The keen experimenter, of course, will
never be content to forego the pleasure of
using reaction, but, remembering that the
broadcast
programmes are intended
primarily for people who are not allowed to

build their own sets, he should make it a

point of honour to abide strictly by the

chester to a violin solo in London, for

reaction directly coupled to the aerial on
to 500 metres. As a matter . of fact, the
experimenting amateur could employ his
energies much more effectively in a direction

which involves no risk of interfering with

the pleasure of others.
Instead of merely aiming at satisfying his
Own personal ambition&-by striving after

" freak " results with " freak " circuits, for

instance-he should regard his work as

something which could, one day, prove of
considerable value to science. By merely
noting clOwn the call signs of the various

stations which he hears working in the
course of the day or night, the wireless
amateur could compile a mass of useful
information.
As I have said, there are always 'signals to

be heard, and though normally his results
would contain no feature of outstanding
significance; he might at some unexpected
moment find himself listening to signals
from the other side of the earth.
Quite recently:, -using two valves with
non -radiating . reaction, I . received good,
clear signals from a number of United States
broadcasting stations. These same stations,
moreover, have been heard in different
-

-

-

decreasing strength up,to a distance of about
30 miles. But in order to get really satis-

factory results you will need a valve set
outside a radius of 10 miles from a broadcasting station.

For ranges over 10 or 15 miles one or

two valves are necessary, and, as the cost of
a two -valve set is not very much more than

that of a one:valve set, it would seem

advisable to procure one of the many two valve sets at present on the market. This
will give ample satisfaction up to ranges of
50 or 60 miles, besides enabling you to carry
out a little experimental reception from more
distant stations.. Still greater ranges, pp to a
distance of 80-100 miles, can be obtained
if a two -valve set with variable reaction be
purchased.

This type of receiver is not much more

expensive than the fanner, though it

is

slightly more difficult to operate in a way
that will ensure best results. Beyond these
ranges wireless telephony on the broadcast
waves is too variable to make it more than
an experiment-though a very interesting
experiment, provided one's family is not

invited to listen to a concert and then

regaled with a variety of nasty squeaks and

howls through which faint, distant music
penetrates at rare intervals.
Question of Loud Speakers.

A two -valve set with reaction, if you can

erect a good aerial and exercise a little
patience in adjusting the reaction, is all
that you really require for use with telephones. I possess a set of this type myself,

and I have received several United States
broadcasting stations on it, together with
London, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Paris, The Hague, etc. After a time
you will want to go a step farther, of course,
and your ambition will probably run in the
direction of giving loud -speaker exhibitions.
It behoves you to go very carefully here ;
make your dealer give you a good show, and

don't allow yourself to be inveigled into
purchasing a loud speaker which yields no
better results than a bad gramophone. In

order to get satisfactory results with a
loud speaker, you will need an amplifier
containing two or more valves.
The
amplifier, moreover, should be specially

control your early enthusiasm and concentrate on getting good results from the

designed for use in connection with 'a loud

you will, on the average, afford far more

associated with loud speakers arises from

pleasure to yourself and to your family than
if you follow the more ambitious course of
trying to receive from a number of distant
stations. It is very nice, of course, to be
able to listen to Paris, and even New York,
but this is an achievement which may well
be postponed until you have gained a little

which they are used.

nearest broadcasting station. By doing so

experience in the manipulation of instruments.

Cn Purchasing Sets.

The first thing to do, of course, is to erect
a good aerial. Whatever results you may
ultimately get will depend to a very large
extent on the quality of your aerial. As this,
moreover, is one of the cheapest items in a
receiving equipment, you should take special

care to erect the best aerial that the space

at your disposal allows.

If you are within 10 or 15 miles of a

broadcasting station, a crystal set, in conjunction With a good aerial, will give very
nice signals in telephone receivers, and the
same set will, of course, give signals of

speaker.
because

This is of great importance,

a great deal of the distortion

the unsuitability of the amplifiers with

Without recommending or condemning
any particular instruments, I would like to
emphasise this point : Do not purchase any
instrument until its efficiency has been
satisfactorily demonstrated to you.

As to more expensive apparatus still,
there are, of course, all the cabinet and

other models-which are really combinations
of the above receiver and amplifier. But

there is also a general line of instruments
called multi -valve high -frequency amplifiers.

These latter will enable you to (1) reach out
to greater distances (though this will not be
of much value in itself, owing to the determining factor being interference) ; (2) get
stations upto 100 miles with much simpler
adjustments ; or (3) get these larger distances
with an indoor aerial or a frame.
Don't be too ambitious ; it will be far

more satisfactory in the long run to get

good signals from a neighbouring station
than bad ones froth the other side of the earth.

Peitifila

Cr4Aq ,
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THE RECEPTION OF TRANSATLANTIC AMATEURS.
By A. G. WOOD.
If you want to pick up the American Broadcasting and Amateur Stations, the general advice given in this article will -prove very useful.

FOR those who have never listened -in
to the American amateurs it is very
hard to understand the fascination of
receiving these stations and to hear them

talking amongst themselves when they are
more than three thousand miles away. It is

the intention of the writer to give the
uninitiated a few practical hints on longdistance reception and on the best circuits
to employ, etc.

First, turn to the aerial and earth and

their local circuits. The aerial, needless

to say, should be as high and unsheltered as

possible, but it should not be, as some
people think, " the longer the better," as

one must remember that the wave -length
upon which we are going to do all the work
will be in the neighbourhood of 200 metres-

more or less-and with a long aerial one

would have to bring the fundamental wave
length down-this causing a loss in efficiency

See that the lead-in does not approach
any earthed body, and make it as short as
possible The operating room should be as
near the ground as possible, and the earth
leaclas short and thick as existing conditions
allow, Main water -pipes make a good earth,
but it is better to use two or three earths all
wired in parallel. The writer used, during
the recent American tests, no less than four

earths-two water pipes, one gas

pipe,

and one buried plate.
Two -coil tuning should be effected-that
is-aerial and secondary coils. A variable

condenser of about .0005 mfd. should be
connected in the earth lead and will stop
any tendency of the aerial coil to become
aperiodic.
What Valves to Use.

Now for the set

to use.

be shielded by covering them up with
earthed metal plates.
The valves to use is really a matter of

point by making the first H.F. grid more
positive with the potentiometer. Vary th
filament current supply on the H.F. and

taste, and the experimenter's resources, but

rectifying valves and find the best position
for them. Vary the coupling between the

valve as the rectifier, and a V24 on the L.F.

signals

the writer used French R valves on the
H.F. side, a very hard transmitting " B "
side.

Having assembled the set and got it to
articulate, a good test for sensitivity is to
allow it to oscillate, tune in the C.W. note
of the wave -meter, and then get a friend
to carry the meter away with him and find
the distance where it is still audible. The

aerial and secondary coils-the strongest
are

not

always

obtained

with the maximum coupling-and vary the
aerial series condenser.
Final Advice.

ment wave -meter " which is placed in a

Listen.carefully and tune slowly as many'
stations of great faintness may be missed if
the above instructions are not adheied to..
Also, get accustomed to the " mush " from,
Leafield and Northolt, as you will have to

metal -covered box, was able to: pick up the
C.W. note at no less than 190 ft. away from
the set !

latter remarks only apply to those living in
the neighbourhood of London.)

writer, using a " Woolwich type ex:Govern,

How to " Tune -in.'
When the experimenter has satisfied himself that the set is: fairly sensitive' he should

arrange for a preliminary test one nightSaturday, if he has to go up to business
every day Incidentally a friend of the
writer lost over half a stone in weight through

listening for the Americans and going to
business as usual the next day ! Choose,
for the test, a night which gives every pros-

pect of rain, as experience shows that' he
signals are stronger on a stormy and wet
night. Arm yourself with food' supplies
and facilities for making tea (tea is a splendid beverage to keep one awake in the early
hours of the morning !).
Start listening -in about midnight, or
possibly a little later. Carefully tune in the
set with the aid of the wave -meter to about
200 metres and then get off the oscillation

put up with this the whole time.

(The

Many amateurs find the best time for

reception is between three o'clock and five
o'clock G.M.T., and the writer is inclined to
agree with them.
When at last you get the desired signals,

log them, together with' the time, wavelength, strength, and general weather conditions together with any other points of
interest which may occur.

Finally, control your language when an
amateur who is not using a separate
hetrodyne . (you would be surprised how
many there are at that time) crosses your
wave -length, otherwise you may wake the
household.

If the above advice is adhered to there

is no- reason why the enthusiast should not
get the required results, and remember that
the Americans. are always on at that time

as it is only between 10 o'clock and 12
o'clock their time.

The writer

advises the use of two high -frequency valves
followed by a rectifier and one note magnifier
together with a separate hetrodyne, if

possible, the litter, not only for the sake of
other amateurs, but for the elimination of
jamming.
Tuning theH.F. circuits may be effected by

using tuned anodes', and two small sliding
coils wound with about 26 S.W.G. enamelled

and about 4 in. long will suit admirably.
A single plate variable condenser across
each coil is essential for good results.
Three moving plates across the secondary

aerial coil with a vernier in parallel will do
for this circuit. Extension handles to all
the condensers are necessary.
All the wiring should be carefully spaced
to minimise the effect of interaction.
Proba0ly no reaction coil will be necessary

as the tendency is for the set to oscillate

when the anodes are in tune with the aerial
circuit. This reaction can be controlled by

the use of a potentiometer which is con-

nected across the filament, the tapping going to the lower end of the secondary tuning coil.

If If the tendency to oscillate is still very
pronounced it can be reduced. somewhat by
using separate high tension batteries for the
H.F. and L.F. units ; also, the valves may

The Valve Transmitting Panel and tuning gear at the Berne Wireless Station, Switzerland. Note the new open
type of valve panel. This station, was receattaileserited in POPULAR WIRELESS. (Photo by hiarconra.)
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF COIL HOLDERS.
By A. W. DRANSFIELD.
proposed to describe two units, one

IT is
that will serve the purposes of test

and be simple in construction, whilst
the other will be a rather more elaborate
piece of apparatus.

In the first place it will be necessary to

fitted for controlling purposes. If these
wires are allowed to pass over a small brass
quadrant each side, it will add to its appearance. (See Fig. 2.)
The Coil Holders.

The diagrams show all the other details
for mounting. It is necessary to mount
the coils on blocks that will fit the carriers ;
it is really advisable to make a small " jig,"
or pattern, for drilling these holes, as they
have all to have exactly the same centres to
ensure that all the coils will be inter-

Fig. 3.

changeable.

The coil holders are made out of ebonite,
which will need to be 1 in. square and quite
On. thick. One end is filed out to take the

curve of the coil snugly, and at the other

58onila thick'
7orrmirtal Nola

end two 4 -in.

holes are drilled I -in.
deep. Two short pieces of ,--in. copper
or brass tube or rod should be cut to form the

Eeon:le

Fig. 1.

.have a base -board 6 in.. by 4

in.

As

two pins that will fit into the f -in. tubes in
the carrier. (See Fig. 3.)
All these holes should provide a close fit

denoting the inner and outer winding of the
coil.

The superior carrier unit shown in Fig. 5
is not at all difficult to construct. As will
be seen, it consists of upright pillars carrying the necessary pieces of ebonite to
carry the coils. These blocks are made out
of ebonite 1 in. by 1 in. by
and the
ends are drilled so that the pins will
enter the pieces of tube. As the ebonite
is
in. wide it will
1

shown in the diagram, Fig. I, a small recess

allow of the tubes
being let in quite
flush, but before

is cut to take the heads of the terminal

screws sb that they do not touch the board.
These terminals aRe mounted on a strip of
ebonite 41 in. by

Nrower
orlirass

ee

0

for the fastening down screws.

r-

The carrier blocks will be the next parts
to construct. These are made out of small
pieces of ebonite in. square. Two pieces

in the other carrier
described.
The carrying uprights should be made
of rag -in. brass wire or
rod. The blocks are
held in place on the rod
by means of a small set

-4

will be 21 in. long, and one piece 2f in.

All that is required to join the leads on,
will be to clean the ends of short pieces of
rubber -covered flex, passing the end of this
through the small holes, and then pressing
the tubing in. This pinches the wire inside
and should make quite a good contact, and

hold the wire very securely. The two

moving carrier pieces will require a small
hole in the end that will take a piece of brass
wire on which a small ebonite knob has been
ancral Plan

to take the flex lead
the same manner as

--V-

3'5"

These require to be drilled as shown in the
diaaram. The holes for the short pieces of
tube, which will be cut from -in. brass or
copper tube /-in. long, will be made
deep, and into these holes through the sides

be drilled a small hole
-

to the terminals :in

Connecting Without Solder.

a small hole to take the leads that will
go to the terminals.

pressing the tubes .in
finally, there should

4roOuoe

although this measure-

ment is -liable to vary with the size of the
terminals used,. remembering that it is
proposed to mount six with a little space
between each and a space left at each end

92 take wire uprights

Noe

screw. The controlling wires, to which
are attached the -ebon-

ite knobs, are just
the same, but are sol-

Fig. 4.

If the pins are made with
a small saw cut down their length, it will
for their plugs.

help to make a nice springy fit.

dered to the upright rods. Small holes can
be drilled in the rods and the wires riveted
through.
The pillars that carry the piece of ebonite
or wood for the uprights to turn in are made
"

A Superior Instrument.
The strip holding the coil to the block may
be made from strips cut from an old celluloid

cycle pump. This should first be heated and
then bent round to shape. A piece of well waxed cardboard would answer the purpose.
The holes in the ends should be so punched
that when the holding screws are well home,
there will be a slight pinch on the coil. The
screws for this may be the ordinary roundhead type.

of 1 -in. copper or brass tube. - In the ends

are soldered, short pieces of k -in. bolts.
Before fastening down to the board, slip on a
brass washer, as this will help to stiffen. the

contact to the block, and make it more
rigid.

The ends of the coil are fastened to the

i'loterminols

5-'
z

pins in the same manner as the flex leads in
the carrier portion. They simply pass

through the small holes in the side of the

ebonite, and the pins are pressed in so

jamming the wire tightly. It will be noticed
that two pins are arranged for instead of the

usual method of pin and socket.

This -is

to enable the coils to be turned round whilst
experimenting, and allow for receiving full
rig. 2.

or -retarded inductance at will, but it is
advisable to mark the side of the ebonite

Fig. 5.
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BROADCASTING RECEPTION SETS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

and everything for wireless at everybody's price
SEND
FOR
!CATALOGUE'
I

E-

I

'BROADCASTING'
LICENCE BY G.P.O.

1)l

AI

I

THE "PERFECTO"

" ORPHEUS "

THE

ALL INSTRUMENTS I
PASSED FOR

2 -VALVE RECEIVING SET
Designed for Broadcasting only

VALVE SET

This Set has a patent coupling and will not radiate.
The High Tension Battery is enclosed, and there
are only six external terminals, aerial, earth,
phones, and low tension.
We claim that this Set is the easiest 2 -Valve Set
to manipulate on the market.
Price complete, all accessories for workingIncluding Phones, Batteries, H.T. and L.T., Aerial

Wire, Insulators-Total, £10 SS O.
B.B.C. Royalty Stamp, £1 15 0 extra,

Battery and Valve-

£7 10 0

Comprises one D.T. valve and one L.F.

valve. Functions alternatively to the

Orpheus, this Set giving Volume where
the other gives Range.
A Powerful Set for local Broadcasting.
Complete Phones, Batteries, Accumu.
lator,Valves, Aerial Wire, and Insulator;

for -

1 0 15 0

B.B.C. Royalty Stamp, £1

THE "COMPACT

THE "ALDERSGATE "

Single -Valve Set, complete !with all Accessories, including Phones, Accumulators, II.T.

15

If

B.B.C. Royalty Stamp, £1 0 0
Aerial Wire and Insulator required,

5s. extra.

Hundreds
Working.

Testimonials

of

for

Efficient

0

THE "UNIQUE"

THE "POPULAR"

Tested and Guaranteed

CRYSTAL SET

Although this Set is one of the cheapest on the market,

keeping it free from dust. A compartment
the back for Phones.
is provided at

The most perfect Broadcasting Crystal Set on
the market. Finished black; plated parts,
Detached Hinged Lid, Lock and Key, Enclosed
Recess for Phones. Splendid Workmanship.
Complete with Aerial, Wire, and Insulators-

CRYSTAL SET

In a self -enclosed hinged cabinet, thus
Tuning is done with a tapped coil and a

Vernier condenser. Complete with Aerial
and Insulators..
£2 0 0 I Insulators .. 6
Set
phones 1 1 0 B.B.C. Royalty 7 6
46
Aerial
Total
£3 13 6
I

WIRELESS
(DEPT. A.)

£4 10 0

B.B.C. Royalty, 7s. 6d.

CRYSTAL SET

the design and finish is equal, if not better, to the

more expensive crystal sets now being sold.
It will tune up to goo metres, bringing in ship
messages up to 25o miles and any telephony within
25 miles.
Set ..
Phones

Aerial Wire

INSTALLATIONS

£1

t

5
1

4

0
0
6

Insulators (a)
I

6

Complete Set £2 11 0
B.B.C. Royalty .. 7 6

LIMITED

81, TURNMILL STREET, LONDON,
E.C.
3 minutes Holborn Viaduct.

(Nearly opposite Farringdon Street Station, Metropolitan Railway.)

17-7.
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The Essential Part

EDISWAN

VALVES

of the Receiving Set
is the Valve.
Ediswan Valves, by their actual performance,
have proved themselves to be the best on the

market for sensitivity, silence in working
.nd robustness.
Type A.R.
:
15/- each
t
Type R.
:
17/6 each
Why not send us your name and address?

We can probably tell you something of
interest regarding Wireless matters.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.
Head Office:

Ask for Leaflet W.

123.5 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4

London Showrooms: 12315, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C, 4
71, VICTORIA CT., S.W,I
Works PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX
BRANCHES
Nottingham
Edinburgh Leicester
Bristol
Aberdeen
Liverpool
Manchester

Glasgow
Belfast
Cardill
Bull
Birmingham Dublin
Leeds
Dundee
Brighton
Brisbane
Melbourne

SheRield

Southampton

Swansea
Newcastle
Adelaide
Sydney

HULLO ! ! !
WILL DAY CALLING

RELIANCE RADIO
SERVICE CO.
THE "RELIANCE -

TO ANNOUNCE SOME RARE BARGAINS.

CRYSTAL

BRITISH MADE HEAD PHONES,

Consisting of Ebonite Panel in Oak Case, with
lid, Tuning Coil, 900 metre wave -length. 001
Condenser, Patent Crystal Detector, Silicon or

300 ohms

15/- per pair

MADE HEAD PHONES, 4,000 ohms
Stamped B.B.C.

26/- per pair

SPLENDID QUALITY BRITISH

Single Head Phones with cord,

150

100 feet 7 Stranded Copper Aerial Wire..

Trench Buzzer Sets, complete with

..

6/- each
216 per coil

Morse Tapping Key and Head
Phone
..
10/6 each, postage 1/6

Best Quality Filament Resistance
2/9 each, postage 3d.
3 -Way Coil Stand for Panel Mounting.. 15/- each, postage 6d.
Insulated Sleeving, all colours, 12 mm. 5d. per yard
Brass Terminals with Nut and Washer 1/6 doz.
Bobbin Type Insulators
..
1/- doz., postage 9d.
Sheet Ebonite, Grade A, cut to any size.
Every Requisite in Stock for Wireless.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
These are only a few of our bargains. Do not fail to send
for our Price List giving the lowest prices for the best
quality goods. Postage on all goods extra.
Write for our new January Catalogue, now ready.

RECEIVING CABINET.

P.O. Reg. No. 277.

Hertzite Crystal, Spring in small chuck, ball
joint action with Variable Pressure, the whole
totally enclosed in glass tube, thus eliminatinj
dust and damp.
Accessories include 1 Pair Fellows 4,000 ohms
Double Headphones, 100 feet Stranded Copper

Wire, and 4 Insulators.
No further outlay. A guaranteed range of 20
miles for broadcasted concerts and will take
2 Pairs of Double Headphones with perfect
dearness. Each Set tested and
folly guaranteed and we confidently assert that for the price it
is the most reliable yet offered to
the Public and it is manufactured
by one of the oldest firms in the
trade.

PRICE COMPLETE

-7-6

POST PAID.

Plus B.B.C. Royalty, 7/6
We have also a complete range of

Valve Sets in stock from £7 to

£24.

We always Stock the Famous HERTZITE CRYSTAL
at 2 6 each, or mounted in Brass Cup 2/10, Postage 3d. extra.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
1199 Lisle St.,Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
'Phone : Regent 4577.

Telegrams: Titles, Westrand, London.

tlAtokswwW 04,".:0NowtorteW"A#"0"kokoa""ek".64

Call and inspect the
famous Fellophone 2 and 4 Valve
Sets,

Prices

.£ 1 0

1 Os.

and

£17 10s. respectively. Also the
Fellocryst Super Crystal. Set.
Price £4 7s. 6d. Demonstrations
given daily. Call and get satisfac-

tion, no fancy prices but honest
value for money.

to 7Prn

Hours 10 a.m.

Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE CO.,

283, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1
*PHONE

CLERKEN W ELL, 4290.
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VERY RANDOM THOUGHTS.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

The first of two special articles which should interest all readers.

TO the human mind physical existence
appears to comprise matter, energy
and ether controlled by a number of
fundamental laws applied, as regards
matter, impartially to planets, to electrons,
and all intermediate -sized masses ; as to

energy, impartially to that of the bullet
which takes the life of saint or other less

fortunate sinner, and that of the nucleolus
of the living cell from which is derived a
Newton, a Shakespeare or a Napoleon, or

any of their cheap imitators ; as to the

ether, that universal gesture of the Creator,
impartially to the acceleration of an electron
in the mud at your feet and the emanations
from the mighty power station, called the
sun, without which you would be sightless,
lifeless, would not exist.

Chaos applied to nature is entirely a
misnomer, for chaos can occur only in
artificial systems. The search for truth is

ether is omnipresent; out of it comes this
apparition, the visible universe ; the ether
is not revealed to the world of flesh. If
anything was " in the beginning " it may
well have been Ether.
Turning aside from guesses at ultimates,
let us follow up the thought that the one
Stuff is under the ruling of one Law. Now
there are numerous natural laws, but many
of them are only by-laws ; they are like

the little cog -wheels of a mechanism which
functions only by virtue of one master prime
mover, the main -spring.
" One Stuff-One Idea."
What the one great physical law is I do not

pretend to think ; when I am eighty and

have pondered for several more decades in ,
the light of several more decades of scientific

progress, I may hazard a_ valedictory shot.
Yet I would like to invite passing attention

to the striking fact that, so far as we- can
at present ascertain, nothing in the universe
is at rest. Part of the great Idea seems to
be eternal movement. To stand still is to
fall back. There in no equilibrium possible
in the evolutionary process.
Creation moves, so Tennyson wrote,

towards " one far-off, divine event," and
ceaseless unrest is the travail of the created
thing on the upward path. Organic types

appear, and either disappear, devolute or

develop ; races and dynasties are ephemera,

events of a day ; planets, maybe, are tem-

porarily embellished with living matter, and
then life perishes from the surfaces of them,
leaving them like glaring, dead eyes in the
countenance of the heavens. Yet motion
persists. The particles of dead Pharaohs
and dead worlds move on in untiring

phalanxes to new combinations and everchanging appearances-one Stuff, one Idea.

everywhere the search for law, and as truth

is one so we may divine that there is but
one law in the universe. If creation is not
one idea expreised as one " stuff " con-

trolled by one law, it ought to be. That is,
of course, my own personal, and possibly
presumptuous, idea. But I can conceive no

THE LICENCE DODGER.
By The EDITOR.

nobler plan, and I am led to think it was
conceived, because of the hints we have

received of the existence of the ether and of
the unity of nature.

What is an Electron?

What is
dross ?

gold ?

Electrons !

What is
Where two or three

Electrons !

READERS who have the interests of pmgress in Broadcasting at heart will be
annoyed to hear that " Licence Dodgers "
are increasing in such numbers that the
B.B.C. are now seriously concerned.

The effect of this form of cheating-for

electrons are gathered together there is the

cheating it is-will be to seriously delay the
B.B.C.'s policy of steady progress and the
rapid improvement of the concerts.

altogether human-to wallow in symbolism
and to make images of the " righteousness
not ourselves," as Matthew Arnold defined

listeners -in to pay I Os. 6d. a year, half of
which goes towards the B.B.C.'s expenses
for the payment of the entertainments given

fringe of the Garment, and to call it complacently " the hem," and having cleverly

But the fact remains that hundreds of
people are " dodging " the licence fee ;

the Face and recognised It.
What is the electron ? Is it matter ? Or
is mattei but a diversity of malformations of
the ether? Dimly; very dimly, this idea
begins to loom up ,through the mists. The
Veil would seem to be semi -transparent in

making their own sets-with reaction and
otherwise-without even applying for an

law, holding them in congregation. We
may call that law " positive electricity,"
and make of it a thing. That is scientific
anthropomorphism. It is convenient-and

Surely it is not too much to expect of

the Ruler of the Universe, to touch the

nightly.

given it a name to imagine we have glimpsed

some are fitting up hidden aerials ; some are

places, but as the mind approaches the
boundary regions-I purposely do not say
boundary line-so it finds expression in
language which is more metaphysical than
one would expect from physicists.
Physics touches on the one side Chemistry,

and on the other, Metaphysics, and this

merging partially illustrates the great idea
towards which I believe thinkers are
working their painful way, that the universe

is one Idea expressed as one Stuff-ether.
Evolution, according to this notion, is the
evolution of. one Idea, which for us is Ether.
Physically, mentally, psychically, evolution
is evolution of the Ether. From the highest

vertebrate we can trace its evolution back
to the primordial ether, which seems to be

the very substratum of existence. The

experimental licence.
Now, this is not playing the game.
The very life blood of the B.B.C. depends

on the revenue obtained by the sale of sets
and issue of licences, and it is only fair that

the listener -in, who has no intention of
becoming an experimenter should pay a
little towards the expenses of the Broadcasting Co.
The art of philanthropy has not yet reached

such a state of perfection that the B.B.C.
can afford to spend £20,000 per year on
every Broadcasting station and get no
return on its outlay.

On the other hand, the question of homemade sets is admittedly far from satisfactory.
I can see no reason why amateurs should not

be allowed to make crystal sets providing
they pay the crystal set tax in addition to
the yearly licence fee.
And no' doubt, if the whole question was
carefully gone into, the same might apply to

home-made valve sets of the no -reaction
variety.

Another class of licence is needed-the

home-made set licence ; for there is no doubt

that thousands of my readers find an absorbing hobby in the making of their own
apparatus.
And quite naturally too.

No keen amateur can be expected to be satisfied with a
ready-made set-unless he be only sufficient-

ly interested in wireless to the extent of
spraying Broadcasting music all over his
house to the wondering plaudits of his female
relations.

That the potential amateur makers of sets
have a real grievance, I do not doubt, and
I think I am safe in assuring them that this
particular grievance will shortly be fully
investigated, and to their advantage.
But meanwhile, I urge readers of POPULA31
WIRELESS to realise the position of the B.B.C.
Without revenue their activities are

doomed-and the only way they can
obtain revenue is by counting on their
clients to give them a fair deal.

The listener -in gets years of entertainment

every night for an original outlay of a few
pounds-part of which, a very small partis a legitimate tax taken by the B.B.C., and
by an annual fee of 10s. 6d., 5s. of which also

accrues to the B.B.C.
That' the listener -in has the better of it,
few can dispute, and therefore, I want my
readers to do their best to lay by the heels
the " licence dodger." If you know of any-

one with an aerial up his chimney and, a
guilty secret up his sleeve-ware him.
Talk to him nicely, and point out the
unfairness of his position. And if that does
not work, drop a line to the B.B.C.

You-who have done the square thing-

will benefit in the end-
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SOMETHING NEW IN
VALVES.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
POTENTIOMETER.
AUSEFUL accessory to the crystal set
is a potentiometer. A very serviceable instrument can be made in the
following manner : First procure a piece of
ebonite 7 in. long, IA in. broad by a in. in

being drifted in by heating the brass rod
and passing it through the ebonite, which

has been previously drilled out with a
h -in. drill.

The contact and spring can now be

itaus.

0

343"

aunlersaIrk Hole.

THE invention of a new valve which it is
claimed will give results without regeneration equal to those obtained by
employing a reactance circuit is the outcome

of experiments conducted by Mr. H. P.
Donle.

The new valve- is known as an inten-

constructed as shown

sifying detector. It contains no grid, but is

after the brass rod

tially surrounded by a trough -shaped elec-

in the diagram, and

made up of a short straight filament par-

has been cleaned and
polished, two lugs of
strip brass can be
soldered to it (see
Fig. 3). All holes
must be carefully

trode which collects the electron stream.

drilled with a twist
drill, and small brass

nuts and bolts, each
1

in. long, may be

used

to

bolt

the

instrument together

9i9Ure 2.

in the manner shown
in Fig. 4.
When using a carborundum
crystal

detector, two small
dry batteries, or one
of those 41 -volt flash lamp batteries can

be used. The connections are as follows :
In the first place,

connect the battery
directly across the

two ends of the po-

tentiometer winding,

taking care not -to

thickness, and carefully round off all
corners. This should be wound within an

inch at both ends with No. 32 gauge resistance wire, and the free ends brought to two
terminals placed in. from the former ends
(see Fig. 1).
The Sliding Contact.

leave it so connected
when the detector is
not in use, otherwise
it will run down the

battery. Take one lead from the phones
to one end of the winding (find the best end
by changing it over on test), and one lead

from the detector to the slide terminal.

The remaining leads from the detector and
phones should be connected across the inductance in the usual manner.

The plate or anode consists of a piece of
metallic sodium. A wiring diagram for use in

conjunction with the valve in question is

shown in the illustration.

Cannot Cause Interference.

When functioning, the action of the -tube

controls ionisation, and it is claimed that
while the valve is extremely sensitive it
lacks nothing in stability of adjustment.
The outstanding feature of this model form
of detector, and one which should recommend itself very largely to those amateurs
who confine their activities to the reception
of broadcasting, is that the valve is incapable
of energising the aerial, and cannot therefore
cause annoyance to others also listening -in.

The valve is as yet in a more or less

experimental stage, and there is no doubt
that further interesting developments will
arise. When placed on the market there is
nothing in -its construction to render its
price prohibitive.

Four pieces of ebonite of the following
dimensions can now be cut, the length of
each being 21 in., the breadth z in., and the

thickness I or ?- in., and bent to the
shape as in Fig. 2.

Ebonite can be rendered

pliable by immersion in hot water or by
gently warming in a gas flame. These

ebonite brackets, or feet, are now drilled as
shown in Fig. 2.

The slider and rod is the next considera-

tion. The rod should be 7i in. long by
-,4- or
in. square, and the slider made

to the dimensions given in Fig. 3, the hole

A Long -wave Transatlantic Receiver, fitted up at the college of the city of New York.
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THE ADMIRAL AND THE "SIEGE GUN."
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry Jackson recently broadcast a lecture from 2 L 0. He declared
terrifying experience of his life

I PAID another visit to the studio of the

London broadcasting station last week,

and was surprised at the alterations
that had taken place since the new year.
Gone were the old microphones that used
to hang from the ceiling and bang against
your head if you wanted to cross the room.
In their place, proudly occupying the centre

of the studio, was a weird and wonderful
arrangement that would have turned Mr.

Heath Robinson green with envy.
This latest contraption to facilitate
broadcasting (or, at least, I assumed it was
for that purpose, for it might just as likely
have been a relic of the Stone Age), took the
apparent form of three shell -cases, or ginger -

beer bottles without necks, proudly perched
upon a pedestal of soap boxes. The whole
edifice was " mounted ' upon wheels. On

advancing nearer I saw that the upper

structure was profusely decorated and entwined with wire and string.
Opening Fire.

Someone spotted me gazing mystified at
this erection, and hastened to explain.,
It was 2 L O's latest microphone, or, rather,
combination of three microphones which
have been giving the much improved results
that have been noticed lately. It consists of
three microphones of different peculiarities
-one for the high notes, one for the middle,

and the third to reproduce the low ones.
Thus the whole range of the human voice
is catered for, and the hard " tapping " that

had always a000mpanied the playing of
the top, notes on the piano has been done
away with. I was also informed that the
characteristic lisp of the London station
had also been cured by this new invention
of the Marconi Company.

I was further assured that the Heath -

Robinson effect was purely temporary, as
the- instrument was only in its experimental
form.

A few minutes after my arrival I had the

pleasure of hearing and seeing Admiral

of the Fleet Sir Henry Jackson, G.C.B.,
K.C.V.O., F.R.S., D.Sc., M.I.E.E., late presi-

dent of the Radio Society of Great Britain,
speak to listeners -in on the subject of the
wireless

telephone as applied to broad-

casting.
Broadcast Advertisements.
The miniature Nelson's Column was

wheeled across the studio to where the
admiral was -going to stand during his
speech, and it looked for a moment as if

fire was to be opened upon him by a new
and deadly form of siege gun. He never
flinched. But the matter was quickly explained, and Sir Henry was given his
bearings " as to how and where to speak
into this terrible looking instrument.
After his speech was over, Admiral
Jackson told me that he had never been so
afraid in his life.
" It is a most terrifying experience," he
said.

" To have to speak into a small

cylinder, knowing all the while that every
word is being heard by perhaps thousands of

listeners all over the land. I don't mind
speaking to an audience from a platform,

it

the most

for then I know whether they are being
bored or not by their faces, but by this
means you have not the slightest idea of

the broadcasting hours, giving an interesting
little lecture in which they should advertise

" What is your opinion on broadcast-

give fuller assistance with regard to the late
news bulletins. It would not detract in

inventions of modern times," said Sir Henry.

papers if all the news had been briefly
broadcasted the evening before. Per-

how your words are being received."

ing ? " I asked.
" I think it is one of the most wonderful

" I certainly think it has come to stay, and
I believe that shortly it will rival the cinematograph for popularity. In fact, there is
a great resemblance between the two,

the particular goods they have to sell.

" Again, I think that the Press might

the slightest from the sale of the morning

sonally, I should buy my paper just the
same."

though wireless has the advantage that it
can be broadcast while the cinema is

Landmark.
" I shall always remember

They are both wonderful and useful in-

a new experience, and will stand out as a
landmark in my life."
I stayed a few moments longer while a
song was sung, and then I left, leaving the
" siege gun " still commanding the room,

confined to comparatively small audiences.
ventions.

" There is one thing," he went on, " that

I think might be developed, and that is
some method of allowing firms to advertise
by wireless. I don't mean that they should
fill the ether with strange and awful slogans,
but to speak, say, for a few minutes during

to -night,"

Sir Henry concluded. " It has been quite

with the Wireless Orchestra clustered round

it, preparing to give the nightly " dance
programme."

KDR

A NEW EARTH ARRESTER.
By H. A. D.
THE accompanying illustration shows a
home-made earth arrester or safety
spark gap which for sheer simplicity
both in construction and design would be
hard

to

beat.

The

only

components

necessary are two " L " shape strips of
brass and four small screws or tacks. The
over-all length of each strip should be about
I ft. to 18 in., according to the thickness of
the window frame.
Froviding I nsulation.

The device is fashioned by placing the
two strips of brass over the window ledge
with two ends touching in the shape of the
letter " U." By closing the window the

which the stripes are connected to the aerial,

the earth plate, and the set. While the

in the diagram. Attention should next

connections could be soldered as indicated,
an elaboration of the idea might be carried
out by sinking terminals through the ends
of the strip and connecting the four wires in
the ordinary way.

While the wood in itself may be a very
poor conductor, certain losses would be
likely to occur, especially in wet or foggy
weather. That part of the window ledge,

FROM PROFESSOR LOW.

brass strip will be bent into the shape shown

be given to that part of the window ledge to
which the strips are to be screwed or tacked.

therefore, on which it is proposed to place

the strips might be prepared with a thin

I

Sir,-I am very interested to read in

coat of shellac or other waterproof insulating
substance. A good idea would be to use

POPULAR WIRELESS of experiments on the
subject of so-called " water divining."

mending punctures in pneumatic tyres.
When the set is being dismantled or

tioned this already in POPULAR WIRELESS,

rubber solution similar to that used for

when, for any other reason, it is necessary to

remove the strips no unsightly disfigurement of the window ledge will result, and
this is a great advantage over most of the

methods employed to bring the lead in
from the aerial' or earth to the apparatus.
The four leads shown in the sketch are seli-

explanatory, and denote the manner in

As you will have noticed, I have men-

and it might interest you to know that some

years before the war I conducted experiments on water finding by radio in Richmond.

Some of the results were published

in the Australian Press, where the subject
is of great commercial importance.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
A. M. Low.
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quickly. They were then dipped in melted

SHIELDING THE SET.

paraffin wax.

A cardboard box lid was procured sufficiently large to take the 50 cell eases, and
into this was .poured melted pitch about
1 in. in -thickness. The waxed cell cases
were stood upright in the molten mass, and

AWELL-KNOWN method of shielding the whole allowed to cool.
a set is to use tinfoil for the purThe result was a perfectly rigid battery
pose, and the manner in which this case.
may be carried out is detailed in the follow.
A piece of the strip zinc was bent " L "
ing paragraph. First of all, the panel shape at one end, and soldered to a strip of
which is to be shielded should be drilled copper. When the 50 pieces were so joined
as required and carefully cleaned of any they were placed in the battery, the zinc

oil or dust that may be adhering to it.
The back of the panel should then be

in

being applied after the first painting has

The zinc being bent at the top consequently prevented it from touching the

coated with a good shellac, a second -coat
been allowed a few hours in which to dry.

A eoat of shellac should also be given to
the tinfoil at the same time as the second

coat is applied to the rear of the panel.
When the shellac has partially dried,

and is in a more or less sticky state, the
tinfoil should be pressed firmly on to the
panel.

Any wrinkles or " bubbles " appear-

ing on the

foil

remedied and, if

should be immediately
possible, avoided alto-

gether.
-

cell and the corlper in the next,

one

and so on.

bottom of the cell, and this served the purpose of .allowing copper sulphate crystals
being placed in the cell without touching the
zinc plate. The copper sulphate and zinc
sulphate solutions were then added, and the
battery was complete.

This battery was constructed with the

help of a friend, and it occupied a period of
two hours in the construction. It was perfectly successful.

After }she foil and panel are quite dry,
the foil' covering. the holes in the panel
should be cut away, and another coat of
shellac applied to the foil.

DETECTOR.

1

A thick piece of brown paper should then

be obtained and one side prepared with
the Shellac. After the shellac has dried
:sufficiently to bring it to the sticky state
referred- to above, it should be pressed
against the -back -of -the panel.

Once it is dry, that part of the paper
which is covering the holes in the panel,
can -be removed by burning the paper
away with the aid of a thin piece of redhot iron. A useful implement for use in
this connection is -the metal type of skewer

used by -certain butchers for " dressing

The layer of brown paper -is an added

'

draws.his supplies, comes to this country

from the United States and Australia

in ingots very like east -iron " pigs," weighing about 140Ib., measuring about 3 ft. 6 in.
long and 31 in. square.
This is how it is turned out from the cast-

iron- pouring moulds into -which it is run
from the smelting furnace. The metal as

it is received is of a high standard of purity,
being about 99.96 per cent. pure, according

to an empirical commercial standard of

purity, not necessarily that it contains only
.04 per cent. of material which is not pure
copper.

Copper is very easily poisoned. A very
slight amount of arsenic puts it out. As
little as .1 per cent, of arsenic reduces the
conductivity of the copper to 76.2 per cent.
The above described ingots are made red
hot in .a " muffle furnace," and -rolled dovvii
again and again
the resulting round rod
is about 1 in. thiek. It is then drawn
through successively smaller holes made in
chilled cast-iron dies.
is drawn down.through holes chilled in diamonds and polished. Most -of these diamond dies commence their useful lives with
a very small hole, and when the soft copper

has succeeded in wearing the hole at all

irregular, the hole is again polished out and
- used to draw a larger size of wire. At the end
AMONG the various novel crystal detectors
of these diamonds is dust, used for polishing
at present -being made -by-amateurs, it their newer successors.
is probable that the simplest and most
easily constructed 'of them all is that shown Silk Insulation.

in the accompanying diagram. A small

piece of curtain rod or, better still, a wooden

skewer and a safety pin form the principal
components necessary for the construction
of this useful little device.

meat."

precaution against short circuiting, and will
be found to be well worth the small amount
of additional trouble entailed by adding 'it
to the panel.

THE copper from which the wireless man

Anything smaller than 16 to 20 S.W.d.

A " SAFETY PIN"

-When trry.

COPPER WIRE HINTS.

Quite Efficient.
The wooden support is sunk into the ,ba.F.,e

of the board in the manner shown and the
safety pin firmly bound to it by means of

Copper, when cold drawn through irdin
or diamond dies, becomes very brittle and

has to be annealed in a furnace. If yon

made a piece of bright copper wire red hot
in a flame it would become black and dirty
looking, but the annealing furnace is
charged with water vapour, which keeps the

wire from blackening, and it is as bright
when it comes out as when it goes into the
furnace.

The machines for drawing copper wire

sometimes have -as many as nine holes .all
in a row, with " tractor " drums in between
each, and ingenious contrivances for taking

up the slack, as the wire -being smaller,
travels much faster out of the machine

AN EMERGENCY
H.T. BATTERY

than it goes in.

Wire being enamelled, passes through

several baths of enamel and is ,stoved after

each bath, from four to six coats being

the usual coverings, each complete in itself.

AT 2.30 an a recent Sunday 'afternoon
we discovered that our H.T. battery

Machines for covering with cotton and
silk are very largely automatic, and stop
When the thread breaks or the spool runs

had " shorted " and was quite useless.
No shops were open, and our only hope lay
-in the local chemist and the " scra,p box."

out.

box" with the following items: 50 strips of
copper, & in, wide and 5 in. long, and the
same number of zinc strips of a like measurement. To these were added a piece of pitch,

about two pounds in weight, and some
paraffin wax.
The battery was constructed as follows
Twenty-five sheets of typewriting paper

were pasted and rolled round a former
11 in. in diameter. 'These were cut in
half and placed in the oven to dry out

.

The silk for using on the higher gauge
wires is too fine to tie into a knot with the

The chemist supplied us with copper
sulphate and zinc sulphate, the " scrap

a thin eopper wire, one end of which is taken

to the terminal

A.
'The crystal, if purchased already soldered into a cup, is then
attached to the second. terminal B, the

contact between the pin and the crystal
being obtained by means .of the pin's point.
"The -crystal should be mounted -sufficiently

far away from the support to which the pin
is bound to ensure a firm connection -being

obtained between the pin point and the
crystal.

fingers, and so a small tool, which looks like
the old-fashioned candle snuffers, ties -the two

ends of the silk together and snips off the
waste ends in one "snick."
t1110.10.11.1111.1 41...10.41.11.1111.11whole........011

NEXT WEEK
A New Cover Scheme will commence
with next week's POPULAR WIRELESS

f,

!ORDER YOUR COPY NOW i
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The crucial test
in wireless!

Can the set tune out a
Station in the vicinity?
THOUGH most radio manufacturers have

to inform their customers that this is not
possible, we EXPRESSLY GUARANTEE
to do this moreover it is done without any
changing of coils or transformers.

A Cosmopolitan Set.
With a 2 -valve instrument of the new R.F.H.
reaction type, Paris and the Hague concerts

can be received, as well as London, Birmingham. Manchester, Cardiff, &c., any station
being tuned out at will. The sets can be
used under the broadcasting licence.

See our
Exhibits
at the
Ideal Home
Exhibition
at

Olympia

London
March
1st ta 24th.

Success!
The wonderful interest aroused by these sets
is the outstanding feature of wireless to -day,
and the demand increases daily.

PRICES :

5 guineas.
Crystal Sets 2 -Valve Reaction Set complete,
guaranteed, as described - - 25 guineas.
30 guineas.
ditto
3 -Valve
Buying agencies are being established everywhere
for these sets, which are the wonder of the industry.

ROGERS, FOSTER, & HOWELL, Ltd,
Radio Engineers, EDWARD RD., BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams : " AUTOWIRE "

Telephone : south 265.
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THE
LEADING MAIL ORDER HOUSE

FOR WIRELESS ENTHUSIASTS

The " Oracle"
Wireless Receiver.
I bntrpv
r-

LIAD.F1C

MOULT s.le

MT OArTr.

We have organised a mail order department

to cater particularly for the requirements
of wireless amateurs and experimenters
throughout the country. We hold large stocks
of complete sets, spares and accessories.
Every article guaranteed to give complete
satisfaction.

TWO ITEMS FROM OUR
CATALOGUE

" POLAR " VARIABLE CONDENSERS
By virtue of an early order placed for large supplies
of these Condensers we are now in the unique position

of being able to-

DELIVER FROM STOCK BY RETURN OF POST

Follow the lead of the best manufacturers all
over the world-use these Condensers on your set.
They have no equal at any price.
Available in three capacities for panel mounti
or in polished wood case.

*001 mfd., '0005 mfd., '0003 mfd.

All types are of the same dimensions, 3" x 3/" x f", and sold

at the same price :-14/9 for panel mounting, post free.
In polished wood case 20 9 post free.

GUARANTEED FOR TWELVE MONTHS

ADJUSTABLE
DIAPHRAGM
HEAD PHONES

SIMPLE TO KNOW.

SIMPLE TO WORK.

(Made throughout at Northampton)

WIRELESS BY EASY AND INEXPENSIVE STAGES.
CO.1IJIENCE WITH

"ORACLE" RECEIVING UNIT

Self-contained, sufficient by itself for local broadcasting
and amateur transmissions.
Crystal Detector Type, simple and efficient. Outfit
comprises Receiver Unit, as shown, with Tuning Coil

and Block Condenser, two Radial Selector Switch
Contacts for coarse and fine tuning, pair of highgrade, sensitive Headphones, superior make, and
separate Buzzer, as shown, for adjusting crystal.
100 feet Aerial Wire, Insulators, and full and explicit,

yet simple, instructions.
No Batteries, no Accumulators, nor any other outside
source of energy, required at this stage.

Will receive Telephony up to 30 miles, and under
specially favourable conditions -for much greater

signment of headphones of im-

distances; Telegraphy up to 100 miles.
Wave -length capacity up to 650 metres.

BARGAIN PRICES.

CONTINUE WITH

We have just received a con-

proved design which we are
placing on the market AT

SPECIFICATION
Head bands of best quality

polished horn, slotted for
length adjustmentof earpiece:.
Vulcanite earpieces, large and
specially shaped for comfortable fitting, to which is
screwed a threaded metal
ring supporting diaphragm.

Price

...

£6 6s. Od.

Fee to -Broadcasting Co., 7s. 6d.

--

"ORACLE" AMPLIFIER UNIT "A"

Giving one stage of Audio -Frequency Amplification
with one valve. Fitted with specially efficient type
of Transformer and Filament Rheostat. Amplifies
4-5 times all sounds obtained on Receiver Unit,
requires 4 -volt Accumulator and 60 -volt Battery.

£3 15s. Fee to Broadcasting Co., 10s.
" ORACLE" AMPLIFIER UNIT " B"

Earpiece cases are highly nickel plated and contain
a patented device for FINE ADJUSTMENT OF THE
DIAPHRAGM SPACING ; this adjustment when made
can be locked. Total resistance of windings 3,000
ohms. Leads are run through an ebonite collet to

Similar to above, but without terminals for batteries,
giving second stage additional amplification another

to headbands by means of a

receive Telephony from medium power senders, over
distances up to 80 miles.

an insulated terminal block inside the earpiece casing.
Earpieces are fixed

robust metal strip forming a socket at the lower end to
move on a universal ball joint. Cords 4 ft. long with
tags bound red and black to indicate polarity.

PRICE 30/9 POST FREE
ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE AND
PLACE YOUR NAME ON OUR LIST

LONDON RADIO COLLEGE, Ltd.
MAIL ORDER DEPT.

STAFFORD HOUSE,

82/83, HIGH STREET, BRENTFORD.

4-5

times. Price £3 _.5s.

Fee to Broadcasting Co.' 10s.
The 3 Unit Set : Receiver, Amplifiers A and B, will
FINALLY ADD

"ORACLE" LOADING INDUCTANCE UNIT

Increasing wave -length capacity of original Receiver
Unit up to 2,600 metres, enabling Paris to be heard
and other stations working on wave -lengths from
700 up to 2,600 metres. Price £4 10s.
livery unit in Polished Mahogany Case, with Ebonite Panel and Brass Fittings.

The "ORACLE" Units comply with all Post Office and
Broadcasting Regulations. -Reactance is not employed at

all-Oscillation or Disturbances absolutely impossible.

BASSETT - LOWKE9 LTD., NORTHAMPTON.
Edinburgh Branch:
1, FREDERICK STREET.
These can also be seen and purchased at Messrs. Bonds,
245-247, Euston Road, N.W.

London Branch:
112, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1.
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NOTES ON THE EAST ANGLIAN ETHER.
By 2 T 0.
ALTHOUGH not a lot is heard of the
radio -activity of the Eastern Counties

it must not be imagined that this

vast area is by any means a " dead spot."
Ipswich, which is considered to be the

W/T capital of East Anglia, is quite a
hotbed of listeners -in, for a rough estimate

places the number of these gentlemen at
150, of whom the majority it must be explained are possessors of experimental licences.

So far only one full transmitting permit
has been issued in the district, and that is
2 T 0. The nexT nearest transmitters are

5 D P Clacton -on -Sea, and 2 M D and 2 0 F
Lowestoft.

Being only twelve miles from the seaboard of the most busy sea in the world,
and in close proximity to the Channel,

produce " howling" in other people's phones,

for a mere oscillation of a set with certain
commonly used circuits-for example, the
autodyne-using two coils only, will create

a fearful noise at a mile range if a loud

speaker is in use.
However, this district has an ether which
is probably no less heterodyned than most
others. By the way, the ether around this

part seems to be full' of harmonics of the
big stations working on longer wave -lengths,

for which Leafield and Northolt are responsible.

No less than fifteen readable harmonics

have been heard between 300 and

600

metres, all emanating from the first -named
station. Northolt has a particularly obnpxious set of harmonics, and especially on

the many coast stations create Sundays, when he appears to carry out
such a din, it can be understood that
scarcely a quiet moment can be found.
where

Indeed, great difficulty is experienced in
intercepting short-wave transmissions be.
cause of the persistence of coast and ship
station working.

To get really clear of this encumbrance
it is necessary to descend to the vicinity of
300 metres, and even then occasional interference is experienced as a result of spark.
jamming from the few stations working on
that and adjoining wave -lengths. By far

the greatest offender in this respect

is

Parkeston Quay (G P Q) whose normal
wave -length is 450 metres.
Fifteen Readable Harmonies.

It is usually stated that this station is a

THE Newcastle-upon-Tyne station of the
British Broadcasting Company com-

menced activities just over a month
ago, and has proved itself quite capable of
the demands imposed upon it. The quality
of the concerts leaves nothing to be desired,
while the transmitting is excellent in every
way. The concert -room is centrally situated

controlled by the Great Eastern Railway
Co., or rather, to give it its new name, the

in Eldon Square, and it was this direction
that our representative took one night, with
the object of seeing the actual transmitting

and North Eastern Railway.
Parkeston is equipped with a set for transmission which is identically the same as

take place.
Only One Complaint.

that used by the North Foreland Radio.
It can well be imagined, then, that when
P Q starts up on 450 or sometimes 600
metres all else is blotted out for the time
being.

-

Inside the building everything was bustle
and activity for the approaching concert, but
Mr. Tom Payne, the musical director, had a
few minutes to spare for a short. talk. He

was called away for some time and the

The local station B Y E, at present opportunity was taken for a look round the
It was a spacious
concert -room itself.

chartered by the Admiralty, causes very
little disturbance, and can be eliminated
fairly easily. No small amount of disturbance has been traced to the local

electric tramway system. The interference
usually takes the form of a double- " click,"
which is especially noticeable .at night and
during frosty weather. It has been found
that when a spark occurs, due to the trolley

making a bad contact with the overhead
wire,I:one of these " clicks "'eventuates.

apartment, the entire walls and ceiling being
muslin -covered to deaden all sounds but the
Four adjustable microactual music.

phones were situated at different parts of
the room.
Seven o'clock. All ready for the children's story.
" Hello, hello ! " calls out Mr. Payne.

" This is 5 N 0 speaking, the Newcastleupon-Tyne station of the British Broad-

heart -breaking to hear these ether -searchers

casting Company. Are you there, children ?
This is Uncle Tom speaking. I will now proceed to tell you the story of King Killjoy."
And with a " Now, are you ready ? ' the
" Hello Man " proceeds to recount a thrilling

suspect with the question no one could be
more astonished or hurt !
The heart of the whole trouble seems to

delight with which the story was greeted by
the thousands of tiny tots listening -in.

We are also subjected to that type of
blight which seems to affect all districts
where a number of receivers are in operation, namely " howling." It is really

sometimes, and yet upon confronting a
be that the conditions prodneing " howling"
are not really appreciated by a large
It is not
number of reaction users.
necessary to " howl " audibly to oneself to

paratus.
The harmonics are very loud indeed, and
there are several in the region of the broadcasting wave -lengths. No doubt this harmonic trouble will increase as reaction

trouble did, and then the authorities will

take steps to prohibit the use of sets
radiating harmonics, for which we shall be
thankful indeed.

2 L 0 is our nearest broadcasting neighbour, and his emissions come through very
well. Birmingham runs him very close for
strength, but the articulation is not so
good in this case. The latest problem in
radio :

How would you take steps

to

localise a re -radiating receiver who uses

an attachment to the electric mains in
place of an aerial ?

THE NEWCASTLE BROADCASTING
STATION.

Post Office station, but in point of fact it is
London

experiments with a different set of ap-

tale of the wicked doings of this monster.
One could almost imagine the chuckles of

gramme of vocal soloists, orchestral music,
violin solos; while at two intervals during
the evening news bulletins were read.

Dead silence prevails in the room during
transmission, and one- can observe on the
faces of the singers-all of them experienced

platform vocalists-the strange sensations
they feel when singing for the first time to a
huge, invisible audience which cannot show
its appreciation by applauding in -the usual
manner. The silence is felt more at the end
of each item, for no applause is alloWed by
the other occupants of the room: The
vocalists whose voices have previously been

broadcasted become used to this atmo-

sphere, and can be picked out at once as they

step forward towards the microphone. Mr.

Payne is a very clear announcer, and
generally repeats the items twice, sometimes
with humorous additions of his own. The

musical director is an expert violinist, and
is quite in demand every night. He receives
numerous requests to play certain pieces,
and if it can be arranged these items figure
in the programme " by request."
About the only complaint that has been

received is that the piano sounds rather

" tinny," but by careful adjustment of time
microphones the sound of the piano has been
greatly improved.

The actual transmitting of the concerts
takes place from West Blandford Street, a
]and line being laid down over the distance
of about half a mile.
Many letters of congratulation have been

received at the station praising the high
standard of the programmes sent out. A
gentleman in Aarhus, 'Denmark, writes :
" I receive your concerts very good," and

" Uncle Tom " is indeed a great favourite

commends the violin music.

with the children, and has received numerous
letters from grateful " nephews and nieces."

the New Forest, Cardiff, Poole, Antwerp,

Then followed the actual musical pro-

Reports of

reception have been received from Guernsey,

and Aberdeen.
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Ceebee 3.
The Neatest and the Most Efficient Double Crystal
Set on the market is yours for 3 GUINEAS, complete
Not an amateur's toy, but a skilfully designed, expensively built Receiver, fully

approved by P.M.G. and B.B.C.
It includes a finely made Inductance Tube with 20 Tappings ; Detector De Luxo
with Micrometer Attachment and Twin Crystals ; all joints are soldered and fully
insulated.
It is mounted on superfine Ebonite and housed in a light mahogany cabinet, with neat
receptacle at side for phones.
This highly efficient instrument is given a most thorough test before dispatch, and is
guaranteed to give perfect reception over a, broadcasting range of 25 miies. Wonderful
results can be heard at our Showrooms on this identical set attached to an " indoor "

Other Wonderful Values.,

aerial.

No H.T. or L.T. Batteries are needed, just connect your lead-in and earth wire and
enjoy the Broadcast Concerts every night.
So simple is it to operate, that you can be receiving signals ten minutes after it is

The Fellophone-Two-valve Set, complete with
Aerial, High-tension Battery, Accumulators,
Headphones, Valves, etc.

delivered at your door.

PRICE 3 GUINEAS.

Postage 2/6 extra.

Includes 100 feet of best stranded copper wire, two porcelain insulators, insulated leadin tube, complete Receiver and all Taxes.

Tho most wonderful machine on the market.
Mounted in polished Mahogany Cabinet, very
compact. Results from inside aerials wonderful
11 12 6

THERE ARE NO EXTRAS.
Most cheap sets, when investigated, require extra for Taxes, Batteries, etc.
Send for your Set to -day and enjoy the concert to -morrow night.

The Cee Bee 1-Very fine Crystal Set, Ebony

Panel, mounted on highly polished Mahogany
Cabinet. Complete with Aerial Insulators,
Headphones, Wonderful value
£4 10 0

Send for Complete Price List To -day.
Early closing Saturdays, 1.30 p.m.

FOWLER & BRIGDEN,

130, Euston Rd., King's Cross,

LONDON, N.W.1.

HERE'S
REAL RADIO SERVICE
mmv.eiwwas evewwwiems
&

S. d.

-1 0 0
6
...

11

6

Owing to the enormous demand for above three items we are
compelled to take Mail Orders for same in strict rotation.

BROADCASTING SETS, STAMPED B.B.C.
Set

No.

1.

guaranteed

Set No. 2.

CRYSTAL

RECEIVER,

highly

efficient

and

CRYSTAL -RECEIVER, triCrantett.n,Ca.i;inet:tapped
line tuning, Special Adjustment

1 15

Inductance, coarse and
Detector

2 -Valve Receiver, gives wonderful results, and is
highly efficient with Loud Speaker ...
...9

Set No. 4.

Gecophone Sets and Accessories always in stock.

0

2

0

5

0

ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF ROYALTIES.

SAFEGUARD YOURSELVES BY
INSTALLING B.B.C. SETS.
Unassembled
s. d.
8
6
5

.001
.0003
.0003

6
0
0

Panel -Mounting
s. d.
12 6
10 6

In Celluloid Case
s. d.
15

"CLARITONE"
LOUD SPEAKER

Zotsi--Fo ea
P

C0712

w-ovld

For volume, clarity and purity of tone, the
"Claritone "Loud Speaker is unequalled. Used
in conjunction with Valve Receiving Sets and
Ashley Valve Sets in particular, it gives improved
reception More than equivalent to an extra Valve
without the distortion inseparable from excessive
valve amplification. The Claritone" is of pleasing design and high grade finish: -A -convenient
lever in the base facilitates hoe adjustmentto suit
any class of reception required.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
0

13 0

11 0
High -Tension Batteries, 4.5 Pocket -Lamp Batteries, per doe.
5
Inter -valve Transformers, Ratio 5-1
... 15
Coil -Holders, 2 -way, anti -capacity handles ...
Coil -Holders, 3 -way, anti -capacity handles
15
Basket Coils, " Oojah " Set of 7, 150-4.500 -m.

O
O

O
O
O

Slab Coils, " Oojah " Set of 8, 750-30,000 m.
7 6
Crystal Detectors, mounted op Ebonite ...
6
Perikon Detectors, Special Screw Adjustment ...
..
4 6
Inductance Coils, 12 in. by 4 in., wound 22 and 24 Enamel ...
3 6
Aerial Wire, 7;22 bare copper, per 100 feet
...
...
3
Aerial Wire, 7/22 Enamel copper, per 100 feet ...
...
4
NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READY
Post free on application
MAIL ORDERS. Please include sufficient postage: Balance refunded

Tel.: Museum 4827.

The

.0essisseeweev

TELEPHONES, Double Headbands, adjustable Ear -pieces,
4,000 ohms
TELEPHONES, Double Headbands, adjustable Ear -pieces,
.
8,000 ohms
SINGLE EAR -PIECES, with
- Cords,
'
etc., 4,000. ohms

110 10 0

The Felloeyst-Super-receiving Cabinet, complete in Oak Cabinet, with Aerial Insulators
14 7 6
and Instructions ..
.
The Cee Bee-Junior Double Crystal Cabinet.

.

PRICE -2,000 ohms 93 : 2 : 6 each. 120 ohms £6: 0:0 each.
THE ASHLEY 2 -STAGE LOW FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER.-Embodies two
low frequency amplifying Valves, and is
conveniently adapted for direct coupling
to the Ashley 2 -Valve and 3 -Valve Receiving Sets, thereby converting them respec-,

tively into 4- and 5 -Valve combinations and

facilitating the use of. the " Claritone "
Loud Speaker, for both British and Con-

tinental reception. High grade finish and
readily accessible interior.

PRICE - £10 : 0 : 0 (Valves Extra).

ASHLEY WIRELESS

THE WATERLOO ELECTRIC CO.,

TELEPHONE CO., LTD.

-Electrical & Wireless Engineers, 129, Waterloo Rd., London, S.E.l.

69, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.

leiepeono

non 5b49.

704easairtinetePiosit

Open all day Saturday.

One min. Waterloo Station.
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PART VI. -MICROPHONES, TELEPHONES, AND LOUD SPEAKERS.
WREN listening to a broadcast concert
for the first time, one can scarcely
help wondering about what is hap-

pening at the transmitting station all the
while. What are the various artistes doing ?

Are they surrounded by a lot of intricate
machinery, and does each artist have to

perform some complicated technical operation which calls for a high degree of skill ?
Or do the artists merely give their selections
in the ordinary way, whilst someone elsea mechanic or engineer-" turns the
handle," so to speak ?

By MICHAEL EGAN.
part of the artist. In order to broadcast

who is producing the sound (ot noise ! )

The high frequency impulses are first
converted into impulses of current in one
direction only. The latter are now capable
of producing mechanical vibrations at a

up to the broadcasting instruments in a
certain manner. The next question is :
How are broadcasted items reproduced

frequency which will give rise to an audible
note.
Each surge of current is passed
through a coil of wire which is wound on an
iron core. (Without going into the theory of

any item, all that is necessary is that there
should be a microphone close to the person

that this microphone should be connected

audibly at the receiving station since they
cannot be heard in transit ?
In an " Air -less" Room.

I have mentioned above that the varia-

These are questions which may or may
not have occurred to the present reader.
They are, nevertheless, not infrequently

tions in sound produced in the broadcasting

have met quite a number of people who
had always tacitly assumed that wireless
music is transmitted in exactly the same
way as gramophone music is transmitted.
They explained to me quite airily that " a
record is put on a machine at the other

you were to exhaust all the air from the
room in which you are at present sitting;
you would be unable to hear yourself

expressed by the beginner at wireless who
takes an intelligent interest in the subject
from the start, and who wishes to clear up
such points for himself as he goes along. I

end," and music comes out at " this " end.
This explanation has the great merit of
simplicity, of course ; but, unfortunately,
it lacks the more important merit of correctness. This does not mean that wireless
concerts could not be sent by this method.

They certainly could, as many amateurs
have effectively demonstrated, but this
would probably be as inefficient a method of
broadcasting concerts as could be devised.

In practice, the broadcast concerts are
held in a " studio," in which is installed a
number of microphones. The transmitting

,apparatus is situated in a distant room, and
is connected to' the microphones by wires.
The microphones themselves are just small
black discs, similar to the microphones used
for conveying speech by the ordinary land
line telephony. Moreover, the broadcasting
-artistes deliver their selections " into " the
studio microphones in much the same way

studio are reproduced as variations in the
ether waves sent out from the transmitting.
apparatus. This calls for attention to the
difference between sound waves and ether
(or wireless) waves. The former occur in
air, whereas the latter occur in space. If

speak," nor could anyone else hear you. In
fact, you could not speak, because to speak
means to produce air waves, and no amount
of ingenuity would enable you to produce
air waves in a room which contained no air !

electro-magnetism, it may be stated that

when a current of electricity passes through

a coil of wire which has an iron core the

latter becomes magnetic.) Close to one end
of this iron core a metal disc, or dia phragm
is fitted.
When an. electric impulse flows through
the coil, the core becomes momentarily
magnetised, and " attracts " the diaphragm.
As the impulse dies down, the magnetism in
the coil dies down with it, and the diaphragm
springs back into its original position.
The following impulse produces a similar

result, which is repeated in the case of all
the succeeding impulses. A succession of

impulses thus causes the diaphragm to
vibrate and produce an audible note. The

greater the number of impulses that are
made to flow through the coil per second,
the more, rapid will be the vibration of the

You could, on the other hand, send ether
waves across this hypothetical airless room,
because ether waves do not depend upon air

diaphragm, and the higher will be the resulting note.

unaffected by the absence or presence of air.

telephones work. The little black cap which
fits over the ear contains a coil of wire with
an iron core, and a diaphragm. After the
electrical impulses have been reduced to a
suitable frequency, they are passed through
the telephone coils, where they give rise to

for their conveyance. They can move
through space. They are therefore quite

Even if there is air in the space through
which they move, they will not disturb it.
That is, they will not cause any air waves,
and consequently cannot be heard.
The human ear can detect air waves very

Similar to Telephones.

This is the principle on which the head

It is, in fact, one of the most

the vibration of the diaphragm in the

of vibrating the diaphragm of your ear,
sound waves could be made to vibrate a

They vary a good deal, of course, in the
details of their construction, and even in

efficiently.

sensitive detectors of air waves. There are
other ways of doing this, however. Instead

manner described above.
Loud speakers work on a similar principle.

paper diaphragm. Or, again, to take a
cruder example, the sound waves set up by
the discharge of a gun are capable of vibrating the windows of an adjacent house. In

the application of the principle. They are
all devoted to the fame purpose, however.

main difference being that they stand a little
farther back from the instrument and take a
good deal more care with their pronunciation.

the latter case, the windows may be regarded
as detecting the sound waves.
Just as there are different ways of detecting sound waves, there are different ways of

the express object of throwing the sound

Ether and Air Waves.

mattress is capable of detecting ether waves.
In other words, when a wireless wave strikes

as we deliver our conversations into the
well-known Post Office microphones-the

The microphone may be regarded as

" collecting the sound." This, however, does
not correctly describe its real function.

Sound waves strike upon it, and, in doing
so, produce a change in its electrical qualities. This change affects the current flowing

in the wire that connects it to the trans-

mitting apparatus, which, in turn, produces
corresponding variations in the waves
radiated by that apparatus. In this way the

variations in the air waves set up in the

vicinity of the microphone are reproduced
as variations in the ether waves sent out by
the wireless transmitter.
In this respect, therefore, the artist's
voice controls the transmitting apparatus,
without involving any technical skill on the

detecting ether waves.

method of detecting wireless
waves, however, is by means of a high wire
effective

or group of wires-usually referred to as an
" aerial ' or " antenna."
Producing Audible Notes.

When a wireless wave strikes an aerial,

the latter at once vibrates electrically.

That is to say, small electrical impulses

surge up and down the wire at a very great
As

impulses to produce vibrations in some kind
of diaphragm. They are also designed with
over as large an area as possible.

An ordinary wire

it, it tends to vibrate electrically. A more

speed.

They aim at utilising the low frequency

previously explained, these

have to be " rectified !' by means of a

crystal or valve, or some similar apparatus,
before they can be rendered audible. This
is what happens :

NEXT WEEK.

An improved cover scheme for POPULAR WIRELESS will commence next
week, for the issue week ending March
3rd. Be sure you look out for it when

you visit a bookstall.
Next week's issue will also contain a
review of the exhibits of the Wireless
Section of the exhibition.
ORDER A COPY NOW. -
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THE VALVE FOR BEGINNERS
By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

The first of a series of three articles on the Thermionic Valve, specially written for "Popular Wireless " Beginners' Supplement.

PART I.
AT first sight, a wireless " valve " looks
very much like an ordinary electric
lamp, and as a matter of fact, one is
a direct descendant of the other.
Edison, who first invented the glow lamp,
found out, in the course of some later experiments, that it had certain strange
properties quite apart from that of giving
out light. He was
actually on the
brink of a further
great discovery,
when he apparently grew tired.
and put the whole
thing on one side.

afterwards, Dr.
Fleming took the

had left it.

The
result of Flemwork

was

the invention of
the " thermionic

valve," the most

Surrounding both the grid and the filament will be seen a thin cylinder of metal,
similarly carried by an arm from the glass
stub. This is the ",plate " or " anode," the
latter being a particularly useful term for
use in casual conversation with the ignorant.
Incidentally, the filament, the grid, or the

anode (or plate), may each be called an
" electrode "-without distinction. This is
frequently done, and creates a decided im-

...4.grZap
Contart
1517,-3

marvellous little
piece of, " mechanism " to be
found
in
the
fig I.
whole of wireless
science.
Partly because of its outward appearances
and partly because there seems to be practi-

cally no limit to its " magic," the valve has
been aptly christened " The Aladdin's
Lamp of Wireless."
There are, however, many points of differ-

ence between the electric lamp and the

valve. The first is brought home at an early

stage of acquaintance, and concerns the
cash transfer necessary to persuade the

valve merchant to " part " with one.
Recovering from this somewhat painful
distinction and looking more closely-and

carefully-in view of the cost involved in

dropping the creature, other differences in
detail will quickly appear.

The structure of the various parts of a

standard valve is shown in Fig. 1.

"It's an ill -Wind-"

Instead of being looped into one or more
turns, as in a lamp, the " filament," or glow

stretched between two arms or
supports mounted in the glass " stub " or
stem at the bottom of the bulb. A small
spring at the top of the upper arm allows
wire, is

the filament to expand or contract slightly,
according as it is red hot or cold.

Coiled around the filament, and lying
fairly close to, but not touching it, is a
spiral of thin wire, also supported by an
arm mounted in the glass stub. This is

called the " grid." It was first inserted in the
bulb by an American named Lee de Forest.
The addition of the grid greatly increased
the efficiency (and complexity) of the valve
as a wireless instrument, besides causing an
extensive and prolonged outbreak of litiga-

different types of valve (e.g., Marconi R,

Ediswan, Mullard, "Ora," etc.), but the
method of drawing them shown in Fig. 2 is

generally used to cover all the different
makes.

The filament, then, is connected across the
terminals or " poles " of the accumulator,
and when the " filament resistance "

switch or handle on the panel is turned,

current will flow through the wire and will
render it " incandescent," or white hot.

Here a few remarks must be inserted

regarding the " electron theory."

pression of diffused technique.

Explaining Electric Currents.

vessel of the valve

contains literally
" nothing " : the inside has been exhausted
to the highest possible degree of vacuum by
a powerful air -pump.

The electron is, in one sense, so small as
to be utterly insignificant ; but, at the same
time, it is undoubtedly responsible for a

contact pins. Each of these is connected to
one of the inside electrodes, so that when
the prongs are inserted into the socket piece
on the valve " panel " or box, the different

with it is necessary before the ways of a

.

-A node.

where Edison
ings'

patent lawyers.

Apart from the " electrodes " the glass

Many years

matter up again
at the point

'

tion in the American and English Courts,
which is still gratefully remembered by

On the outside of the valve it will be
noticed that the usual plug fitting of the
lamp is replaced by four metal prongs or

parts inside the valve are automatically

joined or connected up to the various outside " gadgets," such as the accumulator,
high-tension battery, phones, etc.
The precise manner in which the connections are made is shown in Fig. 2.
A Point to Watch.
Here perhaps a word of warning may not

be amiss. On looking closely at the contact
pins it will be seen that they are " spaced
or arranged in a certain irregular fashion.
One pin (connected to the inside " plate ")

stands somewhat apart from the others.
The holes in the socket on the panel are
similarly formed.

The object of this is to ensure that the
instrument can only be inserted into the
socket in one particular way, i.e., so as to

tremendous volume of wireless literature
and speculative argument.
It should be given a wide berth if possible,
but ,unfortunately a nodding acquaintance
valve can be fully understood.

For a long time scientists were really
ignorant as to the precise nature of an
electric current, although they were perfectly familiar with many visible and invisible effects which accompanied the movement of electricity. For instance, they knew

that " something " appeared to flow from
one pole of an accumulator to the opposite
pole, and that this " flow " was always in
the same direction. They therefore said that
the " electric current ' moved from the
" positive " pole towards. the " negative "
pole.
Also,

things,

they observed,

amongst other
passed

that when the current

through a metal wire of high resistance
(such as the tungsten filament of the valve)
(Continued on next rage.)

Grid

FIZameni

Plate.

join up the inside electrodes to the outside
phones, battery , etc., in the correct manner.
There is a considerable danger of damage
being done if these connections are wrongly

made, and therefore, if the valve does not
slip easily into the socket at the first at-

tempt, do not take a coal -hammer to it, or
use other violent measures, for they will
probably cost you the price of a new valve,
and these are hard times.
Instead, it will be sufficient to observe
carefully the relative " spacing " of the
holes in the socket, turn the valve round so
that the prongs correspond, and then press
them gently home.
A glance at Fig. 2 makes it clear that one
prong is connected to each of the plate and
grid electrodes. The filament accounts for
the other two pins.

Prones -

.ITCCLIP2aL/OP

It should be mentioned that the inside
electrodes are shown in diagrammatic or

symbolic form in Fig. 2. The actual shape

and position of the parts, for one well-

known type of valve, are as shown in Fig. 1.
Actually the relative shape and position of

the various electrodes vary somewhat in

PidIe Balky
From 'Terra/ at2d Tal2112y COI/
Fig, 2.
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THE VALVE FOR
BEGINNERS.
(Continued from previous page.)

this rapidly became red hOt owing to its
" resistance " to the passage or movement
of the electricity.

BEGINNERS' SUPPLEMENT.

has been, in some way or other, deprived of
its proper equipment or share of electrons.
Consequently it is " hungry " for more and

will eagerly attract any electrons in its

neighbourhood.
Similarly, a body which carries an excess
number of electrons is `! negatively charged,"
and is only too anxious to get rid of its excess

load at the first opportunity. Hence the old

The discovery of the valve, and the
careful study of what actually happens

electrical text -book saying that " likes

It is now definitely known that elec-

difficult to accept the statement that when
the filament is heated up to incandescence it
is carrying a " cargo " of many millions of
electrons, which come in from the negative

inside it, have resulted in throwing a much
clearer light upon many of these matters.

tricity is not so much a mysterious " fluid "
as a substance very akin to ordinary matter.
It is, in fact, composed of electric " atoms "
which have been christened " electrons."
An electric current (as now understood)
consists of the passage of countless millions
of electrons, which flow with almost incon-

repel but unlikes attract each other " still
holds good.

Bearing these things in mind, it is not

pole of the accumulator, push their way

onwards through the filament, and complete

the circuit to the positive pole. They then
pass through the accumulator back to the

negative pole again, and so the current
through the filament is kept going.
(To be continued.)
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A FEW VALVE DON'TS.
Don't handle valves in any other way

than very gently.
Don't place a valve into its socket until
all the wires and leads are safely connected
to the set.
Don't turn on the filament current a single
degree above that required for good signals.
Don't leave valves in position on the set
if the latter is to be out of use for any considerable period of time.
Don't forget to carefully clean the valve
pins or " legs " from time to time.

Don't forget that some valves function
better as detectors than amplifiers, even
although they may be of the same type and
make.

Don't forget to have the accumulator

switched off, or all of the filament resistance
in before the valve is inserted into its
socket.

A GLOSSARY OF RADIO TERMS.
ELECTRON.-The basic form of elec-

tricity. Electrons are always negative.

E.M.F.-Abbreviated form for electro-

motive force. The unit of E.M.F. is the volt.

ETHER.-A universal medium which
serves as a means of transmitting wave
motions of radiant energy.
FREQUENCY.- The number of oscillations per second.

GRID LEAK.-A high resistance con-

nected across the grid condenser or between

the grid and the filament of a valve to

allow excessive electrical charges to leak off
to an external source.

HENRY.-The unit of inductance.
HERTZIAN WAVES.-Eledtro-magnetie
waves in the ether, named after their
discoverer.

INDUCTANCE.-The name given to the
phenomenon of transferring a current from
an electrified body to a non -electrified body.
KILO WATT. -1,000 watts.

LOUD SPEAKER.-A device for magnifying received signals so that they can be
heard without the aid of earpieces.

RECTIFIER.-A contrivance which
eliminates one of the beats of alternating

current, so that the resultant current consists
of a series of impulses in one direction only.

RESISTANCE.-Opposition to the flow

of current.
RESONANCE.-Resonance exists in 1a,

given circuit when its natural frequency
has the same value as the frequency of the
current introduced in it.
SELECTIVITY.-The ability of selecting
any wave -length to the exclusion of other
wave -lengths.

STATIC.-Atmospheric electrical disturbances heard in the receiving phones.
TRANSFORMER.-Any device for
transforming electric energy from one state
to another.
TUNING.-The selection of a particular
wave -length.

VALVE OR THERMIONIC TUBE.-

Can act as a generator, amplifier, or detector
of wireless waves.

WAVE-LENGTH.-The distance from
crest to crest of two waves.

Type of Valve used for Transmission.

ceivable quickness through the substance of
the wire or other conductor, under the urge
of the " electromotive " force which exists

between the poles of an accumulator or
battery.

In their passage, they push and jolt

against the minute particles of matter
forming the wire with such fury that these,

in turn, are set into rapid vibration-a state
of affairs which makes the wire red hot.
Why it Flows.

Incidentally, the electrons consist wholly
of " negative ' electricity, so that, in fact, the

electron flow takes place from the negative
towards the positive pole of a battery,
but the old idea of current flow can still hold
good. This will be explained in full later on.
There is no such thing nowadays as
" positive " electricity. When a body is said
to be " positively charged," we know that it

One of the Receiving Rooms at Radio House. Messages come through in perforated tape form.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR BEGINNERS.
NOTE.-On this page the beginner will find a selection of questions and answers which will concisely deal with many little
problems met with in the erection of a wireless receiver.

Readers are invited to send their queries to the Technical Dept., Room 138,
Replies are

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, where they will be carefully and promptly dealt with.
sent by post free of any charge.

Q.

Is there any rule by which I may

know what size accumulator. to buy ?
A.

For all valves it is best to have, a

6 -volt accumulator, so as to have a Certain
amount of adjustment in hand so that you

can vary the amount of current flowing
through the filament by means of the
rheostat. As regards capacity, assuming

each valve to take three-quarters of an amp.,
your accumulator should have ten times the

total amperage taken by the valves. This
capacity is the " actual ' capacity, and is
about half that stated on the accumulator
as " ignition " capacity. For instance, if
the set is a 4 -valve one, the valves will take
out 3 amps. altogether, so the accumulator

should not have less than a. 30 actual, or
60 ignition ampere -hour capacity.
*

*

Is there any rule as to the size of the
H.T. battery ?
A. No. This depends upon the valves
you are using. Some valves require more
voltage than others. For one valve, have
up to .60 volts in hand. Above that, add
about 10 volts per additional valve. This
&les not mean that all this voltage must be
used, but it should be available if it is found
that the valve will operate better at a higher
Q.

voltage.
Q.

*
*
*
Can H.T. batteries be recharged ?

A.

The most common kinds-dry bat-

teries-cannot be recharged. It is possible,
however, to buy H.T. batteries in the form

of small accumulators, these can be re-

charged in the same way as the low tension
battery, but are rather costly to buy.

*.

Q.

*

How often should the L.T. battery

be charged ?,
A. This depends upon its size, upon the
number of valves you are using, and upon
the number of hours for which you use it.
In order to test when it is running down,

and requires charging, you should use a

voltmeter or a hydrometer. The former is
momentarily connected across the terminals

of the battery while it is in use. If the

reading is above 1.8 volts for each cell (in
a 6 -volt battery there are three cells, in a
4 -volt there are two), your battery is O.K.
Do not allow the battery to discharge after

sucked up by means of the rubber bulb. If
the acid has a gravity of P2 (fully charged)
all three beads float. If the gravity is only
P18 (safety limit for discharge), the purple
bead sinks, and the blue and yellow float.
If the acid is lower than this, only the yellow
floats, and if the gravity drops below P17
(when the cells will be in a very bad state,
and liable to be ruined) no beads float.

the *set on its way to the earth it would

*

soldering crystals into their holders, as heat
is liable to damage the crystals. A match

*

Q.

When is the danger of discharging too

long ?
A. If accumulators are allowed to dis-

charge below their safety limits a white
substance is formed on the plates. This

substance (lead sulphate) causes very high
internal resistance, and owing to the fact
that it covers the plates in patches, action
takes place in patches, and the plates, are

liable to become warped or buckled ; when

they may touch each other and ruin the
whole cell. The process of forming the

white substance, whiCh is very difficult to
remove, being insoluble in water or acid, is
called " sulphating."
*

*

Can sulphating be cured'
A. Sometimes it is remedied by giving
Q.

the cells a long charge of about 7 days at a
very slow rate. If this does not cure them,
sometimes the sulphate may be scraped off,
but if the positive plates are badly covered
there is no cure, and new plates will have to
be obtained.
*

Q.

*

*

I have been told I need a fuse on my set.

Is that right ? What is a fuse ?
A. A fuse is a piece of wire which is con-

nected with one of the circuits through
which a current is to flow. If it is desired
to allow so much current and no more-as
a safeguard to prevent burning out a valve,

for instance-a piece of wire which will
melt or " fuse' before too much current
has passed is used. In the case of the H.T.
battery, if those of 40 or 60 volts happened
to be connected wrongly, and got on to the

filament of the valve, such a large current
would be produced that the valve would
burn out. To obviate this, a fuse is placed

the voltage has dropped to 1.8 per cell.
Have it charged then as soon as possible.

between the high tension battery and where
it connects to the set. The fuse consists of
fine wire which will melt and break before
any damage is done, and thus stop the current flowing by breaking the circuit. For

acid in the cells, which should not be allowed
to drop below 118. The gravity when the

fuse is used. This will " blow " when or
an amp. of current begins to flow through

The hydrometer registers the gravity of the
battery is fully charged should' be 1.2.
*
Q.

*

*

What is a hydrometer ?

There are several kinds of hydronieters, but the most useful for wireless
A.

purposes is the Hicks suction type. This is
a small tube like a fountain -pen filled with
a rubber bulb at the end. Inside are three
glass beads, yellow, blue and purple, reading
downwards. The instrument is dipped into

the acid of the accumulator, and a little is

this purpose a " quarter " or " + amp.

or more

it, whereas it would take about
.to hurt the valve. So you see that the
fuse safeguards the valve filament.
*

Q.

*

*

What is a lightning switch ?

A. A switch used to connect the aerial

straight to earth when the set is not in use.
This means that if lightning should happen
to strike your aerial, the current would flow
straight to earth, without doing any
dathage. If it was allowed to go through

probably burn the coils of the set and cause
considerable damage.
*

*

Q. What is Wood's metal ?

A. A soft solder which melts at a very
low temperature and can thus be used for

soldering metals-such as tin foil-that
cannot stand much heat. It is used for

will usually be sufficient to melt Wood's
metal.
*

*

*

Q. Some people use those flashlamp batteries for the high tension battery of valve

It seems to work out cheaper, so is
there any objection to joining up 6 or 7 of
them and using them for the H.T. instead
sets.

of the 15 -volt units ?

A. The batteries you mention can be
employed for valve H.T. work, but the
brass connecting strips should be soldered

together and not merely

fastened to-

gether by binding them with wire, otherwise objectionable " noises " may result.
The special 15 -volt units are to be preferred owing to the high insulation provided in their construction, This is, of
course, very desirable when dealing with

11.T., and further will prevent that shorting
which is so apt to occur where a number of
uninsulated connections are exposed.
*

*

*

Q. With four valves how many different
arrangements or circuits are possible ?

A. The number would run into at least
three figures apart from the lesser known
and " freak " circuits. Firstly, the order of
Low Frequency and High Frequency amplifying valves, which number three, with the

one detecting valve, would provide four
classes of circuit, as it were. That is, you
could have one H.F. valve, one detecting,
and two L.F., or just one detecting and
three H. or L.F., and so on. After that
there are quite a few methods of arranging

the coupling between High Frequency
valves, and finally there are again a number

of different arrangements for tuning with
single coils, variometers, loose couplers, etc.

You will therefore see that endless com-

binations of the above are possible, each of

which will have its advantages and disadvantages as the articles in the Supplement will show you.
*

*

*

Q. What is the meaning of " in shunt " ?
A. This means that one piece of apparatus
is connected to another piece so that instead
of all the current having to flow through one
or other of the two or through both, it has

an alternative path and will split up, part
going through one piece of apparatus, and

part going through the other. In other words,
instead of the ordinary path, a parallel path

is provided, and hence the second piece of
apparatus is often said to be in " parallel "
with the other.
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Reprinted frfiree !Times

PITMAN'S

in less than Six Weeks.

RADIO
YEAR
BOOK

The Radio Year Book has attained immense
popularity

reliable information by the highest authorities, such as :-

1 /6

Sir Wm. Noble,
E. H. Shaughnessy,

Alan A. Campbell
Swinton, F.R.S.

Leslie McMichael,
111.1.Rad.E.

M.I.E.E., 111.1.Rad.E.

Su'inliueiw, F.R.S.
N. P. Hinton, B.Sc.
D.Sc., M.1.E.E.
Because it contains articles on just those subjects that are worth
Prof. G. W . O. Howe,

-

while reading about-among others :
Map showing proposed
How to Pick Up Time Signals
Broadcasting Stations

The Wireless Societies
Post Office Broadcasting
Conditions
Inventors' Guide
Lists of Amateur and
Morse Code
Official Stations
forms
a
complete
guide
for all who possess, or are about
Because it
to purchase, a Receiving Set.
Because it is an indispensable reference book for everyone interested
in Amateur Radio Receiving.

1923
PRICE

in a short.timeWHY?

Because, at a nominal cost, it provides the Radio enthusiast with

Because it contains 150 PAGES OF INFORMATION THAT WILL

ENABLE YOU TO GET THE BEST RESULTS FROM

NET

YOUR RECEIVING SET,

OF ALL BOOKSELLERS

Your Enjoyment
DOUBLED

RESULT

and bookstalls

ORDER YOUR COPY TO -DAY.
Published by PITMAN'S, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, Vt'.O.2

WHALE FOR

"Just as if I had switched

THE

GAM -O -PHONE
CRYSTAL. RECEIVING SET

in another Valve."

Read the testimony of a user of Crystor Cowl Insulators
"I was recommended by Mr. -- (a well-known amateur)"
" to fit your Cowl Insulators to my aerial.

.
the "
effect was extraordinary ; it was just as if I had switched "
" in another v-11-,,
1 received signals
I had "
" never heard before . . . ."
S. D. (Ealing)"
.

.

The Only Way to Obtain 100 %
Aerial Efficiency

COWL
INSULATORS
(Patent Applied for)
The dominant feature of the " Gam -o -phone" is its
absolute efficiency combined with simplicity and
It embodies improvements which will
cheapness.
give the, utmost satisfaction to wireless enthusiasts.
The " Gam -o -phone" has a wave -length range of 100 to
1,000 metres and is entirely suited for general broadcasting receiving. Only one adjustment has to be

made, by which very fine tuning is obtainable.

£1 - 10 - 0
PricefaelaIncludingi
Royalties

e

WHALE & CO.,

321, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.
Fhone :
Victoria 5413,

The Trade Supplied

MOM ONOION

and at 201, Fowls St.,
Wooavich.
Phone; Woolwich 548.

INEOPMM ft/1

AND PREVENT SURFACE
LEAKAGE

CRYSTOR AERIAL INSULATORS
CRYSTOR VERTICAL ROOF LEAD IN

Price 1/9 each
Price 6/-

CRYSTOR HORIZONTAL WALL OR
Price 6/6
WINDOW LEAD IN
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS :

WIRELESS AGENCIES Ltd.,
64, Mortimer St., London, W.1.
Intus%.
ISMA
'Phone: Aluseunl 2672,

Adeogonax, IVesdo, London.
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It speaks for itself in a loud, clear and perfectly
natural tone
With the highest amplification of all Wireless reception and particularly of Vocal

Table Type, A.R. 19,
2,000 ohms.114" Bell
Mouth, with independent receiver

and Instrumental music, the clarity and tonal purity of the AMPLION is
unapproached in any other form of Loud Speaker.
The adjustment is simplicity itself and " Volume

5-5-0

may be regulated to a nicety.

Other resistances
supplied

LOUD

AMPLION

SPEAKERS
The

World's Standard

are supplied in a series of 10 models, suited to every service .. the Home, Laboraand the prices range from fifty shillings to fifteen guineas.
tory and Concert Hall
.

.

The registered Trade Mark AMPLION on a Loud Speaker is a guarantee of
efficiency and reliability and an assurance of Improved and Perfected Reception.

Ask for Folder " P,W."

DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS AT
THE GRAHAM SHOWROOMS :
THE ALGRAPHONE SALON,
25-26, Savile

Row,

AMPLION JUNIOR, a perfect table
model, loud speaker. Type A.R.
2 - 12 - 6
39, 2,000 ohms.
Other resistances supplied

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co.,

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
London,

-

-

-

'Phone : Sydenham 952 R. 1700.
'Grams: Navalhada, Brock, London.

S.E. 4.

SCOTLAND -

Mr. F. M. Milligan, 25, Renfrew Street, Glasgow.

Regent Street, W.1.

IRELANDMr. Alex. R. Monday, 41, Chichester Street, Belfast.

Phone: Regent 1075.

"A maruel for simplicity and clearness."
A user of one of these sets writes:-

" Your little set is a marvel for simplicity and for the clearness
with which it brings in the Broadcasting from Marconi House."

APOLLO

RECEIVING
.

Passed by P.M.G. Narked " 13.B.C."

Type 00

The Apollo is of ex-

treme

simplicity

yet

perfect in every way.

It is complete down to
the minutest detail.

Tuning is effected by

means of a variometer,
which has been proved
by constant tests to be
the best syStem. The
" Pericon " Crystal acknowledged to be the
finest crystal

in

closed

in

glass

fore
dust.

impervious to
Although the

the

world-is carefully enshitlingAworth.

It is safe to

say that they will think No. .2
even better. 112 pages of
interesting and profosely illustrated articles by some of
Britain's best-known. Radio
engineers. Place your order at
once for a copy-the splendid
constructional articles
will save you pounds.

.

alone

RAMO PRESS CCD,

Devereux Ct, Strand, W.C.2

a

cylinder, and is there-

One hundred thousand readers
considered No. 1 a -wonderful

" Apollo " is very sensitive it will withstand
a good amount of misuse without getting out

Constructional Articles include:
A 3 -Valve Panel

A Trans -Atlantic Receiving Set
A Variable Grid Leak
A 2 -Valve Note Amplifier
A Compact Broadcast Receiving
Set

A Universal Receiver for all
Wave -lengths

of order.

DESCRIPTION :
Receiving Set in handsome Solid Mahogany Case,
COMPLETE comprising
specially sensitive " Perieon " Detector,
Variometer Tuner and Terminals for earth, Aerial
and Telephones, 100 feet Aerial Wire, Four Insulators, and one pair Sensitive Double Headphones
1. E.C, (4,000 ohms). Up to 5 extra headphones may
Including Royalty.
be used: (Range 20 miles.) " Apollo" Valve Sets
ready shortly.
Catalogue of APOLLO Wireless Sets and Accessories and address of

14:19:6

nearest dealer sent on application.

CRAIES & STAVRIDI, 4, Bunhill Row, LONDON,E.C.1
AGENTS WANTED.
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SIMPLE TUNERS FOR CRYSTAL CIRCUITS.
Ey 0. J. R.

ON the next page is shown six crystal
circuits, with the particular type of
tuner most suitable for each. Tuners

for crystal circuits may be roughly classed
in the following groups : Tuning coils
(under which will come one -slide, two -slide,

three -slide tuners and tapped coils), loose
couplers,

and

variometers.

Honeycomb

coils, basket coils, and vario-couplers are
sometimes included, but generally these are
better employed in valve circuits.'

In all crystal circuits a small fixed condenser with a capacity of about '002 mfd.
is advantageous when shunted across the
phones, and this is shown in each diagram.
The designs" of the crystal detectors have
been varied, but it should be clearly under-

stood that there is no hard-and-fast rule

concerning the use of any particular type,
the most suitable usually being determined
by experiment or prejudice. The earth leads
are shown soldered to waterpipes, but
wherever it is convenient a natural earth
_.
is always preferable

general type of variometer, and this is the
well-known form with two coils connected
in series, and one placed rotatably within the
other. If it is to be home-made it should be

wound with an equal number of turns on
both coils, and it would be advisable to
purchase the moulded stator and rotor.

Diagram F shows what is probably
the most simple form of inductance used in
a crystal receiving set. This is of the fixed
type, and its design may be modified ad lib.
The cartridge type shown in the diagram
should be so mounted as to be readily interchangeable, so as to permit reception over
a wide range of wave -lengths. For instance,
at each end of the coil a suitable contact
could be made to engage two brass clips

permanently connected to the circuit, so that
it would resemble a giant grid leak. The

method of manipulating the receiver is to
insert a coil having an inductance to correspond with the wave -length on which it is
desired to receive, and slowly vary the condenser until maximum signals are heard.,

The Loose Coupler.

A Few- " Tips."

In the first diagram, A, a single -slide inductance coil is connected to a crystal
detector in a very simple manner, which is
termed " direct coupling." This could be
aptly named "the beginners' circuit," being

Experiments will determine the amount
of winding required to just cover the wave-

length of any particular station; and the
coils can then be marked 2 L 0, 2 M T, and
so on. This method entirely eliminates any
trouble with " dead-end effects." The small

arrows in Diagtams E and F indicate the
output toiphenes.
It will be as well to conclude this brief
description of the'various circuits illnstrated

in the accompanying diagrams with a few
general remarks on crystal detectors, which
will no doubt -prove useful to both the " real
amateur " and the " want to know " B.B.C.
cence -hol de rs.

In the first place, where the full 20 or so
mile crystal range for telephony is desired,
employ a sensitive crystal, such as galena.

For smaller ranges a mere stable crystal,
such as silicon, should be used.

Do not use a wire of thick gauge for the
" feeler," or " catswhisker," as it is called
sometimes. ' A wire of very fine gauge, such
as that known as 32 or 34 S.W.G., is necessary if good results are to be expected.
Do not leave the " catswhisker " pressing

on the crystal when the set is not in
use, and also see that the detector is
covered up. Dust is a great enemy to
crystal efficiency.

a hot favourite amongst those amateur

mechanics who believe there is nothing' like

the " home-made " article.
Diagram B shows a circuit employing a
two -slide

inductance coil and a variable

condenser connected in parallel across the
" secondary." A transformer step-up effect

between primary and secondary is thus

effected, which gives selective tuning and
very efficient results.

Diagram C illustrates a very effective
means of wiring up a tapped coil. Two
switch arms are employed, the one on the
left for coarse tuning, and the one on the
right for fine tuning.

If a sufficient number of tappings and

studs are provided, very fine tuning can be
obtained, an a variable condenser will not
be necessary.
In Diagram D a loose coupler and variable

condenser are used for tuning, and this
circuit has been found very satisfactory
for all-round reception, especially on the
higher wave -lengths. The variable con-

denser is connected across the secondary,
and facilitates very sharp tuning. Amongst
" old timers " there exists a sort of sentiment for the loose coupler, which did such
good work before the war, when a " C.Q."
would cheerfully sit all night and listen to
spark signals, which the modern listener -in
would call nuisances. During the war, too,
the loose coupler was at work in the field,

in the air, and on the sea, and, having a

reputation for reliability, it is only natural

to regard this trusted friend as a " diehard.
Fixed Inductance Circuit.

A variometer is the tuning device employed in Diagram E.

There is only one

A 4 -valve receiving set built into a small writing bureau by Mr. R. C. Common, 74, Murray Place, Stirling.
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SIMPLE TUNFIIS
FOE CRYSTAL
CIRCUITS
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Diagram A depicts the
simplest possible type of

''[ild

I

,' il

'(',
.,

I

receiver that is capable of
being tuned -in over a fair

CA)

plat
L.
EgagtfeEltszE

range of wave -lengths. Its
actual capacity in this
respect will depend upon the
size of the single slide coil.
7

in. x 3 in., wound with

22 -gauge wire, would be
efficient for the broadcast
wave -lengths.

rt
:111 g?

Diagram B is a decided im-

provement on A, owing to
the fact that a closed circuit
tuning is provided by the
addition of another slider

and a variable condenser.
The Aerial -Coil -Earth forms
one circuit, while the Coil
.EAR

eill=t

and variable condenser form
another, both of which

should be adjusted to the
same tuning by meana of
the sliders and condenser.

Diagram C shows the very
popular tapped coil circuit.

Two inductance switches are
provided, one of which taps

at single turns up to 7, and
the other at intervals of 8,

1,1

thus allowing tuning " to
a turn." 60 turns of 22 gauge wire on a 31 -in.
former would be O.K. for

I

.1.

broadcast reception.

Diagram D is the very
popular " loose coupler "
circuit. Two separate circuits are provided as in
" B," but they are inductively coupled and employ
two coils, one for each circuit. 5 x 3 wound with 22 gauge wire and 5 x 21

wound with 28 " tapped "
eight times with a '0003

,..

variable condenser
would be suitable for broadcast reception.
mfd.

PHONE

LEAD

Diagram E provides an inductance tuning by means
of a variometer. This consists of two coils connected
in series, one of which revolves within the other. By
varying the position of the
movable coil a variation of
inductance is obtained to a
considerable degree, and a
fair range of wave -lengths
covered by that alone.

i,-,--

--..---

--1

a

.',.-;

Il

::

Diagram F shows a circuit
that includes a fixed in-

ductance with a variable
condenser provided for tun-

.

...

, ..........

l

11

III

ing purposes. This arrangement simplifies tuning and
is very efficient, but only
over a limited range
wave -lengths.
Larger

of
or

smaller coils are required for
various ranges. A telephone condenser is shown in

this as in all the other diagrams. Dotted lines indicate the phone leads. The

,

.

most suitable condenser for

all the preceding circuits
would be of '0003 mid.
capacity,

k

y, 1,',-1.);itoPy 21t1' , 7023.
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RELIANCE VALVE RECEIVERS
UNEQUALLED FOR CLARITY & TONE
OPERAS, BAND MUSIC, CONCERTS, RIGHT AT YOUR FIRESIDE
What 'Reliance' Receivers
are Doing !

AEROWAVE CRYSTAL
S v.:T

for Clear Telephony up to 25 miles

Price Includes Tax. VI C 0

FAVERSHAM.

"The reception of telephony on my Two Valve Set is very clear, and sufficiently loud
enough to work a small Loud Speaker with
such success that it is ,on most occasions
audible in.the next room with the doors shut.
The reception of operas from Covent Garden
has been splendid. On December 23 I
heard part of the transmission from America,
i.e., Carols and a sermon, quite clearly."

REM/It\ CE 1 DREE-VALVE

BROADCAST REC IVU

COMPLETE STATION r92_7_6
including Taxes.
,"*.`

SPECIAL (IFFER.

NORTHLEACH.

The Two -Valve Set purchased from yon
gives every satisfaction. The operas broadcasted this week being exceptionally clear
and Lad.",

RELIANCE TWO -VALVE
Telephony Range 80 100 miles.

"Modern Wireless" (John Scott -Taggart),
and have copy sent post free of each issue.

STATION COMPLETE £14-5-0

EVERY INSTRUMENT TESTED AND GUARANTEED

CLACTON -ON -SEA.

"With our Two -Valve Set supplied
you we got s L 0 at first try. We have received the operas during the week and we
are quite satisfied with the results we are
getting."

Write us for particulars :-

hone

HENRY J. BREWSTER & Co.,

CITY

768.

11, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4.

Telegrams :
" Wireclip, West cent, London."

Telephone
Gerrard 6785.

Radio

To every purchaser of our RELIANCE
VALVE SETS in answer to this advert.
we undertake to subscribe for 1 year to

III).

Engineers and ,7Vanufacturers,

DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS

Can I help y9t1 ?41\41k

/ will glue you £50
if I fail to produce over 7;000 testimonials from others I have helped to

.

A Successful Career.
Yours to Success

at 90, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 2,
on our own Broadcast and experimental Sets.
If not convenient to call at above address
ask your local agent to demonstrate our sets
to you and give you full particulars.

We teach by POS1
ADVICE FREE

Our Receiving Sets are fully covered by

Most Moderate Charges
Payable Monthly.

the B.B.C. and Marconi Licence.
Apply for List G. BrOadcast Receivers and

Learn a trade or Profession.

details of our Complete Telephony Transmitting Sets.

Full range of components always in stock.

TO THE TRADE
A GREAT AID TO INCREASED SALES.
We strongly recommend.the Trade to instal one of
our special demonstration Telephony Transmitters.

Every man is the architect: et his own :ortune ?

Write fur one of our FREE BOOTILETS on any of the following subjects :

Pattern Making
Architectural Drawing) Engineering
Salesmanship
Building Construction Foundry Work
Clerk of Work's Duties Internal Comb. Engines Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Marine Engineering
Aviation
Structural Engineering
Mathematics
Boiler Engineering
Surveying & Levelling
Matriculation
Boiler Making
Telegraphy & Tele Metallurgy
Chemistry
phony
Mining
Civil Engineering
Wireless Telegraphy
Mine Surveyir g
Concrete and. Steel
Special Course for
Motor Engineering
Draughtsmamhip
Apprentices
Naval Architecture
Electricity
WE SPECIALISE IN ALL EXAMS, WIRELESS. ELECTRICITY.

P.M.G., C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E., and B.C.D.

WIRELESS EQUIPMENT, LTD.,
90, CHARING CROSS ROAD,
W.C.2.

If you are preparing for any exam.ask our advice. All particulars free of charge
Parents should seek .our advice for
their sons. It you are interested

in any of the subjects mentioned
above, write, naming the subject,
and we will send you our FREE
BOOKLET. Please state your age.
Courses specially combined

to meet all requirements.
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" LISSEN" ANODE REACTANCE
(PROVISIONAL PATENT)

Use this Radio Frequency Amplifying component to increase the
range of your set. Largely eliminates static and other disturbances.
Strengthens weak signals, brings in
distant stations. Allows use of indoor aerial where otherwise not

11,111111111111101iiiiiiilliiill111111111111111
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possible.

Has a "Lissen" Rotary

Switch all

"LISSEN"
COMPONENTS
WELL THOUGHT OUT -

complete. Can

be fixed in two
minutes. Only one

THEN WELL MADE

hole to be drilled in
panel, and two soldered

connections

made to tinned tags

" Let's LISSEN in "

provided. In two
ranges. One gives
maximum efficiency
on
Broadcasting
of
waveband

-the Slogan of the Futurn.

lengths, 15o to 600
metres, 6 tappings,
complete with multiple
switch

27/6

The other covers 15o to ro,000 metres, 32/6
tappings, and multiple switch,
Only thing of its kind on the market.
so

Provisionally

Saves hours of work. Sent out with wiring
diagram and simple instructions.
protected.

" LISSEN " ROTARY SWITCH
(PROVISIONAL PATENT)

An r8 -point switch in one unit, with knob and
engraved dial. Mounted by drilling only one
hole to take threaded shaft bushing. Smooth
wiping contact. Tinned soldering tags fixed
to make, soldering simple. Does away with
drilling, contact studs, nuts, washers, makes
assembling absurdly easy. A boon to makers,

and amateurs in a hurry to get a
Price
set going.

1 ("k

LISSEN" LOW -FREQUENCY
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

Note new works address:

" LISSEN "

LISSEN

MULTIPLE TELEPHONE BOARD
That illustrated takes four pairs of telephones in series,

with switch to cut in and out any desired number
up to the limit of board. A useful accessory to any
equipment. Beautifully made and finished. Has the
usual smooth, wiping contact always as- 00
sociated with " Lissen " switches. Price

5
...d/.

COMPANY,
WOODGER ROAD. GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERD'S

BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

Type T2

Ratio 4 to x. It is entirely distortionless. A
scientific instrument in every way. Tested
between winding and winding and frame at
r,000 volts. The design and heavy windings
completely eliminates any possibility of breakdown. Gives great amplification 40,5/with perfect purity of tone. Price dci.I

A THIRD OF LIFE IS
PASSED IN SLEEP.

"SCIENTIFIC"

More than a third of the Wireless Experimenters' time is spoiled by Atmospherics.

LOUDSPEAKER

THE

A GREAT DISCOVERY

MERICAN ATMOSPHERICS ABSORBER"
ELIMINATES ATMOSPHERIC NOISES IN PHONES.
Can be attached to any set, Single or Multi -valve or Crystal.
Easy to manipulate, and no upkeep charges.

PRICE 17/6 POST FREE,
(Prov. Patent applied for.)

GARQUARM SPECIALITIES

AVERSROYD, GOLCAR, HUDDERSFIELD.

THE Cr-IIEAPES
2 - VALVE St.T
L9-0 0, complete with HEADPHONES, ACCUMULATOR, Etc.
B.B.C. surcharge extra Y.3-0-0

INTERVALVE

21/6
Complete

z TRANSFORMERS
Cash returned if not satisfactory
20/- each.

120 ohms

The Very Latest

LOUD SPEAKER,

giving perfect
reproduction of
the voice and
music without
mechanical noises.

A really efficient
instrument cost-

£1 18 6
2,000 & 4,000
o nms

£2 2 0
Postage, etc..
1/0 extra.

ing the same as a pair of phones; four or
LJ

HEAD-

six off these may be used on one panel and
placed in different rooms if desired, giving
maximum volume.

PHONES
4,000
()lath,

THE SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
British make throughout,

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
6 & 8, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C,1.

126,

Newington Causeway (4 doors from Elephant and Castle), AND
8, Newington Causeway (Opposite London Sessions),

LONDON, S.E.1.

'Phone, Hop 4177
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The secretary presented a report of the society's

WIRELESS CLUB REPORTS.

activities during the past. year, and stated that
the progress made had beek very encouraging.
The treasurer presented the first balance sheet
of the society, which showed a cash balance of
over £7, after having paid for the society's

The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the,report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An Asterisk
denotes affiliation with the Radio Society of Great Britain.

set, which had been made by the technical
committee.

Birmingham Experimental Wireless Club.

The Leicestershire Radio and Scientific Society.*

An instructive ,and enjoyable lecture was
given before the above club on January 12th
by Mr. B. A. Matthews, the subject being

of

On the Construction

of

ceivers."

Three -Valve Me

Mr. Matthews gave an interesting account of
circuits,
experiments with various.
and the means by which the apparatus
had been evolved from the original single -valve
set by slow stages was of special interest to the
new members present- who 'are busily engaged
on building new sets of their own.
Hon. see. A. Leslie Lancaster, c/o Lancaster
Bros. and CO., Shadwell Street, Birmingham.
his

The Cricklewood Radio Club.
The above society is in progress of formation.

Would anyone feeling interested in the further
ance of radio or wireless telegraphy, or would
become a member, kindly communicate with :
Hon. sec.r P. G. Percy, 185, Broadway,
Cricklewood, N.W.2.

The first meeting of the elementary section
the

Leicestershire

and Scientific

Radio

Society, was held on Monday, January 15th,

at the headquarters, the Leicester Mercury
Office. The president Mr. C. T.. Atkinson,
followed with a lecture on " Elementary
Wireless."

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the
speaker by the chairman, this being endorsed
by the whole assembly.
sill communications regarding the society

should be addressed to the

Hon. sec., Mr. J. R. Crawley, 269, Mere Road,
Leicester.
Streatham Radio Society*

The big meeting of the month was held, on

Wednesday, January 10th, at 35, Streatham Hill,

Mr. H. Bevan -Swift in the chair. After the
minutes of the last meeting had been read and
business concluded, Mr. Gibbon gave a N4ry
interesting lecture, ably illustrated with a

lantern by Mr. F. 0. Read and Mr. King.
Then Mr. Read, with the help of Mrs. Read, gave

The Warrington Radio Association.
A meeting of the Warrington Radio Associa

tion 'was held recently, Mr. F. V. L. Mathias

presiding. A very interesting address was given
by Mr. W. Whittaker, on " Morse Reception,"

following which Mr. B. Nadin gave a very

interesting address on " Hints on Set Making.'
Both speakers were accorded a hearty vote of
thanks at the conclusion of their address
Hon. sec., Mr. W. Whittaker, 68, 'School
Brow, Warrington.
Eastern Enfield

Wireless

and

Experimental

Society.

On Thursday , January 11th, an extra
ordinary general meeting of the above society
Was held at the headquarters, to discuss the
programme for the present year.
After considerable discussion it was decided
to have a programme of lectures arid demonstrations of members' apparatus.
Wireless enthusiasts will be heartily wel

mined at the society headquarters any Thursday
evening at eight o'clock.
Hon. sec., Arthur I. Dabbs, 315, High Road,
Ponders End.

a concert from Marconi House on a Burndept
Ultra iv, kindly lent for the occasion by Messrs.
Burndept, Ltd. Mrs. Read had the honour of
being the first lady to attend one of the society's
meetings. The meeting closed at 10 p.m., with

a hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer and
demonstrators.
Members wishing to join the society should
make a written application to the hon. secretary,

The election of officers and committee for
the coming year then took place, the Mayor
of Hackney being re-elected unanimously as
president, and Messrs. Epten, Cunningham,
Jenkins, and Kiernan as chairman, vice-chairman, treasurer, and librarian respectively. The
secretary, Mr. E. R. Walker, preferring to assist

the society in a technical capacity in 'future,
retired from the position of secretary, and in
his place was elected Mr. C. Phillips. Mr. Bell
was elected assistant librarian. A new committee was also elected, consisting of Messrs.
Walker, Morgan, Wall, .Valin,s, and Sandford.

During the evening a competition was held
of the best crystal set made by the Y.M.C.A.
boy members of the society, and the prize-a
pair of R. I. telephones presented by the vicechairman-was won by Mr. Haynes.
In view of the very valuable work which had

been done by the retiring secretary, who was
also the founder of the society, .it was unanimously decided to make him a small presentation.

The chairman announced that it was hoped
shortly to' arrange a social evening and public

demonstration.
Hon. sec.. Mr. Charles Phillips, 247,_Evering
Road, N.16. (Letters only).

The Hornsey and District Wireless Society.

A general meeting of the above society was
held on Monday, the 8th inst., at 8 p.m. The

present accommodation of the society not being'
considered suitable, it was decided to transfer
the headquarters to the Queen's Hotel, Broad-

way Parade, Crouch End; where comfortable
accommodation has been arranged. In future,

S. C. Newton, " Compton," PendennisRoad,

meetings will be -held at the Queen's Hotel every

Winsiord (Cheshire) Proposed Wireless Society..
Arrangements are in progress to form a local
"-wireless society." Some thirty names of
persons interested have already been received,
but many more are required to guarantee

hon. secretary.
Applications for membership will be welcomed

Streatham, S.W.

success to the proposed society ; so send in
your name at once, please, to Mr. -S. Oakes,
188, Weaver Street, Winsford, Cheshire.

Hackney and District Radio Society*
The annual meeting of the. above society was
held at its headquarters, V.M.C.A., Mare Street,

Hackney, E.8., on Thursday, 4th January.

The chairman, Mr. H. A. Epton, presided over
an attendance of some fifty members.

Monday, at 8 p.m. Mr. W. L. Carter was
elected chairman, and Mr. H. Hyams elected

and full particulars supplied by the hon. see.,
Mr. H. Hyams, 188, Nelson Road, Hornsey, N.8.

Members of Amateur Wireless
Clubs are invited to send short
articles to Popular Wireless. If
accepted for publication they will

be paid for at our usual rates.

YOUR WIRELESS OUTFIT COMPLETE FOR 110 16s.
Practical
Demonstrations
Daily, 5 to
6.30 p.m.

From the Actual Manufacturers.

Delivery

VICTOR RADIOPHONE OUTFIT No.

from

1.

ALL you require for listening to wireless music
and speech, comprising-

Stock,

THE VICTOR RADIOPHONE, fitted with rademeter timer with bevelled -ebonite scale, engraved ebonite
terminal board showing method of connecting aerial, earth,
(a)

Id _T. and L.T: batteries, grid leak and condenser, in handsomely
polished mahogany case, including phones.-(b)

ACCESSORIES.-Marconi valve, 60 -wilt H.T. battery,

4 -volt accumulator, 4,000 -ohms telephones, 100 feet stranded

aerial wire.
Sent by the Makers, with instructions and guarantee, packed
in wooden case, for-

£ 10 16s.
-

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The " Victor" Qatfit is complete -with all necessary accessories.
We should like to guard purchasers against incomplete quotations at what appear at first to be more favourable prices.

The apparatus has been approved by the G.P.O., and the

price -includes the Marconi Licence Royalty and British Broadcasting Royalty.

THE MEDICAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION, LTD., 167-185, Gray's Inn Rd., LONDON, W.C.1.
The Largest X - Ray, Wireless, and Elecfro - Medical Showrooms in the British Empire-
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The sell -tightening bull -dog grip
fitted to the Elwell plug enables

)1)
If11

telephones or loud speaker connec-

tions to be changed in a moment.
[1-[1

By the terminal adaptor, the bulldog grip connector can be added to
any existing terminals.

(2)

[41

1E)

(3)

[1-11

11.Il

For fitting to the lace of a panel this
pattern is recommended. It combines a standard terminal for fixed
_ connections with a bull -dog fitting
for connections which you require
to change.

(4)

(5)

tel

A series connector with a bull -dog
grip at each end. Invaluable for
connecting telephones in series.

The series connector in use. Telephones can be connected in series in
an instant. No amount of pulling
can break the connection. It thus
avoids those annoying interruptions
caused by involuntary movements.

BULL -DOG GRIP

Island

CONNECTORS

Eiffel

Elwell patented self tightening grip fittings
are a big convenience.
Without soldering,

tightening of nuts or
screws, or the use of
any tools whatever,
electrical connections
can be made, broken

or

changed in

a

moment.

Moreover, the connections when made are electrically perfect and
self -tightening. The more you pull them the tighter they
gr:p. But they can be released in a moment when desired.
Ask to see them at your wireless dealer or write for descriptive leaflet.

C. F. ELWELL, LTD.,
Radio Engineers,
(DEPT. P.W.)
CRAVEN

HOUSE,

KINGSWAY,
Telephone : MUSEUM 1384.

LONDON,

W.C.2.

Write fur the name and address .of the nearest Elizvell Service Agent.

Tower
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RADIOTORIAL
All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
With the next issue of POPULAR WIRELESS,
week ending March 3rd, the cover will be permanently

changed, so I advise my readers to be prepared for
a rather altered and certainly much improved cover
when they visit a bookstall to purchase next week's
copy.

I am altering the cover for many reasons, chief
among them being that the present cover does not
give an adequate idea of the general quality of the
articles appearing in POPULAR WIRELESS. I feel
sure the majority of my readers will agree here, and
that they will welcome the change.
Next week's POPULAR WIRELESS will be greatly
enlarged. A special review of the wireless exhibits
at Olympia-the Ideal Home Exhibition-will

be

included in the contents, as well as the first of a series
of articles by Sir Oliver Lodge, written primarily for
the experimenter. The Four -Page Supplement will

again offer useful instruction to the amateur, and

the rest of the paper will contain many constructional
and general articles of interest.
Take my advice and order your copy now.
THE EDITOR.

QuoirJa3/4449
Owing to the enormous number of queries
received
daily from
readers of
POPULAR
WIRELESS, I have temporarily decided to limit

the number of questions sent in by one reader to
three. Readers are asked to keep their questions
as short and as concise as possible in order that
the minimum of delay can he exercised in answer.
ing queries. Until further notice three questions

from one reader will be the limit for one letter.
All questions should be addressed to POPULAR
WIRELESS, Queries Department, Room t38, Fleet way House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Readers are requested to send the necessary
postage for reply.

so that the length of sides in consecutive

Everything from a Recorder to an
Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US.

turns gradually diminishes, and asks yf it
will be O.K.
No ; this type is not to be recommended. As yon
cannot use an outdoor aerial, an indoor aerial must
be used. This should either be a straight aerial
stretched across the room-two or three parallel
wires will be 0.11.-or a frame type aerial. This
latter will be found to give good results, but each
consecutive turn should have the same length of
wire in it as the last. That is, it should not be wound
in a spiral form, so that consecutive turns gradually
become smaller towards the centre. Use a four -foot
frame and five turns of 22 D.C.C., spaced r ; each

9, Colonial Avenue is first opening on left

in the Minories, near Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.

*

A.

B.

-SAVE MONEY

*

A 6 -volt, 40 -Amp, Battery

(Croydon).-Can I hear Croydon

Recharged for fourpence.
AT HOME.

without an interrupter on a crystal set ?

Where do the two ends of a slider inductance

OUTFITS FROM 30'-

coil go ?

Yes, the interrupter is only necessary for the
For telephony you do
not need any extra addition to your crystal set.
left
free
inside
the coil; the other
(2) One end is
is taken to the earth terminal. The slider is connected to the aerial terminal, and if only one slider
is used, this terminal acts as connection for the
reception of C.W. signals.

detector also.

*

*

*

W. J. C. (N. 19).-(1) Would it be possible
to work a loud speaker off a crystal set with
two L.F. amplifiers ? (2) Should I use a
proper loud speaker or clip my phones on
to a gramophone trumpet ?
Yes, this can be done quite well. A loud speaker
will usually work fairly well if the sound in the
(2) You will
telephones is uncomfortably loud.
find a proper loud speaker will give better results,
but your method could be tried first.
*

" RADIO

*

" (Fordingbridge).-Does not the

process of lacquering or shellacking terminals
tend to prevent them making good contact ?
It would do so if the terminals were so treated
between the points that grip the wires, but these
points are omitted
" TELERAD "

(Sandsend).-What coil and

what wire would be the most efficient to use
for short wave reception-just for the broad (Continued on page 974.)

A venleel.

9, Colonial Avenue, London, E. 1.

turn will, therefore, have 16 feet of wire.

*

" AERIAL " (no address) gives details of
an indoor aerial in which he has wound the
wire in the form of a helix round the room,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Immediate
Delivery
from our Huge Stocks.

W. WOOLHOUSE, SHAY LANE, HALIFAX.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU FOR
ANY COMPONENT PART ?
A COMPLETE SET ? or

COMPLETE INSTALLATION ?
Satisfaction is our Motto,

HAROLD REEVES & OD.,
39, Great Windmill Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.I.
Demonstrations 5 till 8 p.m. Phone: Regent 3953.

KING'S FOR VALUE
THE " KING " WIRELESS SETS
Only

Only

17/6 MAKE YOUR OWN. 17/6
King's No. 1 for Broadcasting.
Parts consist
12 x 4 Inductance Coil, wound 24
enamelled wire. No. 2, Base and Ends polished
mahogany, ends grooved to fit coil.
No. 3, Crystal
Detector, fitted with Crystal. No. 4, Two Brass
Rods, one with terminal cut and drilled.
No. 3,
Two Sliders and Plungers. No. 6, Ivorine Tablets,
Aerial, Earth and Phone. No. 7, Blocking Condenser,
ebonite. Same assembled and tested, 4/- extra.
Post 1/6. Cash with order. Silk wound Basket
Coils (set of 7), including 3 Concert Coils. l'rice
5/- Post Free.

of-No. 1,

HAMMOND & KING,

51, BERWICK STREET, W.1.

THE BARONS GIVE KING JOHN A BIRTHDAY PRESENT.
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QUESTIONS Er ANSWERS.
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wireless grade.
Panels cut to size required.

EBONITEspecial

T;,-

(Continued from page 973.)

= inch;

ordirtnry single layer cylindrical type. Use 20 or 22
dOub1S-silk-covered wire, and wind a former 6 by 3

112

inches full.

highly
sensiLveFrench,
and very
light
and
E PHONES ;Best-

.' comfortable. 4,000 ohms. Per pair, 22,6,

Five inches in length of winding.

inches by 9 inches long wound with 22 S.W G.
enamelled with a standard aerial ?
300-1,300 metres approx.

for
all V Wireless
1.0ST roes 7,2°
FR.. I/I ,s
poor

CHIMING SERVICE.

2/-

213

2/6

S. PRINCE, Malt Street, Old Kent Road, S.E.1.
(Over zo years' experience.)
Phone: Hop 2390 ; after 6 p.m , New Cross 1574.

--- Beginners Guide to Wireless
Explains in plain everyday language everything
beginners wish to know about wireless telegraphy
ROW TO ERECT, CONNECT. AND It ARE

Unless the panel- is marked, and lamentably few
are, with plus and minus telephone terminals, it is
impossible to do so. without examining the interior
wiring. The 'phones may come between the hightension battery and the plate of the valve, in which
case the terminal connected to the high-tension bat-tery will be'the positive one. On the other hand, the
'phones may be connected between the high-tension
battery and the earthed low-tension terminal. In
this latter case the terminal connected to the high*

Electricians.

0. H. W. (Paddington).-I have a three -coil
holder and crystal detector. I use a variable
condenser .0005 mid., but my telephony is
very weak.. A . blocking condenser makes no
difference at all when placed across the telephones. Are not dnolateral coils suitable for a
crystal set

& GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd., 7, Angel
Court, London, E.C.2. THE PIONEERS OF
WIRELESS POLICIES.

single layer cylindrical type. See reply to " Telerad "
(Continued 071 page 976.)

WIRELESS INSURANCE AGENCIES granted
Apply Wireless Dept. - B," LIVERPOOL MARINE

No, not at all suitable. You should employ the

glimmititThe London Telegraph

040'

ir

fib

Made to Govt. specification to specified breaking strains

PRICES BELOW COST
Orders of ten shillings and over carriage paid, other.
wise please add one shilling for postage.
Breaking Price.
Breaking Price.
No. Dia. strain per 100 ft. No. Dia. strain per100 ft.
1 ,-,1 in. 10 cwt.
(1 A in. "80 -cwt. 15/.
6/7 Alin. 100 cwt.
3 * in. 20 ewt. Si20i8 R in. 120 cwt. 21/51 ;grin, 25 cwt. UV-

must be connected up with correct polarity in
order to avoid demagnetisation of the perman,
ent magnets, and for this reason the positive
terminals on the 'phones are marked. How
can I determine the polarity of my set, and to
which terminal's on the panel to connect the
'phones to ?

-tension battery will be the negative one.

all the apparatus required for reception of
telephony or morse, and full instructions
and diagrams for making coils, tuners, and
complete valve- and crystal sets. 112 pages,
price 1/., post free.-SAXON RADIO CO.
(Dept. 14), South Shore, Blackpool. 32 -page
cat. of wireless apparatus, 2d., post free.

Telephone : WESTERN 2896.

is needed

FLEXIBLE STEEL WIRE ROPE

The catalogue also states that the 'phones

ACCUMULATORS COLLECTED, RECHARGED, and DELIVERED WITHIN
FIVE MILES' RADIUS.
Inclusive prices as follows :-.. 1/0
4-volt 40 amp. hour ,.

Dealers in Wireless Apparatus and

And a thousand purposes where great strength and strain

since the inception of broadcasting nobody is satisfied
with weak signals.

ACCUMULATOR

to

FOR SECURING YOUR AERIALS

ohms. Even although- you may have only a crystal
set at the moment. some day you may come into the
possession of a valve set, and 'phones of such high
resistance would be liable to burn out very easily if
inserted directly into the plate circuit of a valve set.
If weak crystal set signals only are contemplated,
then the very high resistance 'phones are useful but

Puouss4c es as auteca.raTowe wet ELLS:, LiTNAIAC
DEVEREUX CO11E3. STR
D.W.C.2

,

PHONE:U REGENT 3335.
= 20 yards from Regent Street, between Robinson
and Cleaver and Matson Lewis.

No ; we would advise you not to go above 8,000

adic(f. rex% I1 d

-

24, Warwick St., Repent St., Undo% W.I.

these can be wound to 24,000 ohms if desired
Would it be worth while for me to have them
wound to this figure, instead of 8,000 ohms as
I originally intended ?

Wireless/1D I Simplified /.

,

CIIYINIPHONE WIRELESS Co

J. P. (Plumstead).-I am contemplating the
purchase of a pair of Brown's Reed type telephone receivers. In the catalogue it says that

Sold by all Booksellers and Newsagents.

4 -volt 60
4 -volt 80
6 -volt 40
6 -volt 60
6 -volt 80

= post 9d.

The wave -length of an inductance coil 41

Receiving Set you should have to pick it up.

highly sensitive over
nearly entire surface, mounted in cup with
contact wire, 1/6. Unmounted 1/-, post free.

Complete with fixing screws, 2/6, post free.

wound with 22 S.W.G. enamelled to tune to all'
broadcasting wave -lengths up to 500 metres ?.

Books you need. Both are from the pen of John
Scott -Taggart, FlInst P., Editor of Modem
eless, and a master in the difficult art of explaining technical subjects lucidly and clearly.
Spend an hour with these two Books. You will
learn exactly how espeech and music is
transmitted by Wireless, and the, kind of

in., d. square inch.

7-i FILAMENT RESISTANCES

B. (Cheltenham).-The size of a single
slide inductance coil 4 inches in diameter.
S.

If you want to learn the elementary

thick, Id. per square superficial

CRYSTALS Special artificial Galena,

casting stations ? How many turns of the
wire used would there be ?
The best type 'of coil to employ would be the

principles of Wireless, here are the two

in.

53 "., in. 45 cwt.
5

1 in. 70 cwt.

9

12/-

A-1,1, in.

140 cwt.

22/6

18/ -

STRAINERS for use with above, right and left hand
9d. each, or 8/6 per dozen'.
..
threads ... -.
.

SMITH & ELLIS (Dept 77), 11, LITTLE
BRITAIN, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C.1.
MAKE YOUR OWN

VALVE RECEIVER
,

3"'
0f
,

-

Hand Polished Mahogany Cabinet, Ebonite Panel
8" x 6', Valve Holder, Filament Resistance with
Ebonite Knob, 2 Condensers, Grid Leak, 11 Termiu.
als, Wiring, Insulation Nuts and Washers with:
DIAGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DO IT NOW 1
Postage and Packing 1/3d.
FORD'S " A I R PHONE " SUPPLIES,
I

8, ST. MARK'S. ROAD, LONDON, S.W.10.

CRYSTAL. SET-

Complete Set of WOOD- Parts

14 x 19 BASEBOARD, FILLETS, .2 CHEEKS,

2 8" discs, (state diam. required) all i" thick.

OAK 5/6; MAHOGANY 6/6 Post Free.
449 HARSOW 0 D.
WOAD'S
PADS/ NGTON LONDON,

Training College, Ltd,i,,.,

MORSE HOUSE, EARL'S COURT, S.W.

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS

OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED RI THE WAR OFFICE AND POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES.

CABLE AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY..
DARENTS desirous of placing their sons in either of the above Services and of affording them the best training facilities should apply
for particulars of Courses and the methods of Instruction which place this Institution ha the first rank. Cable Telegraphy offers at the present time excellent prospects to youths from 15 years of age and upwards, and the College has exclusive facilities for
obtaining posts for qualified students in the leading Cable Companies at commencing salaries of £150 to £300 per annum, with yearly
increments of £12 to, £25, and ultimate possibilities of obtaining positions as Supervisors, Assistant Superintendents, Managers, etc.
In the Wireless Telegraph Service the commencing remuneration at the- present time is approximately £150 per annum, and
operators when qualified are nominated by the College for appointments as and- when they occur. No correspondence classes or branches.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.
Prospectus containing all information will be forwarded on application to
THE SECRETARY (Dept. W.), 262, Earl's Court Road, Earl's Court, London, S.W.5.

Popular Wireless Weekly, February 24th, 1923.
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WE GUARANTEE MAXIMUM RESULTS

Such is the Efficiency of the Radionette.

OUR GUARANTEE.
We guarantee the material used and the workmanship employed in the production of Radionette
Instruments to be of the highest quality, and hereby undertake to repair, free of all cost at any time, any
Radionette Instruments which prove upon our inspection to be defective in material or workmanship.

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL IN YOUR OWN HOME.

The Thadionette

Receiver, including a Pair of Sieman Super -Sensitive Headphones,
two Crystor Aerial Insulators, and Too ft. of Copper Aerial Wire,

PRICE £3 : 1 0 : 0

E3-10"

INCLUSIVE OF B.B.C. DUTY

or

THE RADIONETTE
RECEIVER can be

purchased with-

out Phones, Aer
ial Wire, etc.
PRICE
/ blx

37/6
Inclusive / 4e
of B.B.C.,
Duty.

/

WIRELESS AGENCIES LTD.,

64, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W. 1.

6.C"

ti

AV,
e'°7
AcA4.6C

A.,

v.,

0

4

qj1.

454gYi!41
40, 4,0

'Grans: Arlrationox, Wesdo, Londe /1.

te: Museum 2672.

x- o

/

z),

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENT:,

\'ks

,

rUARANTEED VALUE
manufacturingeai,i, theseoffe
qOunaiji tl?cys

Accessories
themwireless aA.
aI'd
attractiveho:'e
4W

gref:isiti. very large

c
CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Post free, 2
Assembled on Ebonite, and Finely Finished. Remarkable Value.
FIXED CAPACITY CONDENSERS, 0.0003 to 0.001. Very efficient.
Post free, 1!2 each.
BRUNET FRENCH HEADPHONES (double). Post free, 21/6 the pair.
Complete Sets of Parts for making Variable Condensers. Everything ready to assemble, and consisting of the following : Accurate

Aluminium Fixed and Moving Vanes, Large and Small Spacer Washers,
Centre Square Spindle (screwed ends, 2 B.A.), 3 Side Rods, Nuts,
and Brass Washers (2 B.A.), Pointer Scale, Terminals, Bushes,
Spring Coil Washers, Beat Quality Knob, with 2 B.A.. Nut.
Price for
App. Capacity
Filament Rheostats for
Complete Sets
Plates
in Microfarads

7/6 post free.1, 2, or 3 Valves,

57
29

.001
.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001
Vernier

19

2/7

3

Switch

,,

Value.

Post free, 1 / 6.

everything 'Electrical. Write or call at.
Electrical Company, Telephone:

We alts'ays lvild large stocks

The Belgravia'

post

free, 2)9 each.
Arms. Splendid

5!1!

13
7

of

Parts and accessories of all
kinds, including the famous

Ill, WILTON ROAD, VICTORIA, SAVA, Victoria I-120,

" Autoveyors " 3 - Elec.
trodeVar iable Condense r

WIRELESS

the most efficient precision
controller of oscillations in

1111i111111111111111111111111111111[11[111111111110111111 11111111111111

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN THE TRADE.

Valve Holders, 1/- and 1/3 each.
Head 'Phones from 18/6 per pair.
Arms, 1/- and 1/3 each.
Leading -in Tubes, 1/-, 1/3, 1/6 each. Switch
Egg Insulators, white, 3d. each,
Pocket Crystal Set, 17/6 each.
2/6 per dozen.
Inter -Valve Transformers, ratio 5-n. Finest Manufacture, 14/6 each.
Velvet
action,
2/-, 26 ea.
Filament Resistances.
Extraordinary value.
Hertzite, 1/-, 1,3, 1,6
Slider Plunger, complete, 4d. ea., 3/6 doz.
Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in too ft, lengths, 2,8
a -Volt Batteries, 4d. each. 36 per dozen.
Large stock of Insulated Pliers, 2'- per pair, 22/- per dozen:
We Have a Large Stock of MULLARD and EDISWAN VALVES,

Radio circuits.
Marconiphones and all leading
Broadcasting Sets in stock.
application.
on
Catalogues

Advice and installations
by experts.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD.

also All Voltaget in WIRELESS BATTERIES.

Radio Supplies and Service

THE HOUSE FOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL,
[Supplied
Trade]
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT

84 VICTORIA ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1

L. APPLE, LTD., Electrical Engineers,
.

13, BREWER STREET, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1
(Telephone :1584 Regent.)

l'hone :

Victoria 309

""\

J.:"1

An\A,,i09,

frtartr Weekli,'"FebtWii-ptvrh, rstr

tiRr,

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 974.)
(Sandsend). The blocking condenser will not appreciably affect signal strength, but should improve the
tone of the signals.

B. M. B. (Barnet).-Our house is lit by a

23-30- volt 25-35 ampere D.C. Would it be
possible to work three valves off this supply ?
No, afraid not, For one thing generator H.T. is too
" noisy " for reception, while considerably over 30
volts will be required for three valves of average
degree of " hardness."

Does a valve use more current than an

ordinary bulb of the same voltage ?
Yes, considerably.

J. H. K. (Saltley).-Would it be wise to

which
will pass the PMG
THE use of Reaction gives
almost

the

additional.

strength of another Valve,

but carelessly used it is a source
of great annoyance to all other
listeners -in within several miles.
the P.M.G. has rightly
banned its use when coupled to Aerial
Circuits -on all Broadcast Wave -lengths.
No need to cut it out altogether, though,
Therefore

for in this new Book by John Scott -

make my set first and then send a drawing
with full dimensions to the P.M.G., or shall I
first send for the form of application ? If se,
what reason shall I give to get one ?

It would be far wiser to have the circuit approved
and the licence granted before commencing the actual
construction of the set No reason is necessary in the
case of applying for the form, apart from expressing
your desire to apply for an experimental licence.

Taggart, F.Inst.P., Editor of Modern
Wireless, quite a number of Circuits
are given which make use of Reaction.
to its fullest extent, but in such a way
that it cannot cause oscillation in the

T. D. (Clacton-on-Sea).-Am I correct in
presuming that an aerial of the inverted IL
type when directional for receiving from a
certain station will also be directional for

Aerial Circuit.
If you are not using Reaction, obviously

transmitting to that same station ?

Yes, that is correct. Two stations are directional
to each other for working in both directions when
the lead-in ends of both aerials are pointing to each

you are not getting the best results

from -your Set-therefore get a copyof
this Book and see bow easily you can
re -arrange the wiring so as to be able
to use it.

other.

T. P. L. (Greenwich).-Is wireless direction

finding absolutely free from error and accurate
to a point ?

PRACTICALWIRELESS

VALVE CIRCUITS
Get this Book To -day. t+0+-- 40111-4
Every diagram is clearly drawn
and typical condenser and resist-

ance values are given. If you
are building your own Set, this
Book may save you hours of
wasted labour by giving you the
correct circuit wiring first,

I

CONTENTS

Crystal Detector Circuits

Single -Valve Circuits
_.1.2.
3, Two -Valve
: 4+. Three -ValveCircuits
Circuits

Circuits
Circuits
Oscillators for

to 20 degrees and more, but it is possible to " con,
trot" this error by " swinging " the ship round and

8. Valve Transmitter and

vantage to- be gained: by having a single aerial
instead of a doubler one ?
ayes, you will find that a, single aerial will give

5. Four -Valve
6. Five -Valve

7. Local

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.2.

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5. MASON'S AVENUE,
BASINGHALL STREET,
:

:

CHEAPEST HOUSE IN CITY
FOR WIRELESS PARTS & SETS
PRIOR LISTS FREE.

A. G. K. (Blackheath). --Is there any ad-

Radio Phone Circuits

PUBLISHERSOF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE'

LONDON, E.G.

noting the errors due to each position,

Heterodyne Reception
of C.W.

Xadida rress,Ktd.
STROLL ROUND TO

apparatus and the position of the stations carrying
out the work. Trees in various stages of increased
and decreased. foliage, telegraph wires, buildings, etc.,
can all cause error, but of course- following upon a
series of experimental. bearings made upon known
positions, "this can be allowed for,. and. corrections
made. What are known as night effects are a con,
siderable source of " uncontrollable " error. Not,
much is known about these, and no, practical system
has been put forward that will successfully avoid
them. As errors between 20 and 40 degrees variation
of correctbearing occur in- the cases of the majority
of stations during the- hours between sunset and sunrise, direction finding. it+ restricted to the daytime,

except over very short distances. In. the case of ships,
the compass -line of thehull can cause errors- amounting

MN**:

LUNCH HOUR RAMBLE

We are afraid' not. Errors in wireless direction
finding eleist. in both controllable and uncontrollable
forms. -Under the former category would be included

_

much better results on short wave -lengths than will
a double aerial'. A single aerial of about 80 ft. long

From all
Bookseller,
and' News

is to- be recommended in the place of a double of

about the same length. For long wave -lengths above

agents,

000 metres you will find the double type quite

or 2/8 Past
free from
Publishers,

fficient.

*

RADIO PHONE RECEIVING.
A PRACTICAL BOOK FOR EVERYBODY.

Edited by
9/- net
ERICH HAUSMANN: 9/- net.
Nine prominent authorities present the
latest information on the radio phone in:
an extremely simple and understandable
manner. As a guide to the proper selection of apparatus, as well as to the theory
and practice of receiving messages of
varying wave -lengths, and transmitting,
it will prove of great value to both
amateur and technical -readers.

CONSTABLE AND COMPANY, LTD.,

10 and 12, Orange Street, London, W.C.2.

*

*

W. 0. T. (Liverpool).-With regard. to the
dual amplification circuit that you published

-

in POPULAR WIRELESS a few weeks ago; how

large should the high -frequency transformer
be ? What type should. I use ?
.
You- will probably find that a little experiment
will be necessary before you obtain a transformer
that gives really satisfactory results. For broad-

casting, wave -lengths- small basket -coil transformers
of. about 70 to 00 turns of No. 38- D.S.C. wire will be
somewhere near the mark. These coils can be wound
' on well -waxed cardboard furthers with nine or eleven
slots, and a centre of about one thch. The same

number of turns or thereabouts should be used on
both the primary and secondary coils. Do not make
the secondary coil- with many more turns- than the
primary.

(Continued an page 978.)

.
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HALL'S

977

STOCKS

YOU NEED NOT PAY MORE I

-YOU SHOULD NOT PAY LESS. of Stocks at
If there

All orders will be fulfilled in strict rotation.

should be a little delay in dispatching some orders,
will customers please understand that it is due to the

enormous demand on our stocks, and that their
orders will have attention immediately stocks are
available.

HEADPHONES
The well -known -French " Brunet " Headphones
22/6 Postage 9d.
French " Sidep " Headphones

21 1..

Postage 9d,

Parts

'001
'0075
'0005
'0003
'0002
'0001

Complete
,,,

..
..
..
..
_

6/6

516

4/8
3/-

.,
..

Assembled for
Panel Mounting
.. 12/6

..

..

2/3

.. 12/.. 10/6
.. 7/6
..

-

,

6/4/6

.

.

Aluminium Condenser Vanes, fixed and moving,
..
..
.. pair
22/24 gauge
Spacers, true to '001. Small, doz. 2d; large, doz.

Ebonite Knobs, tapped, 2 B.A. with brass nut -

1st quality, 4d ; 2nd quality

Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in 100 it.
_
..
..
..
..
lengths

Valve Legs, with nuts and washers, 1d each;

..
..
..
..
..
Two Coil Holders, solid ebonite mounted on
..
..
.
mahogany

doz. _

-

Three Coil Holders, solid ebonite, with long
arms to avoid capacity effects
Crystal Detectors, adjustable in every way
enclosed in glass case
Do.
do.
Engraved Ivorine Scales, 0-180°, round or

1d
3d

2d
2/9
9d
4/9
9/6
2/6
4/6

4,d
square ends
Filament Resistances, extraordinary value,
2'6
3/6
and
5/6
velvet action
Switch Arms, complete with knob, collar,
washers, bush nuts, etc. 1st quality, 1/6 ;
.
2nd quality
Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete with

nuts, 1/3 ; 2nd quality ..
Plain id ; one, two, or three

1/ -

9d

Crystal Cups.
screw

3d
Terminals, complete with nut and washer 1d., 2d., 3d
..
:4 Basket Coils, set 4 7 ..
Contact Studs, / in. by in.,.complete with nut
doz.. 6d
and washer ..
..
Insulators, white egg, 3d ; green egg, 4d ;
.. each
4d
green shell
9d. doz., each 1d
Stop Pins ..
Brass Nuts, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, B.A., doz. 3d. Washers,

Ebonite Sheets, /;,, I, 1 (cut to any size)

doz.

lb.

.. each
Fixed Condensers,. any capacity
Grid Leak and Condensers Combined .. each
each
Slider Plunger complete..
Slider Rods, 12 -in. or 13 -in. I -in. square brass,
drilled both ends ..
Hertzite, 1/6. Bornite, Carborundum, Galena
Screwed Brass Lengths, 12 -in. 2 or 4 B.A. each
Inductances, wound 22/24 enamelled wire, each
Orders under 30/- kindly -remit ample

2d
4/6
1/3
3/S
4d

Elsewhere 35/-

SUPPLIED

'PHONE: REGENT 1282
71, Beak St., Regent St., London, W.1
Hours: 8.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.; 1 p.m. Saturdays.
Between Piccadilly Circus and Oxford Circus
'Buses 3, 6, 12, 13, 15, 32, 51, 53, 59 and 88pass

SLEEVING,
INSULATING
1 mm., 41d. .yard ; 14 mm. yard 5d.
INDUCTANCES, wound, 22.24
enamel wire, 12 by 4
INTERVALVE LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
finest manufacture, ratio
4 to 1 12/9 ; ratio 5 to 1
.. 14/6

..3/3

25/-

, .

GENUINE
l; PICARD "
FRENCH HEADPHONES,

25/22/6
ALL guaranteed phones, double earpieces, and complete with cords.
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 copper,
4,000 ohms

4 STOCKS "

HEADPHONES,

..

KNOBS, with brass nut insert.;

,

2 B.A.

22/24
per doz.

..

4d. and 3d.

LEADING -IN TUBES, ebonite,

with terminals, 12 in.,
in,, 1/2 ; 6 in. ..

2/9

in 100 ft. -lengths

ALUMINIUM VANES,

1

;

1/ -

6d,
5/ -

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS,
2/- and 5/ approved type .
PLUNGER
SLIDER AND

aid. doz. ; Washers doz. ..
BRASS ROD, screwed, 2 to 6

2d.

SLIDER RODS, I in. sq.,

COIL HOLDERS, on ebonite,
..
base, two-way
Three-way, solid ebonite, with

4.£

gauge,

..

BASKET COILS, 7 in. set.. ..
BRASS NUTS, 2 to 6 B,A,
B.A. in 12 in. lengths

Ditto, dustproof, in glass case
Hertzite, 1 /3
Zincite, 9d. ; Galena, Silicon,
Bornite, Pyrites, Chalcoprite,
each
..
Carborundum
EBONITE DIALS,- engraved
CRYSTALS,

complete

,

.

SWITCHES, S.P.S.T., 1/3
S.P.D.T., 1/9 ; D.P.S.T.,

1/3

-

2 in., 2d. ; Shell

;
;

SCALES, Ivorine, engraved 0-180
TERMINALS, special large with

ed.

41d.

nut and washer, 1d. ; W.O.
type, 2d. ; telephone, 2d. ;

2/9
4j6

2d.
4d.
..
4d.
VALVE HOLDERS, turned
ebonite with nuts
1/3 and 1/ VALVE LEGS, with nut and

..

TIN FOIL
COPPER FOIL

3d.

sheet
sheet

.

1,'3

FILAMENT RESISTANCES,
2/6 and 3/6
velvet action
GRID LEAK AND CONDENS3/6,
..
ERS combined

INSULATORS, Egg 2d., Red,

4d.
4d.
3d.

SWITCH ARMS laminateil
1/6 and 1/ blades, complete ..

9/6

;

0-180

12

.
in. or 13 in. drilled ..
SPACER WASHERS, small 2d.
. doz.
large
..

4d.

.. each

long arms
(fixed) any
CONDENSERS
capacity
CONTACT STUDS,complete with
doz.
nut and washer, by I
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, solid
..
brass on ebonite

washer

..

1 d.

VALVE PINS, 1d. ; with nut
..
1:1d.
and washer
.

WANDER PLUGS, 3d. ; Wood's
metal ..

4d.

4d.

Complete Condenser Parts
.0015 ..
.001

.00075
.0005

TRADE
SUPPLIED.

6/6
5/6
4/6
2/3

..

.0003 ..
.0002 ..
.0001

..

Vernier

Assembled.

Price.

Capacity.

.-

..

1 2 '6

10 6
75

..

849

Top and Bottom.

Drilled Circular

Plates, not ends,
1/6 pair.

3/'3

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

HALL'S

Accumulators, 4'40 - 22/6 4'60 - 29/11 6'40 - 29/11 6'60 - 35/11

4d
4d
3d

postage. Balance refunded if excess sent.

TRADE

SEND FOR FREE LIST!

4,000 ohms

2/..
Top and Bottom Drilled Ebonite
Plates, 1/3 extra, Vernier, 3/Intervalve Transformers, Ratio 4 to 1, finest
manufacture
.. 12/9 ; 5 to 1, 14/6
.
22/6 to £3 10s.
Crystal Sets in Cabinets from

..

We have a competent Dispatch Dept. and ample stocks.

HEADPHONES,
BRITISH
4,000 ohms, light, very sensitive, beautifully constructed,

VARIABLE CONDENSERS!
Capacity

66 STOCKS"

Forward Ample
Postage. Balance
Fully Refunded.

Everything ready
for assembling.

Postage 1/- set extra.

"STOCKS"
43a, CRANBOURN ST., Leicester
Tel, No. :
4790 Regent

KINDLY

Dead opposite Daly's Theatre and Hippodrome,
Leicester Sq. Tube. Buses Nos. 1, 24, 24a, 29,
29a, 44, 48, etc., pass by. Charing Cross, one
minute.

Sq., W.I.
'Grams. : " Stocks "
Regent 4790 London,
11111121111MIEgf,
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

HULLO ! HULLO !

(Continued from page 976.)

Look at our Prices and Compare with our
Competitors !

(Walton -on -the -Naze). -Is

" BEGINNER "

WE SPECIALIZE IN

there any advantage in having a stand-by and
tune switch in connection with a valve set ?
Yes, though this switch is not by any means

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Photograph of one of our 0002 Type.

necessary if your circuit is a simple one. The idea
in having such an arrangement is that the aerial circuit can be tuned to the incoming signals, and then

the secondary circuit can be switched in, .and the final
tuning accomplished. All that happens is that the
switch when on the one side, switches in the A.T.I., so

that it is connected to the grid of the first valve, and
then when the switch is moved over to its tune side,
the secondary of the tuning circuit is connected to
the grid and illamept of -the valve, and this circuit
is tuned, to a wave -length of the already adjusted
primary. A double throw double -pole switch is quite
suitable.

-BARGAINS
Valve Legs
..
Crystal 'Cups (3 screws)
Valve Pins
Spade Terminals ..
Condenser Vanes
Filament Resistances ..
Lead-in Tubes, 8 in.
..

F. F. F. (Combemartin).-I am thinking of

to hear the Cardiff broadcasting on a loud

for this will add greatly to its efficiency.

of course.

spacers,
washers, etc.-

Capacity.
.001

.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001

No. of
Plates.

57
43
29
19
13
7

'spindles,

nuts,

Assembled
Complete

wiilionl.alial&

'dial, and

should have some method of adding inductance to
the reaction coil for use on the high wave -lengths.

12'6
11 6
10 -

coil and the added inductance. About 70 to 100
turns of 38 on a basket -former will be a fairly ap-

when I change the wave -length ?
Yes, in order to get the best out of the set, you

for panel
Paris of
above ihellitl- mounting,
-kncib.
ing knob but
endplates- end plates.

6/3
5/3
4/3
2/9
2/3

For this purpose a little experimenting may be necessary before you find suitable values for the reaction
proximate value for the reaction coil itself.

68

52

req aired instead

Full details how to erect enclosed with
each unassembled Set.
Top and Bottom Ebonite Circular
End
Plates, 1 /6 per pair. By toll 1; 9

(

VOIR.
e whether required Bottom Plate
Circle or'ThriPcirrle, as shown in photo.

Ebonite
-Dial, 0-1.80. Best .quality.
..eeit ire, 113 os,01.

-

Bored

By nest. 116.
bitted,:li 9.. By. post,. 243.
Ebonite -Knob: Tapped 2 B.A., 4.44. each.
By'. past. 7d.
Ebonite Val*.e. Holders,thest roiality), eon,
plcte with -i3 nvils,"113 each. By post, 1/8.
Superior Fixed Condensers: .0003, .0005,
.001; .002. T/3 rap', 10 poet 1'/B. Above
.002-.006; 116 each. By post 1 / 9.
Laminated
Switch Arms, with Knob.
(beat quality), 2/- each. 15? post, 218.
Filament Resistances, Inc. Knob, FIRST
DUALITY. 3!O each. By pdst, 3/6.

Ebonite Dial, 0480, and 'Knob coM
.

.

'

-

Aerial Wire, 7 / 22 bare copper, stranded.
Price per 100 feet 3/-. By post 4/..
Brunet Headphones, 4,000 ohms, 25/ a
pair (complete). By post, 25 / 3.

Leon
Aerial Insulators, 116 each.
post., 2/3.

P. O'D. (Dublin). -Would the insertion of
" dead end " switches in the primary and

secondary coil of my loose coupler increase my
nave -length? .,
No : but it -would increase your wavesleristh range
(iv allowing -you to more efficiently bring in the lower
wit ve- lengths.

E.

TO MAIL ORDERS.

per pair 21/- and 25/ -

Illustrated Catalogue, including

Open 8 to B.

Telephone: Regent 3749.

(Two minutes Piccadilly Circus.)

List of Stations, Post Free, 61
SUPPLY CO.,
E.C.4.
(Next "Daily Express" Offices-)

EONS 1158 FLT
EE ST.,

VALVES - 1®'9

(HARD OR SOFT)
EACH
free)
BUY THESE MAGNIFICENT NEW AND PERFECT VALVES NOW, while you have the chance.
Trade Supplied.
A special line of
high efficiency instruments, giving
resultsequal to 4,008 -ohm 'phones. This means that
you can use two pairs -without reducing, signal strength.

HEADPHONES (2,100 ohms).

PRICE 251-. We also have phones, 4,000 ohms,
PRICE 22/6. Single 'phones, 2,000 ohms, with handle
and cord, PRICE 10/6.

EVERY WIRELESS WANT SUPPLIED.
4, PERCY ST., TOTTENHAM
RADIAX, LTD ) COURT
RD., LONDON, W.1

HIGHEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES AT ASHLEY'S

Send, inquiries; rock -bottom quotations by return.
Money -back guarantee on everything. Crystal Detectors, British -made, 2 / -. Crystal Sets from
15/-. B.B:C. Crystal Set, Royalties paid, 2.400
metres, 30 miles range for telephony; the best in
the market; with aerial and insulators, 42/6.
Parts of last-named, all complete, with instructions for assembling, 32/6.
ASHLEY -HEADPHONES ,British, and better than the best French.
4,000 ohms, 21/6. Carr. paid on 10/ -or over,
J. & E. Ashley. 5. New Oxford St., London, W.C.1

That
book you want
Oa NVireloos, or any Technical subject.

a lead in at the end nearest to 2 L 0 to make it

FOY LES, 121, Charing Cross Rd., London .
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NEXT
E ---

E
=-2

WEEK.

=
=

NOW !

LOWEST
Wonderful Values in Amateur's Parts

Switch Arms 1/3. Terminals 1/6 dz. Nuts 3d. dz.
Crystal Detectors 3/, Postage extra. List free.
FRASER. S-ntinel Hus^, Fouthamototi Row, London

ions tree.
BROWNE 12 CO., Patent Agents.
5, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.0.1. Established

Telephone: Chancery 7547.

PORTLAND'S
Parts by Past.
" EBONITE."
s.

8x1

13

28
39
53

7 x 5i
10 lc 6

.=

17 x 5

4

(1.

7

4x4
"E-*

-FiliiiiimmiwimilTiliminiiiimiiiimmilmmiiiiiF.=
SE ST ST

PA (EN I YOUR
INVENTIONS.
1 hey may prove very valuable. Particulars and consults,
1840.

Look out for our New

Cover- Next Week !
Special Exhibition Number, g r ea t 1 y enlarged.
Order Your Copy

-

TO Willa:SS EXPERIMENTERS.

(Continued On page 980.)

Subject to Seven Days' Approval Or
Money Returned.

Whiteside,Edoodeldmmd.
1 & 2, Ham Yard, Great Windmill
St.,PiccadillyCircus,London,W.1,

1/-

higher end, which, I believe, is correct. How-

ft. at 'the other, with the lead-in at the

ever, it is not directional for the station
desire to receive from most, 2 L 0. If I have

Alt Goods Despatched by Return.

SEE OUR SHOW WINDOW 39, Great Windmill Street, W.1

..

id.

2/10
1/6
1/9
6d.

Foyles havo it, or will quickly obtain it.
1,000,000 vols. (Second-hand and New)
on every conceivable subject in stock.
Write For Catalogue 120 (Free) mentioning,
requirements.

By

Ebonite Sheets, etc., at current prices.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN

B. (Northampton). -If I arrange my

aerial in one way it is 40 ft. high atone end and
'20

-

Basket Coils. Range 300 to 3,000 metres.
Per set of 7, 4/3. By post 4 / 9.
COLOURED sffieving.
6c1. a
yard. By post, 94.
LARGE STOCK OF Vanes, Spacer
Washers, Brass Washers, Nuts, Rods,
Terminals (4 B.A.), Valve Legs,

This value

must not he taken as exact, however, as it will vary
considerably' accbrdirig to the set used. The anode
or transformer will be found to be most suitable if
wound basket fashion, and the two -or three coils are
mounted in a three -coil holder so that you can vary
the coupling at will.

5'9

21-

of Ebonite Dial, deduct 911. from ',lath of the
Assembled Condenser prices.
Packing and Postage, if- per set; 2 sets, 1/3;
3 sets r/6.

1

*

Unassembled

VERNIER 3
1/9
If Ivorine Scale and Pointer

,

*

.\xouE" (St. Albans). -If I use my reaction coupled to the tuned anode or to a
H. F. transformer, will I have to vary it all
"

Everything ready to 'assemble,
gether
with Ebonite Knob, all the
necessary aluminium vanes (fixed and
mcivingi,

The set you

require should have one high -frequency valve amplifier, one detector, and two low frequency or note
magnifying valves. This set will give a far greater
range if you use telephones instead of a loud speaker

to-

.. doe.

Send Ampie Postage.

Do not forget

that the set must bear the B.B.C. stamp unless you
are- able to obtain an experimental licence. If possible, buy a set that has what is termed " reaction,"

for assembling arid panel mounting, including centre Moth mid nut.

NECTION and not.

id.
4d.
id.

..
..doz. 4d.
.
..doz. 3d.
Loud Speakers
10/6
..
13/6
Intervalve Transformers
..
Cabinet 8.11 C. Crystal Set complete £2-2-0
Double -Headphones, 4,000 ohms.

In all probability you will find that a four -valve

set will meet your requirements.

Bottom End Plates. itCtall'atOiy (tilled

4/6
5d.

.

Large Spacers

What set should I purchase, as I am
about 50 miles away ?

3. CONTINUOUS CONTACT COIL CON-

id.

Slide Rods, with terminal

speaker.

1. EBONITE DIAL, 0-180, and Knob (much
superior le Itraxx Pointer and 1corine Smite).
2, EBONITE CIRCULAR To:, and

1/6

.. 1/10

Terminals..
.
Aerial Wire, stranded, 150 ft.
Contact Studs
..

12 in.

1/-

..
..

Small -Spacers

taking up wireless, and should like to be able

We consider that our Condenser is
the very beat on the market.
Note our special Features:

.. 2/8

Crystal Detectors
Valve Holders (ebonite)
Fixed Condensers ..
Reel Insulators
..
..
Egg Insulators
Laminated Switch Arms

12

x 10 ..

171 x

..

x 18 ..
36 x 18 ..

1

1

Quarter, British.

Postage extra.

200

30
30

Any size cut.

JAMES PORTLAND,
6, Cheapside, E.C.
Mr. Portland sloths
'Fireless Parts

d.

12 10

18

7lbs

P.

79 6

979

4',gpu,lau J1 irelers,Wee*ly, Fel)A-uarm 24th, 1p23.

versus Tinkle !
Volume
You can hear in comfort on the
BROADCAST MAJOR
-it is not necessary to strain your
ears in case you miss a word
before being passed for issue, and is sold on the express
understanding that it must give you complete satisfaction
after a seven days' trial in your own home, or money
willingly refunded in full.
Its handsome, polished Oak Cabinet, with plated piano type hinges and all connections at rear, is a worthy addition
to any room. Get one now. You'll be investing in a
Receiving Set which will prove a never-ending source of
enjoyment.
NOTE.-When this Set is required for use with Broadcast

THE purity and volume of the tone obtained from the
BROADCAST MAJOR is a revelation to those who

have only listened -in on Crystal Sets. When buying
your first Receiving Set be sure to get one with a generous

reserve of tone sufficient to carry you through on nights
when transmissions are poor. For this you need two
Valves. If you suffer from traffic disturbances, too, you'll
appreciate the extra volume from such a Receiver as. the
BROADCAST MAJOR. No need
to drop the Head -phones in disgust when a heavy lorry rumbles
by.

If you live within 25/30 miles
from London, Manchester, Birmingham, Newcastle, or Cardiff,
you will find the BROADCAST
MAJOR an ideal Set. You may
be asked to pay very much more,

but you will certainly not get a
better- Set.

Remember that every Instrument is tested on our own Aerial

Licence a royalty of 35/- must be
paid at time of purchasing. The

The Equipment Supplied
Without Extra Charge.

ACCUMULATOR,

6 volt 40 amps.

Best

British Manufacture.
H.T. BATTERY, 60 volt, specially made

royalty- of 25/- due to Marconi

Co. is being paid by us.
I

I

to our specification.

HEADPHONES, One pair of Western !
Electric 4,000 ohms, highly efficient.
AERIAL WIRE, 150 feet of enamelled
copper.
suppliedare
INSULATORS. Two
sufficient fora single-wi.-e Aerial. -_1

The VETO -SCOTT Co., Ltd.,

I

FEATHFla;6P

.-7E-,

ONE

COMPLETE

19

Valves 15/- each extra.

64 High Holborn W.C.1

9$0,

f

Popular Wireless Weekly, February 24th, 1923;
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

ACCUMULATORS

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES

(Continued from page 978.)

BEST BRITISH MAKE.

A Selection from our PRICE LIST

directional it means that this end will be

Exceptional

QUALITY and VALUE

having a' directional aerial, would it give better

STOCKTAKING BARGAINS.

GUARANTEED;

but 20 ft. high, and the other end 25 ft. By

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22

results than a higher aerial with the lead-in
from the higher end ?

BATTERIES;.15 Volts
BATTERIES. 36 Volts
BATTERIES. '60 Volts

Although height is an extremely important point,
we would consider that by studying' theidirectional
properties of the aerial in this instance both results

Stranded...100 ft. 3/4
ACCUMULATORS, 6 Vol ts, 60 Amps....each 401 ACCUMULATORS, 4 Volts, 40 Amps
each 201-

each 3/4
each 6/9

-

each 13 / 6
BRASS CONTACT
STUDS,
with nut and
washer
dozen 7d.
BRASS STOPS, with nut and washer
dozen 8d.
BRASS SPACER WASHERS (largo size/dozen 3d.
BRASS SPACER WASHERS (small size)
dozen 2d.
BRASS VALVE LEGS, with not and washer
.
dozen
1/3
BRASS HEX NUTS, 2, 3, 4, & 5 B.A. ...... dozen 3d.
BRASS WASHERS, 2, 3, 4, & 5 B.A
dozen 20.
BRASS ROD, I in. x S in. square
foot 4d.
CRYSTAL C UPS, complete with 4 screws...dozen 2 / COPPER FOIL,' .002, 6 in. x 6 in
sheet 3d.
CONDENSER VANES, Aluminium
dozen pairs 1/ CONDENSERS, Fixed, Best spiality
each 1/9
CONDENSERS, Variable, Best, complete .001

would obtain.

*

.3V in., 12 in. a 3 in

5d.
INDUCTANCE SLIDER KNOBS, complete...dozen 61INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS, 4/1 Ratio,
L.F.. Best quality
each 25!INTERVALVE TfiA, NSFOR NIERS, 4 / 1 Ratio.
L.F., Second quality
each 1716
INSULATING SLEEVING (Red, Yellbw, Brown.
Black)
INSULATORS, Egg tYls). ill 'to
yatTi 3:
ea
INSULATORS. Shell
3d.
INSULATORS, Reel typc, white
ctich 3d.
ach

tIne, whittai li

INSTRUMENT WIRE
Enam.

Supplied in reels

2/8

IS.

2 /10

20.
22.
24.
26.
28.
30.

2/11

3/1
3/4
3/6

4/

4 /8

.32.

5/4
6/7/4

34.
36.
38.
4f).

12/-

D.0.0.

S.C.C.

2/8
2/,11
3/3
3/9
4/4
5

-

5//10

6/10
8/-

2/11 lb.

3/1
3/6
4/3
4/11,.

' 5/9

,

6/10:..7/10

11/3

13/9..

18/6

FL

16/8

KNOBS, Knurled. Bushed 2 TIN
dozen 3/6
LEADING.IN TUBES, complete with terminals,
9 in
each 1 / 8
LEADING -IN TUBES, complete with terminals.
12 in.
tact, 2/3
LEADIN(IIN WIRE, heavy rublier,overed yard .6d.
LABELS, Engraved Ivorine, Condenser Scales
0-180
each 50.
LABELS, Engraved Ivorino, Aerial, Earth,
Phones, &c., &e.
each 2d.
SWITCH ARMS. complete, best quality
each 119
-SWITCH" ARMS, coin ple le, second finality ... . each 1 /
TERMINAL, Standard pattern, with nut and
washer
dozen 2/ TERMINAL, Telephone nattern, with nut and
washer
dozen 2/ TERMINAL, W.O. pattern, with nut and
washer
dozen 2/ TELEPHONES,
Double Head Gears, _4,000
ohms
each 25 /TIN FOIL. 18 is.. a It in
sheet 3d.
VALVE HOLDERS,
complete .with out and
washer
dozen 9/
VALVES, Cossor, P.1 type
ach 15/ -

-

-

'

-

send ample postage; any in

excess

iv111

be

Pleaso

refunded.

TRADE SUPPLIED
-Terms on application

CROW, TOOGOOD & Co.
56,

High

Street,

Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.

Ono minute from Tottenham Court Road Tube ;Statitin.

Telephone: GERRARD 5187.
111111111111111111111E11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

,,

24!-

80
100
60
120

.. 27/6 (
.. 29/6 (

(

42/-)
48/6)
53/3)

in Teak Box 58,16 (

110/-)

APPROVAL against cash.

Carriage forward.

H. SMYTH Ltd.,

Probably your grid leak is unsuitable for these
other valves. Try a different one, or,- better still,
use a variable leak. You will also find that a little
more H.T. will be needed with most valves than with
the Dutch type.

Phone: -Gerrard 9153.

G. D. P. (Plymouth). -I have a four -valve
set mid while I can hear F.L. telephony very
well, the British telephony keeps on fading
away. Why is this 1
to he due to some peculiar conditions of the ground
over which it passes.. It is not experienced everywhere. For instance, Aberdeen is said to be well situated and all the British stations are easily heard
there on three or four valves. Cheshire is supposed.
to be a bad or " blind " spot for London, large sets
often failing to detect a sound from 2 L O.
*

London, W.C.1.

E. D. (PlYmouth).-,-I have heard of a jump.
effect whereby stations can be' heard
working at places, although intervening' plaCes

in a direct -line cannot hear them at

T.A. :-Nativities,
London.

ACCUMULATORS, H.T. BATTERIES,
AND VALVES.
NEW AND GUARANTEED:
4 -Volt, 25 -Amp., Celluloid,
..11/3. Postage 1/4 -Volt, 40 -Amp. 17/6
6 -Volt, 40 -Amp. 25/6
4
60
21/3
6
60
31!4
80
27/6
80
36/4
100
33/6
100
451F k'
Packing 2/- extra.
MULLARD ORA VAIN S
5/-, Postage 6d.
MARCONI " R " VALVES ..17,'6, Postage 6d.
36-V., H.T. Battery, Hellesden,
.with Plugs
.. '
12'6. Postage 1/60-V. H.T. Battery, Hellesden,
with Plugs

..1 4 '-.

.

Cash with order.

*

ing

Postage- 1/ -

Good's despatched per return.

LOWKE & SONS, LTD., Northampton.

®CRYSTAL SETS

Assembled and unassembled.

this quite right, or should yon think it a

And all component parts.
Write for illustrated catalogue. Post free, 3d.

The effect you mention is verk. frequently notieeAberdeen and. districts in the North of Scotland seem to benefit- front this, -as it is sometimes
called " Giralling." Some authorities credit a re.
flection from the Heaviside " layer with the 'cause
of the, phenomenon, whilst others are inclined to put
it down to regenerativeeffects caused by near -by And'
intervening C.W. stations. As with the better known
" blind spot, " effect, there is also no doubt but that
the natural conformation of mineral deposits of. the
district plays not a small part.

VALVE PANELS ON THE UNIT SYSTEM
Unassembled
Simple to build. Full instructions sent with each

question of the receivers employed 2
able.

P.

set.

Ask, for particulars.

11.

BOYS & CO..

Electrical & Wireless Engineers,

187, OSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 1.
'Phone Clerkenwell 4454.

*

II. T. (Deptford). --What exactly is a
" turn. " in co nuection with a honeycomb roil 1 --

Is it the number of wires passing round any
one peg on the former 1
_

.

No, turns in the case of that type of coil, as in the
cast' of basket or even single -layer coils, are counted
by the numbers of complete revolutionsmade by the

round the former, or when using a winder, the
number of complete revolutions trade bY the former.
wire

*

*

WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks. Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free. -13 T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.), 146a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone : Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

.

POST ORDERS executed in strict rotation.

6
6

.

53, Museum St., Bloomsbury.

This fading is at present unexpla fined. -It is thought

'

4
4

which was of Dutch origin. I have tried
various valves since but can get no results.
Why is this 1

CRYSTALS:

4 volts, 60 amps. .. 1916 (usual 35/6)

*

(Glasgow). -I bought a single valve
set some time ago and liave broken the valve

CONDENSERS, Variable, Best, complete .00075
each
11 '9
CONDENSERS, Variable, Best, complete .0005
each
11/3
CONDENSERS, Variable, Best, complete .0003
each
10/6
CONDENSER DIALS, Complete with Knob,
engraved 0-180
dozen 24 / CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on ebo,nitA
base, without crystal
each
Hertzile, 2/- each; Bornite 6d.
each; Copper Pyrites, 8d. each; Silicon, 60.
each, Galena, 6d. each; Woods Metal each 60.
EBONITE SHEETS, Polished one side, 8 in. x
8
x tin.
sheet 4/9
EBONITE SHEETS, Polished one side, 10 in. x
6 in. x s in.
sheet 4/0
EBONITE SHEETS, Polished one side, 12 in. x
12 in. x A in
mica 916
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, Heat resistingbane,
each
2[6
INDUCTANCE TUBES, 12 in. a 4 in., 12 in. x

'

D.

15/9

each

(Celluloid).

"L1111111111111111111111111111111111iL

When replying

THE NEWTONIA WIRELESS FACTORY
FOR ALL WIRELESS PARTS AT FACTORY PRICES

.13/15, WHITCOMB ST., W.C.2
LONDON.

Regent 5469

GREATEST POSSIBLE VALUE IN

VALVE AND CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
AND ACCESSORIES.
Complete InsfallatiouR.
MAINTENANCE. TECHNICAL ADVICE, ETC.
\ A LVE SETS
from £3 -10 0
CRYSTAL SETS

£2

For Pries List please apply to -

0 0

R. LAWLER (late Marconi Co.),

221, Ivydale Rd., Nunhead, London, S.E.15.

Butcher

For approved S.B.C. Sets.

to Advertisers
be sure to

Western Electric Crystal Set

mention

Delivery from stock

(Postage extra)

Western Electric Headphones

11 12 0

"POPULAR
WIRELESS

WEEKLY"

to ensure
prompt attention.

£4 2 6

(4,000 ohms) Supplies at present limited
(Postage extra)
Large Stocks of Components to meet every
requirement at keen prices. Telephones rewound.
::
Ebonite supplied. Panels drilled.

Broadcast reception 5-10

p.sn.

every evening.

ire extend an invitation to you to visit us.

E. E. BUTCHER, 273 New Cross Road, London, S.E.14
'Phone : New Cross 1323.

POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.

February 24th, 1923.
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What more pleasurable than a dance at home

to

a first-class

Circumstances in which you have all the enjoyment of
a dance and none of the fatigue of going to it.
Or it may be you are interested in boxing, the latest news, football,
Orchestra?

stock exchange quotations, the weather forecast, or delightful concerts.

You can have all these, enjoyably and pleasurably, in the comfort
of your own home with a T.M.C. Wireless Receiver.

There is no trouble to you-T.M.C. have engineers in every large
town who will instal and periodically inspect the apparatus.

T.M.C. Wireless .is particularly simple to work, and gives every
satisfaction.
T.M.C.

Wireless Receivers, which are fully approved

Postmaster -General, bear the

seal of

by the
the British Broadcasting

Company.

The wide variety of models are entirely British made.

The " Everset ' Crystal.

No adjustment necessary.
Fits any crystal receiver.

10/_each.

FROM £ 4 5 0 UPWARDS.
INCLUDING ALL ROYALTIES

London, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle and Cardiff are "broadcasting " now.
Come and listen
to them any evening up to R) p.m. at our Showrooms in: London, Birmingham, Belfast, Bristol, Cardiff,
Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield.
London Showrooms : 68, Newman Street, W.C.1. Museum 5581.

Write to us for our nearest address.

Ideal Home Exhibition,
March 1st -24th.

CISITIETED

C

Stand 11, Row D, Main Hall;
Stand 18, New Gallery Hall.

MakesWireless

...............
...........

0 cttztuaztn

"Avymy-nommorzattilkow

y

Worth While
Vo/Avy ,Nsytinv A v

TELEPHONE MFG, O. LTD
HOLLINGS-WORTH WORKS, DULWICH, IDNDON, S.E.21.
6E0 l -..-Nyiw.f._,:wv.A. %v., sw ih...,,,,z, z.,
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POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.
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YOU ARE INVITED TO HEAR
THE B.B.C. CONCERT

ABSOLUTELY FREE
as received by

0
0)

0
Pa

any evening from 5-6, 7-10 p.m.

ks\

Detailed instructions and demonstrations gladly given without any
obligation to purchase.

By the special construcCon of the

LATTIKONE TUNER
an exclusive feature of every Crystophone,
signals are improved by

itaoPtiaq
2 -Valve Receiving Cabinet.

A high-grade instrument at a very low price.
This set has been especially designed for
receiving broadcasting, and complies with all
the Postmaster -General's regulations. It can be
used either for listening -in with headphones or
with a loud speaker.
Additional interest and use is secured because

is mounted in a handsome oak cabinet, and is

sent out complete with H.T. battery, 6 volt
accumulator, 100 ft. aerial, 2 shell insulators, and

one pair of Fellows 4000 ohms double head-

British Made Throughout.
approved by the BBC and

Postmaster-Cenerat.

£ 1 2 inclusive of all taxes

without valves.
Carriage 2/ EXTRA FOR 2 VALVES
30/ EXTRA FOR ADDITIONAL FELLOWS
DOUBLE HEADPHONES, 21/6 Postage, 1/4

33. Crystal and 2 Valves (1 Detector)
Royalty included -3 7s. 6d.
..
34. Crystal and 3 Valves (1 Detector)
Royalty included-b4 los. od.

FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., Ltd.
LONDON, N.W.10.
Telephone:

If'ILLESDEN 1560-I.

This is truly a wonderful Set, as I receive clear telephony from Paris, Brussels, Ostend, Le Bourget, Birmingham, and many other Stations, although my aerial
is only 26 ft. high one end and 18 ft. the other, and I am
situated rather low.
You have my congratulations, and I wish your
business the best of luck, which I am sure you will have
immediately the public have once listened -in on your
production.
Ewell.
J. L. S.

Id

.

phones, but without valves.
Licence and

CRYSTOPHONE
Type 34.

211123.

will receive all amateur transmitting stations
within a range of 20 miles. The " Fellophone "

PRICE COMPLETE

Read what a satisfied user says about the

REVISED PRICE LIST.
"The Scout" Crystal Receiver
3 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d. ..
21. Crystal Receiver
4 15 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d.
20. Crystal Receiver
5 10 0
Royalty included -7s. 6d.
30. Crystal and One Valve L.F.A.
12 10 0
Royalty included ---z os. od.
31. Crystal and One Valve (Detector)
10 10 0
Royalty included-Lz os. od.

it

Mode under Marconi

5070 INCREASE in Strength

15 00
23

00

SOLD BY ALL LEADING STORES
AND WIRELESS AGENTS

Telegrams:

QUIXM AG," 'PHONE, LONDON.

9.

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
8A.

ED'

THE CRYSTOPHONE
MANUFACTURING CO., LD.

go?c-'/X-e-ti

jereey .9.,oct,Yetiewf

16, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.1.
TELEPHONE :

MUSEUM 1664.
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